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ABSTRACT
This qualitative study used a post-structural feminist framework to examine how the
literacy and mothering discourses women encountered in a family literacy program
assisted or constrained them in enacting agency. Employing a narrative approach,
combined with other methodological strategies (ethnographic observations, discourse
analysis of program documents), the researcher gathered life history interviews from five
Mexican immigrant mothers enrolled in an Even Start program. Their narratives
demonstrated how the literacy and parenting discourses inherent in this educational
program shaped some of their daily practices and self-perceptions. The findings
demonstrate that the women used these discourses to expand their identities, to meet
personal goals, and to gain greater power in some spheres of their life, such as
relationships with their husbands and other family members. On the other hand, this
study also elucidated how new discourses conflicted with their ethnic discourses, creating
tension, contradictions, or added burdens. The study concludes that: 1) an expanded idea
of agency is necessary to determine how learners navigate their educational and social
lives; 2) discourses are simultaneously enabling and constraining, allowing opportunities
for creativity, resistance, and identity development; and 3) educators and policymakers
need to consider the consequences of the messages inherent in educational funding and
programming.
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Chapter One
Introduction
*****
This qualitative study explored how Latina women used hegemonic mothering and
literacy discourses they encountered in a family literacy program, thereby compromising and
enhancing their agency, or capacity to promote and achieve their desires. Using their narratives,
I highlight the voices of five Mexican women enrolled in an Even Start program. Hegemonic
discourses, or dominant ideas that appear natural, are seen by many scholars as primarily limiting
a person’s agency; however, participants utilized these discourses to expand possibilities for
themselves. These women drew on normative discourses from their ethnic community and the
U.S. mainstream community to develop a sense of self and to fulfill desires, indicating that
agency and discourses are fluid concepts, in that discourses both expand and delimit possibilities
for exercising agency. This study demonstrates that agency and discourses are complex and
interwoven and resist binary definitions of liberation or subjugation.
Study Background
Schooling is a primary context in which social norms are transmitted (Foucault, 1980;
Giroux, 2005; Lewis & Moje, 2007). As such, Even Start, a federally funded family literacy
educational program, conveys norms about schooling, identity, and acceptable parenting
behaviors. This program targets poor and immigrant families, making it particularly important to
study how the discourses inherent in curricula and program standards interact with participant
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enactments of agency. Discourse refers to prevalent ideas that are circulated through society via
language, images, and behaviors that become commonsensical social practices (Walshaw, 2007).
Recently, federally funded programs have been required to document learner gains through
outcome-based accountability measures such as academic achievement, job acquisition, and
children’s school readiness. This has led to more standardized curricula and greater program
scrutiny (Scoppio, 2002). Consequently, learners’ behaviors and performance as parents are
measured against a prescribed norm that generally does not allow for cultural, individual, or
structural differences (e.g., economic, racial, gender). For example, a White, middle-class norm
of parenting does not necessarily consider how lack of income might constrain having a bookrich home.
The use of hegemonic norms, such as the middle-class parent, and accountability
measures for participants and programs illustrates Foucault’s (1994) notion of institutional
regulation and surveillance of society. This notion, governmentality, refers to institutions,
agencies, and authorities that participate in ensuring the welfare of the population by overseeing
behaviors of individuals and collectives. This is done by regulating conduct, desires, hopes, and
the environment (Foucault, 1977; 1990a; 1990b; 1994; Inda, 2005). Women, as designated
primary caretakers and the main population enrolled in family literacy classes, are particularly
subject to this type of regulation via institutions such as social services, child and family
services, and schools.
This qualitative study examined, through narratives, how Latina women attending a
family literacy program responded to the main discourses of family literacy (the Good Mother
Discourse, the Literacy Discourse), how these discourses shaped their self-understanding and
their ability to make choices and the role education plays in this. In other words, my goal was to
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describe how women in a particular educational program made decisions about who they were,
the power they perceived to have over their lives, and how they utilized discourses to make life
livable or more acceptable (materially and emotionally). I was interested in how women enacted
agency and in a richer understanding of agency that moves away from a binary (resistance versus
domination), or free will (individual has the ability to make changes to her life) definition. The
importance of these questions lies in seeking how discourses shape understandings and ideas of
the self (Meyers, 2002) in an educational setting.
Purpose and Significance of the Study
The purpose of this study was to explore and describe how women in family literacy
programs enact agency within mothering and literacy discourses. Exploring agency as a multifaceted concept may assist scholars, practitioners, and policymakers to discern how learners
appropriate or use discourses in adult education classes and curricula. A first implication is how
the multi-faceted perspective complicated people’s actions and ideas beyond either simply
accepting or rejecting programs, subject material, and policy goals. This enhanced perspective
can illuminate how adults who are economically, culturally, and socially different from
policymakers and educational staff utilize particular aspects of formal learning opportunities.
Second, this study demonstrated what occurs when discourses conflict with each other and
learners’ realities (e.g., productive citizens must find a job which in turn conflicts with
childrearing responsibilities) and how women did or did not resolve that tension.
A third contribution of this study is to amplify the diversity of voices in family literacy.
There is literature on minority women’s schooling and mothering experiences (Blum, 2004;
Luttrell, 1996; 1997; Sandlin, 2004; Villenas, 2001) and minority women in family literacy (see
Reyes & Torres, 2007; Taylor, 1997). However, this body of research needs to be extended;
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immigrants and women comprise the majority of adult education and family literacy participants
(Strucker, 2007) and Hispanics1 are the highest enrolled group in Even Start (U.S. Department of
Education, 2004).
Finally, studying agency can inform program and curricula design to assist learners in
examining how social structures and hegemonic ideas (race, poverty, mothering) shape their
lives, thus connecting the personal to the social (Campbell, 2001). This speaks to the idea of
using agency more strategically and consciously. In other words, if learners begin to identify
ideas and associated practices and power structures that tell them who they are (e.g., uneducated
mother failing to help her child) and who they should be (e.g., educated mother selflessly
engaging in schooled literacy activities) they may be able to better confront these images,
thereby exercising more choice over events in their lives, envisioning different ways of being,
and understanding how their desires can be accomplished (Meyers, 2002).
Discourses in Adult Education and Family Literacy
Adult education policy and programming are instrumental in constructing learners’
identities, encouraging or limiting their agency, creating active or passive learners, placing and
reassigning blame for lack of achievement, and influencing the ways that learners seek to be
successful and/or change the structure of society (Sandlin, 2004; Sparks, 2001). Discourse links
power, knowledge, and language to hegemonic ideologies (Foucault, 1980). The underlying
discourse of educational policy and programming shapes how learners are constructed as
subjects2 and the agency ascribed to them (Fingeret & Jurmo, 1989; Giroux, 2005; Walshaw,
1

Hispanic is generally used as a political term and was brought into play by the U.S. government once this
population was recognized as being subject to institutional racism. Since Latino is more commonly used within the
community, I will use Latino to refer to non-European, Spanish-speaking participants. However, when citing other
works (e.g. government documents), I will utilize the language of the document (Vazquez, 2004).
2
Subject is used in place of person, as humans are considered to be authored by textual forces, mediated by culture,
the material world, and others around them (Lye, 1997).
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2007). Here, ideology refers to particular beliefs or ideas held by a group of people, often those
in power. These become hegemonic when they are circulated by the governing class as
commonsensical and universal (Brookfield, 2005). The Welfare Reform Act’s emphasis on
marriage as a way to escape poverty reinforces and promotes at least two hegemonic ideologies:
women on welfare are unwed mothers and heterosexual marriage is the ideal (Hays, 2003;
Sandlin, 2004). Hegemonic ideologies become linked to how we know and understand everyday
practices; they become naturalized and unexamined, and distinguish between appropriate and
inappropriate conduct (Foucault, 1977). These ideas continue to be circulated and justified
through discourses that create knowledge (Walshaw, 2007). Language, in the form of texts and
talk, regulates people. In this sense, language is a form of social action (it communicates and
accomplishes particular things and involves others, Holtgraves, 2002), which in turn has material
consequences (e.g., receiving monetary rewards from social services for getting married or being
unable to participate in adult education classes because you are able-bodied and should be
working). Discourses do not just circulate through language; images and actions also circulate
discourses (Clawson & Trice, 2000; Hall, 2001;1997).
An example of how discourse shapes adult education policy is the renaming of the federal
Adult Education Act, in 1988, to Title II of the Workforce Investment Act (WIA). The emphasis
on education is replaced by an emphasis on building a workforce. Interestingly, one of the WIA
mandates is that programs need to assist “parents in obtaining the educational skills necessary to
become full partners in the educational development of their children” (Amstutz & Sheared,
2000, p. 155). More notably, the gendered assumptions undergirding WIA policy (Amstutz &
Sheared, 2000; Sandlin, 2004; Schlossman, 1986;1978; Sparks, 2001) and curriculum limit the
definition of parent to mean mother (Auerbach, 1995; Gadsden, 1996; Griffith & Smith, 2005;
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Hendrix, 1999/2000; Smythe & Isserlis, 2003; Sparks, 2001). Education thus reinforces
gendered notions of women’s roles as mothers, wives, and child educators (Sandlin, 2004;
Smythe & Isserlis, 2003).
The federal family literacy program, known as Even Start is funded by WIA. The
introduction to the Even Start Guidance states:
Even Start is an education program for the Nation’s low-income families that is
designed to improve the academic achievement of parents and their young
children, especially in the area of reading...Young children who have good
vocabularies and who are taught early reading skills before they start school are
more likely to become good readers and to achieve academic success throughout
their school careers. Education experts also acknowledge that parents play a
critical role in the language and intellectual development of their children.
Children who have parents who talk and play with them and who read to them
have an important advantage. And parents who themselves are competent readers
are more likely to have good jobs and be able to help their own children in school.
Even Start provides educational services for the family, parents and children
alike, so that adults and their children will be able to take advantage of and benefit
from the tremendous opportunities available to them in this Nation. For adults
and children with limited English proficiency, Even Start helps them make
progress toward acquisition of the English language and attainment of a high level
of literacy. (Department of Education, 2003, p. 1)
As noted here, these programs target primarily poor and immigrant parents (Hendrickson, 1995;
Wasik & Herrman, 2004). This is further justified through statements such as: “reading
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difficulties occur more often among poor, non-White and non-native English speaking children”
(Wasik & Herrmann, 2004, p. 9). The Even Start program is generally based on the Kenan
Model (Wasik & Herrmann, 2004), which includes four components: adult education (e.g.,
General Education Development [GED] courses, Adult Basic Education [ABE], English as a
Second Language [ESL]), early childhood education, parenting education, and interactive
literacy time (ILA, also known as parent and child interactive literacy activity [PACILA] and
Parent and Child Together [PACT] time). While fathers are encouraged to attend family literacy
programs, participants are primarily women (Askov, Kassab, & Weirauch, 2005; Smythe &
Isserlis, 2003; Sparks, 2001). Many women choose to participate in the family literacy
programs, while others are mandated to attend under welfare regulations or by child and family
services. As such, participants are particularly vulnerable to the regulations and discourses
promoted within family literacy and WIA.
Family literacy programs are not restricted to the Even Start format. They exist in a
variety of locations, such as workplaces, K-12 schools, and libraries (Wasik & Herrmann, 2004)
and reflect different ideologies, such as multiple literacies, social change, and interventionprevention (Auerbach, 1995). However a prevalent discourse in welfare legislation and family
literacy programs is the U.S. Good Mother Discourse (Griffith & Smith, 2005). A good mother
is one who selflessly gives her time and attention solely to her child, negating her own identity,
needs, and desires if necessary (Hays, 1996; Luttrell, 2003). Furthermore, the mother is
considered the primary educator of her child. This assumes that a mother must engage in the
unpaid labor of educating her child and supporting the schools by volunteering and making up
for what schools are unable to do due to lack of resources or unwillingness (Griffith & Smith,
2005). Juxtaposed against this is the “welfare mother” discourse that creates an image of a
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single woman who is too lazy to work and has babies to get a larger subsidy from the
government (Fineman, 1995; Hays, 2003; Horowitz, 1995; Kline, 1995; Miller, 1990; Roberts,
1995). These discourses are important to recognize because they are used to garner support for
program funding and to inform participants about whom they are or should be. The U.S. Good
Mother Discourse is offered as the answer to educational and economic success for both mother
and child; in doing so, it normalizes and regulates particular behaviors.
Theoretical Framework
My research draws on a Foucauldian understanding of discourse and power and a
feminist, post-structural idea of subjectivity and agency. Agency, in this study, is defined as
utilizing skills “that enable individuals to conduct their own self-portraits and self-narratives and
that thereby enable them to take charge of their lives” (Meyers, 2002, p. 5). Within this
definition, agency interweaves power, discourses, and social positioning that is always
historically, geographically, politically, and culturally situated (Ahearn, 2001a; Butler, 2004;
Davies, 2005; Lewis, 2001). While agency can be used to confront inequitable power relations
(Kabeer, 2005), it is not a necessary component. In the case of challenging these relations, I do
not start out with a pre-conceived notion of which power-relations—gender, class, educational—
are being challenged (Mahmood, 2005). Our desires, audience, setting and social role play a part
in how and which ideas we draw on to define ourselves (Weedon, 1987). Learners’ (in this case,
mothers’) enactments of agency are more complicated than either accepting or resisting family
literacy programs, subject material, and policy goals (Ahearn, 2001a; Butler, 2004; Ko, 2005;
Luttrell, 2003; Mahmood, 2005). Acts of agency need to be examined and identified within the
local setting and the actors’ end goals (Mahmood, 2005).
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A Foucauldian notion of power and discourse is central to my understanding of agency.
Discourse regulates what is accepted as knowledge in a society; this knowledge defines what we
know and how power is exercised (Ferraro & Moe, 2003; Foucault, 1980). Power does not
originate from a particular location; rather, it circulates through discourses, institutions, and
networks (Lewis, 2001) owned by no one. Power is complex and relational among persons and
institutions (Foucault, 2003). It produces and is produced within these fields of relations
(Young, 1981). These arenas of relations define who we are and how we relate to others. Some
personal identitifiers or labels are imbued with more power (e.g., good mother versus welfare
mother). Foucault’s work on power, knowledge, and discourses allows us to trace the historical
and social roots of particular discourses, the reasons they hold sway over us, and why we utilize
them. These ideas help me to understand acts of agency and how they might be constrained by
particular hegemonic discourses at a particular place and time.
A feminist post-structural framework emphasizes how a social system is structured by
patriarchy, classism, racism, and other ideas that define a person (Weedon, 1987). A poststructural reading of agency can help identify the tensions that exist for women in family literacy
(e.g., race, poverty, language differences) and how these influence their actions, without erasing
either their roles or agency. Women who resist family literacy programming are at risk because
of their reliance on social services and their powerlessness in the welfare system; they can be
framed as ungrateful or bad mothers in the public eye (Edin & Lein, 1997; Villenas, 2001). A
feminist post-structural framework can help identify the social structures and discourses that
create these tenuous situations. By highlighting family literacy participants’ narratives we can
uncover how they perceive that social structures constrain or enable the way they act, their
choices, and their well-being.
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Research Questions and Methods
Research questions. In line with the aforementioned topic I developed three primary
research questions with several sub-questions that centered on mothers’ enactments of agency,
the choices they made, and the use or disruption of discourses that were central to their daily
lives. Following are the three overarching questions that structured my study:
1) How do Latina women in family literacy programs enact agency within the program and their
daily lives? Specifically, how do they exercise agency in words, acts, friendships,
educational achievement, and choices they make in daily life?
2) How does participation in family literacy assist women in enacting agency, if at all?
3) How do Latina women use, negotiate, or disrupt mothering and literacy discourses to
mitigate differences or enhance similarities between themselves and the ideals promoted in
family literacy and their communities?
Narrative Inquiry approach. I chose to use a Narrative Inquiry approach, as personal
narratives present renderings and understanding of experiences and self (Polkinghorne, 1988).
My inquiry of agency is based in the participants’ sense-making of daily events and ideas that
provide them with choices about who they are and how their desires come to fruition. I was not
seeking the Truth in the participants’ perceptions but rather their point of view and how they
interpreted and made sense of events in their lives (Atkinson, 2002; Riessman, 1993).
Narrative Inquiry, based in narratology3 (Chase, 2005; Patton, 2002; Riessman, 1993)
and the “narrative turn” in Social Sciences (Chase, 2005; Lyons, 2007; Patton, 2002; Riessman,
1993), highlights and interprets oral or written narratives as “a distinct form of discourse”
(Chase, 2005, p. 656). Narrative Inquiry researchers focus on discourse, understanding it as how

3

Narratology broadened the concept of text to include interviews, life histories, memoirs, creative non-fiction, and
family stories, among others (Patton, 2002).
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people are constructed and use language to build their world (Riessman, 2008). Narrative
Inquiry centers participant voices, “gives prominence to human agency and imagination,” and “is
well suited to studies of subjectivity and identity” (Riessman, 1993, p. 5), all primary goals of
this study.
Narrative, distinguished from other forms of discourse (including spoken, written, or
visual), draws together random events to make sense and meaning; it incorporates a process and
a result (Chase, 2005; Gee, 1985; Polkinghorne, 1988; Reissman, 2008). It is a way of knowing
(Clandinin, 2007), communicating, and making meaning (Bach, 2007; Chase, 2005; Davies &
Davies, 2007; Polkinghorne, 1988; Riessman, 1993; Riessman & Speedy, 2007). In the meaning
making process of an event, we can highlight the sequence of events, the outcome, the emotional
influence, the meaning given, or a combination of these. Narrative Inquiry seeks the texture of
people’s lives, looking “first to the voices within each narrative” (Chase, 2005, p. 663) as
opposed to themes across different participant interviews, highlighting throughout the narrator’s
voice.
This project focused on how family literacy participants understand their own lives
within the framework of the program. Through the examination of personal narratives we can
begin to uncover how learners’ ideas differ from or align with mainstream notions of
personhood. Differences can create conflict or contradictions. Therefore, gathering participant
stories and highlighting their beliefs and renditions of self and events will reveal how they
perceive or present themselves (or how they want or believe they should present themselves to
me) within the context of Good Mother and Literacy Discourses.
Data collection. In the tradition of Narrative Inquiry, I conducted multiple in-depth
interviews and collected video diaries from five Mexican women enrolled in the Crystal Springs
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(pseudonym) Even Start program. The interviews focused on past and current events in their
lives to capture participants’ goals and desires, self constructions, choices, understandings of
changes occurring in their lives (e.g., educational gains, moves, having children), and
conceptions of power or powerlessness. These data were analyzed to explore how participants
creatively used, complied with, or negotiated mothering and literacy discourses.
A second set of data, drawing on ethnographic methods, focused on the family literacy
setting, including analysis of program texts and documents, informal conversations with program
staff, and participant observation. These data helped me to identify prevalent and conflicting
discourses (e.g. ideas about mothering, the value of literacy), and orient me to the context of the
participants’ lives (e.g., daily life events, ways that agency is expressed beyond language). They
also assisted me in contextualizing and elucidating the roles women took on in their lives, such
as student, mother, daughter, and the choices available to them. Finally, I kept a researcher
journal as a way to keep records, to document thoughts about what was occurring in my daily
interactions and observations with participants, and to help uncover my own narratives and
location in order to consider how they were informing (or distorting) my analysis of other
mothers’ literacy experiences. I also wanted to use the journal as a reminder that narratives are
performed for an audience (Chase, 2005; Luttrell, 2003). These combined data were integrated
to analyze and understand how women in family literacy enacted agency, if at all, through
discourses.
Summary of Findings
As presumed, the normative literacy and mothering discourses were present in the Even
Start program. However, a key finding was that participants, while being subject to these
normative discourses, also drew on them to promote new identities that countered mainstream
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depictions of Latina mothers and opened up new possibilities for power and respect within their
families. Furthermore, they combined ideas from discourses, such as the Mexican Good Mother
Discourse and the U.S. Good Mother Discourse—a distinction that arose during the study—to
create a higher standard of mothering.
This finding expands our understanding of how adult learners can utilize discourses to
express and achieve their goals. In this study, participants expanded discourses to accommodate
their desires, demonstrating the malleability of discourses. This finding challenges the idea of an
overpowering and static hegemonic discourse that renders subjects powerless. However, the
study also found that these women did not ultimately escape any of the discourses; they worked
within them, making changes and ruptures in ideas of who they were supposed to be. Life
experiences and their ethnic community’s understanding of mother and woman restricted their
actions and presentations of self. Given this conundrum, a theoretical implication of this study is
that agency becomes a more complicated tool for analysis. Conceptualizing agency as resistance
to a particular structure (e.g., patriarchal family structure or middle-class mothering values)
erases the multiple perspectives of the actor. For example, by adopting behaviors of the middleclass mother a woman might be seeking more opportunities for power in the home. This
example also demonstrates that actions are not simply driven by free will; people are constrained
by what is available to them and a host of other factors, such as desire to belong to a community.
This study supports other work that demonstrates how researchers use an analytical lens that
considers women’s actions and choices from the actor’s standpoint; this is particularly important
when studying a group that may fall outside of the researcher’s cultural or academic norm (see
Mahmood, 2005).
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This study can inform adult educators and policymakers about how discourses shape
educational programs, legislation, and outcomes for learners. The findings from this study
demonstrate how discourses, embedded in program curriculum and practitioner language and
actions, effect stated goals and content, and how these normative ideas are passed on to learners.
Findings also elucidate the usefulness of these ideas for learners as well as the constraints and
contradictions they pose for adult learners. This information allows adult educators to examine
curriculum to better align with learners’ material, social, and emotional goals.
Dissertation Overview
The following is an outline of the upcoming chapters. Chapter Two is a review of
pertinent literature. In this chapter I present my theoretical framework, argue for an expanded
understanding of agency, and present discourses of mothering and literacy. Each of these topics
will elucidate premises of the analysis. Chapter Three describes the methodology and analysis
undertaken for this study. Chapter Four presents participant background information. Chapter
Five, the first of three findings chapters, discusses the prevalent discourses promoted in the
Crystal City Even Start program and utilized by participants. This chapter finds that discourses
set norms that can be utilized or contested by the participants. Chapter Six argues that the
women in this study agentively used discourses to achieve their own purposes. At times this
meant adhering to a normative discourse, in other instances the women drew on a contrasting
discourse to expand possibilities. Chapter Seven presents findings on the dual nature of
discourses; that is, they can simultaneously expand and constrain choices. Additionally, it
addresses how agency and its outcomes are contextually dependent on factors such as other
events, actors, primary subjectivity, desires, or community norms. Finally, in Chapter Eight I
elaborate on the implications of constrained agency and shifting discourses for research and adult
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education. I contend that examining discourses and learner agency in tandem can assist
educators and policymakers in supporting learners in achieving their goals, and expand
theoretical understandings of discourses and agency.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review

*****

In this study discourse and agency hinge on each other. Agency occurs in reaction to
discourses and discourses react to acts of agency. In other words they talk (figuratively) back
and forth; a discourse limits what a person can say, do, be. A discourse can also be changed
through acts and language (Butler, 2004). In general, it is small events and performances that
give way to restructuring how we know the world and think about ourselves (Goldfarb, 2006).
This chapter highlights prominent discourses that inform my theoretical framework and the
participants’ lives. The theoretical framework draws on feminist post-structural theory that
centers on women, oppression, and subjects as being multiple rather than stable and fixed
(Weedon, 1987). The subject is understood as being constructed by the self and society through
circulating discourses (Butler, 2004). Finally, this framework incorporates the creative use of
these discourses to expand notions of agency (Luttrell, 2003; McNay, 1999).
Discourse is frequently discussed in terms of language. However, tone of voice,
positioning, emotions, and movement formulate part of the message, indicating that discourse
extends beyond the spoken word (Dijk, 2002; Fairclough, 2002; Ferraro & Moe, 2003).
Technological advances and media studies have also shown that symbols, pictures, and video
create and “speak” discourse (Hall, 2001; Riessman, 2008). Discourses have material
dimensions and effects. For example, clothing is a discourse marker and can be used to express
agency (Ko, 2005; Mahmood, 2005).
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Agency lies not only in how we use language but in how people use their and others’
bodies, appearance, actions, and representations, indicating that discourse and change occur not
simply by using language (Butler, 1999; 2004). We enact and are subject to discourses through
language, performance, media, and material goods, such as clothing and housing, indicating that
discourses are present in all aspects of our lives. Therefore, agency can be present in any of
these categories (Mahmood, 2005). Agency is complicated and messy and can be better
understood if we attempt to analyze it through contradictions appearing in language, actions,
appearance, and material goods (Mahmood, 2005).
Use of Agency in this Study
The Foucauldian notion of power is central to my understanding of agency. Power does
not originate from a particular location rather it circulates through discourses, institutions, and
networks (Lewis, 2001). Power is complex and relational among persons and institutions
(Foucault, 2003). It produces and is produced within these fields of relations (Young, 1981).
Some scholars find that Foucault’s ideas of power and discourse create a powerless subject
subjugated by discourses and a decentralized notion of power (Ahearn, 2001a; Brown & Jones,
2001; Holland, Skinner, & Cain, 2001; Sarup, 1993). This study is grounded in the notion that
where oppression exists so does the possibility of escape. On this point, Foucault (2003) writes,
a power relationship…can only be articulated on the basis of two elements that
are indispensable if it is really to be a power relationship: that ‘the other’ (the one
over whom power is exercised) is recognized and maintained to the very end as a
subject who acts; and that, faced with a relationship of power, a whole field of
responses, reactions, results, and possible inventions may open up. (pp. 37-38,
emphasis added)
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The last portion of the quote underscores that agency is not a single action but rather
consists of a breadth of possibility that includes the way a subject might imagine or
reinvent herself in ways that may or may not be acceptable to one’s community (Butler,
1999; Holland, et al., 2001; Luttrell, 2003).
Discourses regulate subjects (Foucault, 1980; Weedon, 1987). “One’s gender,
nationality, class, religious, sexual identities, for instance, are co-constructed out of confluent
and even contradictory or competing discourses” (Stern 2005, p. 32). Boundaries and identities
are reshaped and reformulated dependent on other actors and the person’s local context,
influenced by history, geography, and social structures. Neither discourses nor identities are
static; rather, they change and fracture as new discourses and circumstances are encountered
through the course of our lives.
My use of agency draws on the work of Laura Ahearn, Judith Butler, Bronwyn Davies,
Saba Mahmood, and Diana Meyers. Their discussions challenge the humanist understanding of
agency as residing primarily within one’s ability and choice to act (Ahearn, 2001b; Davies, 2005;
Kabeer, 2005; Meyer & Jepperson, 2000), and reflect subtleties of power, discourse, subjectivity,
and interpretation. Free will agency contains elements of the current neo-liberal political and
economic ideology that places responsibility on the individual person to succeed or fail in the
span of their lives (Brown, 2006; Davies & Saltmarsh, 2007). A broader understanding of
agency elucidates how federal family literacy policy often filters down to curriculum and staff
practices (Ballenger, 1999; Nakagawa, McKinnon, & Hackett, 2001) and promotes a “free will”
discourse that constructs parents as being in control of their own future and having the ability
and authority to change the status of their and their children’s lives (Auerbach, 1995). A focus
on agency as a matter of choosing one’s path is a false idea, as most of our choices are really
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“forced choices” (Ahearn, 2001a, p. 60). Construing agency as free will does not recognize the
differential power afforded to various groups of people and may ultimately label the
“unsuccessful” as rejecting or incapable of enacting agency (Ahearn, 2001a; Davies &
Saltmarsh, 2007; Foucault, 1980; Lewis, 2001; Meyers, 2002).
Another common use of agency, that I counter, is embedded in the Cartesian notion of
humans as unitary and stable beings (Young, 1981), and centers on resistance (Ahearn, 2001b;
Carle, 2005; Ko, 2005; Mahmood, 2005) and the good these acts bring to society (Hoffman,
1999; Kabeer, 2005; Walker, 2003). In this idea agentic acts are those conducted out of an
oppressive or unfair position (see Fox & Starn, 1997; J. Scott, 1992), eliminating other acts as
unimportant or irrelevant. In doing so, existing power structures, the complexity of subject
positioning that might limit a person’s ability to act (Ahearn, 2001b), and creative acts that make
a livable life (Butler, 2004)4 are ignored. Furthermore, this understanding of agency places the
subject in an oppressed/oppressor binary. This binary may ascribe the victim role too quickly,
creating a framework of stigma and limited recognition of actions (Ahearn, 2001a; Bosworth,
1999), or romanticize the actor (Hoffman, 1999). Women in family literacy are often
constrained to live with patriarchal, racial, or class relations that regulate their behaviors and put
them at risk if they overtly resist or choose to behave differently from the prescribed norms.
Agency can also be found in compliance or accommodation. Rejecting agency as resistance
serves to nuance my analysis of discourses and enactments of agency (Diouf, Sheckley, &
Kehrhahn, 2000; Mahmood, 2005), and underscores that enactments of agency are not uniformly
understood among participants (Hoffman, 1999).

4

Holland, et al., (1998) provide an example of creative agency enacted by a woman to achieve her needs without
confronting the caste system.
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This study highlights the ways that gender and other hegemonic structures limit full
participation in society, whether based on gender, race, class or other categories. Agency may be
limited and support a hegemonic norm (since that is what we know), but it can also create space
for social change (Ahearn, 2001a; Butler, 2004; Meyers, 2002). However, change does not
inherently mean a change for the better; the outcome of agency may or may not serve the actor
well or promote their best interest (Ahearn, 2001a; Boldt, 1996; Butler, 2004; Foucault, 1990a;
Mahmood, 2005). And change may not materialize at all (Foucault, 2003; Mahmood, 2005).
Agency can refashion hegemonic norms in novel ways, challenging accepted practices (Ahearn,
2001a). Changes are often small and incremental and influenced by other discourses, events, and
social changes occurring simultaneously. Outcomes of agency should be understood as
unfinished and contradictory as opposed to linear, instrumental, bounded, and good.
Agency needs to be understood as working in multiple ways, particularly since each
person plays different roles (e.g., mother, student, confidant, daughter), each including different
wants and needs. This complicates the picture of what we want and how we go about achieving
those goals—at one moment I want to be a top researcher, at the next, I want to be available for
all my children’s activities. In this example the conflict of desire, time, and image are clear—
and these are only two of my wants.
Understanding agency as “the socially mediated capacity to act” (Ahearn, 2001b, p. 112)
maintains that the performance and interpretation of agency depends on the cultural and
historical context (Ahearn, 2001b, p. 112). Agency is multi-dimensional, and involves a
complicated set of power relationships, that push against one another, creating tension regarding
what counts as agency and change (Foucault,1980;1990a). Agency is not an either-or act; it can
simultaneously signify complicity and resistance. Agency needs to be identified through the
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particularities of the context, discourses, and players (Ahearn, 2001a; Mahmood, 2005); “the
meaning and sense of agency cannot be fixed in advance, but must emerge through an analysis of
the particular concepts that enable specific modes of being, responsibility, and effectivity
(Mahmood, 2005, pp. 14-15). I attempt to identify agentic acts—including speech acts, actions,
choices about appearance, performances, personal surroundings, and interactions with others—
by examining the extent to which these acts aid participants in achieving their desires (Ahearn,
2001a; Butler, 1999; 2004; Ko, 2005; Mahmood, 2005).
The person who defines these measurements also decides what counts as agency
(Hoffman, 1999; Mahmood, 2005). Culture valorizes particular acts of agency when they match
the social norm (Meyers, 2002). Agency is better viewed by examining the intentionality,
motivation, and setting of the actor (Ahearn, 2001a; Carle, 2005; Kabeer, 2005), particularly
because we may have little control over the outcomes of our actions (Walker, 2003), limited
ability to choose our status (e.g., race, economic status) in particular settings (Carle, 2005;
Greener, 2002) ), or have other impediments (e.g., material, linguistic) that determine the impact
of our actions or the extent to which one can act. Many family literacy participants are either
immigrants or live outside the margins of mainstream, middle-class, White society.5 What is
seen as compliance could in fact be a form of resistance or complicity in the name of surviving,
or negotiating a social system for one’s own good (Green, 2000). Or, it may be a refusal to
consider oneself marginalized. A complexity of motivations frame decisions and actions,
indicating that they need to be understood as more than good, bad, resistant, or compliant
(Lewis, 2001; Rogers & Fuller, 2007).

5

The purpose of family literacy is to serve poor families. Eighty-four percent of Even Start families live below the
federal poverty level; 84% of the families served do not have a high school diploma; 46% are Hispanic; 30% are
White; and 19% are African-American. It is estimated that 50,000 families were served in 2003-04 (Department of
Education, 2004; National Center for Family Literacy, 2006)
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Interpretations of agency rely on actors, viewers, respondents and situations;
interpretation and meaning change dependent on each participant’s location in a particular
temporal moment (whether present or at some point in the future) and how one is identified or
identifies with a particular discourse (Stern, 2005). In understanding agency, the subject and
interpreter must always consider how much space is available to carve out for the self. Particular
knowledges are recognized and have more status dependent on the actor’s setting (Foucault,
1980; Holland, et al., 2001); local settings, therefore, allow recognition of particular knowledges,
in turn affording participants more or less agency.
Subjects are constituted and recognized (or erased) through pre-determined ideas of what
is acceptable (Butler, 1992; Foucault, 1977). We are identified and identify ourselves in or
against the norms of society (Butler, 2004; hooks, 1994; Meyers, 2002). Butler (2004) writes,
“one only determines ‘one’s own’ sense of gender to the extent that social norms exist that
support and enable that act of claiming gender for oneself. One is dependent on this ‘outside’ to
lay claim to what is one’s own” (p. 7). This is particularly pertinent in family literacy, where
notions of being a good mother are typically based in White, middle-class values and ideologies.
In contrast to a free will version of agency, where one chooses who they want to be, this study
conceptualizes agency as choice constrained by the options that one is aware of and that are
available to her (MacLeod, 1995). How does a poor immigrant mother with culturally different
parenting ideologies lay claim to the U.S. Good Mother Discourse? If I am not recognizable
within the mainstream discourse, I am relegated to the margins of society (Anzaldúa, 1987;
Collins & Blott, 2003; hooks, 1994). Agency cannot be detached from the discourses that have
been created; yet subjectivities are not static—they can change over time depending on new
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events, understandings, and realigning viewpoints of those involved ( Anzaldúa, 1987; Davies,
2005; Spivak, 1999).
Following this argument, agency is limited by the social structures that surround us and
are available to us. This idea is pertinent to how acts become recognized and labeled as agency.
Success and failures are evaluated in comparison to middle-class ambitions and understandings;
“there seems to be limited language available for writing about achievements [that appear
modest compared to mainstream ideas of success] …that does not sound patronizing” (McLeod
& Yates, 2006, p. 198). People understand the world in different terms; researchers should be
wary of conclusively naming acts, particularly without considering the setting, culture,
participants, and accessible discourses.
In this conception of agency, power as knowledge (Foucault, 1980) can be co-opted by
the individual and re-created (Butler, 2004; Davies, 2005). Therefore, I understand agency as
illusory and shifting rather than as always tangible and conclusive. Participants can also reject
being placed in a position of power, thereby enacting agency in a different form (see Daniell,
2003). To understand this we need to examine the reasoning behind the choice. For instance, a
student may choose to stop attending literacy classes despite the possible economic and social
benefits because as he continues his studies he begins to move beyond his neighborhood support
group (Fingeret & Drennon, 1997); his decision flies in the face of the predominant national
discourse that education is the answer.
Bosworth (1999) writes, “power is not seamless, and small acts of speaking can and do
disrupt the status quo” (p. 128). Agency can come about by examining, modifying, and using
discourses creatively and purposefully. But agency does not require conscious examination;
persons may act (or react) for a number of reasons, premeditated or spontaneously. Agency does
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not depend on consciousness (Ahearn, 2001a; Mahmood, 2005). These acts may (or may not)
become political acts as they are taken up or observed by others. They may also become part of
available discourses, opening new possibilities and options for how we might identify ourselves
(Butler, 2004). Family literacy participants may not consciously utilize the U.S. Good Mother
Discourse to justify their actions, but it does not mean that they are not acting with agency as
they promote a particular image of a good mother (Meyers, 2002).
Conceptions of power are embedded in definitions of agency. In the free will version,
power lies within the subject. Power is presumably granted, in equal measure, by the state via
education, social support, economic opportunity, and democratic procedures, to all. The
individual, through her natural state, has the power (or ability) to create her own success. In the
resistance as agency conception, power is generally held as something that one can have; it can
be given, taken, assumed, owned, shared, or used against. Although, some authors who conflate
agency and resistance recognize that the subject is contested and constructed through discourses
(see Giroux, 2005; J. Scott, 1992; Weedon, 1987). Thus, authors using this conception of agency
do not share a universal understanding of power. I am choosing to use agency as an important
concept to explore how normative discourses construct ideas of learners and how learners and
educators might be able to contest or put them to use to support learner goals.
Mothering and Literacy Discourses of Family Literacy
There are multiple discourses that influence ideas of literacy and mothering in the United
States. The following sections outline ideologies that are present in family literacy. These
discourses are important to the theoretical framework and analysis as they describe ideas that
influence participants and staff. They also make explicit my understanding of terms, such as
literacy, that are used in this study.
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Mothering discourses. There are three primary discourses that inform this study: the
Good Mother Discourse, the Welfare Mother Discourse, and the Latina Mother Discourse.
The Good Mother Discourse. Motherhood is often a source of pride, responsibility and
identity for women; it can also be a burden that continuously has the mother call into question
her abilities and success (Hays, 1996; Horowitz, 1995; Warner, 2005; Weedon, 1987). For
women in family literacy, the centrality of the parent role often subjugates her other roles as a
worker, woman, and lover or partner (Luttrell, 1996, 1997; Smythe & Isserlis, 2003). This role,
as delineated in the U.S. Good Mother Discourse, is historically and culturally shaped (Griffith
& Smith, 2005; Hays, 1996, 2003; Smythe & Isserlis, 2003; Warner, 2005; Weedon, 1987). The
prevalence of this discourse in the literature offers a backdrop for mothering against which I will
understand participants’ use of mothering discourses.
Historical reviews of parenting trace the changing scientific and philosophical
conceptions of child development and how they shaped a parent’s role in society. For example
the child develops naturally versus the child needs cognitive stimulation from parent
(Schlossman, 1983; 1986; Wrigley, 1989). Throughout these histories, mothers, particularly
immigrants, have been the object of parenting classes (Cook-Gumperz, 2006b; Grant, 1998;
Nutbrown, Hannon, & Morgan, 2005; Wrigley, 1989). Themes have varied from raising good
citizens to learning scientific, expert-based childrearing practices. As mothers are described and
labeled, notions of a mother’s role embed themselves in the social and psychological beliefs of
society (Appiah, 2005; Hays, 1996). The ideology of intensive mothering requires “mothers to
give unselfishly of their time, money, and love on behalf of sacred children” (Hays, 1996, p. 97).
Mothers living in poverty generally do not have extra money to spend on their children and are
constrained by other factors such as kin-keeping duties, working extra jobs, or poor health
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(Belle, 1982; Edin & Lein, 1997; Marshall, 1982). However, this notion of intensive mothering
shapes their self-perceptions and resentments (Belle, 1982; Ferraro & Moe, 2003; Grant, 1998).
This illuminates how embedded beliefs offer an ideal and allow society to police women into
particular behaviors or standards (Foucault, 1990a; 1990b; Meyers, 2002).
The image of the good mother is historically based on a White, middle-class norm of
mothering (Gadsden, 2004; Hays, 1996; Warner, 2005). Recently there has been an emphasis
on, and a return to, traditional roles for women and men (Sandlin, 2004; Schlossman, 1983),
manifested in the notion of the “Standard North American Family” (SNAF) presented by
Dorothy Smith (Smythe & Isserlis, 2003). “SNAF privileges the two-parent, heterosexual,
nuclear family, where women occupy the domestic sphere of child raising and men occupy the
public sphere of work outside the home” (Smythe & Isserlis, 2003, p. 26). Some family literacy
programs presume that a parent (woman) is available for day classes and is flexible enough to
chaperone field trips and assist in classrooms (National Center for Family Literacy, 2006).
These are characteristics of middle-class families that have expendable resources and flexible
work settings (Lareau, 2000). This norm is undergirded by the neo-conservative ideology that
links power and morality and serves to govern the subject (Brown, 2006). A striking example of
this is found in the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act
(PRWORA) of 1996;6 states are monetarily rewarded for reducing out-of-wedlock births without
increasing abortion rates (Hays, 2003).
Family literacy policy contributes to the discourse of the ideal mother (Smythe & Isserlis,
2003). For example, family literacy publications often idealize women who smile, cuddle, and
read books with their children; success stories are told of mothers beating the odds (Smythe &
Isserlis, 2003; National Center for Family Literacy, 2006). The increasing influence of the
6

This is part of the federal welfare reform of 1996.
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government on families is particularly ominous for women as they are held responsible for their
children’s education; “by implication or by design, mothers are presumed to be the source of the
problems their children experience” (Valencia & Black, 2002, pp 86-87). Attention to policy
and its gendered nature is important to adult education, and family literacy in particular, as
women comprise 54 percent of ABE students (National Institute for Literacy, 2010), and the
majority of participants in parenting programs associated with family literacy are women
(Askov, et al., 2005; Sparks, 2001). Sparks (2001) writes that this disproportionate enrollment of
women is “an indication of the hegemonic and legitimating power of public policy” (p. 51). The
good mother becomes the norm and therefore the goal for every woman.
Studies have demonstrated how mothers have internalized this discourse and accepted
responsibility for their children’s educational success or lack thereof (Griffith & Smith, 2005;
Luttrell, 1996; Warner, 2005). Mothers often return to educational programs to become “better
mothers” (Luttrell, 1996), accepting the double burden of working (either in or outside the home)
and being a nurturing mother (Grant, 1998; Ramdas, 1990; E. Scott, Edin, London, & Mazelis,
2001).
This mothering role is ascribed to women without acknowledging structural constraints
or institutional responsibility:
By blaming women the larger social forces that govern the unequal distribution of
literacy skills go unexamined….By making it appear that individual women rather
than communities and schools are responsible for passing on literacy skills, the
inadequacies of public policies regarding education go unchallenged (Luttrell,
1996, p. 354).
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Part of this coercive discourse is mothering for schooling: schools require the unpaid
labor of mothers as teachers and volunteers to meet standards and reproduce the middle-class
(Griffith & Smith, 2005). Another concept embedded in this role of “mother” is raising an
appropriately literate child (Cook-Gumperz, 2006b). Some family literacy programs assist in
educating poor women into this role7 by subscribing and promoting the U.S. Good Mother
Discourse (Foucault, 1977), perpetuating the idea of mothering as a moral obligation (Grant,
1998; Griffith & Smith, 2005; Hays, 1996; Schlossman, 1978).
The Welfare Mother Discourse. Inherent in the definition of good mother is the reverse
image: the welfare mother.8 The mother on welfare is generally depicted as a bad mother: she
depends upon government handouts, is lazy, unmarried, and promiscuous (Fineman, 1995; Hays,
2003; Horowitz, 1995; Kline, 1995; Miller, 1990; Roberts, 1995). The image of a woman on
welfare as a single mother taking advantage of the system (Collins, 1998) is frequently used by
the media (Clawson & Trice, 2000). While the majority of women on welfare are not single
(Fineman, 1995) and do not have more children than the middle class (Sandlin, 2004), this
portrayal of the welfare mother persists and drives policy (Hays, 2003).
The linking of single motherhood to the welfare mother holds importance in this study.
Single motherhood is cited as a leading contributor to increased crime and poverty (Fineman,
1995; Miller, 1990), leading the general public to believe that if welfare mothers would
straighten up, get married, and get a job then many of the current societal crises would be
alleviated (Fineman, 1995; Hays, 2003). These perceptions have influenced current welfare
7

The Adult Education and Family Literacy Act, Title II of the Workforce Investment Act (Public Law 105-220)
includes fifty educational programs. ABE, employment training and family literacy have been subsumed under this
act.
8
Another opposing image to the Good Mother is the Frivolous Mother. This pertains to mothers who fall into upper
income brackets. This mother foolishly spends money on herself or accoutrements of her life; her children are left
in the care of others so that she might pursue either a career (income) or her own life (selfish). For more on this see
Hays, 1996.
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policy (Boisjoly, Duncan, & Hofferth, 1995; Miller, 1990) and adult education programs
(Sandlin, 2004).
PRWORA legislates work ethics and moral values based on a two-parent, heteronormative family (Hays, 1996; 2003; Smythe & Isserlis, 2003); states reward lower out-ofwedlock births and increases in marriage among welfare recipients (Hays, 2003). In effect, this
legislation regulates reproductive rights (Hays, 2003; Sandlin, 2004). The focus on regulating
the body promotes Welfare Mother discourse among policymakers and educators (Fineman,
1995). This ideology is reflected in family literacy policy (see National Center for Family
Literacy, 2006, for examples) and educational goals (Riessman, 1993; Sandlin, 2004) and
therefore enters the discourse that frames classroom activities and the identities from which
family literacy participants can choose (Davies & Saltmarsh, 2007; Horowitz, 1995).
Latina Mother Discourse. Even Start programs have been successful in enrolling poor
immigrant mothers; their programs register more Latina mothers than any other ethnic group
(U.S. DOE, 2004). This brings them in closer contact with prevalent Even Start discourses, such
as the U.S. Good Mother and the Welfare Mother Discourses. In addition, a prevalent Latina
immigrant mother discourse is circulated in the United States. The recent focus on immigration
and the southern U.S. border has been central in national and local politics. This has fueled, and
been fueled by, an ideology that Latinos, in general, reside illegally in the United States, take
jobs away from U.S. citizens, are a dangerous element (similar to those children raised on
welfare), and create a burden on social resources (Burns & Gimpel, 2000; Chavez, 2007;
Huntington, 2004). Mexican women are central to this discourse; they are portrayed as coming
to the United States to take advantage of the system by raising their children on welfare (Chavez,
2007). Legislation changes, such as restricting Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
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(TANF) benefits for legal immigrants during their first five years (Dinan, 2005), emphasize this
perception of immigrant women. Recent events in Utah evidence the circulation of this
discourse. A list of immigrants believed to be residing illegally in the community was given to
the governor. The names were primarily Latino. Information on the list included whether
women were pregnant; for pregnant women a presumed delivery date was listed (Vergakis,
2010).
These ideas are salient to education, as Latino children have the highest high school noncompletion rates in the United States (National Center for Education Sciences, 2010), a fact that
is well advertised in media (see Soto, 2008). With the emphasis on the mother’s role in a child’s
education, Latino children’s lack of school success in the United States is attributed, by default,
to the mothers. In this way, Latina women are construed as deficient mothers, burdensome on
society (Suarez-Orozco et al., 2008; Valencia & Black, 2002; Villenas, 2001), and in need of
assistance (Johnson, 2009; Valencia & Black, 2002; Villenas, 2001; Waterman, 2008).
Latino families, as expected, care a great deal about their children’s educational success,
including college attendance (see Delgado-Gaitan, 1994; Johnson, 2009; Reese, Balzano,
Gallimore, & Goldenberg, 1995; Suarez-Orozco, et al., 2008; Olmedo, 2003; Waterman, 2008).
Nevertheless, the supporting research both feeds and contests the deficit parent ideology. Latino
ideas regarding education do not simply focus on an academic or literacy-based idea of
educational success; education includes the moral and social upbringing of a child, or educación
(Reese, et al., 1995, Villenas, 2002). A mother’s job is to raise a child who can be a good citizen
with strong family values (Delgado-Gaitan, 1994; Valdés, 1996). Reese and colleagues (1995)
maintain that these values are often interpreted by others as adhering to a traditional ideology of
education as opposed to the modern one as defined by the Literacy Discourse; educators may
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then blame this “traditional” ideology for putting Latino children at a disadvantage compared to
their mainstream classmates (Reese, et al., 1995).
Furthermore, Latino parents are perceived as adhering to a practice of seeing the teacher
as the schooled literacy expert, while they are the moral and values expert (Valencia & Black,
2002; Villenas, 2001). This perception frames educators’ views of these parents and their desire
to be involved in school, promoting the idea that school staff simply need to educate them to
their appropriate role (Johnson, 2009; Villenas, 2001). Two bodies of literature emphasize how
this deficit discourse of parents has taken hold. First, Latino parents who become involved but
do not adhere to prevalent ideas about appropriate parent involvement become labeled bad
parents (see Dyrness, 2008; Ramirez, 2003). For example, women who became vocal advocates
for their children, pointing out how racism might be a factor in their child’s school experience,
were ignored or asked to leave (see Dyrness, 2008). Second, when Latino parents use a more
culturally relevant strategy, such as consejos—“cultural narratives” (Delgado-Gaitan, 1994, p.
298) that give advice, guidance, and wisdom to children, including how to study or the need to
study—these strategies are often deemed inappropriate or overly traditional educational support
(Olmedo, 2003).
Hegemonic discourses, such as the U.S. Good Mother and the Literacy Discourses,
propose and regulate appropriate behaviors of those who do not fit the category (Foucault, 1977).
Latina women are frequently assigned characteristics of the immigrant mother, promoting the
idea of an illegal, under-educated, welfare parent. As such, Mexican women are positioned as
needing education (Valencia & Black, 2002; Villenas, 2002).
Contradictions of the mothering discourses. In this section some of the contradictions
between discourses and the ensuing conundrums for family literacy participants are explored.
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One of the main binds that a mother on welfare in family literacy encounters is the tension
between the work requirement (find employment as quickly as possible9) and the need to engage
in intensive mothering practices. Employment for many of these women translates into lowpaying jobs, irregular hours and inflexible schedules, all of which contradict the singular focus
on the child’s needs (Horowitz, 1995; Kalil, Dunifon, & Danziger, 2001; Ripke & Crosby,
2002). These two opposing goals—work versus stay-at-home mothering—are problematic;
given the conflict, the decision is complicated, not self-evident, and always the mother’s to
make. Welfare requirements can constrain women’s options. Furthermore, the contested nature
of different subjectivities of the family literacy participant (e.g., mother, daughter, worker,
citizen, student, wife) can inhibit decision making (Butler, 2004). The dilemma for the mother
includes material concerns such as day care, transportation, and other home duties such as caring
for parents (Belle, 1982; Mistry, Crosby, Huston, Casey, & Ripke, 2001; E. Scott, et al., 2001).
The U.S. Good Mother Discourse encourages a woman to find a partner. This discourse
does not necessarily consider that some women’s definition of creating a better and safer life for
her children lies in exiting an abusive relationship and having more control over her household
(Edin & Kefalas, 2005). The welfare discourse focuses on reducing single motherhood and
divorce (Hays, 2003; Horowitz, 1995) and does not account for the particularities of women’s
lives and the decisions they make.
The last contradiction is the promise of education. Neo-liberal ideology maintains that
with an education, work opportunities and income will increase (Brown, 2006; Hays, 2003;
Miller, 1990), enabling children to be more successful (National Center for Family Literacy,
2006). The burden falls particularly on mothers. For instance, research studies often rely on

9

States choose how to parse out the five-year lifetime limit; a welfare recipient may receive funds and how those
funds may be spent, i.e. education, what kind of education, types of cash (see Haskins, 2001).
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maternal educational attainment10 to predict children’s scholastic success (Morrison, Bachman,
& Connor, 2005). This message undergirds family literacy programs (Prins & Toso, 2008). The
contradiction becomes more evident if one considers that working may hinder the child’s
development as women in poverty struggle to find quality daycare facilities (see Morrison, et al.,
2005 for a discussion on daycare facilities), worry about child supervision while they are at work
(Ripke & Crosby, 2002), or lose sleep over making ends meet without the aid of welfare (Edin &
Lein, 1997). The Literacy Discourse offers a simple formula of academic success leading to
better socio-economic status, which obscures the structural factors that may hinder success in
either arena.
Consequences of mothering discourses. Consequences of these discourses can both
benefit and harm subjects. The U.S. Good Mother Discourse may both support and undermine
the desires of women in family literacy. Prescriptions for appropriate parenting behavior are
inherent in the discourse. Many family literacy programs teach this hegemonic norm whether
knowingly or unknowingly. This can, in a sense, benefit women if they seek to meet the middleclass norm they are taught to desire (Hays, 1996; Weedon, 1987). Furthermore, women are
taught how to conform and interact with the school system (Griffith & Smith, 2005). This may
have the added effect of helping children acclimate more easily to the social and academic
requirements of the classroom, which operates by a particular norm (Giroux, 2005). However,
these discourses and their consequences often go unexamined, perpetuating gender-, class-, and
race-based ideas of education and parenting.
10

There is little evidence that a mother’s level of education causes a child’s academic achievement. There is a large
complex body of literature on this topic. Mother’s educational attainment is often seen as a primary indicator of a
child’ academic success; childcare, social economic status, race, time on welfare, neighborhood, teacher quality, and
teacher relationships are also considered factors in a child’s education (Hofferth, Boisjoly, & Duncan, 1998;
McLoyd, 1998; see Morrison, et al., 2005; Roscigno & Ainsworth-Darnell, 1999; Shumour, Vandell, & Posner,
1999). In regards to employment, while education can indeed help a person obtain work, literature also suggests that
short-term education for women on welfare leads to low-wage, unstable job opportunities (Hays, 2003; Miller, 1990;
Mistry, et al., 2001).
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Literacy discourses. Literacy has been and continues to be offered as the cure for
material, social, societal, economic, health, and happiness for individuals and nations (Morrison,
et al., 2005; National Center for Family Literacy, 2006). Literacy is not a cure; rather, it is an
idea that is constructed in various ways. In this section, I draw on Brian Street’s (1993)
distinction between autonomous and ideological models of literacy to demonstrate how literacy
discourses differentially construct learners, literacy acquisition, purposes of literacy, and
learners’ agency. Finally, I draw conclusions about why this discussion holds import for adult
education in general and family literacy in particular.
The Autonomous Literacy Discourse. The Autonomous Literacy Discourse, the primary
understanding of literacy in the United States, is rooted in the Enlightenment understanding of a
human as a natural, unified being (Willinsky, 1998). Humans are already formed and simply
need instruction to improve the self and society. Within this construct, literacy is seen as a move
from barbarity to civilization (Collins & Blot, 2003; Dick & McCarty, 1997; Spivak, 1999;
Willinsky, 1998). For example, writing distinguishes between “simple and complex societies”
(Goody & Watt, 1963, p. 345). This historical construction is based on a Western ideology
separating the literate from the illiterate (Bloch, 1993; Gilmore & Smith, 2005; Pennycook,
1998; Said, 1979; Smith, 1999), and imposes ideas of what literacy should be (Street, 1993).
Literacy is believed to promote modernity, virtue, and citizenship (Collins & Blott, 2003; CookGumperz, 2006b; Goody & Watt, 1963; Papen 2001; Rogers & Fuller, 2007; Willinsky, 1998)
and to develop social and cognitive practices (Collins & Blott, 2003; Scribener & Cole, 1981;
Street, 1984). To be illiterate implies that you are none of these (Cook-Gumperz, 2006b).
The autonomous discourse constructs literacy as a neutral skill, independent of social
context (Collins & Blot, 2003; Goody & Watt, 1963; Hicks, 2002; P. Johnston & Yanoff, 1994;
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Solsken, 1993; Street, 1993), that any person can acquire if they proceed through the proper
stages. Current best practices in the teaching of both child and adult reading, focus on
phonology, phonemics, and fluency (Comings, 2004; Kruidenier, 2002), underscoring the
perception that literacy is little more than the brain processing bits of language (Hicks, 2002;
Willis, Kabler-Babbitt, & Zuckerman, 2007). In the report “Becoming a Nation of Readers” the
authors write:
We can think of literacy as an acquired proficiency. Like achieving high levels of
competence in swimming or in playing a musical instrument, competence in
reading requires appropriate conditions and long periods of training. This report
discusses the roles of early habits and motivation (Anderson, Hiebert, E. Scott, &
Wilkinson, 1985, p. vii)
In a nutshell, practice and motivation produce readers. This view of literacy does not account for
social, psychosocial, or structural differences that may a) affect a person’s ability to obtain the
skill; b) conflict with other communities’ construction of literacy, or c) create differences in
identity making (Boldt, 2008; Delpit, 2003; Heath, 1983; Prins, 2005; Rogers, 2003).11
The neo-liberal discourse draws on the Autonomous Literacy Discourse as it focuses on
the purported skill outcomes of literacy; these skills help to create a more socially and
economically productive citizen (Brown, 2006; Hays, 2003; Prins, 2005). Within this discourse,
literacy is seen as the cure for a host of ills: failing children, unskilled workers, poverty, crime
(Collins & Blot, 2003; Gadsden, 2004; Lewis & Moje, 2007; Morrison, et al., 2005). Studies
that examine the relationship between test scores, schooling and productivity or wages evidence
this notion (see Blau & Kahn, 2005; Ishikawa & Ryan, 2002). Policies such as welfare reform
11

The current use of standardized tests in adult and K-12 education (Sticht, 1994) furthers this notion of equal
access to particular skills Collins & Blot, 2003); this technology presumably offers a level playing field as a starting
point and parses off the literate from the uneducable (Hunter & Bartee, 2003; Ladson-Billings, 2005).
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advocate that this route is open to all who take advantage of education, although some authors
(see Grant, 1998; Rockhill, 1993; Sandlin, 2004; Sparks, 2001) maintain that this promotion of
literacy is more about compliance than learning to be educated. Family literacy provides an
excellent example of this type of ideology; curriculum offerings include literacy skills, parenting
behavior, moral education, and work training (Sandlin, 2004). Literacy is a vehicle for the self
and the nation’s improvement (Collins & Blot, 2003). Similar to the autonomous discourse there
is little, if any, discussion of the power structure that undergirds this conception of literacy.
The Ideological Literacy Discourse. The ideological discourse, the definition of literacy
utilized in this study, acknowledges that literacy is bound up in the mechanics of a written
language but this focus provides an incomplete understanding of literacy (Rogers & Fuller, 2007;
Street, 1993). Literacy cannot be perceived as a singular notion of a standard language and
process; rather, literacy requires different skills that involve reading, writing, and orality, is a
process, and is defined by the socio-cultural context Collins & Blott, 2003; Scribner & Cole,
1981; Street, 1993).
This discourse of literacy moves beyond a set of skills and becomes an activity that
involves culture and power; literacy is a social practice (Heath, 1983; Hicks, 2002; Street, 1993;
Taylor, 1997). Literacy goes beyond reading or writing; it considers feelings about the text, who
engages in this practice, what is the goal of the task, the identities of the people involved, who
has access to the text or activity, and the setting where the task occurs (Barton & Hamilton,
2000). Consequently, literacy is often referred to in the plural—literacies—underscoring the
multiple forms literacy can take, the purposes for which it is used, and the people who use it at
particular times and within in particular contexts (Collins & Blot, 2003; Heath, 1983; McCarty,
2005; Rogers, 2003; Rogers & Fuller, 2007; Solsken, 1993; Street, 1993).
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The ideological discourse highlights how power is implicated in literacy (Collins & Blot,
2003; Giroux, 2005; Rockhill, 1993). The dominant notion of literacy divides between literate
and illiterate; illiteracy can carry the stigma of immorality, lack of love for one’s country,
deficient parenting, and economic burden (Cook-Gumperz, 2006a; 2006b). The valuing of
particular literacies shuts groups and individuals out of institutional processes such as acquiring a
formal education (Smith, 1999; Solsken, 1993), possibly influencing differences in academic
success or failure (Mac-an-Ghaill, 1994; McCarty, 2005; Moje, Ciechanowski, Ellis, Carrillo, &
Collazo, 2004; Sissel & Sheared, 2001).
Relevant to this study is the idea of schooled literacy (Cook-Gumperz, 2006b) associated
with literacy that is acquired through formal schooling and considered the norm that a person
must achieve to be labeled literate or a successful citizen (Cook-Gumperz, 2006a; Heath, 2001;
Moss, 2001). Schooled literacy promotes middle-class behaviors and knowledge (Auerbach,
1995; Fingeret & Jurmo, 1989; Gadsden, 1996; Lareau, 2002; Solsken, 1993).
Family literacy emphasizes these ideas about literacy, including reading instruction for
parents and guidance for reading to one’s child. Classes are structured to teach parents how to
effectively interact, make eye contact, or position themselves on the floor so that their children
may acquire school-appropriate literacy norms (DeBruin-Parecki, n.d.; Landry & Smith, 2005;
RMC Research Corporation & New York State Department of Education, 2003). Due to the
privileging of this form, people who have a different form of literacy are often labeled
“deficient” (Auerbach, 1995, 1997). Furthermore, privileging schooled literacy fails to
recognize different funds of knowledge (Gonzalez, Moll, & Amanti, 2005), and can, ultimately,
determine who is deemed successful (McCarty, 2005). Therein lies the danger of recognizing
only one form of literacy.
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Literacy incorporates a sense of self, not just cognition (Solsken, 1993); therefore,
literacy choices are based in identity (Boldt, 2008; Panofsky, 1999). Peers, family, the actor’s
setting, and teachers inform understandings of the self (Butler, 2004; Hicks, 2002; Weedon,
1987), as well as how one chooses to use literacy (Fingeret & Drennon, 1997; Powell, Okagaki,
& Bojczyk, 2004; Zubair, 2003). The recognition of self is not simply an individual choice; it is
also chosen for us (Butler, 2004; Davies, 2005; Lewis & Moje, 2007; McCarty, 2005). In other
words, we do not have complete control over how we are made to be literate subjects.
The ideological discourse, as an analytical tool, is useful because it shows how ideas of
identity, history, culture, and power shape literacy practices. Literacy becomes a multi-faceted
phenomenon that varies dependent on the actors and the setting, and is not singularly reliant on
written symbols. In other words, the divide between orality and literacy is indistinct. The
Ideological Literacy Discourse explores different kinds and uses of literacy and how people, both
communally and individually, resist, manipulate and utilize literacy (Collins & Blot, 2003;
Street, 1993a) and get used by literacy (Bartlett, 2008; Brandt & Clinton, 2002). This discourse
explores literacy beyond motivation or skill, for example, how structural constraints such as class
(Hicks, 2002), race (MacLeod, 1995), historical/political events (Prins, 2005), family constraints
(Horsman, 1990; Rockhill, 1993), and mismatch between curriculum and learner needs (Bloch,
1993; Fingeret & Drennon, 1997) may interfere with literacy acquisition. This discourse adds
more texture to literacy and those who engage in literacy practices.
Notions of Agency in the Literacy Discourses
Agency is conceived differently through these frameworks. In the autonomous and
instrumental discourses agency is a deceptively straightforward choice: learn to read and write
and you will be successful (Hays, 2003). The woman particularly comes under pressure to be an
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agent for herself, her family, and the nation (Bahramitash, 2005; Griffith & Smith, 2005; Hays,
1996; Papen, 2001). The family literacy rhetoric is that better parenting and literacy lead to a
successful citizenry (Hendrix, 1999/2000; Morrison, et al., 2005; National Center for Family
Literacy, 2006). The locus for agency is the individual. Experts, such as teachers, can assist in
this growth but it is primarily the responsibility of the individual (Prins, 2005).
In the United States the Autonomous Literacy Discourse is the hegemonic norm (LadsonBillings, 2005; McCarty, 2005; Stromquist, 2006). Children receive the same message: study
hard, stay in school so that you will be successful in life (Delpit, 2003; Hicks, 2002). The
influence of social structures and culture on the exercise of agency does not come into play. For
instance, the boys in MacLeod’s (1995) study accepted responsibility for failing school.
Another version of agency can be found in the critical literacy model which has elements
of both the Autonomous and Ideological Literacy models (Bartlett, 2009). Examples of this are:
literacy as empowerment (Freire, 2005; Jurmo, 1989), literacy as development (Ahearn, 2001;
Bahramitash, 2005), and literacy as citizenship (Rogers, 2007). Critical literacy is rooted in the
ideological model in that it takes power into account, perceives learners as knowledgeable, and
situates literacy in a particular milieu. However, literacy is sometimes still perceived as being
able to “do” something, as in the autonomous model (Bartlett, 2005, 2008). In these
constructions literacy is the answer: it can empower, develop, create a citizen of the learner; it is
liberatory (Rockhill, 1993); literacy provides agency. But before the learner can be fully
empowered she must become literate. Here, literacy is a tool to be acquired and used.
It is useful to understand the literacy as empowerment model since some family literacy
programs draw on Freirian principles or social action principles (Auerbach, 1995; Harvard
Family Research Project, 2002). Literacy, in this version, provides learners agency because it
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allows them to reflect on and critically analyze how power shapes who they are and what
structures keep them in this position. Literacy is an instrument for revolutionizing society and is
seen as offering power, practical skills, and intellectual and social transformation (Donehower,
2007). Freire’s understanding of agency promotes a collective identity and explores dynamics of
power. Bartlett (2008) suggests that literacy is an activity; “I would suggest that literacy does
not have a verb; it is misleading to conceptualize literacy as a single phenomenon that has
specific economic or political ‘effect.’ Instead, literacy is the verb” (p. 751). Literacy is a form
of doing, understanding, and meaning making. It is an appropriate idea for this study because
participants are asked to report how literacy use affected their goals, achievement of those goals,
and self-perceptions.
The ideological discourse of literacy particularly acknowledges the way literacy is
embedded in social practices and valued through the discourse of “schooled literacy” (Heath,
1983; Street, 1984). As researchers conceive of literacy as discourse, power enters into view
(Fairclough, 1989; Foucault, 1980; Gee, 1999). Rockhill (1993) writes, “[t]he construction of
literacy is embedded in the discursive practices and power relationships of everyday life”
(p. 170). The subjects are perceived as participants through the ways they use literacy and
literacy uses them (Bloch, 1993; Powell, et al., 2004; Rockhill, 1993), thereby creating an agent
that is much more complex Aikman, 2001; Hicks, 2002; Solsken, 1993). For instance, women
leave literacy classes fearful of their husbands who perceive literacy acquisition as changing the
patriarchal balance of power (Rockhill, 1993) or participants use literacy classes to engage in a
social life (Prins, 2005; Prins, Toso, Schafft, 2008). These acts involve more than cognitive
skills. They involve how people use literacy to achieve or promote an identity or personal goals.
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The Autonomous Literacy Discourse allows these actions to be construed as accepting or
rejecting literacy, as the successful or unsuccessful acquisition of literacy skills. Power
structures, intentions, and desires are not recognized as part of this acquisition (Ahearn, 2001a,
2001b; Rockhill, 1993). The Ideological Literacy Discourse and a nuanced understanding of
agency allowed me to look further than the material effect of literacy or the “success” of a
literate act. Powell (2007) writes:
Literacy’s power lies in its interactive nature. The act of engaging those in
positions of power is more salient than whether or not their requests were
granted….Their literacy poignantly records their values, ethics, and critical
awareness, all aspects not recognized by those who had the power to determine
their fates and displace them from their homes. (p. 87)
This excerpt moves our attention from the skill of literacy to the agency, event, setting,
consequences, and power structures involved in literacy.
Literacies are enacted (or resisted) to achieve different ends, whether it is as an act of
sociability (Hicks, 2002; hooks, 1994), resistance (Gilmore & Smith, 2005; Mac-an-Ghaill,
1994), or assimilation (McLeod & Yates, 2006; Weinstein-Shr, 1993). The Ideological Literacy
Discourse recognizes that different social positions require different enactments of literacy
(Zubair, 2003). By opening up the category of literacy and who is considered literate, people are
positioned as agents who can make and remake language, literacy, tools, and identities. For
example, a mother writing a shopping list can begin to see herself as using literacy skills and
being literate (Holland, et al., 2001; Lewis, 2001; Moje, et al., 2004; Rogers & Fuller, 2007).
My desire to re-present family literacy participants as complex and creative persons
intersected well with a notion of literacy as a contested space where people are made and make
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themselves. As we will see, the findings show how women’s storied selves collided with an idea
of a stable, unified being. The findings illuminate how mothering, literacy, educational settings,
and politics are inextricably linked (Maddox, 2007).
Conclusion
Discourses frame what is known and the available choices (Butler, 2004); they construct
and locate the subject in time and place (Weedon, 1987). I have attempted to demonstrate how
women in family literacy are provided with particular hegemonic standards of being, standards
with emotional, social, and material consequences. The U.S. Good Mother Discourse, along
with its opposite, the Welfare Mother Discourse (Sarup, 1993), are embedded in education,
welfare, and family literacy policy and programming. This burdens the mother with ensuring the
success of her child and of society. It also denies that a woman can be a good mother and
something other than middle class. This universal discourse constructs women as needing to
conform to the same ideal (Hemphill, 2001) and as equally able to achieve set educational and
economic goals (Brown, 2006), thus obscuring the diversity of family literacy participants and
the structural constraints they experience.
In the same contradictory manner, schooled literacy offers entrance into mainstream
society, bringing with it the possibility of success and status. However, entrance to that society
is not a given; one must be recognized by the members of that society (Gee, 1999) and must be
able to utilize the social capital (Lareau & Horvat, 1999) that literacy supposedly brings. The
ideological discourse recognizes literacy and the literate person as tools and social constructs.
Literacy becomes invested with discursive power (Foucault, 1990) and becomes differentiated
according to person, context, and goals (Heath, 1983). This lens understands that family literacy
participants are constructed within a Euro-American, middle-class ideology of what it means to
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be literate, to be human, and to be a citizen (Ladson-Billings, 2005). Highlighting the different
ways individuals and groups use literacy challenges the literate-illiterate dichotomy. This notion
is particularly important in family literacy because women are constructed to be mother and little
else. Their literacy achievements are measured in terms of what literacy will bring their
children, whether basic literacy or workforce literacy skills.
Asking these questions pushes me to examine these discourses and understand the impact
on family literacy participants. But discourses should not be studied only in terms of what they
“do” to participants. Understanding how women perceive agency—the ability to act and
choose—in their lives gives us a better understanding of how discourses may both impede and
promote agency. This certainly allows a more vital view of these women than as powerless
victims. If agency is a daily occurrence, then it is found in the minutiae of daily events and
actions (Marshall, 1999); agency can be found in the ways we are made to understand the world
and then how we reinterpret and act in this world to achieve our own purposes. If social change
occurs through automatic or intentional collective acts (Meyer & Jepperson, 2000) or through the
examination of language (Butler, 2004), then exploring participant language, actions, and selfrepresentations might expand normative discourses to include and ascribe agency to those
generally placed outside the norm (Butler, 2004).
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Chapter Three
Methodology

*****

This research project is based on the qualitative tradition (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005;
Merriam, 2002). My goal is to describe Latina women’s enactments of agency in their own lives
and how these acts are shaped by prevalent literacy and mothering discourses in family literacy
programs. The primary analytical focus of this study is the stories that women tell about
themselves, the program, the events in their lives, their parents, and their children. I chose to use
the Narrative Inquiry approach as my study is framed by the idea that humans make sense of
their lives through their stories and share that sense-making through the retellings of these stories
(Clandinin, 2007; Minh-ha, 1989; Polkinghorne, 1988; Riessman, 2008; Tsai, 2007). I also draw
upon ethnographic and Critical Discourse Analysis methods to supplement and broaden my view
of how interactions with other people (e.g., staff, other students), situations in their lives (e.g.,
program setting), texts and documents (e.g., written program materials), and perceptions shape
their lives (Patton, 2002). Using a wider range of strategies supports my desire to understand the
narratives as located within a particular time, context, and personal understanding. In other
words, the author may construct the narrative, but it is not constructed in isolation. A host of
other factors precede and intercede in the narrative (Polkinghorne, 1988; Riessman, 2008).
Finally, this study follows a case study design; cases lend themselves well to Narrative Inquiry as
they allow the researcher to examine in depth everyday encounters in particular setting
(Riessman, 2008).
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Research Questions
This study seeks to answer the following questions:
1) How do Latina women in family literacy programs enact agency within the program and their
daily lives?
a) How do they exercise agency in words, acts, friendships, educational achievement, and
choices they make in daily life?
b) How do women recognize and interpret their own acts of agency?
2) How does participation in family literacy assist women in enacting agency, if at all?
a) What do they perceive as the possible benefits of literacy skills and education? In what
ways do women believe that participating in the programs has helped them attain these
benefits?
b) How has participating in the family literacy program affected women’s self-perception,
self-efficacy, achievement of personal desires, and mothering practices?
3) How do Latina women use, negotiate, or disrupt mothering and literacy discourses to
mitigate differences or enhance similarities between themselves and the ideals promoted in
family literacy and their communities?
a) What are the prevalent ideologies promoted in the family literacy program and in the
community (e.g., parenting, motherhood, role of literacy and education, productive
citizenship)?
b) How do Latina women perceive their roles and responsibilities as mothers? To what
standard(s) of motherhood do they compare themselves? How do they abide by, resist, or
remake rules about behaviors inherent in mothering discourses?
c) How do they make choices if there is conflict between different mothering discourses?
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d) How do Latina women’s other roles or ideas about the self (e.g., daughter, wife, activist,
worker, student) reinforce or conflict with each other as they make decisions about
achieving their desires?
Narrative: Approach and Methodology
The stories that are told and that we tell about ourselves legitimize the self (Clandinin &
Rosiek, 2007; Gee, 1985). We are created collectively and individually through our narratives.
Narrative research is useful in understanding agency and in making sense of people’s stories; it
offers the researcher the opportunity to make nuanced and differentiated interpretations of the
data, since stories are rarely uniform in meaning or sense-making (Riessman, 2008). It is an
appropriate methodology for this study; narrative researchers can study representations of the
self in the stories that the participant tells. Within these narratives I can highlight the use of
discourses, the meanings that they take on, and how narratives and self-representations are
shaped by those discourses (Mishler, 1986; Nash, 1990).
Narrative research highlights and interprets oral or written narratives as “a distinct form
of discourse” (Chase, 2005, p. 656). These narratives can take a multitude of shapes: personal
stories, life histories, oral histories, testimonies, vignettes, or small pieces of text within a longer
text (Chase, 2005; Clandinin, 2007). Epistemologically, narratives, often referred to as stories,
are understood as the way people make sense of their lives (Chase, 2005; Riessman, 2008) or as
a way of knowing (Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007). There can be multiple or singular emphases in
understanding the narrative, for example, the experience, the importance, the emotions, the sense
making, or the link between linguistic construction and representation. Gee (1985) writes,
“[O]ne of the primary ways—probably the primary way—human beings make sense of their
experience is by casting it in a narrative form” (p. 11). Drawing from this idea, Narrative Inquiry
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seeks the texture of people’s lives, looking “first to the voices within each narrative” (Chase,
2005, p. 663) as opposed to themes across different participant interviews and highlighting the
narrator’s voice in particular.
As noted previously, this project focuses on the way family literacy participants (women)
understand their lives and the choices available to them. Gathering participant narratives
highlights their beliefs and renditions of self and events. Narrative research is ideal for this
project, for as Coulter and Smith (2009) write, “[T]he point of narrative research is to reveal the
subjective experience of participants as they interpret the events and conditions of their everyday
lives” (p. 578). This in turn, allows the researcher to examine and ask how, which, and why
choices are made, that is, how participants are exercising agency and in doing so which
discourses are confronted.
The field of narrative research. Until Narrative Inquiry becomes accepted as having an
ontological and epistemological base (such as more longstanding methodologies like
ethnography or phenomenology), I will use the following terms to differentiate between three
ideas: Narrative Inquiry to signify approach (denoting an epistemological orientation), narrative
research to signify a general methodology (denoting a broad range of genres of narrative
analysis), and analysis of narrative (Polkinghorne, 1995) to signify a specific type of
methodology (denoting a particular method and set of tools). In doing this and explicating why
and how I chose to use analysis of narrative I will answer, in part, the call made by KoroLjungberg and colleagues (2009) “to make the research process, epistemologies, values,
methodological decision points, and argumentative logic open, accessible, and visible for
audiences” (p. 687). In sum, the narrative is more than a story; it is the way people retell their
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experiences and give meaning to the world through their and the researchers’12 lens (Bach, 2007;
Chase, 2005; Davies & Davies, 2007; Riessman, 1993; Riessman & Speedy, 2007).
Drawing on diverse forms of narrative research. Narrative Inquiry foregrounds the
narration of experience, stemming from phenomenology and the study of experience13 (Chase,
2005; Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007; Patton, 2002). Narrative research differs by discipline, and is
dependent on researcher goals and relevance to the discipline (Lyons, 2007). There are five
general ways to approach narrative research (Chase, 2005). The first, rooted in psychology,
focuses on understanding stories as informing life quality and psychosocial development. The
second and third are based in sociology, and examine identities and how they come about
through organizational, cultural, and discursive contexts and how participants make sense of
their experiences with particular attention to resistance and transformation. Fourth, anthropology
contributes an emphasis on life histories where the researcher and participants both take part in
the understanding of the process being studied. Fifth and, independent of discipline, is
autoethnography wherein a researcher reflects on her own narratives.
I primarily used aspects of the sociological and anthropological genres for my study
because I focused on subjectivities, discursive contexts, life histories, and the meaning that
participants ascribed to their lives. I also use the feminist application of narrative research which
centers on participants as agents in their own lives and the ways they assign meaning to their
lives through narratives (Chase, 2005). The feminist perspective also considers power and
subjectivity (Chase, 2005; Riessman, 1993). Finally, I loosely used sociolinguistic analysis of

12

This topic will be revisited later in the paper since the role of the researcher and interpretation is central in much
of narrative research.
13
There is a difference in the notion of experience between phenomenology and Narrative Inquiry. Phenomenology
attempts to capture a pre-reflective essence of an experience (Manen, 1997) whereas Narrative Inquiry is based on
the understanding that the narrative is already reflected upon, constructed and analyzed by the narrator (Bach, 2007;
Blumenreich, 2004; Chase, 2005; Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007; Moen, 2006; Catherine Riessman & Speedy, 2007).
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narratives, another line of inquiry, because it focuses on discourses and linguistic structures of
text. The intermingling of approaches supported this post-structural feminist study by
highlighting central aspects of agency (identity, co-construction of the subject, power,
subjectivity, discourse), self-construction of the subject and the subject’s belief system as
understood through the narrator (and listener), and the influence of discourses on these
representations.
Voice in narrative research. Narrative researchers center the voices of participants in
the analysis. While narrative research is typically focused on a small number of participants,
researchers are moving toward using the term “voices” to indicate that a voice is not singularly
constructed. A narrative is personal and built out of a collective of experiences (Moen, 2006).
Using the plural brings the researcher into focus as she and the participant engage and interpret
the participant and the narrative (Chase, 2005; Moen, 2006).
Truth in narrative research. Another aspect affecting my decision to use narrative
research is that it does not claim narratives as static truth; narrative researchers “recognize the
difference between the literal truth and the story truth” (Coulter & Smith, 2009, p. 578); people
change their narratives and the perspective they offer depending on a number of factors,
including additional experiences, the audience, and motivation for telling the story (Ferraro &
Moe, 2003). As I interviewed participants multiple times over five months, I wanted to employ a
methodology that could highlight multiple versions and interpretations of a story as opposed to a
methodology that had to determine a consistent story or unitary version of the narrator.
Narrative research and the researcher role. In the analysis process I, as the
researcher, became a factor since I changed the narrative by making choices about whose
narrative was featured, what counted as a narrative, what pieces of a narrative were selected for
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analysis, and how I analyzed and represented the narrative (Blumenreich, 2004; Davies &
Davies, 2007; Moen, 2006; Catherine Riessman, 1993).
Narrative research, as stated above, stresses the relationship between narrator and
researcher, reflecting the worldview that lives are co-constructed. As such, I had to wrestle with
another question of interpretation: Who chooses what is the correct interpretation? Is the
narrator always correct (Moen, 2006)? Can the researcher understand the implications of
culture, age, race if she does do not share participants’ identities (Andrews, 2007; Baddeley &
Singer, 2007; Rossman & Rallis, 2003)? Andrews (2007) points out that even the approach to
building a relationship with a participant and inquiring about another’s experiences is culturally
formed and influences the response a participant will give.
Feminist Post-structural Use of Narrative Research
This study used a feminist post-structural framework because I wanted to emphasize the
numerous discourses that frame and write the subject. Feminism, situated in a discussion of a
social system that is defined by racism, patriarchy, sexism, and classicism (Broad &
Broadsworth, 2001) ensured that I considered how power shaped interactions and understandings
between myself and participants. I sought to highlight the voices of women as they negotiated
the hegemonic notions embedded in family literacy. This included examining how being a
woman, Mexican, immigrant, poor, mother, and under-educated implicated their standing in their
community, home, and Even Start.
Post-structuralism was also useful because it stresses the need to examine how discourses
are used—a key component of my study. A post-structural lens emphasizes power relations and
context, and allowed me to focus on the subjectivities of the participants, such as mother,
daughter, activist, student, friend, and sexual being (Blumenreich, 2004). Furthermore, this
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ideological view contests a stable notion of experience (Davies & Davies, 2007; J. Scott, 1992).
This lens helped me to define and set the boundaries about what was considered a narrative, to
choose participants, and to transcribe words (Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007; Riessman, 1993).
Additionally, conceptualizing experience as discursive and constantly re-created allowed me to
contest the notion of experience as a particular or singular event (J. Scott, 1992). Depending on
the question and events that transpired between interviews, the women represented themselves
and their desires differently and drew on or disputed diverse aspects of competing discourses to
support their ideas. The feminist post-structural framework gave me the tools to understand the
unstable, contradictory shifts that can take place within narratives and subjectivities and to look
for possible explanations that lay beyond faulty memory or willful misrepresentations
(Blumenreich, 2004; Davies & Davies, 2007); for example, how getting a job creates the need to
rework a discourse to make time away from home acceptable.
Narrative research “gives prominence to human agency and imagination” and “is well
suited to studies of subjectivity and identity” (Riessman, 1993, p. 5)—a notion that appealed to
me as I work with women who have historically been denied a public voice.
Analysis of Narrative
In examining family literacy participant narratives I hoped to explore the ways they
creatively used, complied with, attributed, and achieved desires through mothering and literacy
discourses. The view that education is a neutral practice erases the effect of identity, power and
agency on learning (Giroux, 2005; Lewis & Moje, 2007). Scrutinizing narratives helped me
understand and interpret the productive power of discourses in learners—how discourses, evident
in policy, curriculum, and ideology, affected learning and how learners put them to use.
Narratives provided a different look at how learners may take up, utilize, and disrupt discourses.
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Furthermore these narratives identified learners’ hopes and desires and how they went about
achieving them, or were constrained from achieving them, in the face of mainstream societal
standards (e.g., the good mother) that did not reflect their material and social reality.
Design
This study employed a case study design, an appropriate organizational strategy (Patton,
2002; Rossman & Rallis, 2003; Stake, 1995) to study the particularities of five women’s
conceptions of agency in their lives (Riessman, 2008). Cases allowed me to explore and
highlight details of the phenomenon of interest and give prominence to taken-for-granted
practices (Patton, 2002; Catherine Riessman, 2008; Rossman & Rallis, 2003; Stake, 2005).
Riessman (2008) writes, “case studies focus attention on narrative detail (the ‘little
things’)…[C]ases reveal facets, each attracting different readers who can decide the meaning of
the case, and interrogate actors’ and narrators’ interpretations in relation to categorical
questions” (p. 194). A narrative analysis uses stories as the central focus and the researcher’s
narrative becomes part of the study (Patton, 2002).
Each participant was considered a case (a ‘bounded system,’ (Stake, 2005)), within which
I examined the narratives each participant created. As noted earlier, I employed ethnographic
strategies (e.g., observations, interviews) to support, interrogate, or supplement participant
narratives. In this sense, I fit the description of a qualitative researcher or bricoleur: “If the
researcher needs to invent, or piece together new tools or techniques, he or she will do so”
(Denzin & Lincoln’s, 2005, p. 4). I have attempted to weave each piece together to create a
tapestry where threads and textures can be individually identified while also creating a whole
picture; in other words, I have attempted to draw attention to the particularities of the women,
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their individual desires, and the complexities of their personal situations, while creating an
overarching understanding of how discourses are put to use by the participants and by society.
Unit of Analysis
A unit of analysis refers to “who or what is capable of expressing or exhibiting the
phenomena” (Baptiste, 2006). As I gathered personal narratives of self-perception of women
enrolled in this program, they were the unit of analysis. They were best-suited to tell their own
stories.
Site Selection and Description
Selection criteria. I selected one of the federally funded Even Start programs because
these programs are based on legislation or publications (e.g., promotional literature, websites,
news bulletins) with a stated philosophy, underscoring a particular belief about parenting,
education, and literacy that ties in closely with the U.S. Good Mother and the Literacy
Discourses. Even Start programs generally offer ten to twenty hours of classes per week. A
program that offers at least ten hours of classes a week allows for more interaction with
particular ideologies promoted by the program, helping me to make the case that participants
have had substantial interaction with these ideologies. Furthermore, Even Start programs offer
parenting education and interactive literacy activities, all generally driven by the perceived
importance of a mother’s involvement in the educational and social life of her child. The
incorporation of parenting and literacy as part of a curriculum or institution indicates that the
information is based on expert knowledge that is transmitted by, or learned from, one who
possesses this knowledge (Foucault, 1977).
Once my dissertation proposal was approved, I began to make connections with possible
programs by e-mailing or calling directors of Even Start programs that fit the study and logistical
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criteria. Program directors were interested in my study due to my link to the Goodling Institute,
which they recognized as an established family literacy research and policy institute, and their
understanding that Even Start needed more research and visibility to capture legislators’ attention
and funding.14
I chose a southwestern Even Start site that exhibited my selection criteria: high Latina
enrollment, Even Start program features (early childhood, parent education, adult education,
interactive literacy activities), sufficient enrolled participants, and entrée to the program.
Additionally, it was outside of Pennsylvania,15 leading to fewer ethical or political
considerations; my work at the Goodling Institute on Family Literacy could have created tension
between my role as a Goodling Institute employee and as a researcher. Also, depending on my
findings, the relationship between Goodling Institute and Even Start or the Pennsylvania Bureau
of Adult Basic Literacy and Education (ABLE) could have been harmed. In all of this, I was
guided by Rossman and Rallis’s (2003) four suggestions regarding site selection: access, ability
to build relationships with participants at the location, ethical concerns and whether the site
offers a “rich mix of the processes, people, programs, interactions, [and] structures of interest”
(Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p. 136).
I chose not to draw participants from multiple sites for several reasons: I had limited
time and finances; multiple sites would require extra travel and more time to establish
relationships with staff and participants; each site could have reflected different educational,

14

Even Start has seen a continual reduction in funding in part because of funding cuts for most educational
programs due to the economic crisis. However, the two large scale quantitative research studies (Third National
Even Start Evaluation, 2003, and Even Start Classroom Literacy Interventions and Outcomes [CLIO] Study, 2008)
have been either inconclusive or determined that Even Start does not substantially produce better results than other
programs that do not include the family. Both studies are flawed in design or applicability (see Weirauch, 2003 for
a critique of the Third National Even Start Evaluation); however, this has not been acknowledged as the
aforementioned studies are still recognized and touted by government officials.
15
I had been given access to a site in Pennsylvania; however, I chose not to conduct my research there due to the
reasons given above.
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literacy, and parenting ideologies and practices, diluting the study’s focus on how women use a
particular set of discourses; and I wanted to collect narratives reflecting the participants’ voices
and their individual experiences of learning, discourses, and family literacy. As a novice
researcher, I decided not to confound my focus (Riessman, 2008).
Site description. The Crystal City Even Start Program was in its eighth year of
operation. Approximately 35 families were enrolled in this program,16 all of whom had
emigrated from Spanish-speaking countries.17 The majority of the women were married and
between the ages of 27 and 51 (the latter end of this spectrum included two grandmothers who
provided care for grandchildren). The Even Start director was located at a central district office
and did not visit the program; meetings with staff were held at her office. The on-site Even Start
coordinator had been with the program since its inception. The program also employed a fulltime bilingual administrative assistant. Finally, the program worked with a local public library
liaison who prepared, and at times led, the craft and interactive literacy activities. She was
bilingual, had been with the program since it started, and was the family program coordinator for
the library.
The program was advertised as a traditional, four-component Even Start program. When
I arrived at the site, I found that adult education classes were now offered at the downtown adult
education site or as self-study (including online work). The site director and staff assistant
offered early childhood education ad hoc. The two components retained were parent education
and interactive literacy activities. Despite these changes, I decided to proceed with my study
using this site for two reasons: first, the two components that most convey ideas of mothering

16

During the time I attended the program, only nine of these 35 families attended classes.
One young African American woman with her two children attended one Friday class, however, she did not
return.
17
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and the mother’s role regarding literacy were intact; second, another program I had considered
had to adjust its programming to offset budget cuts.18
This program was part of the school district. The Even Start site was located in the
northern part of the city and shared land with a community center. They were located in what is
known as the “Black” part of town, which was developed when residents were relocated in the
1990s. The site consisted of a double-wide, portable building; these were commonly used by
school districts in this area, because they were inexpensive, pre-fabricated, and easy to move.
There was a large shed next to the building where they stored supplies and old documents. There
was a small playground in front of the building with a climbing structure and two swings. Wood
chips covered the playground area; the rest had a lush, well-manicured lawn with one small tree
by the swing set. A tall wire fence surrounded all of this. The fence and the need to ring a bell
for entrance into the building were the only indicators that safety might have been a concern.
This building was open five days a week. The women met here to work on their own,
visit with the staff, or attend parenting or interactive literacy classes one Friday a month. As
someone walked into the building, the staff assistant, who sat on the left behind a large desk,
greeted her. The desk had all the accoutrements that an administrative assistant might have, such
as computer, papers, and books. On a desk next to hers were any notices for the students and a
student sign-in book. This book did not track those who entered the building but was used to
record the students’ hours on-site and the hours they had spent on self-study and interactive
literacy activities with their children; women had to log twenty hours a week to maintain
enrollment in the program. Backed up against this desk was a shelving unit that held children’s
18

Even Start funding has been affected by multiple levels of budget cuts. Federal funding to states, which is then
dispersed to local programs, has been reduced. Furthermore, local programs are increasingly required to contribute
to their budget after the first funding year; however, school districts have also suffered from budget reductions,
thereby decreasing monies dispersed to programs in the district, for example Even Start. This creates a double
financial bind for programs.
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educational games (including computer games), manipulatives, and play items (e.g., plastic farm
animals). This was the children’s area. It included a small round table with children’s chairs and
two children’s computers. The children often played here with each other, their parents, on their
own, or with a staff member while their mothers studied. It was an ad hoc early childhood
education center.
The program site director’s office was a room on the left and looked much like one would
expect an office to look. Further along the same wall were a bathroom and a small moderately
equipped kitchen (kitchenware, coffee, tea, etc.). The rest of the building was an open room with
bookcases or shelves used as dividers. On desks running the length of two and a half walls were
seven computers and a printer. The back half of the building had two large table areas (made of
four six by four folding tables pushed together) with chairs around all sides. There were smaller
tables, shelves, and a set of bookshelves pushed around the walls.
The bookshelves held a lending library of fiction, self-help, adult, Spanish language,
English language, academic, children’s, and other books. Other larger shelves held supplies and
board games. The walls had examples of the arts and crafts that had been made in the past (often
reflecting holiday themes), motivational posters, and a large collage of pictures behind glass
from past events. Informational bulletins advertising upcoming community events, health clinic
days, and the like were posted by the front door.
The other three Friday classes were held at the local library. This was done to support
use of, and familiarity with, the library. The library provided one large meeting room for the
parenting classes and an arts and crafts activity room attached to the children’s section of the
library. The meeting room was large and generally set up in rows facing a podium. The
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children’s room had a large window wall and oblong tables for women and their children to sit at
and engage in activities.
Participant Selection and Description
Sampling strategy. I selected five female participants from the Crystal City Even Start
Program. The program site and participants were selected using purposeful sampling
(Krathwohl, 1998; Patton, 2002; Rossman & Rallis, 2003) to select “information-rich” (Patton,
2002, p. 230) typical cases (Patton, 2002; Rossman & Rallis, 2003). “Typical” here refers to the
target population as outlined in the Even Start guidelines:19
Each project must identify and recruit families most in need of Even Start services, as
indicated by a low level of income, a low level of adult literacy or English language
proficiency of the eligible parent or parents, and other need-related indicators.
(Department of Education, 2003)
There are no firm criteria for choosing sample size (Patton, 2002). I limited the sample to
five participants due to material and time constraints and quality of data collection. The data
collection and analysis I planned and conducted for each woman required material resources
(e.g., video camera, transcripts, translator, travel) and time (e.g., analysis of multiple data
sources, time away from work). Furthermore, I wanted to consider each case in its entirety,
requiring detailed analysis. The smaller number of participants helped me not to confound the
particularities of each case, rendering an analysis that glosses over the individual and her
narratives (Catherine Riessman, 2008; Stake, 1995). I worried that in collecting data on more
participants, I risked collapsing individuals into a single case study of women (collective) in
family literacy.

19

Even Start serves children primarily birth to seven (U.S. Department of Education, 2009).
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I had ideal characteristics for participants but ultimately relied on Even Start students
who were willing to give me access to their lives. They met my criteria in the following ways.
First, all participants were Latina mothers with at least one child in a K-12 class20 who had been
continuously enrolled in the program for at least three months, increasing the likelihood that the
participant was comfortable in the program and had instruction within the program’s framework
and principles of success. Second, participants also lived under the federal poverty line and had
not completed a high school degree either in the United States or their home country. Third, they
lived within their ethnic community.21 Three women lived close to one another in low-income
housing or in a mobile home park. One lived in a different city. The fifth lived in yet another
city in a mobile home. English language level was not a criterion,22 nor was marital status.
Three participants met my criterion of having one child enrolled in the Even Start early
childhood classes. The fourth had a child under the age of seven and the fifth participant had
two girls in high school but took care of her two-year old nephew. In some respects, none of the
women met my assumed criterion (i.e., not stated) of having a child attending early childhood
classes at the site as they did not have a child young enough to be enrolled in Even Start. I
accepted them into my study for two reasons: they were representative of Even Start participants
and they all had had exposure with their own children in a parenting class or Even Start class in
the United States Even Start participants, in this state, need to be a caretaker, but not the
20

The Literacy and Good Mother Discourses are supported within the K-12 environment (Griffith & Smythe, 2005).
Generally, poorer immigrant communities remain isolated from the mainstream community (Portes & Rumbaut,
2006; Reitz, 1998). I anticipated that co-ethnic residential segregation would heighten the differences between the
mothering discourses (Villenas, 2001) they encounter. An ethnic community, for this study, was a ZIP code with 50
percent or more of a particular ethnic group. This information was determined using the ZIP codes for two
participants using the U.S. Census Bureau American Fact Finder; for the other three I used tract level data, from the
same website, as the ZIP code data did not reflect the local community.
22
While I was concerned about being able to conduct interviews in Spanish, I had little choice in the matter due to
the restricted possibilities of participants. Furthermore, one participant was uncomfortable interviewing in English
and chose to be interviewed in Spanish. In fact, being able to use Spanish, even with errors, may have, in some
small way, evened the playing field for all of the participants. In fact, all participants used Spanish intermittently in
the interviews to negotiate understanding or clarify meaning.
21
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biological parent, of the child; all but two of the women had had their children enrolled in Even
Start early childhood classes. The other two had attended, and continued to attend, parenting
classes at Even Start, leading me to believe that they had been exposed to the parenting and
literacy discourses prevalent in Even Start.
Participant recruitment. I arranged a preliminary visit to the site. Before arriving, the
program director and I decided on the preferred procedure of introducing the students to the
research project; she would introduce the project before I arrived, and then I would attend class,
present the project, and answer questions. Students would be given a week to decide whether to
participate. I wanted to be sure that they could discuss the project with family, community
members, or staff and make a decision without the pressure of my presence.
Everything progressed much as anticipated. I met with the project director face-to-face
for a two-hour discussion at a Starbucks. During this meeting I learned the extent of the
difficulties the program was facing and the changes in the program structure (i.e., no formal adult
education or early childhood classes). Two days later, I participated in a Friday class. There
were seven women and their children in the class. I was introduced twenty minutes before class
was scheduled to end and was given time to present my project. I spoke in English and gave
learners a copy of the consent letter in English and Spanish. I then offered a brief summary in
Spanish. The bilingual administrative assistant then summarized the project in Spanish. The
program director, in English, encouraged the women to participate and said that interviewing
with me would give them an opportunity to practice English and a chance to get their voices as
Latina mothers out to a broader audience. This was also a way that Even Start could learn more
about the successes of the program and what needed to be changed.
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Four women volunteered to participate, one on the condition that she did not have to
interview in English. I was informed that another woman had told the director that she wanted to
participate but was not in class; the director would make sure we contacted each other. I was
told that the three remaining women were not interested in participating because one was a
grandmother, one had enrolled only a week earlier and thought she would have nothing to
contribute, and the third was having family difficulties. Despite the 35 families enrolled in the
program, the five women who participated in the study were those who consistently attended
classes and engaged in a regular self-study program at the site.
Participant descriptions. Table 1-1 summarizes basic information for each participant.
See Chapter Four and Appendix A for additional information. At times, ages, events, and facts
may not add up; I have related them as they were told to me. I did try to confirm the facts: age,
amount of schooling, enrollment. However, much of the data that programs collect relies on
participant self-reports; the women in my interviews at times reported different ages and time in
school.
Table 1-1
Participant Characteristics
Nationality
Age
Marital
Children

Carmen
Mexican
31
Married
Javier: 9 yrs
Ángel: 4 yrs

Guadalupe
Mexican
42
Married
Tom: 13 yrs
Jack: 6 yrs

Yesmenia
Mexican
29
Married
Santiago: 7 yrs

Nelli
Mexican
33
Married
Rafael: 12 yrs
Marcos: 7 yrs

Yrs of Ed

6 yrs

8 yrs;
3 yrs vo-tech
14 yrs
2.5 yrs

8 yrs

11 yrs

Olivia
Mexican
39
Married
Teresa: 15 yrs
Marissa: 14
yrs
9 yrs

15 yrs
5 mos

5 yrs
2 yrs

20 yrs
4 yrs

Yrs in US
5 yrs
Time in ES 2.5 yrs
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Data Collection
A variety of data was collected to gather narratives, contextualize these narratives,
broaden my understanding of the participants’ lives, and elucidate participants’ choices and
meaning-making process (Bach, 2007; Clandinin & Connelly; Ferraro & Moe, 2003; Catherine
Riessman, 2008; Rodriguez, 2002; Smit & Fritz, 2008). I visited the site three times over a fivemonth period (February 18 – May 23, 2009, see Appendix B for schedule). The first visit was 18
days; the subsequent two were 17 days long. I generally traveled Thursday to Saturday to
observe as many of the structured parent education and interactive literacy Friday classes as
possible. On other days I spent time (usually 9 am–1:30 pm) at the Even Start home site
interacting with the staff and participants, conducting interviews, or observing informal study
time. The latter was ideal for casual conversations, which served as informal interviews (Patton,
2002) with the participants and staff. I conducted two levels of interviews: multiple interviews
with participants and one interview with each staff person connected to the Even Start program.
Little of this time was spent in the homes of the participants, outside of the Even Start setting, or
in activities beyond the interviews. The next sections of this chapter discuss the different data
sources and rationale for choosing them, the analysis, and my location as the researcher.
Primary participant interviews. In line with much Narrative Inquiry methodology,
interviews were the primary data source because they can focus on and draw out participant
narratives (Pinnegar & Daynes, 2007; Riessman, 2008). The initial interview was a semistructured interview (Patton, 2002) in which the interviewee, using guiding questions, was asked
about her life story and given the freedom to tell the pieces as she chose (Atkinson, 2002; Chase,
2005; Patton, 2002; Reissman, 2008). I drew heavily on Patton (2002) to develop the interview
guide (see Appendix C) because he provided specific examples and useful information. I also
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received input from my advising professor, Dr. Prins, who was familiar with my topic and has
had a great deal of experience developing interview protocols.
The purpose of this interview was to gather general demographic information (e.g., time
in school, time in United States, family composition) and get to know the participant and for her
to get to know me. Also, this interview explored their roles as a mother, educator, and Even
Start participant, and events leading up to this point in their life. I underestimated the amount of
time this interview would take; it extended into the second interview.
Subsequent interviews were dialogic interviews (Rossman & Rallis, 2003) that focused
on expanding, clarifying, or following up on points from previous interviews, observations, and
conversations. Literature I read between visits also assisted me in developing possible questions
or conversation topics. We also discussed aspects of daily life for these women or curiosities I
had about decisions they made or events that they related, especially if they seemed pertinent to
discourses or agency. Throughout the project I focused on how women acted and presented
themselves (e.g., in conflict with particular mothering discourses or wishing they had made
different choices or had had other opportunities).
I also engaged in informal or incidental conversations that were not recorded; I wrote
reflections, content, and fieldnotes at the time, if appropriate, or as soon as possible, for example
using a tape recorder on a drive home or writing notes at home in the evening.
I collected 24 primary participant interviews lasting between 45 minutes to an hour and a
half. Interviews were set at the convenience of the participant. Interview length was governed
by the participant’s time frame or when the topic of the day was exhausted. Each participant
chose where she wanted to be interviewed. Three of the five participants interviewed
exclusively at the Even Start home site (i.e., not the library). When asked at the end of the study
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why they chose the Even Start building they responded that they felt comfortable there, the
distractions of home were not present, and their children would be occupied while we talked.
Olivia, on the other hand, interviewed off-site: twice at a fast food restaurant, twice at the
library, once at the Even Start site. She chose sites based on her activities for that day (e.g., pick
up her daughters, go to Wal-Mart). Yesmenia based her choices on convenience and interviewed
at the Even Start site and her home.
Carmen was interviewed six times, Guadalupe, Olivia, and Nelli had five interviews, and
Yesmenia three. See Appendix E for an interview schedule. Yesmenia was not available during
my first trip and missed her interviews during my third trip due to health issues that required her
to travel to obtain medical care.23
Each participant had the option to interview in Spanish or English. I speak Spanish
conversationally and felt comfortable conducting interviews in either language. All participants
except Yesmenia chose to be interviewed in English. Spanish was used in interviews when
participants did not know a particular word in English, wanted to verify what they had said in
English was accurate, or felt that they could better express themselves in Spanish. As the
interviewer, I used Spanish infrequently but did so in the following cases: on the lead of the
interviewee (i.e., she dropped into Spanish), to explain or translate an idea when asked, and to
clarify a question that appeared to be misunderstood or not clear. Generally, I restricted my use
of Spanish to these situations to respect the fact that participants also saw the interview sessions
as a way to practice English (a discussion of this will follow in the analysis as a form of agency).

23

This event provides another example of how lack of documentation shapes the lives of immigrants. We had
scheduled an interview that she forgot to cancel. When I called to check in with her, Yesmenia related how the
chore of figuring out where to get care required the entire family to rearrange their schedule; her husband had to take
off from work to drive her to a city an hour and a half away and her son had to come with them as she did not have
someone to get him to and from school. She had not intended to miss the interview; however, in the course of being
sick and figuring out care, she had forgotten it.
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Admittedly, the women’s narratives can be considered constrained since the participants were
not fluent in English. I attempted to clarify and revisit interview topics and language, offering
each participant opportunities to express herself differently. Revisiting previous topics is an
appropriate strategy for corroboration or eliciting multi-faceted perspectives of participant
narratives (Alvermann, 2000). This was always done during the interview, in subsequent
interviews, or through informal conversations.
Finally, participants were given control over whether they wanted to answer questions,
when to terminate the interview, and if they wanted to be audio-recorded. Only one participant,
Olivia, requested that the tape recorder be turned off during parts of interviews. This occurred
when discussing funding her daughters’ college education and a particular family matter.
Secondary interviews. I conducted standardized open-ended interviews (Patton, 2002)
with the Even Start program director, program assistant, district director of early childhood
education programs (at her office at the district office), and the library liaison who took lead on
the craft activities on Fridays. See Appendix F for the Staff Interview Guide. Again, I drew
heavily on Patton (2002) in developing the interview guide. While I had every intention of
adhering to the standardized question format, having spent time with three of the staff members
led me to adjust questions or follow up on answers differently, since I had additional background
information that informed some of the set questions. All staff members chose to be interviewed
individually. Three interviews were recorded and transcribed;24 the interview with the district
director was not recorded. She was not eager to be interviewed; therefore, I wanted to be as
unobtrusive as possible. Detailed notes were taken during the interview. The interviews lasted
roughly an hour. The interviews focused on their perceptions of mothering, literacy, family
literacy, and the Even Start program. I also engaged in multiple informal interviews and
24

The interview with the library liaison was only partially transcribed due to the quality of the recording.
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conversations with the program director, staff assistant, and library liaison before, during, and
after classes, as well as during times when I was waiting for participants to arrive for their
interviews, conducting observations, or just chatting with Even Start participants and the staff as
they interacted normally throughout the day (Patton, 2002). These interviews and interactions
were conducted to gain insights into how their beliefs might drive, or be changed by, the
ideology of their program and how they constructed a particular idea of the “ideal participant” in
terms of motherhood, economic productivity, and literacy.
I had planned to conduct brief (no more than 30 minute) semi-structured interviews25
with other program participants; due to small numbers and the sporadic attendance of other
learners, I was unable to do this. I did have informal conversations with Even Start participants,
as I participated in classes and observations (Patton, 2002; Rossman & Rallis, 2003). This data
is not highlighted here because other Even Start students were hesitant to speak to me and I did
not receive informed consent to use their stories in this study. These informal interactions
provided me with a more robust background knowledge and context of the particular program.
Furthermore, I gained a better general understanding of participant background and worldview as
well as corroboration of participant narratives (e.g., complexities of enrolling in educational
programs, desires for the self, mothering discourses).
I had also hoped to conduct informal interviews with community and family members
about their background and experiences with mothering and education to provide further context
for the participants’ daily lives and to help uncover local discourses about mothering, literacy,
and womanhood. Others’ comments and observations can corroborate or differ from the
participants’ views, thereby creating a more complex picture of how the women are framed and
frame themselves (Atkinson, 2002). This did not occur because the participants were not
25

The interview protocol is not included in this document; it is available upon request.
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forthcoming in inviting me to their homes or community, and because of my own temerity. In
conducting my interviews with the women and talking to other women in the program and the
staff, I quickly realized that enrollment in the Even Start program was tenuous for these women;
attending classes was dependent on complex negotiations with and permission of their husbands
(Rockhill, 1993), as discussed in the findings chapters. I was not willing to further complicate
these women’s endeavors; I worried that I would be seen as the kind of woman wives would
become with education (e.g., integrated into mainstream Anglo society, leaving family in the
husband’s care to pursue one’s own desires, American woman). Furthermore, as four of the
women were undocumented, I could be seen as bringing outside scrutiny and exposure to their
families. I did visit three women in their homes during the last days of my last visit perhaps
because my leaving was seen as safe; nonetheless, I was never invited to meet their husbands and
I did not ask.
Video diaries. Each woman was asked to keep a video diary (two to three entries a
week). I provided them with a small hand-held video camera, an instruction booklet, and a set of
questions (see Appendix G for the Video Diary Guide) to guide their entries. I also explained
that they were not constrained to using these questions; they could reflect or talk about any daily
happenings. They could also use the cameras to record actual daily events (Riessman, 2008). I
demonstrated how to use the camera and asked them to show me how to turn on the camera and
record.
I had hoped that the video diaries would be used to record daily events and subsequently
be an extension of their interviews. This part of the study did not work as I had anticipated. The
women were reluctant to use the video cameras. After interviews, we discussed whether they
needed to keep the cameras and continue filming. They did not tell me, as I had anticipated, that
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they were embarrassed to film themselves, but rather that they did not know how to use the
cameras. At that time I would demonstrate how to use the camera and reassure them that I was
not looking for anything in particular. I provided them with examples of how they might use the
camera: as a traditional video diary talking about daily events, filming their children or family
events. During my third visit, after talking to Dr. Prins, I both demonstrated and had them show
me how to use the camera. In the end, Guadalupe never used the camera, while the other four
said they made recordings; however, only two women actually had videos on their cameras or
video cards. Analysis of this resistance to the video journal portion of the study is not provided
here, partially as I am not convinced it was resistance; for example, Guadalupe wanted me to
film her; she just would not film herself. And, partially because I have not quite figured it out to
my satisfaction.
Researcher journal. A last narrative I collected was my own. When I have written
about mothering discourses, visited family literacy programs, and analyzed interviews with
mothers, I find that my self and my ideas about mothering and education are present (Luttrell,
2003). A great deal has been written on the inextricability of the researcher from the analysis
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Merriam, 2002; Rossman & Rallis, 2003). My research journal served
multiple purposes: recording the research process (methodology, problems, thoughts, feelings,
observations, conjectures), uncovering some of my mothering and literacy discourses,
documenting interactions with participants and the family literacy program (Chase, 2005;
Lemon, 2006), noting curiosities and queries, and identifying possibilities for analysis. I was
able to draw on these notes and writings to understand my thought processes and how they
inform my understanding of the different narratives. This practice may have also helped me
distinguish between my voice and the participants’ voices.
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Observations. Observations are not required in narrative research, but they can help find
particularities, nuances, and variations in the phenomenon of interest (Patton, 2002; Smit &
Fritz, 2008). Observations can contextualize knowledge and give the researcher a better sense of
how language is used or how different social structures and cultural systems interact and inform
participant behavior (Carspecken, 1996; Clandinin & Connelly; Lemon, 2007; Parameswaran,
2001; Patton, 2002). They gave me the opportunity to ask participants about concrete events I
witnessed. Observations, combined with narratives, helped me better contextualize the choices
participants made or behaviors they displayed. For example, observing differences between
which staff person the individual participant approached, I was able to pose questions about this
issue. In other words, I was better able to mine possibilities of what actions might mean and
implications of power and discourses in those choices. Observations also helped reveal the
multiple roles participants played and highlighted moments of tension or congruence between
particular discourses (e.g., mother versus worker) and the requirements made by the self and
others in their life arena. Finally, observations allowed me to see how participants talked about
mothering and literacy with family literacy staff, family members, other students, and friends.
I began by passively observing (Carspecken, 1996) classes and participant interactions
with other students, teachers, and children. I also engaged in close observation (Manen, 1997, p.
68), serving the dual purpose of collecting my own stories and actively participating in the lives
of the participants (Manen, 1997). Most observations took place at the school. On one occasion
I went to the library with Carmen and her two sons. On my last trip to the site I visited three of
the women in their homes, where I was able to observe their home setting (e.g., housekeeping,
family artifacts); I was not able to observe family interactions because no other family members
were there except at Carmen’s, where Ángel was present. Fieldnotes and reflections were
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generally written up after leaving the site. In addition to the interviews, I attended ten parenting
and interactive literacy classes, one family community evening event (I was the only person
associated with Even Start to attend), three visits in the home, and one library visit with Carmen
and her sons. In all, I engaged in roughly 120 hour of informal observations at the program site.
As I observed and wrote up fieldnotes, I tried to be cognizant of how my presence
possibly affected participant interactions or refashioned behaviors (Patton, 2002). I had hoped
that my presence would become “normalized” or more customary, lessening this interference;
the staff reported that the participants appeared to carry on as they normally would, incorporating
me into casual conversation, asking questions, and continuing to talk among themselves. Part of
this may be due to the fact that I participated in all activities, including making hot glue flower
wreaths and 911-Emergency Cards for the refrigerator. Certainly this helped even out expertise,
since I was less than adept in the craft arena.
Documents. I collected few local program documents, such as program philosophy,
informational brochures, information given to students, written curriculum, because they did not
advertise the program or provide these documents to prospective students. I had already
reviewed federal documents, for instance, federal policy and Even Start guidelines. I did collect
all classroom handouts and materials (e.g., games, books, test practice booklets) and asked what
types of documents the program collected and what types of evaluation measures they used.
These types of documents describe, promote, and help to delineate funding and achievement
requirements and ideologies embedded in educational programs and curricula. The analysis of
local and federal policy documents that govern the funding and program implementation of Even
Start programs sets the stage for the language, goals, and ideas that a program draws upon
(Belzer & St. Clair, 2007; Nakagawa, et al., 2001). My analysis of these documents focused on
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uncovering discourses particular to this program, including mothering and literacy discourses.
These documents offered explanations or provided opportunities to ask questions about what
drives programmatic aspects of family literacy, staff perceptions of family literacy and parenting,
and participant conceptions of family literacy, mothering, and themselves (Patton, 2002).
Data Analysis Procedures
While some say that analysis starts as the researcher begins to collect data (Patton, 2002),
my analysis began as soon as I started thinking about my project. I thought about questions I
might ask and delved into my researcher identity and the theory that implicates data analysis. In
other words, I began to try to make sense of where I was going, what I would find, and how I
might continually examine my assumptions. In this respect, the work began and continued into
and through the data collection and writing stages; I continued to revisit the data, looking for
patterns and themes, in the vein of an inductive analysis (Patton, 2002). I also continued to read
pertinent literature that helped me gather new ideas, ways of thinking about the data, and
understandings of what I was doing, pushing me to continue examining and refining the methods
and data collection techniques (Patton, 2002).
Essential to determining this route was Riessman’s (2008) book, Narrative Methods for
the Human Sciences, which she concludes by inviting students and researchers to ask hard
questions of their projects:
What definition of narrative are you working with? To what extent are you paying
attention to narrative form and language, local environments of production, and broader
social discourses? What is your distinctive focus and related unit of analysis? And, at a
basic level, what are the epistemological and theoretical perspectives that frame your
project? (p. 200)
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These questions guided my analysis and are used to guide the description of my analysis process.
Epistemological and Theoretical Perspectives
Narrative analysis often uses prior theory to guide insights (Riessman, 2008), and,
indeed, literature on agency and subjectivities, as described in the literature review, framed my
analysis of the data. The literature I reviewed provided “sensitizing concepts” (Blumer, 1954),
such as ideas about literacy, education, subjectivity, agency, identity, narration of the self,
discourses, and power, that informed my analysis. Also important is Luttrell’s (2003) work with
pregnant teens; she describes her analysis as focusing “on storytellers’ representations, the
content and the themes in a narrative, and storytellers’ enactments, patterns in the telling,
including how characters are positioned in relation to one another as a way to accomplish certain
effects” (p.114).
Definition of narrative. I have chosen to utilize analysis of narrative (Polkinghorne,
1995) to name the specific type of analysis; this process focuses on sorting narratives into themes
and categories based on existing narratives in the text, in my case interviews (Clanidinin &
Murphy, 2007). I defined narrative as stretches of text, often negotiated between myself and the
participant, for example, a conversation between two people, in which a retelling of an isolated
event occurred (Riessman, 2008). These are generally sequential, temporal, and contain a
disrupting event that comes to some kind of resolution (Riessman, 2008). I have also
incorporated stories of the future, that is, narratives about how they hope things might unfold.
Generally, narrative research focuses on stories of the past; on the other hand, why can we not
look to stories of the future as a narrative (Speedy, 2006)?
At times I have focused on narratives of the self in which the participant told me about
her hopes, dreams, and who she presents herself to be. While this is not necessarily a “story”
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with all the components listed above, I utilize the idea that the presentation of self is an act of
narration (Davies, 2005; Goffman, 1978). This is in keeping with a post-structural framework
(Butler, 2004; Davies, 2005) and the idea of “storied selves” (Polkinghorne, 1988). Luttrell’s
(2003) work with pregnant teens further expands this idea; she utilizes art as a type of narrative.
Bach (2007) develops stories through pictures, moving away from the idea of restricting
narrative data to text. I return to Polkinghorne (1995), who writes, “[S]tories are concerned with
human attempts to progress to a solution, clarification, or unraveling of an incomplete situation”
(p. 7). Are current lives not an incomplete situation upon which the future, past, and present
come to bear?
Acknowledging that I have incorporated this type of narrative, future stories and
narratives of the self, renders my procedures more transparent; an underlying premise of
narrative research is that the researcher ultimately constructs a story based on the data collected
(Josselson, 2007; Polkinghorne, 1995; Riessman, 2008). For this study on agency and discourses
the inclusion of these types of narratives is important in understanding how women see
themselves and present themselves to the world (Bartlett, 2005; Butler, 2004; Riessman, 2008).
Discourses validate and allow us to be validated within society (Foucault, 1977); the person we
want to be perceived as is embedded in the presentations of the self (Butler, 2004; Mishler, 1986;
J. Scott, 1990).
Attention to language, local contexts of production, and broader social discourses.
In analyzing the narratives, I located them within the family literacy and community discourses
and the broader discourses of literacy and mothering (Mishler, 1986; Riessman, 2008). During
the analysis, I found other discourses (e.g., neoliberalism, immigration) were important; they are
integrated into the discussion.
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Narrative analysis can focus on the tellers’ choice and use of words and wording
(Riessman, 2008). In general, I chose not to analyze the data based on choice of words,
metaphors, and the sequencing of the stories because four of the women interviewed in English,
a language in which they are not fluent; all five participants continued to study English as a
second language. Because of this lack of fluency or reduced vocabulary, their word choice is
naturally constrained. Therefore, I could not presume a particular meaning through word choice.
For example, the use of “he” in place of “she,” a common non-native error, cannot be presumed
to be meaningful. I relied on the ideas that participants communicated rather than structure,
phrasing, or word choice.
I examined and preserved language sequences as they occurred to provide context,
coherency, and reliability (Riessman, 2008; 2003). In doing so, I examined the role that I might
play in the narrative, as well as the interview setting (Etherington, 2006; Mishler, 1986).
Addressing these issues underscores the idea that a story is told to a particular person, at a
particular time, and in a particular setting, all of which shape how the narrator presents herself
(Butler, 2004; Davies & Davies, 2007; Holley & Colyar, 2009; Riessman, 2008). Making my
role in the analysis transparent allows the reader to evaluate my analysis and conclusions,
thereby enhancing reliability (Riessman, 2008).
Mechanics of Analysis
I chose to use thematic analysis (Riessman, 2008) because it is widely used and
appropriate for a novice researcher (Riessman, 2008). I used some aspects of the
performance/dialogic narrative analysis technique (e.g., inclusion of narrator influence, social
contextualization) because it provides more substance and transparency to my work (Riessman,
2008). Since my theoretical framework considers how subjectivities shape and are shaped by
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language and the audience identifying how the interviewer can affect the way the interviewee
tells a story becomes integral to the analysis. For example, a participant may believe I am more
interested in her experiences as a student than as a mother; the student perspective becomes
central to the story.
Analysis of transcripts. Participant interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed26 by
professional transcriptionists (one a native speaker of Spanish and fluent in English), and then
reviewed and corrected by myself. I had a native Spanish speaker review the Spanish interview
transcriptions to verify both the first transcriptionist’s and my work. I did not translate the
Spanish interviews into English, preferring to conduct the analysis in Spanish, thereby avoiding
as many questions as possible regarding translation (see (Esposito, 2001). Dr. Prins, a fluent
non-native Spanish speaker, provided triangulation by reviewing the transcripts, my analyses of
texts, and the translations provided in this document.
Text-level analysis. I began the text-level analysis of the transcripts by relistening to all
interviews with the transcripts making corrections, notations, and comments. Then, guided by
my research questions, I read the transcripts inductively, identifying “loose” themes (e.g.,
husband’s effect on goal attainment, pride in children) and narratives. I refer to this as a “loose”
identification of themes because it was more to familiarize myself with the transcripts and
understand how the research questions would direct me to particular pieces of “talk.” Through

26

Interviews were transcribed verbatim, keeping word repetitions and break-offs intact. However, some
dysfluencies, such as “uhmm” were not transcribed. Pauses are indicated but not specific length of time. A notation
system was attempted; “+” indicates a short pause, with additional “+” indicating a longer pause. Due to a lack of
foresight and a variation of persons transcribing, this was not applied universally and so is considered loosely. I did
not note changes in tone or speed of speech. I have in some instances re-listened to portions of the recordings to get
a better sense of the flow of the interchange and emphasis of the speaker. But, like the pauses, I have not counted
this systematically into my analysis. Finally, in representing narratives in this document, I have edited some excerpts
for readability (Riessman, 2008), such as deletion of dysfluencies and removing requests for translations, such as
“how do you say….?” Those portions of the transcript are provided intact in appendices.
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this process, enactments of agency or the appearance of a discourse drew my eye to particular
narratives and presentations of self (for an example see Appendix H).
After reading and becoming familiar with the transcripts, I began to identify themes such
as, “Role of father in her early schooling,” “Assertions of Mexican Mothering,” “I choose what
is right for my family,” and “What literacy gets you” (Patton, 2002; Rossman & Rallis, 2003). I
then looked more closely at the text. Returning to my notations and comments, I began to hand
code for narratives, enactments of agency, and discourses and relationships between them
(Polkinghorne, 1995). I identified longer chunks of text—uninterrupted narratives by the
participant—and narratives that continued over a series of utterances between me and the
participant (“long sections of talk,” Riessman & Speedy, 2007, p. 430) from which a discrete
story could be identified (for an example see Appendix I).
To identify narratives I looked for how the story unfolded (structure) and what it
accomplished (Riessman, 2008). Using some of Reissman’s (2008) questions, I asked:
For whom was this story constructed, and for what purpose? Why is the succession of
events configured that way? What cultural resources do the stories draw on, or take for
granted? What storehouse of plots does it call up? What does the story accomplish? Are
there gaps and inconsistencies that might suggest preferred, alternative, or counternarratives? (p. 11)
I also identified prominent discourses by teasing out ideas that were promoted in the narratives.
I asked questions such as: What type of person does she want me to think she is? What qualities
of mothering is she highlighting? How does she portray literacy? How does she promote a
literate identity? How does she ally herself with cultural components of Mexican or U.S.
ideologies of literacy, education, mothering, and family? How is she placing herself,
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figuratively, in comparison to me? These questions work well to guide me to examine what
choices the narrator is making in promoting particular ideas about identity and the role of life
events (for an example see Appendix I).
As I coded, I made notes about my ideas, possible themes, and questions that arose
alongside my coding attempts. These notes allowed me to trace my development, jog my
memory as I rethought my analysis and themes, and identify categories (groupings that share
commonalities exerting an organizational structure to the data, Patton, 1995). To help identify
categories, I drew on Patton’s (2002, pp. 465-468) guidelines: convergence (how things fit
together, regularity of occurrence), internal and external heterogeneity (how data holds together
within a category and how categories are distinct from one another), and establishing
significance (solidity, consistency, coherence of findings within the study and in relation to other
knowledge in the discipline, usefulness).
Analysis of observations and fieldnotes. For this study, I looked beyond the linguistic
features of a narrative, as evidenced by the multiple data sources. Observations of interactions,
location, products (e.g., videos), and body highlighted non-linguistic presentations of self that
can contrast with and/or support the stories participants tell. Observations situated the way
participants used language in everyday interactions. I wanted to know how the setting and the
players might have affected the participants’ language and actions. I watched behavior, actions,
language choice, interactions to mark agency (see below), changes in comportment, class
participation, parenting strategies, and constraints, noting them in fieldnotes.
Fieldnotes recorded events, observations, and wonderings (Patton, 2002). I revisited
them, much like the transcripts, and inductively identified themes, as well as notes that
supported, contradicted, or questioned my analyses of the transcripts. Working back and forth
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between fieldnotes, transcripts, theory, and research questions, I confirmed categories,
discrepancies, and interactions between discourses, subjectivities, and enactments of agency.
Analysis of video diaries. Riessman (2008) offers excellent examples and guidance on
employing analytical tactics for visual narrative analysis, which can also be applied to observed
behaviors. Overall, one must keep the subject as the primary focus. The video is not the focus
of the analysis, but rather a production of the participant. Keeping this in mind, the analysis took
into account who the participant considered her audience to be (Pini, 2001). For example, Olivia
stated that she filmed for her daughters and me; the daughters were getting a record of an event
and I was receiving a film defining her as a good mother.27 I also examined why particular
choices regarding topic and delivery were made. I watched the videos several times, at first just
to become familiar with the content and then I coded them for themes using the following
guiding questions: Who is the audience (i.e., who the subjects are performing for)? What are the
subjects creating (both image and product)? How is it being done? What topics have they
chosen to represent? How do the subjects speak about or portray themselves in their work
(Luttrell, 2003). Similar to the analysis of fieldnotes and observations, I coded the few videos I
received according to themes from the interview transcripts, again focusing on enactments of
agency and discourses, keeping the above questions in mind.
Analysis of documents. Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), which entails a close
reading of text (spoken or written) and subtext, was used to analyze documents for prevalent
discourses. CDA is ideal for this part of the study because it examines power relations and
underlying messages contained within the text (Dijk, 2001; Fairclough, 1989, 2002; Gee, 1999).
CDA centers the speaker and the listener (Fairclough, 1989). It also emphasizes the role of
discourse in disseminating particular messages (Dijk, 2001). In analyzing texts I used Gee’s
27

This is what she reported; this event did not actually get recorded.
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(1999) focus on context (e.g., audience, setting) and drew upon Fairclough’s (1989) ten
questions for analysis28 to examine the values that words carry (e.g., expressive value, relational
value), grammatical features, and metaphors.
Identifying agency. Throughout the analysis of multiple data sources the following
ideas of agency guided my coding:
•

Expressions of how women position themselves (e.g., as mothers, daughters, wives,
lovers, students, employees, daughter-in-laws, community volunteers, advice givers, and
friends) and describe themselves in particular moments. This drew my attention to the
foregrounded roles and prompted me to mine the text for possible reasons for the
centrality of this subjectivity in the narrative;

•

Expressions of self-representations. Do they represent themselves as following or
opposing particular norms? Do these representations help them achieve their goals? For
example, does presenting oneself as a good mother at the welfare office achieve
anything? Do these self-representations support or mitigate events in their daily lives
(Luttrell, 2003)? For instance, does representing oneself as “not having a choice in the
matter” alleviate the pain of being in a particular position? Or, does willingness to be
illegal in a foreign country to make a better life for your child?;

•

Expressions of self-worth or self-denigration;

28

What experiential value do words have? What relational values do words have? What expressive values do
words have? What metaphors are used? What experiential value do grammatical features have? What relational
values do grammatical features have? What expressive values do grammatical features have? How are simple
sentences linked together? What interactional conventions are used? What larger scale structures does the text
have? (Fairclough 1989, pp.110-112)
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•

Expressions of control (or lack thereof) over choices in their lives (Ahearn, 2001a). To
whom or what do women attribute responsibility for events in their lives? To what extent
do they claim responsibility for these events and choices?;

•

Expressions of negotiating tensions between different mothering or literacy discourses, or
between a mothering and literacy discourse. Do they justify particular acts or decisions
in creative ways that do not follow a particular norm (e.g., single motherhood offers
freedom from a husband controlling their every move)? What do they say about the
mainstream norm of the good mother and how do they see themselves in relation to that
norm? Do they use discourses for particular purposes? How do they challenge prevalent
discourses? What contradictions do I see or hear?;

•

Expressions of accepting or refusing particular norms of agency (Meyers, 2002). For
example, passing up a new home in a different neighborhood that might afford them a
safer living situation but isolate them from their community, or refusing a leadership
position.

•

Expressions of changing events or states labeled as problematic by society into
opportunities. For example, a participant relabeling the burden of single motherhood as
freedom from abuse or other constraints (Luttrell, 2003);

•

Expressions of responsibility for self and others (children, family).

I also looked for examples of agency that upset the notion that a person, either individually or
with others, is unified in motivation, aspiration, and working toward the same goal (Rogers &
Fuller, 2007).
To continue examining assumptions about agency, I asked the following questions: How
am I determining agency in participant stories? How does a participant perceive agency? Am I
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ascribing agency to all actions and representations? How do discourses affect agency? Do
discourses give power to particular acts of agency? What does literacy mean to agency? If I
ascribe agency to all actions, does agency become unimportant or overused? Does it matter that
representations shift between sites, actors, and interpreters? How do I represent myself in the
analysis? Am I interpreting their agency from my position? How do participants portray
themselves to me because I am who I am (Davies, 2005)? Do I examine the limitations of
agency? Utilizing these questions keeps me focused on agency as active, changing, and more or
less in evidence. This idea of agency as adaptable aligns with the idea of Power/Knowledge
being fluid as opposed to static and residing within someone (Foucault, 1980). The repeated
going back and forth—praxis—between me, the data, theory, and the explication of it in the
analysis lends transparency to my analysis and explores multiple possibilities for interpretations
(Elliott, 2005; Holley & Colyar, 2009; Riessman, 2008). These are thorny matters that continue
to be present in this study (Lal, 1996; Riessman, 1993; Rossman & Rallis, 2003). While I cannot
conclusively resolve all of these questions, addressing some of them helps me and my audience
to better understand agency as complex and connected to discourses, humans, and local settings.
Ethical Concerns
The use of Narrative Inquiry, like all arenas of research, involves ethical concerns
(Chase, 2005; Josselson, 2007). In extended engagement with participants personal relationships
can develop (Riessman, 2008). When confidences are shared or research participants forget that
their friend is also a researcher, the researcher must consider what information becomes a part of
the data and how it is presented. This concern is particularly salient when participant images are
included (Bach, 2007; Pini, 2001). I drew upon Bach’s (2007) six questions29 to guide the

29

“What is the content of the photograph? What does the photograph communicate? What is missing? What are
they trying to tell? Who needs to know this? And why?” (p. 293).
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researcher when presenting data, particularly visual data. These questions incorporate notions of
intrusion, researcher intentionality, participant response, representation of the participant, and
interrogating what the participant really agreed to. Josselson (2007) writes, “there will always be
dilemmas because virtue in this work stems from contextual ethics that are best specified in each
situation through discussion with informed colleagues” (p. 560). “Critical friends”30 (fellow
students and advising professors) provided a sounding board in making decisions about analysis
and presentation of findings that might be over-reaching, simplified, erroneous, harmful or
hurtful. I also provided pseudonyms for participants and locales, despite being given permission
to use real names. This was to protect participants from any missteps or misrepresentations.
Finally, as already noted, I revisited topics with participants and asked clarifying questions to
provide as accurate representations as possible. I believe that the advice is to walk along this
path with care, contemplating one’s next step and turning around to see what footprints are left
behind.
Researcher Role
Feminist research (Olesen, 2005), Narrative Inquiry (Chase, 2005; Moen, 2006), and
qualitative research (Lincoln & Guba, 1986; Rossman & Rallis, 2003) stress the need for the
researcher to locate herself in inquiry and analysis; she can no longer be considered impartial
(Blumenreich, 2004; Daves & Davies, 2007; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005b; Pinnegar & Daynes,
2007; Riessman, 1993). The researcher is now understood as having an effect on the interaction,
the data gathered, and the analysis (Blumenreich, 2004; Davies, 2005; Riessman, 1993).
Narrative research, as stated above, stresses the relationship between narrator and researcher.

30

Critical friends refers to peers who meet periodically to review the researcher’s work, discuss the methodology,
the researcher’s actions and the analysis process. In looking to define the term, it appears to be used primarily in
action research to indicate that one’s work is being reviewed by people in the discipline to give input and establish
that findings are accurate and sensitive to the participants (Zuber-Skerritt, 2002).
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The researcher has to wrestle with another question of interpretation: who chooses the correct
interpretation, and is the narrator always correct (Moen, 2006)? How we build a relationship
with a participant and inquire about others’ experiences is culturally formed and influences the
response a participant gives (Andrews, 2007). I realize that my perspective, as a White, middleclass, academic woman, may be called into question. However, if we follow the logic that I can
only understand people of my similar category, our understandings and perspectives of each
other will become narrow, delineated by race, gender, or class (Lareau, 2003). I do not mean this
glibly; I spent time listening to participants, reading academic literature, news reports, and
fiction, and talking to immigrant women in hopes of having some humility in how I interpret
participant’s words. I engaged with other scholars to get input and reactions to my
understandings and analysis. And, as the researcher, I took time for personal introspection, using
self-reflective data sources such as my research journal and with fellow students who are
undertaking similar research (Chase, 2005), about choices and presentation of material. I charted
the interactions, choices and actions undertaken in the study (Chase, 2005) and have underscored
that findings are from a particular vantage point (Josselson, 2007).
Just as the researcher examines how narrators locate themselves within or understand the
task at hand, I have examined how my world-view, experiences, motivations, identity, politics,
and goals influenced this study, in particular, the interpretations I made. By asking questions
such as, how can I “know” the truth of these women’s experience? (Ferraro & Moe, 2003), I
realize, I cannot “know” this. Ahearn (2001a) notes that meaning is generally constrained to a
“range of interpretations that might emerge from any discursive event” (p. 56) and the
researcher’s role is to explore this range of possibilities. Understandings of events are open to
more than one interpretation, but not to all interpretations. In this dissertation, I make a claim
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about what I know based, in part, on my own location and my knowledge of how meaning is
made. I use the data and literature to support my claims. Finally, I am explicit about my role in
the data collection and analysis because all knowledge is produced within a particular context
(Foucault, 1980).
I am a White, middle-class mother. I participate in my children’s school activities; I read
at home with my children; I ensure that they participate in after school activities; I communicate
and advocate vocally at school for my children. I spent part of my childhood in poverty living
with a single mother who was a theatre teacher. In the height of the Born Again Christian
movement we were outside the two-parent, middle-class norm. I have lived extensively overseas
and worked intimately with people from other cultures. During this research project, I was at
times an insider as a mother and an outsider as an American mother. I was an insider because I
had taken parent education classes and an outsider since I have never received welfare benefits
or lived in true poverty when raising a family. I was an insider as a woman and an outsider as a
middle-class woman who worked, was pursuing a doctorate, and had a husband who engaged in
childcare while I was away. I was an insider as a student who could link their stories to mine but
an outsider as an academic. Yet, it was my role as a researcher interested in their stories and in
need of their help that created a possibility of rapport. These multiple positions varied somewhat
as I worked with the staff and mothers enrolled in Even Start, sometimes making it difficult to
determine which subjectivity was informing relationships between myself and the participants
(Singer, et al., 2003); on any given day participants were speaking from a different position.
I found that I conformed to the values and notions of success inherent in schooled literacy
(Delpit, 1988; Lareau, 2000); contrarily, I used my self-awareness as an asset for data analysis.
Pratt (1984) writes eloquently of her struggle to find her place in her world: “Each of us carries
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around those growing up places, the institutions, a sort of backdrop, a stage-set” (p. 4). I have
worked to recognize how class and race shape my social relations, knowledge base, perceptions
of the world, and choices (Darder & Torres, 2003), particularly as a distancing method for
participants. Answering these questions at times allowed me to bracket some of these
interferences (Patton, 2002). This introspection also informed the analysis so I could see how
normative discourses might have guided my thinking.
I also asked myself and allowed others to ask me: How do I produce knowledge
collectively? How do I center the mothers’ voices? How do I avoid marginalizing or presuming
I know what they mean? The answers are not always clear-cut but they are addressed so that the
context of my interpretations is visible. My intentions in understanding their narratives are
representations of how I understand their stories. I selected the narratives. I have given my
interpretation of the narratives. In presenting the findings, I attempted to be open about what I
did (Davies & Davies, 2007) and not provide “totalizing interpretations” that are “singular” and
“accurate” (Blumenreich, 2004, p.80). Frankly, this has been a struggle for me as I prefer life to
be straightforward, for people to agree with me, and to have decisions made.
Data Quality and Trustworthiness
Narrative research does not seek the historical truth (if there is one), but rather the point
of view of the speaker and how he or she has interpreted and made sense of the event (Atkinson,
2007; Elliott, 2005; Riessman, 1993). Its growth in popularity brings with it a call to provide
better documentation and standardization of methodological practices (Clandinin & Murphy,
2007; Clandinin, Pushor, & Orr, 2007; Constas, 1998). I have used Baptiste’s (2006) terms of
meaningfulness, transferability, dependability, and confirmability (p.3) to establish validity in the
research. I sought to meet these criteria by providing a clear, detailed, contextualized and
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transparent description of the study (e.g., design, methodology, participant recruitment),
participant interactions (e.g., setting, relationships established, attitudes, truthfulness), data
collection (e.g., methods, location, types of questions asked, artifacts), and data analysis (e.g.,
analytical procedures) and by addressing how I affected the analysis (Lincoln & Guba, 1986).
I have followed what are seen as good practices of qualitative research to enhance
reliability and validity (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). Persistent observations (Moen, 2006)
informed how actions and interactions were used to represent a person’s agency, added to a more
complete view of each participant’s life, and supported or contradicted what informants told me
during interviews. Multiple observations and interviews, as previously described, offered
perspective through different contexts and interactions (Luttrell, 2003; Patton, 2002). The
longitudinal and multiple interactions helped to capture and corroborate findings and
demonstrate dependability.
In the analysis I have provided thick descriptions (Geertz, 1973) to paint a picture for the
reader, both to provide a framework for the study and to show how I came to these conclusions.
These descriptions demonstrate the salience of the themes I pulled from the data. They also
provide a more nuanced understanding of agency, discourses, the participants, and my stance,
exhibiting how the research methods and findings are appropriate for and relevant to this study
(Whittemore, Chase, & Mandle, 2001). Readers can then determine the relevance of the findings
to their settings (Lincoln & Guba, 1986).
Multiple data sources (Moen, 2006) (observations, multiple interviews, video diaries)
provided a variety of participant representations and possibilities for retelling of events
(Alvermann, 2000) and served to corroborate or give a different perspective and elucidate how a
range of versions of the truth came to be.
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I included large pieces of participant text in this dissertation to ensure that participant
voices remain central (Riessman, 1993). These texts provide readers with the evidence to
understand and evaluate decisions about analysis procedures, interpretations, and findings
(Chase, 2005; Patton, 2002).
As literacy and language could have been problematic, I did not give participants their
long, detailed, verbatim transcripts as they were (Moss, 2004). Reading their transcripts could
have been a negative experience because they marked and highlighted incorrect use of English
(Moss, 2004); participants already struggled with literacy and having a positive literate identity.
Since I had used other ways to check and clarify their narratives (e.g., verbally, posing questions
about particular events or ideas more than once over multiple interviews), I did not want to
constrain future interviews (some transcripts were completed before I finished the study) or their
sense of accomplishment.
In qualitative research, narrative or otherwise, a recurring theme is to demonstrate how
the methods, design, analysis, and findings align with the phenomena of interest (Baptiste, 2006;
Riessman, 2008; Whittemore et al., 2001). In this chapter, I have been explicit about the
theoretical framework, design, sample, data collection, data sources, recursive analysis process,
connections to theory, and researcher location. These provide a description of what I am doing,
why these components are appropriate, how they logically connect to inform this study, and how
this study informs theory (Koro-Ljunberg, Yendal-Hoppey, Smith, J., & Hayes, 2009; Mishler,
1990; Morse, Barrett, Mayan, Olson, & Spiers, 2002). I have provided contextualized data
samples and possible interpretations, traced my role throughout this project, and noted how I
have come to the findings so that readers can determine plausibility (Mishler, 1986; Moss, 2004;
Riessman, 2008). All of these give transparency to the analysis and how different versions of
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truth may be represented. Ultimately, I return to Baptiste’s (2006) evaluation of quality: aligning
purpose, framework, methodology, and findings to the study’s specific research purpose. These
decisions are clearly addressed in this study, allowing the reader to judge meaningfulness,
transferability, dependability, and confirmability.
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Chapter Four
Participants

*****

Background
Latinos are the largest minority group in the United States (Portes & Rumbaut, 2006),
two-thirds are immigrants (Suarez-Orozco, 2008), and of the Latino immigrants, the majority is
from Mexico (Portes & Rumbaut, 2006). While there has been a dramatic change in the
settlement patterns over the past ten years,31 the county where this study was conducted was still
considered a fast growing county (Fry, 2008). In this study all participants had arrived after
1990 and were from Mexico, following the immigration trend for Mexican women (Gonzales,
2008). The Mexican women in this study further fit the national demographics in many respects:
they were married (Gonzales, 2008) and did not work outside the home (Padilla & Agilagos,
2008). At times the participants had held jobs in the United States, primarily in the informal
sector; these jobs also reflected national statistics because they were service jobs such as
housekeeping (Gonzales, 2008; Portes & Rumbaut, 2006). They reported not using English in
the home and had less than a high school education (Gonzales, 2008). Contrary to statistics
stating that Mexican women had high fertility rates (Gonzales, 2008), four participants had only
two children, and the fifth participant only had one child. Participants’ decision to limit their
families was conscious; they only wanted to have as many children as they believed they could
support materially and emotionally. While statistics do not support this finding, qualitative

31

Non-traditional receiving states such as Georgia, North Carolina, and Iowa have seen large increases in their
Latino immigrant population.
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studies have found similar trends (see Segura, 2007). Typical of many families from Mexico,
participants lived transnational lives; they were frequently in touch with family members living
on the other side of the border and their lives and identities remained embedded in communities
that promoted values and norms associated with Mexico (Marquez & Romo, 2008). Yet each
participant was unique.
Following are summaries of each woman’s life and family.32 I have compiled these
descriptions from conversations and interviews. I included information that is not necessarily
relevant for data analysis but is important in understanding some of what informs the way these
women think about life. They are my representations of the women and are therefore contrived;
presentation and inclusion of data were in my control—the interpreter—as it is my hand that
pieced the narrative together and therefore more subject to my interpretation. 33
Carmen
Carmen was a 31-year-old mother of two boys. Ángel was four and attended Even Start
classes with his mother. Javier was nine and enrolled in third grade at the neighborhood
elementary school. Carmen, her husband and the boys lived in a mobile home park on the
outskirts of town. They had recently moved here because they had lost their home in another
town, same school district, to foreclosure. Carmen aspired to owning a home—a house—again.
Carmen grew up in a small town in central Mexico. Her mother died when she was
around fifteen and she assumed most of the household duties that belong to a mother. She left
school after fifth grade; her father did not believe it was necessary for girls to attend school.
When her father remarried it caused problems between her maternal grandmother, aunts, and the

32

All names are pseudonyms. Participant names were chosen from a list of popular Mexican names. Place names
are fictitious.
33
All data is subject to interpretation of the researcher; however, as I re-arrange the women’s texts the data are
removed from their original form in the transcript.
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father, leading to a great deal of strife. Carmen was 16 when she moved out with her older
brother. During this time she worked at a tortillería and then in a jam-making factory. She also
took care of her younger siblings, who had subsequently moved out of their father’s home, and in
with her and the older brother. She did not return to school because she needed to earn money;
she did tell me that she encouraged her brothers to go to school, offering to pay for materials.
At the time of this study she had been married for about 11 years. She met her husband
during a traditional plaza walk; he was down visiting from the United States. They spotted one
another as they circled the plaza in opposite directions, as is customary. He returned to the
United States but came to visit various times and courted her over a two-year period. Carmen
had to think about accepting his marriage proposal because it meant leaving her hometown.
Life in the United States was not easy for her. Both of her children were born in the
United States, but she and her husband remained undocumented. Her family was in Mexico,
although she had a troublesome brother who came to town during the course of the study; I was
never able to determine where he lived, I believe because he was transient. Her husband’s
family lived locally and in other parts of the United States. His parents also lived in Mexico but
they frequently visited his sister who lived in another city but in the same U.S. state.
The relationship between her husband and his local brother was rocky, as Jesús relied on
him for work, but the work terms were unfair. They once moved to Michigan to find stable work
(which was not forthcoming), they moved back to their current location and he, again, took work
with the brother who did not provide him with health insurance or stable pay. Carmen at times
blamed their economic instability on her brother-in-law and at other times on the struggling
economy. The insurance was an important matter because her husband has been diagnosed with
diabetes. Carmen expressed worry about him, especially since he did not follow the basics of
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diabetes care: attention to diet and exercise. In one interview she became visibly upset and
wondered what would happen to her. She said this was an impetus (beyond her own ambition) to
become literate, learn English and pass the GED Test, since one day she might need to provide
for the family.
Carmen reported not having much of a social life; her church provided that. She used to
see her friends in Even Start, but with the program changes her friends attended infrequently or
no longer attended classes. In contrast to the idea that Latinos live in extended family groups,
Carmen and three of the other women had no substantial social interaction with their family
members, either because they were not on friendly terms or they did not live in the area.
Carmen had attended Even Start for a total of two and a half years. She began when
Javier was four and then left when they moved to Michigan (about eight months later as far as I
can tell). She returned when Ángel was a baby, but she left after a couple of weeks because she
felt that his crying was disruptive. She did not return to classes until he was almost two. Ángel
was a bright, comic little boy who loved bugs; he collected them and carried them around in bags
or plastic containers. He had strong mood swings; at times he would interact with anyone
around him, charming them with his wit, observations, and energy. The opposite side was dark;
one could read it immediately from the closed look of his face. At these times he was resistant to
everyone, including his mother, pushing, demanding, refusing to listen or to take instruction, and
not talking to anyone. When this occurred I could see Carmen attempt to employ parenting
strategies such as drawing boundaries, using time out, and setting consequences. Miss Carol
frequently supported, modeled behavior, and talked to Carmen about Ángel’s behavior. Carmen
expressed appreciation for this help, concern, and interaction. She felt comfortable with Miss
Carol.
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Her son Javier was a good student. He had been tested for the Gifted and Talented
Education program on one of my visits; he had not passed the year before but this time he did.
Carmen was proud of this and took pride in the fact that she and Miss Carol had figured out a
strategy to help him pass the test (e.g., listen to the question). She told me that he liked
astronomy, studies hard, and checks lots of books out of the library. He was a model big brother.
She hoped her children would go on to college, and was already actively involved in supporting
their academics and trying to find out how to finance and plan for university.
Carmen came to Even Start at least three times a week to take the formal parenting and
interactive literacy classes and use the computer to study. She aspired to be a secretary or to help
out in Ángel’s business, another of her dreams. She also studied at home. She told me that a lot
of time she did not really want to come to the Even Start site, as it required a lot of effort on her
part to get Ángel ready. It was her drive to learn and boredom that helped motivate her to come
to the classroom. Carmen struggled with depression, which she combated by taking walks and
studying. She thought that she had inherited this from her mother. While she told me that she
was pessimistic and a worrier, I did not observe this. In fact, to me she was a motivated and
energetic woman. She displayed a good sense of humor and intelligence. This exemplifies how
we come to know only slices of our participants’ lives.
Guadalupe
Guadalupe arrived in the United States approximately 14 years ago. She was unmarried
and on vacation from Mexico City. During this vacation she decided to take English as a Second
Language (ESL) classes. Throughout our interviews Guadalupe stressed both the education she
had completed and her ongoing desire to be educated. She was the most educated of the five
participants. She completed eighth grade in Mexico and went on to complete a vocational
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bookkeeping certificate. After this, she worked in an office and continued studying in order to
climb the ladder. This was a difficult because she went to work and then school, studying late
into the night and getting up early to go to work; but it was necessary. Her family supported, and
continued to support, her quest for education. For Guadalupe, education provided economic
support, an intellectual identity, and the perception of being busy and productive. An example of
this is how she studied for the vocational certificate in order to find a good job, to earn better
money, and contribute to the family income. This vision of productivity and literacy in a broad
sense framed much of Guadalupe’s goals and purpose in life. She passed the GED Test after my
second visit, and while she said she was taking a break from studying, she reiterated what she
repeatedly stated in the interviews: that she would like to get an American accounting degree that
she could use to find a job in the United States.
Guadalupe met her husband in the afore-mentioned ESL class. She continued taking
classes for two years, whereas her husband quit; he had not returned to any adult education
classes. She decided to marry him and stay in the United States. They had two sons. Tom was
13 and in seventh grade and Jack was six and in first grade. They gave their boys English names
to avoid stereotyping or racism. Both children were successful in school, but Guadalupe
struggled to motivate Tom. She stated that she and Jack had more similar personalities—
studious, less active, serious—although at other times she attributed it to age. She was
attempting to turn over more of Tom’s day-to-day educational involvement to her husband, who
had more authority in the family. Conversely, she was the more literate of the two since he did
not complete high school; at times she made a point of this. If I ever directly approached the
topic in our interviews she said that this difference of education was not an issue; he was much
more fluent in English and had a good job. The struggle between her and her husband over
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Tom’s education was highlighted in the interviews, raising issues of patriarchy, education,
mothering, and struggles for independence and freedom.
Guadalupe enrolled in Even Start two-and-a-half years ago. She had previously been in
Head Start, serving as the treasurer. She enrolled in Even Start because classes were free and she
could bring her son, a rationale that all participants gave for enrolling in Even Start as opposed to
other educational programs. In the initial interview, she offered a pat reason for enrolling in
Even Start: learning to be a better parent. As we progressed through the interviews she was clear
that she believed she was a good parent and really only wanted the academic instruction.
Guadalupe was driven to meet her goals. For example, once she completed her GED Certificate
she no longer had time to meet with me, leaving me with the sense that the interviews had been a
means of practicing English for her own learning. Once that goal had been met she moved on to
the next goal in her life, in this instance moving to a new home. She also stopped attending Even
Start classes.
The aforementioned move had been on her mind a great deal, since she wanted a bigger
home. Like Carmen, she and her husband lost their home and had moved into a mobile home,
coincidentally in the same mobile home park. However, the two families did not spend time
together. In fact, I did not know they lived a block away from each other until my last trip when
I went to visit them to say “good bye.” Separately, they explained that they exchanged
information but did not have a lot in common. This seemed to center on religious differences.
Guadalupe belonged to an Assembly of God church, Carmen, to a Catholic church.
Guadalupe spent a lot of time at church. She came to this church through her husband.
Most of her friends were from her church, where she did bookkeeping and was active in a
women’s Bible study group. She also taught the nine-year-olds Sunday school. Guadalupe used
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church opportunities to learn English; she attended services twice, once in English, once in
Spanish. She told me that the English worship services were for her to practice English. Her
husband was also very active with the church. He was a deacon and led a Boy Scout troop
affiliated with the church.
Her husband’s family lived in town, but they did not spend time together due to lifestyle
differences driven by their religion. Guadalupe’s family lived in Mexico. One of her stated
desires was to go visit them. Like the other participants, she rarely traveled to Mexico due to her
immigration status. For reasons unknown to me, her family did not travel to see her, as the other
women’s families did. She hinted that there was also a conflict based in religion, but it was
never explicitly stated.
In keeping with her desire to get a job (non-manual), Guadalupe applied for and was
offered a job at T.J. Maxx, but the offer was rescinded once she had to explain that she did not
have a Social Security number. When she told me this story during an interview she was
delighted by the job offer but clearly discouraged because she had filed nine years ago for a
green card that had never been processed or granted. She had hired an immigration lawyer; it
remained a wait-and-see game. Her husband was also undocumented. Both of the boys were
born in the United States.
Guadalupe was an energetic, ambitious woman. She hated wasting her time. Guadalupe
would come to interviews with an angry edge that often turned to sadness or statements of
frustration, especially when her husband did not support her goals or friends did not recognize
her accomplishments. She had a sharp wit and believed in hard work and getting an education.
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Yesmenia
Yesmenia was the youngest of the participants; she was 29. She only had one son,
Santiago, who was seven years old and in first grade. Yesmenia’s life revolved around her son;
from her own recounting she refused to leave him alone with anyone. She volunteered at his
school, wiping tables after lunch, and kept in contact with his teachers about his progress. He
was evidently big for his age, which posed problems for him; she frequently intervened on his
behalf at school and offered him consejos (moral counsel) about how to behave with his peers
who were smaller. She was unafraid, despite her limited English (she was the only participant
who interviewed entirely in Spanish), to meet with teachers or raise issues, academic or
behavioral with the school. She explained to me in great detail how she tried to engage him in
reading or other schoolwork, playing games or using her own role as a student as an example.
She said that she had learned a lot from Even Start that had helped her support Santiago. In fact,
Yesmenia told me that Santiago used to be behind in reading but had made good progress due to
her work and the information she had gained from the interactive literacy and parenting classes.
Yesmenia was the only participant taking formal adult education classes apart from Even
Start; by the end of the study she had stopped taking those classes. This was due in part to not
liking the teacher, her husband’s complaints that she was not around when he was home, needing
to care for her mother when she visited, and her own angst about not being able to be a good
mother (i.e., having good food ready for when Santiago came home from school, feeling tense
due to too much pressure). She did plan to study informally with a group of women who would
teach her what they were learning in their ESL classes. She was delighted when I told her that
self-study could be counted as fulfilling Even Start adult education requirements. When I last
talked to her she said she would continue going to the formal Friday classes.
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As noted above, her educational aspirations were not fully supported by her husband.
She did have the support of her parents. Her father had her quit school after eighth grade; a girl’s
education was not seen as being important and he was concerned she would start to wander the
streets—meaning she would begin to lead an improper life for a young girl. It was a decision
that he later regretted. He believed it had hindered his daughter from getting ahead in life.
Yesmenia moved to the United States 15 years ago with her mother and siblings from a
medium-size town in Mexico. Her father had traveled back and forth between Mexico and
finally brought everyone to live in the United States. Yesmenia’s mother visited her frequently,
coming to stay with them for months at a time; Yesmenia missed an interview because she had
traveled to her brother’s home in another city to pick up her mother. Yesmenia was not a legal
U.S. resident; her husband was a citizen and they lived in a new low-income condominium
complex, quite near Carmen and Guadalupe. It was, in fact, Guadalupe who told Yesmenia
about the Even Start program, encouraging her to come to classes. This transaction took place as
the two women were waiting to pick up their children from school. Yesmenia also lived close to
two of her husband’s brothers; she framed it as though they shared a backyard, but in reality they
lived in different housing compounds. They spent a great deal of time with one brother. In fact,
she attended classes with her new sister-in-law. She did not appear to have a social life beyond
her family. She was also the only participant who was not interested in getting a job. She
studied for her own sense of self and to be able to assist Santiago in his studies.
Yesmenia struggled with her health. She had diabetes and missed an interview because
she had to travel to another city where she knew a doctor whom she trusted, who would see her,
and who would not charge her too much; she had no health insurance and therefore only saw a
doctor when she had to. This is standard practice for uninsured adults living in poverty.
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Yesmenia took great pride in her home; she was the only participant who asked me to
interview her at her house. She showed me around her small condominium, displayed her crossstitch and other beautiful hand-worked crafts, and talked to me about her pepper and spice plants
on the front stoop.
Nelli
Nelli, a 33-year-old mother, lived with her husband in a trailer park in a city about five
miles from the Even Start site. As evidence of her husband’s support for her schooling, she
noted that he gave her gas money to go to school. This could be seen as an ironic statement; it is
simply a statement of how tight money was for these families. He was the only husband who did
not contest his wife attending school. Nelli’s undocumented status inhibited her from attending
school; she was unable to attend one of our scheduled interviews because immigration officers
were out patrolling her neighborhood. Her husband was also undocumented; she did not address
how this shaped their lives, except when telling me her desires for the future. There was one
plan for the United States and one plan for Mexico. If she remained in the United States she
would like to study and get a good job, such as a secretarial position. If she returned to Mexico
she hoped to be an English teacher for young children. This is a notable example of how these
women walked between two worlds; life in the United States was both their home and not their
home due to their immigration status and a transnational subjectivity.
Both she and her husband had high levels of education; he had completed a year of
university while she had completed 11 years of schooling. She left school because she did not
see the relevance to her own life, a decision supported by her parents. She worked in a sporting
goods store in Mexico as a clerk. Nelli’s family moved from a rural town in Mexico to a larger
coastal town, where she met her husband and then moved to the United States with their two
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children, Rafael (12 years old and in sixth grade) and Marcos (seven years old and in first grade).
They moved to increase their children’s educational opportunities and to find better work. Her
husband worked two part-time jobs, construction in the morning and repairing electronics in the
afternoon. Nelli particularly appreciated the electronics job because she could use the computer
without worrying about breaking it. This she told me with a laugh, a good example of her
lightness and humor.
Nelli was not working during the first two visits but had taken a job cleaning houses, as a
favor for a friend, when I returned for my last visit. She told me how tiring the work was but
that she was getting accustomed to it and that she enjoyed spending the extra money on her and
her children because her husband told her she could spend the money as she wished. Her
husband was sure the clerks at Wal-Mart would start recognizing her on payday: “here comes
Mrs. New Blouse or New Shoes.”
Nelli was the most outwardly independent of the five women. She was frank in her
discussions with me. She related how she had always asked her husband to participate in the
household chores, despite the possible criticism of her in-laws who shared a back patio with
them in Mexico. She also told me about being abused by an uncle and how this had framed the
need to be open with her children about sex education, informing them about their own bodies,
how to treat girls, and appropriate behavior. Overall, respect and knowledge were, for her, key
to a good marriage and sincere, caring relationships. Nelli relied on consejos with her older son,
now in middle school and attracted to girls, to maintain an open relationship and guide his
behavior. She wanted to do what her parents had failed to do: keep her children safe. She held
her parents responsible, without any apparent expression of rancor, for what happened to her.
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Nelli recounted a story about Rafael’s grades slipping in sixth grade. Rafael appeared to
be more interested in girls than his schoolwork. Miss Carol helped her redirect his attention.
Her sons were now doing well in school and she was proud of them especially since she was
their main academic support. Nelli had been enrolled in Even Start for two years, starting when
Marcos was four. He continued to come when his school was not in session.34 He was a
charming, shy little boy (around me), playing on the computer, with other children if they were
around, and whispering questions to his mother.
Nelli enrolled in Even Start to learn English. Her English was the most precise of the
participants. She positioned herself as taking only the parenting information she thought was
appropriate for her family. She believed that each parent needed to decide what was right for her
own family. What she learned in classes she used to support her children’s learning. She was
quite gleeful that her English skills were better than her husband’s. She, like all the other
participants, was dedicated to her children and family; her goal was to raise well-educated
children in both senses of the word: academically and socially.
Nelli was thoughtful about her interviews. At times she returned to clarify a point that
she had made in an earlier interview. She had a strong sense of who she was and conveyed that
during our meetings.
Olivia
Olivia was the chattiest of the group. After 20 years in the United States she spoke
English well, despite a heavy accent. She was the easiest in our interactions, and the most
dramatic. We laughed together and she also shared personal stories that made her sad. Olivia
presented herself as having an insatiable inquisitiveness. She told me about going to the library

34

Some of the district school schedules have been adjusted to accommodate school building use or attempt to
increase Adequate Yearly Progress.
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and checking out as many books as she was allowed and then going to another library to check
out more, and so forth. She checked out all types of reading material: magazines, novels, selfhelp books, and informational books (e.g., gardening, interior design). In fact, when we met at
the library for interviews, she already had a stack of books and movies. She loved movies; they
helped her get through moments of depression, as did ice cream. Our interviews took on a
conversational tone.
Olivia was from a farm near a small town in Mexico. When Olivia’s father died, her
mother left for the United States, leaving her with aunts in Mexico City. She went to school,
learned about life from her grandmother and aunts, and started baking and selling cakes in the
plazas, something she still did when she needed extra money. She also picked up cans for
recycling to raise money for her children’s band trips; she was not afraid of hard work. She
remembered life with her aunts and grandmother as a good time; when her mother returned and
brought her to the United States she protested and fought the decision. Olivia was sixteen at the
time. The move to the United States ended her schooling, as she and her sister needed to work to
support her brothers so that they could go to school. Neither of the brothers graduated from high
school, she told me with a great deal of irony.
Olivia met her husband in an ESL class, and, similar to Guadalupe, she continued her
schooling while her husband did not. She had two daughters, both in high school. Teresa was
15 and a sophomore; Marissa was 14 and in ninth grade. Olivia began taking parenting classes
when her girls were in grade school; she said she was brought up by an abusive mother and
became an abusive mother herself. She attributed changes in her parenting to a series of
educational experiences. First, she attended Parenting with Positivity, Responsibility, Influence,
Consequences, and Encouragement (PRICE), a workshop offered by the local school district on a
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bi-yearly basis. Then she started classes to be a teacher’s aide but did not complete the
certificate program. She had been in Even Start for four years, off and on. Olivia was able to
attend because she took care of her two-year-old nephew several times a week; she adored him
and hoped to give him everything he needed to grow up well: books, football sign-ups, and
music lessons. These are things she had tried to give her daughters.
Both girls had had music lessons since they were in third grade and were playing in the
high school band. If anyone defied the image of a Mexican immigrant mother, it was Olivia.
She was unable to pass her GED Test or leave her husband—who she recently found out was
raising another family—but she raised money so that she and her two daughters could travel to
China on a band trip. Throughout this study Olivia worked overtime to earn the money for
another band trip, to South Africa this time. She sold homemade candy, hosted a fund-raising
dinner at her house, put on monthly garage sales, and participated in the formal school fundraising activities. Olivia also made sure they were maintaining their academic grades. She
wanted her children to go on to college; we spent time discussing how many colleges her
daughter would visit, and how they might be able to afford university tuition.
Olivia spent a lot of time emphasizing how she was trying to bring her girls up to be
independent. Despite stressing how different she was from her home community she spent a lot
of time in the company of her extended family. Her and her husband’s family lived locally. She
said she drew a lot of criticism from her family members because she would not behave like a
traditional Mexican mother. She would not get up and make her daughters breakfast in the
morning, she refused to serve her husband, and her daughters had to learn to take care of
themselves, for example, learning to do their own laundry. On the other hand, she drove them
around and took off from her GED math class to attend school-based meetings or to make sure
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they had what they needed to complete school projects. We would meet at a Del Taco or the
library, locations where she was easily available for her daughters when they were done with
their activities. She viewed the raising of independent girls who go to college as assisting them
in not being tied to a man. This, I believe, was borne out of a desire to pursue her own interests
but stay married to survive and provide for her children (although, once she told me that she
could not leave her husband because she still loved him).
Olivia had a well-defined literacy story. She was good at math when she was little; she
even went to a regional competition with her very pretty teacher. She won the contest and was
celebrated by her little town. After this period she did not say much about her education until
she moved to the United States. She started housekeeping at a hotel and began learning English
by picking up discarded newspapers. But, the joy of reading was not found until she was
cleaning private homes. She worked for a couple; the husband was a writer. They took an
interest in Olivia and gave her books and helped her learn to read better. From then on she had
not stopped reading and taking classes, seeking to advance her knowledge of the world. She
studied to be a masseuse but the work was hard on her hands. She moved on and during this
study was working at a library; a job she “loved.” Throughout her married life she had cleaned
homes to supplement her husband’s income. Both she and her husband are U.S. citizens.
Olivia aspired to finishing her GED Certificate (she had two parts left to finish: writing
and math), traveling, and going on to college. She wanted to live on her own and climb trees.
She said she would not cry when her daughters move out to go to college. She said she will
probably move out of her husband’s home and live near her girls, or maybe she will just go off
on her own. It will be her time.
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Miss Carol
Miss Carol had worked at Even Start for eight years. She assisted in the start-up of the
program; she said she was excited by the prospect of working on a project that integrated a
diversity of tasks, such as administration and early childhood education. She transferred out of
the classroom and into Even Start. Throughout the eight years she worked as the coordinator of
the Even Start program and continued to serve as a district early-childhood evaluator. She
believed in her work and wanted to support the women’s personal development. She also
seemed to understand how Even Start programming could be invasive. For example, knowing
that home visits could be intrusive, she would often schedule personal visits at a location of the
women’s choice (i.e., not necessarily at the family home). In our first meeting she stated that she
saw her program as giving the women a possibility of voice. She focused on the Good Mother
and Literacy Discourses, but strongly supported the women in becoming independent and
supporting their own goals. She thought Even Start provided a comfortable place to learn at
one’s own pace.
She presented herself as a strong, independent, middle-class, White woman. She was in
her late fifties, had been married for a long time, and had raised two sons, both in college. Her
own parenting stories, both successes and failures, were used as examples with the mothers in
family literacy. In relating her ideologies of parenting, she stressed ideas such as helping
mothers to be less restrictive of their children’s activities, particularly in letting them attend
science camps or educational field trips. Miss Carol spoke only English. While at times this was
a detriment, she said it was also an asset to the women’s learning because they had to use
English to communicate with her. She freely admitted that, at times, she was challenged in
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trying to “wrap her brain around” some of the cultural norms of the Latino culture, particularly,
the husband-wife dynamics.
I enjoyed working with Miss Carol; she was dedicated to her work and the women. She
helped them negotiate the school district, find outside educational opportunities (e.g., summer
camp), and free health care possibilities. She did not treat the women as foreign or unable to
take care of their children. She stated that education would create new experiences and
possibilities for all family members. Miss Carol did not believe that this was unproblematic.
She was open with me, sharing frustrations of her job, relationships with the participants,
interactions with district personnel, and the lack of attention the program received from the
district.
Miss Sandra
Miss Sandra was in her early twenties and was a first generation Mexican. She had
worked as the community liaison for the Even Start program for roughly six months. Her job
included administrative support, translation, and teaching duties. She had previously worked as
an instructional aide at an elementary school in the district. She was also taking classes part-time
at a university 45 minutes from the Even Start site. Miss Sandra perceived family literacy as a
place to support parents in “developing themselves.”
Miss Sandra was bilingual; her parents were from El Salvador. She was astute in that she
understood that a shared language did not necessarily mean a shared culture between her and the
Mexican participants. She did think that being able to chat about small differences occurring
across their Latino-based cultures helped to build rapport. Miss Sandra had been brought up
with a mother and father who had navigated a new culture, including pursuit of education. Her
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father never succeeded in taking adult education classes; her mother became a pre-school
teacher, influencing many of Miss Sandra’s decisions.
While I spent a great deal of time at the Even Start site, I established more rapport with
Miss Carol, most likely because we were similar in background and age. Yet, Miss Sandra was
also willing to share information with me and was open about her opinions, beliefs, and feelings
about the program. It was problematic for me to write parts of the analysis; writing anything that
cast them in a poor light felt traitorous.
Other Participants
I interviewed two other women, Miss Maria and Mrs. Johnson. Miss Maria had
emigrated from Mexico as a young girl. She worked as the family liaison for the library. I
interacted with her on Fridays when she helped with the craft activities. She was engaging with
the family literacy participants but did not have a strong relationship with them. I believe this
was because she only saw the women once a week for an hour or two. She was not seen as part
of the family literacy staff. Our interview did not go as planned because she was preoccupied
with a family event that took her off topic. Furthermore, the interview did not record well and I
was unable to have it transcribed.
Mrs. Johnson, a White, middle-aged woman, was the Director of Early Childhood
Programs for the district. She was new to the district, having moved from another district in
August. I met her once in her office for her interview. She knew little about the Crystal Springs
Even Start program and had not had a chance to visit the program.
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Chapter Five
Prevalent Discourses: Taking Them On, Taking Them Off, and a Bit of Both

Oh, the qualities [of a Mexican Mother], we are very, luchadoras [fighters] [laughs].
Because is not easy. Here is not easy because we don’t born here. We need to do change
our tradition and country and we left our families.
Carmen
*****
This chapter identifies the discourses present in the Crystal Springs Even Start program
and in the participants’ self-presentations, focusing on how participants align themselves with
particular aspects of the U.S. Good Mother and Literacy Discourses. Two mothering discourses,
the Mexican Good Mother Discourse and the U.S. Good Mother Discourse, are examined in the
second half of this chapter. They are studied in the framework of the women’s lives and cultural
community. I present representative narratives that demonstrate how women identified,
contested, or drew on particular discourses to define who they wanted to be or to contest others’
perceptions of a Mexican mother. Ultimately, the data show that discourses set boundaries
around who is recognized as enacting established norms. Furthermore, the data substantiate how
people ascribe, reinforce, and contest discourses and norms by using them to achieve selfrepresentations and desires.
Presence of the Literacy Discourse
The Literacy Discourse was strongly present in this Even Start program; it was prevalent
in the class content and materials, the language of the staff, and the narratives of the women.
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The curriculum, staff, and students focused on autonomous literacy skills that immigrant women
needed to acquire. Furthermore, staff, in line with the message often promoted in national news
and research (see Soto, 208), indicated that immigrant children were at particular risk. Acquiring
literacy would provide success in school and in their futures. The participants also believed that
being educated would assist them and their families in getting better jobs and therefore, a higher
socio-economic status. What none of the participants,primary or secondary, acknowledged was
that all the women came to the program with established literacy skills. They had all completed
sixth grade, and two had completed eleven years of education. The reason for this lack of
recognition could be that literacy and English language skills were conflated (a lack of language
skill was taken as a lack of education) or that the pre-conceived notion that Mexican immigrant
women are uneducated overrode their educational history. That is, the stereotype did not make
room for individual characteristics. Most likely, both of these factors worked simultaneously to
render these women uneducated. Being literate conveys notions of social acceptability and
position; the women in this study discussed how education could bring them respect and status
(Bartlett, 2007) from others as well as self-respect and agency in promoting an educated identity
and a right to participate in mainstream society. For participants, learning English was
commensurate with being educated. In relationship to a national discourse, learning English is
equated with willingness to assimilate (Fennelly, 2008; Paxton & Mughan, 2006). Below I will
discuss how the Literacy Discourse was promoted and incorporated into these women’s lives and
the perceived benefits. In Chapter Six I discuss further how these discourses were utilized to
promote a particular identity, achieve desires, or justify actions.
Even Start use of the Literacy Discourse. The Even Start staff promoted the Literacy
Discourse. Ideas about being literate and the benefits it would bring were evident in their
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interviews (informal and formal), the classes, and their interactions with the participants.
Education (used interchangeably with literacy) would bring jobs, incorporation into society, and
the ability to raise literate children. Literacy was particularly emphasized as key to children’s
success. Other social factors that affect whether a child leaves school early, such as
neighborhood, school atmospheres, or economics (Audas & Willms, 2001), were not addressed;
a child’s success in school was considered to be a result of a parent’s involvement in the child’s
school life. Miss Carol also promoted literacy as establishing more equitable relations in the
home, or at least helping women to gain voice.
Literacy and class location. Literacy was implicitly promoted in the Even Start class
sites. Three of the four Friday classes per month were conducted at the library. This was due to
a partnership with the library;35 regardless, this location carries the message of literacy. The
purpose of a library is to provide reading materials; the underlying idea is that one needs to be
literate to use the facility. Using the library in this sense both underscored the need to read (i.e.,
be literate) and allowed the women to consider themselves as belonging to this location and
identity. Additionally, holding a class in a room adjacent to the children’s section, combined
with the parenting classes and the message of the parent as a child’s first teacher, underscored
the importance of childhood reading and the parent role in this process.
The Even Start site had two walls lined with bookshelves filled with books of all genres
and levels. Participants were welcome to borrow any books they liked. The participants were
surrounded by literacy material, emphasizing the centrality of this skill in life.

35

The library shared a staff member on Friday mornings to plan and conduct some of the interactive literacy
activities. They also provided space at the library for these classes. This arrangement was to promote both the
library and the Even Start program; the library was more centrally located making it more accessible to participants
without transportation, whereas the Even Start program would bring in an underserved population.
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Benefits of literacy. Staff emphasized how crucial the mother’s education was to raising
an academically successful child. Presumed in this is the idea that education creates social and
economic success. Stories were told about who had passed the GED Tests and the jobs they had
gotten. Children’s school progress was monitored formally and informally. Women were
lauded publicly when their children achieved particular goals or received good reports. The
children’s successes were explicitly linked to the mother’s work. For example, Miss Carol said
to Carmen, “he [Javier] is doing well because you are working hard” (fieldnotes). I found that I
also promoted this kind of attribution in my interactions with the women. In reflecting on this
particular type of interaction, I decided it was because I wanted to recognize the women’s
efforts; I believe that Miss Carol was motivated similarly. Nevertheless, linking their efforts to
their children’s academic accomplishments serves to reinforce the importance of the mother’s
literacy and labor in creating children’s schooled literacy success.
Another paradox was that staff and participants linked literacy acquisition to getting
better jobs. The relationship between better jobs and literacy exists, but in this instance, it was
not a plausible result. Four of the women were undocumented immigrants and did not have the
option of being hired for jobs other than underground work. Yet, in contrast to this, the fifth
participant, Olivia, worked in a library. She served as an example of what is possible. Could
there be a job that more strongly incorporates the idea and merits of literacy?
Miss Carol told me on several occasions that literacy could bring women more equity in
the home. She told me that her role was to take “hatchlings” and raise them to fly out on their
own (fieldnotes). On several occasions she told me that education gave women the opportunity
to gain voice and stand up for themselves; this was one of her personal goals for the Even Start
program (fieldnotes). Miss Carol was not blithe in saying this; she was aware that education
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could have contrary consequences, such as women being forbidden to attend school (Rockhill,
1993). She had known a number of women who were not allowed to start or continue their
education due to a husband’s intervention. This injustice made her angry and no doubt fueled
her drive to provide literacy and the accompanying voice. The Even Start staff recognized that
most of the women lived in homes governed by a strong patriarchal ideology, where women’s
activities were governed and restricted by the husband. Thus, Miss Carol encouraged women to
work against the perceived Mexican patriarchy in the home. Education was seen as empowering
for women.
Materials and activities. Materials for teaching parenting were all literacy-based:
students received books, worksheets, and brochures. One class centered on the importance of
understanding, preparing and supporting children in the taking of the state standardized
achievement tests. Women were given practice tests to take home and work on with their
children over the spring break (several women also took tests for themselves to practice); this
task reinforced how literacy skills, school-based success, and parenting, not to mention the role
of the mother in supporting this success, were promulgated and maintained in this program. In
this Even Start program it was nearly impossible to unravel the Literacy Discourse from the U.S.
Good Mother Discourse.
The interactive literacy activities tended to be more arts-and-crafts-based, at times
incorporating no literacy. Examples of literacy-based activities during this time were creating a
nutrition pyramid with a collage of pictures and words, filling out an emergency contacts poster
with numbers and picture symbols, playing a sticks-and-die game that worked on simple math
concepts, and sharing a bilingual book. Board games, introduced as a tool to build literacy skills,
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were very successful.36 Participants liked the board games because they could draw their
husbands into family activities, justifying them as literacy activities, whereas the staff endorsed
board games as a fun learning activity that could be done as a family time.
Non-literacy based activities were making a May Day wreath, Easter decorations, and
puffball animals. The staff considered this a time during which women and children could
experience creative activities, converse, and have fun. The women immensely enjoyed these
times; they were given additional materials to take home to do the activities again with all of
their children. The staff encouraged the transfer of these activities to the home. By advancing
these ideas, staff promoted an image of the literate family—one that sits down together and plays
games or engages in arts-based activities. While the staff may believe that this is the way a
family achieves literacy, they may also be influenced by ideas embedded in their curricula (Let’s
Get Ready to Go and Let’s Read Together) and the evaluation tool they were required to use,
Parent Education Profile RMC Research Corporation, 2003.37 For example, to reach the
second-highest level in one domain, parents must demonstrate that they “routinely make an effort
to initiate family opportunities that foster learning, e.g., attending a field trip” (p. 14).
Furthermore, to reach the highest level in another domain, the rater must see that the “home has a
variety of materials for reading, writing, & [sic] drawing that are accessible to child. Materials
are used daily” (p. 14). The women transferred these practices to the home; they told me about
playing games with their family, and one of the few video journals I received recorded Carmen’s
family playing the board game Life. Even if this was a one-time event, it is relevant because

36

I was not present for this lesson but all participants mentioned it in their interviews and staff commented on how
women continued to borrow games from the Even Start lending library.
37
This is the only suggested parent evaluation tool appearing on the reporting forms for federally funded family
literacy programs. The PEP provides a rating scale and observational form to evaluate parenting behaviors in the
classroom and home. The four parts encompass literacy behaviors, safety of the home, and home-school
communication. For an in-depth analysis and critique of this tool see Prins and Toso (2008).
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video journals are a performance for an audience (Pini, 2001), in this case me, a researcher
studying family literacy participants. Carmen’s choice indicated that this was an appropriate
demonstration of a family practicing literacy, revealing how program ideology can become
learner practice.
Mothers’ incorporation of the Literacy Discourse. Participants, in their interviews,
strongly evinced their belief of what literacy or being educated would bring them and their
family. These ideas corresponded to the hegemonic Literacy Discourse, but they also integrated
social standing and respect, notions that are not as present in the U.S. Literacy Discourse. Here
are three representative examples:38
Carmen: Because when I hear people talking very, very politely or when they have
respect to anothers and they have a good job I think this person has the education.

Guadalupe: You can get a higher salaries with the education. Ah, it [education] is very
important because all the doors are open for that people. With good attitude when
something is very positive they need easier everything. (….) [Education] is very
important because is a good example for their children. Because they can help them
to their homeworks or to any questions.

Nelli: I believe that it [education] is important because I could have a better life. A
better style [of] life and my child too. All the time I tell to them that the school is
very important because they can have a big house and good car and they can get
money to live better.

38

Quotes appear in the language each participant chose to use. English quotes have not been corrected for grammar.
Spanish language quotes appear in Spanish with an English translation.
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The women offered multiple views of what being educated meant to them, including components
of educación such as talking “politely,” showing “respect,” and having a “good attitude.”
Guadalupe also conveyed the notion of what an educated parent will do: “help them to their
homework” or be “a good example.” These examples demonstrate the family literacy message
in their understanding of literacy; modeling, in Latino families also refers to parents
demonstrating respectful behavior, patience, and family values (Reese, et al., 1995; Olmedo,
2003). Finally, Nelli discussed the material aspects of being educated: “a big house,” “a good
car,” and “money.” For families living in poverty, this is a particularly salient result of being
educated.
The Even Start message of the mother’s role in developing her child’s literacy appeared
throughout the interviews:
Nelli: Oh. I used to read with my older child because they [he] don’t like to read a lot
and sometimes I’m buscando [looking] for interest[ing] books that can interest him and I
say, “Oh wow.” Or sometimes I am reading for myself, but sometimes I read en voz alta
[out loud] because that way my children can interest in the book and I catch his attention
and sometimes he came to read with me. Or sometimes I take a book and I told him,
“You read this paragraph and I read this paragraph.” When we finish we share our
opinions about the book. I thinks, for this way, I help my children to feel better reading.

Yesmenia:
Y yo me pongo con él a estudiar. O

And I sit down with him to study. Or

cuando lo estoy bañando, le estoy diciendo

when I’m giving him a bath, I’m telling

las palabras, “Me las deletreas, de letra

him words, “Spell them for me, letter by
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por letra.” (….) Luego, lo que hago, él me

letter.” (….) Then, what I do [is] he tells

dice las palabras y yo las escribo. Y yo

me the words and I write them down.

pongo tres, cuatro… yo las escribo mal y él And I write three, four… I spell them
me las califica. Luego se las dicto, él se

wrong and he grades me. After that I

saca dos, “Te gané, mami.” Trato de que

dictate [the words] to him, and he gets

para que él se interese. Quiero un

two. “Mom, I beat you.” I try to do this

pizarrón chiquito para que él sea mi

to get him interested. I would like a little

maestro y me enseña, y así él practica.

chalkboard so that he can be the teacher,
and teach me, and, this way he can
practice.

These quotes can be read as individuals being subjugated to the Literacy Discourse and the U.S.
Good Mother Discourse, due to the women’s persistent efforts to engage their children in literacy
activities, even during bath time. Nelli’s quote demonstrates how even her own activities, such
as “reading for myself,” can end up focusing on her son’s literacy development. For instance,
she tries to “capture” her son’s attention so that he might come to read with her. This is not to
say that these were not enjoyable activities for these mothers; nevertheless, they demonstrate that
literacy development occupied a great deal of time and thought. This is particularly striking
since the fathers were generally absent from home-based literacy activities.
Notions of literacy and mothering, as presented by Even Start, also offered new
possibilities to learners. This could be a reason the women appropriated aspects of these
discourses. Participants drew on features such as the need to develop their child’s literacy and
language skills to justify their own continued schooling, to promote their self-worth and ability,
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to see themselves as being a part of mainstream society, and to garner more power in their
homes. These are addressed further in Chapter Six in the context of agency; here the primary
purpose is to demonstrate how discourses were taken on and manifested.
The above findings demonstrate ways that the women ascribed to the Literacy Discourse.
On the surface this could be attributed to their participation in Even Start. Yet, in their
interviews, Carmen, Olivia, and Yesmenia expressed regret for their interrupted education.
Believing that education is productive pushed them to participate in adult education opportunities
and support their children in successfully completing their education.
Guadalupe, in talking about her life in Mexico, described her family’s supportive stance
on her education.
B: And what did your father teach you when you were growing up?
G: To love the school. …He was very intelligent. So I remember, all the time he help
us.
B: And did he tell you that it was important to go to school?
G: Yes. He says you don’t need to have a boyfriend [laughter] until you finish the
school. So it was very important for him.
She went on to state how she studied and worked at the same time because her family needed her
income, and during this time her family said, “Whatever I want. They support me all the time.”
Statements like her father teaching her “to love the school” and that “all the time he help us”
show that before moving to the United States she valued and perceived literacy as productive,
economically and socially. In fact, all of the participants talked about their fathers’ involvement,
or lack thereof, in their schooling.
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In the following narrative, Carmen expressed how her father did not support her
education:
My father never pushed me to study. And he say that, “When you grow up you gonna
marry and you gonna have kids and if you study it is not going to help you for nothing.
And, now I changed my mind and I say, “No, is important” because if we don’t study, we
don’t get nothing only work hard.
It is possible that she has learned to believe the importance of a parent’s role since coming to
Even Start—that her father should have “pushed” her to study. But, in our first interview she
described her childhood in Mexico and having to care for younger siblings after her mother died:
But because my mom died, I was in charge of my home. And I push them [siblings],
“Come on, you can go to school. I gonna pay you the books,” because in Mexico we
need to pay the books. … But is not the same like if your parents push or send you to
school.
Clearly, education is in the realm of a parent. A sister’s encouragement is not comparable to the
parents’ “push” toward education.
These narratives demonstrate that the women were aligned with the Literacy Discourse
before moving to the U.S. and enrolling in family literacy classes. They indicate that particular
aspects of the discourse (e.g., mother’s role in child’s literacy development) became intentionally
applied to their day-to-day lives, denoting an expanding import of the discourse.
Mothers, the Neoliberal Discourse, and the Literacy Discourse. Aspects of the
Neoliberal Discourse, such as individual responsibility for success, are subsumed under the
Literacy Discourse (Brown, 2006; Cook-Gumperz, 2006b). This is present in all participants’
interviews. They link success in education to hard work and individual characteristics; it is their
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job to educate themselves and ensure the academic success of their children. Failure or inability
to learn English is due to their skill or lack of resolve.39 Guadalupe offers a particularly strong
example of this discourse:
B: What helped you achieve this goal [taking GED Test]?
G: Myself.
B: What did you do to help you do that?
G: I liked to learn, you know, every day.
B: But was it discipline? Was it comingG: Perseverance. And discipline, disciplina.
B: And is there anything do you thinkG: The courage, because the people they come to this country and they are very
conformist. So I not conformist. When I was living in Mexico always I tried to get
the more [better] position in my job. I started, my salary is low and then I tried to
get more salary and better positions. Always I tried to do that.
The words Guadalupe used to describe her educational journey—attributing progress to herself,
liking to learn, “discipline,” “perseverance,” and non-conformist behavior—can be read as
agentic: she is capable of overcoming barriers. However, as she does this, she unwittingly
assigns a deficit status to someone who is unable to persevere in getting an education. We might
presume them to be the opposite of Guadalupe—conformist, lazy, not liking to learn. Her
statements support the Neoliberal Discourse, a primary organizing discourse in the United States,
and the idea of an undereducated, welfare seeking, Mexican immigrant mother (Chavez, 2007).
Guadalupe, on the other hand, was able to support her children in their learning; she had the
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They do mention one structural impediment to reaching their educational goals: patriarchy. The women say
machismo is the reason their husbands do not allow them to study.
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capability and intelligence. She might have been constrained by a language barrier, but was
overcoming that through her labor and persistence; she demonstrated agency through an
individualist discourse. This representation of self moved her to a model citizen position, yet
also reinforced the idea that other immigrants who do not do this type of work are lazy,
uninvolved, and unwilling to improve their status in life. Her language and the images it creates
reinforce the Neoliberal Discourse. But, Guadalupe is also an example of the flaw in the
Neoliberal Discourse: despite all of her effort, education, and work experience she could not get
a job. She had been trying to get a green card for nine years; without this she is likely consigned
to unskilled labor.
Mothering Discourses
In this study the participants generally perceived their primary role in life as mother.
They defined mothering as a full-time job that required active participation and reflection.
Specific duties of the mother were to act as moral guide and exemplar, transmit ideas of
appropriate behavior, and inculcate the importance of being a cohesive, unified family and a
good citizen. Mothers in this study also considered themselves central to the wellbeing of the
family; they were responsible for the physical care of all members, including husbands and aging
parents. Their visions of themselves as mothers included guiding their children into the realities
of the world (Delgado-Gaitan, 1994; Delpit, 1995; Johnson, 2008). Moreover, they saw
themselves as the primary support for their child’s academic success and preparedness for adult
life. These ideas were amplified and confirmed through discourses in their homes and the family
literacy program.
This section addresses how the particular mothering discourses were defined,
communicated, and manifested by the Even Start program and study participants. The women
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drew on and contested different aspects of their two primary discourses of mothering, the
Mexican Good Mother and the U.S. Good Mother. They also utilized different aspects of each to
promote particular subjectivities, such as woman or mother, and to justify transcending or
challenging an established role. Although discourses are often represented as monolithic
(Young, 1981), women in this study consciously or unconsciously took on pieces but not all
aspects of discourses. This demonstrates that discourses are negotiated and as constrained by
agents as agents are by discourses (Foucault, 1990a).
The U.S. Good Mother Discourse. The role of mother is historically and culturally
shaped (Griffith & Smith, 2005; Hays, 1996, 2003; Smythe & Isserlis, 2003; Warner, 2005;
Weedon, 1987). The image of the good mother in the United States is historically based on a
White, middle-class norm of mothering (Gadsden, 2004; Hays, 1996; Warner, 2005). Even Start
parenting education is based in this gendered ideology. In the narratives of the mothers I
interviewed a second discourse surfaced: the Mexican Good Mother Discourse. Some of the
Mexican discourse’s distinguishing features, such as the idea of good wife, ethnicity, and
daycare and how they are manifested, appropriated and disputed, are laid out below.
The U.S. Good Mother Discourse in the Even Start Program. The Even Start program
evinced a strong White, middle-class mothering discourse, in that all the duties a mother needed
to perform—literacy, school attendance, promotion of intensive mothering—were taught. Miss
Carol said:
I think the draw [for the mothers] is, or has been, the ESL classes with childcare. Then
they [mothers] buy into the rest of it. They get that as long as they stay in the program.
What we do in parenting and the importance of their children being in school, they buy
into that. But the big draw has been the ESL with the childcare. That gets them in the
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door…but they understand that to be able to stay in the program you have to make every
effort to participate in all four components. … I think for me a mother helps provide the
stability and the guiding force for her child or children. I think also that a mother needs
to be able to learn to let go and not hover.
Most of her discussion on mothering reflected her own beliefs about being a good parent, for
example, “a mother needs to be able to learn to let go and not hover.” While the classes all
focused on literacy and caring for children, the interview and our conversations focused more on
helping the women achieve independence, self-confidence, and more American parenting
practices: encouraging children to enroll in after school activities (Lareau, 2000), less vigilant
parenting, and negotiating behavior with children (Powell, et al., 2004).
Miss Sandra upheld an essentialized version of woman as mother and tended to use the
statement, “they want to better themselves,” presenting an idea of the mother developing herself
and her children:
I think they [mothers] have a major role. They are everything to a child. They provide
for them. They support them and they are constantly there no matter what. So they are
pretty much the role model for the child. … Like the child will always go to their mom
no matter what. You know if they need help or they just need a pat on the back or just to
brag. Just to say, “Hey mom, guess what, this is what I have done.” So I think they play
a huge role and there will always be some type of something that the mom is involved
in…I think it [Even Start] supports them because not only are they helping them
[mothers] with those resources in order to help their child, but lifting them [mothers] up
in order to be that big role model for their child because, you know, they don’t want them
[children] just to be stagnant—stay at that one level and say, “It is okay to be like this.”
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But it [Even Start] also lifts up the parent and says, you know, what they can do better.
So it will lift up their standards for their child as well.
As she tells me about “the major role” the mother plays she incorporates two ideas: Even Start
“lifts them up” to be an appropriate “role model,” which enables them to “lift up their standards
for their child.”
The Even Start program intertwined literacy and mothering so that in many instances
they were one and the same. Miss Sandra told me about the parenting and interactive literacy
activities:
For example, if you did a parenting lesson on disasters and emergency things, then we
will do like an emergency activity that they can show their child visually. And, like
spend time with them reading. Or, like emergency phone numbers and teaching them
how to do these things by going through them. And, really for them [mothers]
comprehending what they are doing as well. So the activities pretty much are literacy
based, like reading and looking at things and discussing them, and comprehension that it
[the literacy activity] is a fun activity that the parent and child can do together, so they
can still have that interaction [fun] between them.
Present here is the idea of mothers and children working and learning “together.” Mothers are
also taught that they must make learning and their child-parent relationship “fun.” Miss Sandra
indicates this through the use of the word “still;” the relationship was fun and teaching literacy
should be a part of this pleasurable relationship.
In analyzing the staff transcripts, I found that Miss Carol and Miss Sandra rarely referred
to “mother(s),” referring instead to “parent” or “families.” In this striking example Miss Carol
explains the underlying rationale for Even Start:
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MC: Because families are the key. They are going to provide the foundation for success
for their children and our children. If you don’t have the family buy in, it is like
swimming upstream.
B:

What do you mean by the family buy in?

MC: Well, families that support and believe that education is important and they are
going to do what they need to do to make sure their children are in school and
sometimes it is just as simple as making sure their child is on time. You know,
learning starts the minute the classroom door opens. If you are late twenty minutes
every day, boy, your child has missed a lot of learning time. A lot of parents don’t
see that picture until they are maybe in a group like Even Start where we talk about
why is it important to be on time. That it is a lifelong skill because you need to be
on time to be in school. You need to be on time to be at work. What happens if
your husband is late every day? He is not going to have a job. So those are the
kinds of things that I think give the family support, and kids cannot do it on their
own. They need mom and dad. Because kids are only in school five or six hours a
day counting recess and lunch. So the rest of the time where are they? At home.
Moms and dads, grandmas and grandpas have to buy in and support it. I think that
is what family literacy is all about. Getting that buy in and that support to help kids
move on to the next step. [emphasis added]
Miss Carol provided a balanced presentation of who is responsible for the well-being of a child,
even “grandmas and grandpas.” In trying to understand the contradiction between genderneutral language and ideology I counted references to “parent/s” (76), “mother/mom” (25), and
“father/dad” (10). Emphasis on “mother” was twice as great as “father,” and “parent” three
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times as much as “mother.” I do not have a conclusive answer for this, as the other evidence
presents a gendered view of family literacy. There are several plausible explanations: 1) I posed
questions using the term “parent,” guiding them to respond similarly; 2) staff members
understood parenting as a family event; and 3) family literacy has changed much of its language
from “mother” to “parent” and the staff reflected this change. This interview excerpt clearly
indicated that parent is “mother”: Miss Sandra commented, “We had one parent come in and she
was very timid and very quiet” [emphasis added]. There are many similar examples where the
“parent” becomes feminized through the use of subsequent pronouns or nouns. Miss Carol’s text
above demonstrated this; she asked, “What happens if your husband is late [to work] every day?”
[emphasis added]. One could argue that this simply reflects the class composition. But that is
the point: classes are offered during peak working hours. In the eight years there have been “a
few men,” but only one that Miss Carol recollected.
This trend of using the term “parent” serves to broaden the idea of who can participate in
family literacy; however, it also serves to hide the continued gendered emphasis of family
literacy and de-emphasize the unpaid work the women are currently doing. And, since it is the
women who attend the class, if literacy activities are to extend to the whole family, it becomes
the mother’s duty to instruct the fathers in proper parenting strategies. This can be construed to
mean that women are now responsible for educating the children and the fathers.
As regards demonstrating the ideology of the U.S. Good Mother, classes underscored the
mother’s role in child rearing and schooling support. Possibly, the mothering ideology was
highlighted because all students were women and their understanding of a mother’s role, in
general, aligned with the U.S. Good Mother Discourse. Had there been men, the responsibility
for childrearing may have appeared less gendered. Because all the language of the classes I
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observed focused on the mother’s role, and not the father’s role, in literacy—not even in the form
of “and your husband can also do…”—I will continue to represent the Even Start classes as a
gendered location where mothering was the primary emphasis.
As noted in earlier sections, many of the literacy activities involved ideas of being a good
mother. Every day I was at the site, whether for a class, interview, or casual observation, the
topic of how to assist one’s child to develop school-based behaviors and skills was central to
most discussions. Topics ranged from children’s behavior (sharing nicely with others or how to
turn off the TV and study), to numeracy (how to count the bugs they saw on the way to the car),
to literacy (shared book reading, importance of books in the home, vocabulary development). A
mother’s role incorporated ideas of teacher, negotiator, boundary setter and keeper, and role
model. She had to maintain an even temper and negotiate behavior with her child.
I observed on several occasions how Miss Carol guided Carmen through a behavior
negotiation with Ángel. Ángel was considered a charming but willful child. On one occasion he
refused to leave the center with his mother; Miss Carol demonstrated talking to Ángel in a calm
tone, asking him why he did not want to leave, and then negotiating an acceptable compromise:
Carmen would stay five more minutes so he could finish his game. During those five minutes,
Miss Carol explained to Carmen how she might want to employ this strategy in the future at
home. The lesson on board games, as already mentioned, encouraged setting family time as a
priority. The adult education component emphasized the women’s role as a student; students had
to document their study time in a three-ring binder on Miss Sandra’s desk. Other class topics
such as the food pyramid, diabetes, and earthquake preparedness emphasized their need to
provide a healthy and safe home environment. The bilingual book was used to demonstrate
shared reading approaches. In line with the idea of intensive mothering (Hays, 1996) the child
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was central to all of this effort and the mother, in general, was the assistant, despite the staff’s
stated emphasis on the mother’s development.
The use of bilingual books reveals how a normative discourse can be appropriated and
used for one’s own purposes (Perry & Purcell-Gates, 2005). In the Crystal City Even Start
Program the Literacy Discourse became a means to teach cultural heritage and first language
retention. The bilingual books and linked activities and materials were meant to help women
engage children in learning activities. Conversely, these books that were introduced to reinforce
hegemonic ideas of parental engagement and literacy instead were used by these mothers to
support what are considered non-assimilating immigrant behaviors, for example, first language
retention and pride in Mexican heritage (Perry & Purcell-Gates, 2005).
The program activities also reinforced gender and femininity through home decorating
activities. For example, the arts and crafts project of the spring wreath was to be hung up at
home to make the house beautiful (fieldnotes). These activities were developed by the library
liaison and were supposed to tie into the literacy activities (although the link between the craft
and literacy development was not always evident to me). The staff rarely participated in making
the crafts; additionally, Miss Carol commented to me that she did not enjoy crafts and preferred
to read or watch sports with her husband. These examples demonstrate how discourses are
pervasive regardless of one’s personal beliefs (Nakagawa, et al., 2001); given her comments, we
can presume that the ideology presented was driven more by the program than Miss Carol’s own
sense of mothering. Because the activities took place in the parenting class, they can be
understood by participants as examples of appropriate mothering behaviors.
The student’s performance was visibly marked and monitored through conversations and
interactions at the Even Start site. For instance, the adult students had to provide a copy of all
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their children’s school progress reports, not just the child qualifying for Even Start. These were
copied and kept in the woman’s file. This procedure accomplished several things: first, it
underscored the mother’s responsibility for her child’s academic performance—the report card
went into her file as opposed to her child’s; second, it served as a form of surveillance, subtly
and persistently asking, “How are you doing in your job of raising a literate child?;” third, it
recognized appropriate behavior; last, it reinforced the benefits of literacy and rewarded the
successful mother—women whose children were performing well were held up as role models.
Carmen told me this story:
C: One lady [another student] was here and some day I bring in my son’s report card and
she saw it and she tell [ask] me, “What do you do that he gets these report card?”
Because she has a little girl and I40 [she] say, “I want that she learn things and how do
you do that or how do you start with your son?” and I say, “No, you need to do it
natural. Don’t push me [her] too much. And, you need to sit down with them, enjoy
to read, make games with the learning. If you start with early age, they gonna get
more easily in his [their] brain.” She say, “Oh yes, you do.” And I say, “Yes, but
every child is different, but you try it. It works for me. If you like to have these
report card, you need to start with them [children] and they need to feel happy and
they need to enjoy what they doing.” And she say, “Oh, is a good advice.”
B: And how did you feel about being able to give that advice?
C: Happy, because sometimes Miss Carol give some examples and she tell all the new
ones [students] about what I did. Because when I didn’t know how to read good
English or write, I start taking books and saw the picture and make my own stories to
40

Confusion between pronouns is a common error for Spanish speakers learning English. The confusion between
“I” and “she” is not as common; however, in the transcripts confusion between “he” and “she” is frequent. The
corrections are marked in the text.
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them. And [she] say, “If you don’t know English, is not matter. You need to do in
your language. You need to start it. There is nothing to stop you from doing it. To
teach your childrens.” She give an example for me or for things I am doing and he
[she] saw now my son and I be here for a long time and things change.
Carmen’s pride and sense of achievement were apparent. She was “happy” when “all the new
students” learned about her success. And she talked about how her effort has created change,
and the change moved her into the category of good parent. The way the U.S. Good Mother and
Literacy Discourses hinge on each other is also evident in her quote. She advised the mother to
“sit down with” her children and “enjoy” reading and playing “games” with them—all ideas that
are embedded in being a good mother and appropriate ways to prepare your child for academic
success. She further emphasized the family literacy message: a mother must “start with early
age” so that the child can “get more easily in his [their] brain,” and this will result in “these
report card[s].” Finally, Carmen centered the child’s needs and emotions: “they need to feel
happy and they need to enjoy what they doing.” She demonstrated through her language how the
discourse has taken hold and served her well; she was rewarded for achieving a normative
quality of the U.S. Good Mother, thereby reinforcing her work and the corresponding discourse
(Butler, 2004).
The new strategies that women learned to manage children’s behavior emphasized a
White, middle-class parenting norm. I observed on several occasions how Miss Carol or Miss
Sandra would model parenting strategies when children acted up or offered solutions if they were
asked for help with a child-centered issue (e.g., not listening to the mother, not studying,
behaving poorly in class). In their interviews participants also provided relevant examples of
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strategies they tried with their children or related prior conversations with the staff and the
advice they had received.
Particular ideas, though, are conveyed through the staffs’ renderings of the women. Miss
Sandra tended to present the women as lacking in knowledge. For example, she stated:
Because a lot of parents, they come from a background where they don’t have that
support [for educational pursuits]. And, I think that that is important for them to
understand that they have an outside support system that can help them develop
themselves and to learn more about themselves and about their surroundings.
At times the staff reflected benevolent racism (Villenas, 2001, p. 4) when they assigned deficient
qualities to the women (i.e., needing help so that they might “better themselves”) or overarching
ideas about a subjugated status. Miss Carol frequently presented women as victims, particularly
in their home relationships. They were under the control of their “bastard” husbands (casual
conversation between Miss Carol, Miss Sandra and me, fieldnotes) or as needing voice
(fieldnotes).
These statements are realistic; participants benefited from a program that supported their
goals and desires, particularly in making changes to their patriarchal family structure. For
example, Miss Carol recounted how she helped a Mexican immigrant mother access the needed
support—emotional and material—to move out of her unsafe trailer and into an apartment in
town (fieldnotes). These changes were positive for the whole family. There is a great deal of
agency in making these changes, including enrollment in Even Start. Then again, positioning the
women as victims or as needing to “develop themselves and to learn more about themselves” or
to find their “voice” can erase the wealth of knowledge they possess. They are mothers who
have developed parenting and coping skills for their day-to-day lives. The challenges they face
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are real; the support that Even Start staff can provide is beneficial. However, an imbalance of
discursive power occurs when the staff are always the experts and the learners require instruction
to become more like the norm, to be safer, or to be more liberated. The aforementioned staff
representations do not challenge stereotypes of Mexican immigrant women.
Learners in Even Start were considered good women in need of literacy, empowerment,
and self-discovery as opposed to being delinquent mothers. Only once was the Welfare Mother
Discourse (i.e., bad mother) evident. I returned to the site in early May; none of the students
were there. The Friday before no students had attended class, nor had they called to let anyone
know they would not be there. Miss Sandra and Miss Carol were quite upset, feeling that the
students were not abiding by the rules of the program. Three reminders had been sent out.
Uncharacteristically, Miss Sandra called them “lazy” and “disrespectful.” The conversation
centered on the women as uninterested in their education. A third note to the women had been
sent; the tone clearly marked their feelings: “This letter is meant to serve as a reminder and to
also ask you to CALL the EVEN START office as soon as possible to discuss your attendance.
If for some strange reason you have lost or misplaced our number, it is……” (fieldnotes).41
This was the only time the staff indicated this opinion in my presence. It demonstrates that when
adult learners do not perform as they should, particular deficit discourses frame the
understanding of learners (see Prins & Schafft, 2009). The learners could have been represented
as being busy or having to attend to an emergency. Instead, they were portrayed in a negative
light that echoed the uncaring, uninvolved, unmotivated discourse of immigrant or welfare
mothers. If I had brought this up, I am sure they would have been shocked and quickly
reassessed their statements. This example underscores how, despite our stated beliefs,

41

For the full text, see Appendix J.
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hegemonic discourses circulated in a program can infiltrate our perceptions and behaviors
(Nakagawa, et al., 2001).
Participant manifestations of the U.S. Good Mother Discourse. Participants actively
incorporated aspects of the U.S. Good Mother Discourse into their daily behaviors and
ideologies. Reasons for this could be: 1) it was a component of the curriculum; 2) it fit with their
belief system; 3) it assisted them in achieving their desires; or 4) they were rewarded for doing
so. This section discusses which discourses were incorporated into their daily lives. Chapter Six
discusses why and to what purposes participants may have used these discourses.
Most evident in their narratives was their incorporation of the idea of mother as child’s
first teacher. Following are two illustrative examples: Carmen said, “They [Even Start staff] told
us is important to teach them before they get [turn] five because they get all the information they
[in their] brain. That is why I like to come here and we learn these things.” Similarly, Olivia
related, “Oh, I like that because they taught me how to take care of my daughters, how to teach
them literacy.” The women’s quotes throughout this dissertation incorporate the centrality of the
mother, the importance of developing and supporting proper literacy skills (i.e., language,
writing), and behaviors (i.e., study skills, school attendance).
Other women incorporated White, middle-class parenting strategies into their day-to-day
discourse of mothering. For example, in contrast to a more directive parenting model generally
associated with Latino parents (Johnson, 2009), these women tended to negotiate with their
children. Here Yesmenia provided, as part of a longer narrative on school interactions, an
example of how she dealt with her son:
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Pos42 platico con él, “¿por qué lo hiciste,

So I talk with him, “Why did you do that,

Santiago?” y él me explica, “Mami, es que

Santiago?” and, he explains to me,

por esto, esto, pero no fue adrede”. O si

“Mommy, it’s because of this and this, but

hizo algo que… En el momento uno se

it was not deliberate.” Or if he did

enoja y lo que quiere uno es… Pero ahora

something that…In the moment one gets

“Oye, ¿por qué pasó? Dime”. O en la

angry and what you want…But now [I

escuela pasó algo, como que los ponen en

say], “Hey, why did that happen? Tell

bench, que los sientan porque se han

me.” Or if something happened in school,

portado mal. (….) Cuando voy [a la

like when they make them sit on the bench,

escuela] me dice, “Mami, me pusieron en

where children have to sit when they have

bench”. Si se portó mal, él me dice, no la

misbehaved (….) When I go [to school] he

maestra. Y le decía, “¿Pero no entiendes,

tells me, “Mommy, they made me sit on

qué hiciste?” y ahora no. “¿Qué pasó?”

the bench.” If he misbehaved, he tells me,

“Porque, mami, es que pasó esto...” “¿La

not the teacher. And I used to say, “But

verdad?” “Sí, yo no te echo mentiras.”

don’t you understand what you did?” And

“Okay, no lo vuelvas a hacer.” Trato de

now no. [Now I ask] “What happened?”

platicar ya más con él.

“Because, mommy, this is what
happened…” “[Is this] the truth?” “Yes, I
am not telling you lies.” “Okay, don’t do it
again.” I try to talk to him more.

42

Pos is the Mexican use of pues [well, then, so].
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Yesmenia emphasized talking to her son to resolve problems. When she said, “and now no,” she
demonstrated a changed behavior; she moved from assuming that he had done something wrong
to inquiring, “what happened?” before determining a consequence or a solution. In the first and
last sentences, she used “platicar”—to chat—indicating a friendlier interaction as opposed to a
directive interchange.
Olivia attributed her current parenting style directly to the PRICE parenting workshops
and Even Start. She stated:
I went to PRICE every year. Twice a year. They helped me to stop my cycle [of bad
parenting]. A lot of different things that I used to do. So probably that was it. It helped
me to encourage my daughter[s] to study. You know to read every night and to do all of
those things. Actually they helped me a lot and I still met [meet] them, the two
ladies…And, I used to thank them for whatever they did to me.
For the other participants the acquisition of U.S. Good Mother Discourse is less clear. Carmen’s
narrative of her role model aunt (see p. 137) indicates that she valued parenting behaviors such
as the negotiation of child behavior before coming to the United States, and Nelli’s narrative (see
p. 147) demonstrates that she wanted to promote particular ideas of parenting prior to enrollment
in Even Start.
The idea of the independent mother (Woodward, 1997)—another dimension of the U.S.
mothering discourse—was present in some of the women’s narratives. Woodward (1997) writes
that the mother is, “able to explore and express one’s individuality, as well as looking attractive.
This represents a new mix around the working mother, with the added element of being an
individual” (p. 271). For mothers, this dimension poses a conundrum; it presents an independent
mother with dependent children who can have it all (Woodward, 1997). For Even Start parents it
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is particularly problematic, since this idea of motherhood presumes middle-class working
conditions and less patriarchal home structure. Aspiring to this “independent mother” concept is
difficult because the community’s ethnic idea of good mothering does not align with these end
goals for women.
Another notion promoted in this and other Even Start programs is that “if you aren’t
happy, then your family isn’t happy,” that mothers need “me” time, or that mothers should do
things for themselves. For example, Guadalupe said, “I am satisfied for myself [passing her last
section of the GED Test] because I think my husband is in another activities, my children too.
So maybe it is not important for them, but for me it is very important. I feel good.” Studying is
her activity, in contrast to her husband’s and children’s activities, and it makes her feel “good.”
These types of activities, including taking time for oneself, though, are not simply about the
woman’s development; they contribute to the well-being of the family. For example, making
time to study takes away from their family duties, yet it in the U.S. Good Mother Discourse this
is considered as supporting children’s success and allowing the family to be more independent
(e.g., not needing sister-in-law’s help or bilingual translators). This doing things for oneself is
contradictory since what the mother does for herself has to ultimately be for the family.
However, because it is an aspect of the U.S. Good Mother Discourse the women use it to validate
fulfilling particular desires or goals.
The Mexican Good Mother Discourse. In this dissertation, the Mexican ideals of being
a good mother (and wife) are based on the participants’ own perceptions. The qualities they
related do not reflect a universal idea of the Mexican good mother or standard mothering
practices. Although there may be an overarching concept of mother in Mexico, Mexican
women’s parenting strategies and beliefs about mothering vary by social class, educational
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attainment, life events, and historical, geographic, and socio-cultural changes (Dreby, 2006;
Garcia & de Oliveira, 1997; Guendelman, Malin, Herr-Harthorn, & Vargas, 2001; Gutman,
1996).43 Similarly, perceptions of fatherhood and masculinity—including behaviors tied to
being a husband—differ across contexts (for an in-depth exploration of this topic see Gutman,
1996). The mothers in this study described mothering to me within the context of their life
experiences, female role models, and geographic moves.
Participants related how they formulated ideas about mothering in their childhood from
their mothers or other present females. Ideas generally pertained to a mother’s home labor and
love. While not all the women were caregivers of siblings when they were young, they did relate
similar ideas about mothering; qualities included being attentive to children’s needs; being
patient, caring, and loving; being busy with childcare, cooking, and other home duties; being
constrained to the home; being submissive; and lacking power in the home. These last three are
more directly dealt with in later sections of this chapter.
The father’s behavior in Carmen’s mothering narrative below lays the ground for these
other narratives. In this first section of her narrative Carmen told me about her mother, who
worked as an in-home seamstress. She stressed qualities of attention and never leaving children
alone or in the care of others:
And she liked to make us little clothes for our dolls. And she talks to me all the
time because I was the oldest. …She was always with us. She never left us at
home or with somebody. Yeah, I was always with her. My dad sometimes he
was with us, but all the times I remember my mom with us and doing things
and…

43

This is not unique to Mexico; see Johnston and Swanson (2006) for an example of how U.S. women’s parenting
practices are shaped by economics, social status, and local context.
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We can glean more about mothering duties and status from a later section of Carmen’s
life story, where she discussed a time soon after her mother’s death:
B: Were you like a mother to them [siblings] at that time?
C: Yeah [little laugh] I think I was.
B: Yeah, and what did you think about that?
C: Oh no, it was hard because I don’t have a teenager age and I need to grow up very
fast. I need to know everything about cooking and washing clothes. I remember
when I wash my father’s clothes and he told me, “You don’t do it right.” And I was,
“Oh my God, but I doing your [laundry]”…Things like that. But my grandma
teached me how. My dad mom teach me how to cook and my mother teach me how
to sew.
As we listen to Carmen tell how she moved from childhood into adulthood, we can discern the
mothering duties she needed to take over: “everything about cooking and washing clothes.”
These aspects are further emphasized through her father’s critique (i.e., it was not his job) and
that it was the “grandma,” “dad’s mom,” and her “mother” who taught her how to cook, sew, and
presumably clean.
After her mother died, Carmen lived with her father until a dispute between her father
and her mother’s family led Carmen to move in with her aunt:
C: My aunt is my model.
B: Why?
C: Because I lived with her for like three or four years when my mom died. And, she
was very good mother. She never hit them [her children]. Because in Mexico, you
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know, sometimes parents hit their kids and she never did that and I saw her. She talk
all the time with them. She was my model, she is.
B: Yes, she continues to be?
C: Yeah. Because she is like my confidant because I talk to her about his [her] childrens
and my life because I lived with her, like four years. Because I saw her one day they
have a problem with them [her children]. They fight or something like that and she
never scream or hit them and she sit down and tried to have control of the situation
and talk with each other and say, “You don’t need to do that. It’s your brother and
you need to share,” and things like that that I saw to her. Yeah. And she was a very
patient person. …She encouraged them [in school]. Because her oldest daughter now
she is a teacher in the ranch in San Marco, in my town. And, she encourage them.
She didn’t give to them a lot of education in school, but she tried to encourage them
because they grown up and the boys left the home and come here, but the girl stayed
with her and she encouraged her to study and do something.
From this section we get another view of being a mother and the qualities that the women seem
to incorporate into their mothering discourse. Carmen’s aunt served to “model” good parenting
because she “never hit” her children. Instead she would talk to the children about their behavior.
She described her aunt as “a very patient person” who “encouraged” her own children in school;
in fact, her daughter became a teacher—a very literate profession. Carmen’s narrative does not
simply highlight what the aunt did; it incorporates aspects of educación such as sharing. Her
aunt demonstrated educational and moral values.
These qualities—negotiating behavior with children, not using corporal punishment,
supporting academics—are subsumed under the U.S. Good Mother ideology and generally not
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associated with poor immigrant women. As is the function of discourses (Butler, 2004;
Foucault, 1977), these women are placed outside the norm and become suspect mothers who
have to be taught how to perform these behaviors. The White, middle-class discourse, in this
way, produces a type of woman (Other) in need of “help.” Legislation is used to regulate women
categorized as welfare mothers; professionals and programs are developed to deal with the
problem (Foucault, 1977).
Yesmenia highlighted the Mexican mother’s role as moral guide for her children:
Tal vez no me lo dice, pero ella me lo

Maybe she doesn’t tell me, but she showed

demostró. Mi mamá con nosotros siempre

me [in actions]. My mother was always

fue muy paciente; tuvo mucha paciencia.

very patient with us; she had a lot of

Eso me ha ayudado a tener paciencia.

patience. That has helped me to have

Siempre nos dio buenos consejos. Yo trato

patience. She always gave us good

de ser así con mi hijo. … Como yo trato de

counsel. I try and be like this with my own

darle buenos consejos a mi hijo, ser buena

son. … Like I try to give my son good

madre, tenerle paciencia, tener una

advice [moral counsel], to be a good

educación, principios.

mother, to be patient with him, to give him
a good education [upbringing], and
principles.

Like Carmen, Yesmenia highlighted the quality of patience. And, again, it is an ideal that has
been passed down through female family members. Moral counsel is considered an important
part of being a Mexican mother (Delgado-Gaitan, 1994; Olmedo, 2003; Valdés, 1996).
Yesmenia offered an example of consejos: “She always gave us good advice,” and “I try to give
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my son good advice.” This counsel came in the form of cautionary tales, direct advice, and
modeling.
The other participants provided additional insight into mothering qualities via stories
about their mothers. Guadalupe articulated:
G: [My mother] has many passions—passion, love. I don’t know what to say. All the
time she was working with the caring them, all the family.
B: And what lessons did you learn from her about being a good mother? ¿Que ha
aprendida— [What have you learned-]
G: —de mi mama? Que estar siempre [—from my mother? To always be] very strong,
to be strong
B: And for you, what do you mean by strong?
G: No stay discouraged. Don’t discourage with the problems. Because they have
solutions. Always have solutions.
Guadalupe emphasized the passion and strength her mother demonstrated in caring for her
family of seven children. Her mother had “many passions—passion, love….All the time she was
working with the caring them, all the family.” Guadalupe learned from her mother always to be
“very strong.” She explained that this meant not to be “discouraged” because problems “have
solutions.”
The Good Wife Discourse. The idea of being a good wife forms part of the Mexican
Good Mother Discourse and promotes obeying and serving the husband. This was possibly the
ideal these mothers challenged most in the study; they used the Literacy and the U.S. Good
Mother Discourses to justify breaking away from this role, such as serving the husband and
being constantly attentive to his needs. Following are three narratives tracing some of the
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changes Yesemenia has made. The first short excerpt elucidates the wife’s subjugated role in the
family. When asked whether her mother worked, Yesmenia replied, “No, en casa. Ella, en casa.
A mi papá nunca le gustó que trabajara. Ella, en la casa” [No, she stayed at home. She (was) at
home. My father never liked her to work. She (was) at home.] Yesmenia highlighted the idea
that her mother followed her father’s directives about her behavior; she stayed at home because
her father “never liked her to work.” As a good wife the woman is supposed to follow the
husband’s dictates regarding her behavior.
At a later point in Yesmenia’s interview we can see how this structure replicated itself in
her family. She related:
Porque había un tiempo que yo quería

There was a time when I wanted to work,

trabajar, y en realidad nunca trabajaba.

but in reality I never worked. In Mexico,

En México sí, pero aquí nunca he

yes, [I worked] but here [in the United

trabajado. Entonces él me dijo que no.

States] I’ve never worked. So, he [my

Dijo, “Tú te dedicas al niño pos al cien

husband] told me, “No.” He said, “You

por ciento. Y si tú te vas a trabajar está

need to dedicate yourself one hundred

bien,” dice, “pero tú vas a llegar, yo voy

percent to the boy. And, if you are going

a llegar, pero ¿y el niño?” ¿Y si baja la

to work that’s fine,” he says, “but you

calificación si yo trabajo?

will come [home], I will come [home],
and the boy?” And what if his grades go
down if I work?

In her narrative, it was the husband who told her “no,” that she could not work; she must stay
home. There is a change from the first part of this narrative where she described her mother; her
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decision to stay home was not simply because her husband told her to. Rather, curtailing her
outside activities was justified through her role as the son’s caregiver; she must dedicate herself
“one hundred percent to the boy.” Yesmenia supported this, explaining the role she played by
emphasizing the need to raise a successfully literate child: “what if his grades go down if I
work?” Here we can see how discourses begin to blend. Yesmenia tied aspects of the Good
Wife, the Literacy, and the Mexican Good Mother Discourses together; caretaker, wife, and
child’s first teacher meld to give her a more expansive role in the home. Raising Santiago—
academically, socially, and physically—was her responsibility and tied her to the home, whereas,
her mother was tied to the home by her husband.
This last excerpt further describes some of the characteristics of the good wife and how
these began to change due to Yesmenia’s enrollment in ESL classes:
Sí, como yo he cambiado. Porque

Yes, how I have changed. Because when I

cuando yo no iba a la escuela, todo el

didn’t go to school, I spent all my time at

tiempo yo me la pasaba en la casa.

home. Of course, the house was clean,

Claro, para la hora que él llegaba ya

[and] the food was ready for the time when

estaba la casa limpia, ya estaba la

he came home. I try to make sure that food

comida. Que trato que ya esté la

is made when they are ready to eat, because

comida hecha cuando lleguen a

they come to eat. But now I can’t get this

comer, porque llegan a comer. Pero

done [because of my school schedule]; I

ahora no alcanzo; llego al corre y

arrive running, and I continue running but I

corre pero no alcanzo, porque salgo.

can’t get it done, because I leave [for my

Muchas veces él, porque no trabaja

classes]. Since he [husband] doesn’t work

lunes y martes, quisiera que yo

on Mondays and Tuesdays, he often wants
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estuviera ahí como antes, pero no

me home to be there [at home] with him

puedo.

like before, but I can’t.

Yesmenia identified the conflict she encountered in being a student and fulfilling the good wife
duties. She was no longer always able to have “the house clean and the food ready” for her
husband, nor could she stay home to be with him “like before.” She no longer spent all her time
at home. Her studies took her away from the home, and she was always “running.” Yesmenia,
in this narrative, rejected being at the beck and call of her husband, maintaining that her studies
were important as well. This clashing of subjectivities—woman, mother, wife—was problematic
for Yesmenia; the topic surfaced frequently during our three interviews. Olivia and Guadalupe
also struggled with this conflict of desires. This topic is addressed further in Chapter Six, as all
five women contested it.
Adhering to the Mexican Good Mother Discourse. The discussion on the Good Wife
Discourse demonstrates that, in these families, mothering was highly gendered, regardless of
which discourse was put to work. The men work while the women stay home to care for the
children. The mother’s central role in caring for and building a united family had a strong hold
on these women. Yesmenia at the end of this study did give up attending adult education classes
because they took too much time away from Santiago. She told me the story of how this came
about. Yesmenia, during this time, had to be home when her ailing mother visited because
otherwise her mother, who should have been relaxing, would wash dishes when Yesmenia was at
school. Yesmenia was always busy trying to keep house and go to school: staying up late,
falling asleep at the kitchen table trying to finish her homework after cooking, cleaning, and
taking care of her son (which included helping him with his homework). Her husband continued
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to tell her that she was doing too much, did not get enough sleep, and was not able to be attentive
to her son. Ultimately, she was not able to balance her caretaking duties and schoolwork and
quit school. She felt inadequate on at least three accounts: 1) as a mother and a daughter she was
not able to monitor her mother; 2) her mother had to clean her house; 3) Santiago came home
from school and had to wait until she could make him something to eat. In other words, she was
not able to take care of her son the way she thought a good mother should. When I asked her
why she quit her morning classes, she said:
Pos, yo pienso que por el tiempo, la falta

Well, I think it is because of time, the lack

del tiempo. Podría tal vez ir [a la escuela]

of time. I could maybe go [to school] in

en la tarde, pero no me gusta ya dejar a

the afternoon, but I don’t like to leave

Santiago solo. No solo, con su papá. De

Santiago by himself. Not alone, with his

todas maneras, me gusta estar más yo

dad. In any case, I like to be attentive to

pendiente de sus tareas y, todo. Y a la

his homework and everything. And, well,

mañana, pues, por el tiempo, y me estreso

in the morning, due to the [lack of] time, I

mucho.

stress out a lot.

In this quote we see again the emphasis on literacy and Yesmenia’s distrust of the
father’s caretaking abilities; as a good mother, it is her role to raise children. Guadalupe
appealed to her husband’s “lack of ability to care for children” when justifying not taking a job
outside of school hours. She said her husband was capable of taking care of her two sons, but
then quickly moved on to describe how she went on a retreat with her church and her husband
forgot to feed the children, demonstrating a conflict between her desire to have a job and to
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adhere to the mothering subjectivity that shapes her role in the family.44 Since a person gains a
measure of value and prestige by playing a recognized role in society (Butler, 2004), giving up
this role can mean giving up her place in society (Abu-Lughood, 1986; Ahearn, 2001a).
Only one of the participants, Olivia, worked when I started this study; Nelli took a parttime job during the children’s school hours. They all wanted to work (except perhaps
Yesmenia). However, participants either said they would not work until their children were
grown or that the job had to fit the children’s school schedule, meaning they could take their
children to school and be home when they arrived. The women restricted potential jobs to these
criteria. This is a key point in understanding how discourses work: they all wanted something
more than what their mothers had—an education, job, life outside the home—yet they would
only do that if it conformed to their children’s schedule. Even if they contested this component
of the Mexican Good Mother Discourse, the mother’s physical presence at home with the
children often took precedence over the women’s individual desires. This type of constraint is
addressed in the next chapter on agency, as even within their constraint there was room for
movement.
Contesting the Mexican Good Mother Discourse. In general, the women adhered to
the overarching tenet of the Mexican Good Mother Discourse: subjugating their desires to those
of their children and their husband. However, they also disputed aspects of this discourse. The
women demonstrated small ways in which they redefined motherhood, such as challenging their
husbands to gain more freedom and incorporating the need to engage in literacy work with their
children, so that they could achieve their desires. Furthermore, in doing so, they presented a
view of Mexican motherhood that contests the marginalized view of poor immigrant mothers and
their subjugated position in the home.
44

For the full narrative, see Appendix K.
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Contesting their parents’ version of the Mexican Good Mother Discourse. A primary
way the women contested the Good Wife Discourse, despite the praise above, was to reject parts
of the parenting model provided by their parents. Olivia directly critiqued her mother’s
parenting: “The bad thing was that that my mother was abusive with me. She always hit me.”
Nelli simply said, “Maybe I would like to give them [children] something different that my
parents give me.”
Participants admired many of their mothers’ traits (e.g., loving, caring, passionate,
hardworking) but contested the constraints of their mothers’ lives. For example, they tended to
resist the idea of being in the home all the time, only looking after children, cooking, and
cleaning. Carmen indicated that she knew life could be more:
A Mexican mother, a typical Mexican mother, in Mexico is only work in the house, take
care of the family and don’t do nothing for yourself and don’t get more education or get a
job or do something for you. It is only marry and raise a family and take care of your
husband. And when I came here [United States] I can see that we can make goals and do
more things for ourselves. We can feel like, we can do more things than only stay in the
house, clean house and cooking and this is one of the things I change in my mind when I
came here.
Moving to the United States allowed Carmen to observe different possibilities: she could
“get more education or get a job” or “make goals.” These stood in contrast to being a wife and
mother. Carmen demonstrated that she was not speaking only for herself; she consistently used
“we” throughout the above text: “do more things for ourselves,” “we can feel,” “we can make
goals,” “we can do.” She and the other women wanted more power in the family, more choice in
their lives, and lives that were not confined to housekeeping.
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Nelli contested this in a different manner. As a child she was sexually molested by her
uncle and maintained that had her parents had a more open relationship with her, the situation
might not have occurred or continued as it did. This informed her to move away from a distant,
authoritarian relationship with her children:
If I took good decisions [when younger] I feel good. But when I took bad decision, I say,
“You see if I had known that of my father or my mother [if they had talked to her and
given her information or advice], me hubiera [I would have] then maybe I have taken
different position.” And, right now about the sex education, I try to talk more than my
fathers did with me because…I tell my older child, “If somebody have adult magazine or
pornography or somebody tell you something that you don’t feel good, you can ask me.
Because some things are not how they tell you.” I try to do these things different than my
father did it with me. Because before if somebody tell me something [that I don’t like], I
say, “Wow.” And I don’t have that confianza [trust-based] relationship with my mother
to go to ask her if that things are right or no. I try talk a lot with my children.
Nelli highlighted how she wanted to establish a new kind of rapport with her children by
contrasting it with her parents’ way of bringing up children. The benefits of this were to have a
relationship based in “confianza”—mutual trust—and that her children would be able to make
better decisions. Decision-making was directly related to her parents, if she had had a more open
rapport with her parents in which they shared confidences, advice, and information Nelli might
have made better decisions when she was growing up. This type of relationship is more aligned
with the U.S. Good Mother Discourse as it stresses an interactional, open rapport between
parents and children (Segura, 2007).
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Yesmenia also distinguished between traditions of parenting and what she wanted to keep
or discard based on her experiences:
Bueno, no tradición como mi papá o mis

Well, not tradition like that of my dad or

abuelitos, que no les gustaba que

grandparents, who didn’t want me to go out.

saliera. Para mí ésas no son tradiciones, For me those are not traditions, right? For
¿verdad? Para mí eso no está bien. A mí

me, that is not good. If my son gets married,

me gustaría como si mi hijo se casara,

I would like that we continue the same, not

que siguiera igual, no que fuera como

like my dad who held me back. No! I don’t

mi papá que me retuvo. ¡No! Yo no

want [it to be] like this. But traditions like

quiero así. Pero como tradiciones de la

the family, that is important, because many

unión familiar sí, es importante, porque

families break apart, they separate, or they

muchas familias se desunen, se separan,

don’t see each other again. For me that

o no vuelven a verse. Para mí esa

tradition or family traditions that one has,

tradición o tradiciones familiares que

like getting together for a birthday, getting

tiene uno, ya de un cumpleaños juntarse, together for Fulanito’s [so-and-so’s] birthday
reunirse, en el cumpleaños de Fulanito

to congratulate him, to keep doing this, not

felicitarlo, seguir, no dejar eso.

stopping [this tradition].

Yesmenia wanted to leave some of her parent’s childrearing practices behind; she
strongly states, “No! I don’t want [it to be] like this.” She did this by distinguishing practices as
traditional or not. About practices that she wanted to change she maintained, “those are not
traditions,” whereas practices “like the family” constitute tradition. Within this is a focus of
maintaining a relationship with her son, even after he gets married: “I would like it to continue
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the same” as opposed to the relationship she had had with her parents, where they “held her
back.” The juxtaposition of the two parental relationships possibly indicates that she saw the
relationship with her son as more open to negotiation and respectful of his needs and desires.
This desire for openness and trust-based relationships and changes to parenting practices
are important because they can help us understand how and why these mothers take on aspects of
a discourse. None of the women rejected the Mexican Good Mother Discourse, but they drew on
their experiences and new ideas that they encountered in sites such as Even Start to inform their
parenting. Rather than being subjugated to a new discourse, they drew upon it as a resource to
create and justify changes they were making (Perry & Purcell-Gates, 2005).
Contesting the Mexican Good Mother Discourse by seeking educational opportunities.
A primary regret and frustration of all the women was their lack of education. For Carmen,
Yesmenia, and Olivia, it was expressed through disappointment with their parents for not
allowing them to study beyond sixth or eighth grades, respectively. Guadalupe’s frustration
resided in her wasted years in the United States, due to her mothering role and husband’s lack of
support. Nelli regretted that she did not continue her schooling beyond high school. Each of the
women chose to continue her education for personal development. They saw education as a way
to move, or having moved them, beyond the traditional role of the Mexican good mother.
Nelli used her parental role to justify continuing her education. The contrast between
Nelli’s parents’ support for her schooling and the support she gave her sons revealed that she
wanted to be more active in their education. She also indicated that she was doing more to help
her children be successful. By using these contrasting ideas she claimed a higher standard of
mothering than that of her parents:
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Because my parents never helped me with my homework. I do it [study] for myself, but
right now I am happy to help my children and I thinks all the mothers want that our
children be exitosos, successful in the life, with their personal life and with the job or the
school and I thinks is very important that the parents are more educated.
Olivia, on the other hand, talked about her informal pursuit of education through books to solve
her problems:
They [her extended family members] tire already about listening to the same things [her
problems], over and over, so they just listen. They say, “Well, it’s [the decision] up to
you.” Like those psychology people, they just listen and listen, but they don’t tell you any
answers... I need some books to tell me what to do. About my emotional problems.
[laughter] But they just don’t. … I don’t hold my feelings. You know, it’s not like I’m a
stranger. I supposed to hold all my feelings myself and be like a Mexican submissive
[woman] and crying on the corners of my house. Nah, not me.
Her use of a literate identity—“I need some books to tell me what to do”—and beliefs about how
to comport oneself—“I don’t hold my feelings”—set her apart from her perception of other
Mexican women in her community by refusing to appear weak or reliant on men. The other
three women used the Literacy Discourse similarly; they believed education would provide them
with opportunities for better jobs and allow them to support their children in their academic
endeavors.
Using the U.S. Good Mother Discourse as a foil to contest the Mexican Good Mother
Discourse. The ideal of American Mother was generally held up to garner more independence.
Olivia and Guadalupe were the most outspoken against the role of women in their native
community. Guadalupe said:
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I don’t agree with that kind of point [a woman can only be a mother] because the woman
need, como se dice [how do you say], reach her goals, her personal goals. Is no fair. Why
is just the man need to get high position and high levels? Why, why only the mans?
Guadalupe did not contest her mothering role, but she wanted to have more liberties such as
getting a job and achieving “her personal goals.” In this quote, we can see how Guadalupe
draws on the idea of the independent mother (Woodward, 1997): she can be a mother, a worker,
an individual.
All of the women adhered to the Mexican Good Mother Discourse, building their lives
around their children, fulfilling the good wife role to varying extents, and following many of the
cultural rules, such as keeping close to home, creating a cohesive family unit, and following a
patriarchal structure in the home (Ahearn, 2001a; Holland, et al., 2001). Participants did utilize
the U.S. Good Mother Discourse to contest some of the ideas inherent in the Mexican Good
Mother Discourse. In describing Mexican and American mothers, Guadalupe related her desire
for change:
G: [A typical Mexican] mother is someone who is dedicated to the family. This is the
typical.
B: What is your idea of a typical American mother?
G: American mother is, I observe most of the mother are working.45 Is the different in
Mexico. In Mexico the mother stay at home caring their children. The cooking and

45

In this study participants appear to distinguish between work in the informal and formal economies. American
women were believed to work, meaning they held jobs in the formal economy and brought home a salary that was
recognized as part of the family income. Participants stated that their mothers worked or helped their fathers in the
store. However, their contributions were not seen as family income, despite its probable relevance to the family’s
day-to-day existence. The notable difference is Guadalupe, who held a job in the formal economy with set hours
and possibilities for promotion and salary increases. In the United States the women worked in informal jobs—
cleaning houses—and were not expected to contribute to the household income. Olivia did hold a job in the formal
sector, but it was part time and neither she nor her husband perceived it as supporting the household. Her money,
like Nelli’s earnings from housecleaning, was discretionary.
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cleaning is the typical Mexican comparing with the American mother. The American
mother is very independent. I think so. Because they are working and the same time
with caring their family. Helping to her husband.
B: Would you describe yourself more as a typical Mexican mother or a typical American
mother, combination? How would you describe yourself?
G: Right now I am typical Mexican mother because I am caring for my children. I don’t
work, but I would like to be more independent. To be American mother, yeah.
Guadalupe juxtaposed the Mexican qualities—staying at home, caring for children, cleaning—
with an American mother, who is independent and cares for her children (Woodward, 1997).
Her interviews were often focused on the struggle she had with her husband to make some of
these changes so that she could achieve her desire to “be more independent.”
The following narrative, told by Olivia, demonstrates how she had rejected some of the
Mexican Good Mother Discourse traits. It also illustrates the censure that can occur when
someone transcends the normative discourse. The following is her response to my asking her to
describe herself as a mother:
O: Sometimes I think I not a good mother because I don’t behave like this Hispanic or,
how do you say, these Mexican mothers. I not that type of submissive mother. I
know that I have to support my daughters in all the way that I can, but sometimes I
don’t even cook. To tell you the truth, so I just tell them to my daughters, “Make
some quesadillas. There are some beans there. Eat some beans with cheese or, rice,
or…” You know, they do it by themselves.
B: Do you get criticized from other people because you aren’t a typical—
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O: —Yes sometimes. Some my friends say, “You don’t cook for your daughters? How
about in the morning, who feed them?” “Oh, they feed themselves. They have
cereal. They have the milk.” My daughter prepare for her own. They eat fruit.
B: And does it make you feel bad when they say that?
O: Sometimes.
B: But, not enough to change?
O: No. [laughs]
Olivia let me know that she did not want to be a “submissive [Mexican] mother,” even if that
was considered the good mother standard. Perhaps she was telling me that she believed it when
she stated, “I [am] not a good mother,” but the only such example she offered was that
sometimes she did not “cook.” However, the home had food, “there are some beans there.” It
was a matter of preparation; her girls could make their food. She juxtaposed the submissiveness
of Mexican mothers against the independence of her daughters’ ability to prepare their food and
her attempts to move away from a traditional, submissive Mexican mother. She noted that this
was not always easy: other women questioned what she did and Olivia admitted that this hurt her
feelings.
Carmen incorporated ideas about literacy in her mothering duties and her day-to-day
activities. In turn, these actions affected her community. And, like Olivia, she was also
criticized:
Sometimes I give presents like learning games and she [her friend]… I don’t like
something that she say one time. “Oh, she likes to give learning games. You know her,
she likes only learning.” [said in a snide tone of voice] And his [her] children not in the
school and the oldest one he left his house and the others sometimes go to school. And I
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say, “I don’t like this,” but I don’t know. Is her life. But she thinks different and I see
people think different about education.
Having learned the importance of starting early with literacy and making learning fun, Carmen
gave her friend’s child a learning game. Her friend’s response was a critique of her desire to
become educated. Carmen’s anger at the disparaging comment was evident in the voice she used
to mimic her friend. Carmen did not debate changing her ways; instead, she countered the
critique by implying that her friend was obviously not a successful mother. She pointed out that
her friend’s children were not in school. Drawing on examples of unfinished schooling and a
fractured family, Carmen demonstrated her belief that incorporating literacy practices, such as
“learning games,” into daily life will support family cohesion and her children’s academic
success.
The point here is not to determine whether one discourse is better than another or whether
women should or should not move beyond the dictates of their native discourses. Rather,
educators must consider the implications of transmitting ideas that contrast with or contradict
those of their students.
Contesting the U.S. Good Mother Discourse to align with the Mexican Good Mother
Discourse. Although the women incorporated some of the U.S. based ideals of mothering, this
section will demonstrate that the women did not consider themselves American mothers. It is
complicated, as some of the qualities the women aspired to (e.g., working outside the home)
were also used to establish the superiority of the Mexican good mother whose primary role is to
care for the home. American women, they told me, work outside the home, use babysitters, and
must bring in half of the household income. They did not want to incorporate these practices.
For participants, American women held full-time jobs in the formal economy, requiring them to
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work set hours that interfered with their children’s schedule. The women were contradictory
about these points, for example, at times telling me that using a babysitter was acceptable while
at other times they said they would not use a babysitter. These types of contradictions
demonstrate how subjectivities can be reshaped through the use of a discourse or expression of
desires. When the desire to be an independent woman took precedence, using a babysitter was
considered acceptable, whereas, when good mothering was foregrounded, using babysitters was
unacceptable. Or, perhaps posing one idea of motherhood (Mexican) against another norm
(United States) made conforming to the Mexican Good Mother Discourse more palatable. In
other words, they balanced their desires by subjugating one identity to another.
Guadalupe demonstrated the struggle between two ideals:
G: Is depend because the American mothers when they are working they forgot the
children and give their children to the babysitter all the time. They forgot have
family. I don’t like to do that.
B: And so how will you balance that because you said that you would like to be a little
bit more like the American mother.
G: I would like to get a part time job and that is good for me because I have more time to
dedicate to my children, my husband, my home.
Guadalupe separated herself from a U.S. mother by identifying their poor mothering qualities,
including giving “their children to the babysitter” and forgetting that they “have a family.” She
may not have aspired to being an American mother, but she did want some of the freedom that
U.S. women have; she wanted to work. In order to avoid being labeled an American mother, a
negative image in this interview, but still achieve her desire, she stated that “she would like to
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get a part time job.” A part-time job would allow her to work and “dedicate” her time to her
children, husband, and home.
All the participants identified with their Mexican identity, even Olivia and Guadalupe,
who expressed the most desire to take on characteristics of American mothers. Their statements
were based more on the desire to expand the rights of their subjugated female position, rather
than rejecting what they considered core Mexican values. Nelli and Carmen provided almost
identical statements, locating themselves as Mexican rather than American mothers. Nelli said:
N: Que la cultura Americana es como más

N: The American culture is more

liberal. … Me gustaría más si mis hijos

liberal. … I would like it more if my

tuvieran mi cultura que la Americana.

children had my culture than the

… Lo que he tratado de hacer es

American [culture]. … What I have

combinarla las dos, la americana y la

tried to do is combine the two, the

mexicana, porque mis hijos viven aquí,

American and the Mexican, because

entonces están creciendo en esta

my sons are living here, so they are

cultura. Entonces yo tengo que

growing up in this culture. So, I

agarrar lo bueno de la cultura

have to take the good from the

americana y lo bueno de mi cultura y

American culture and the good from

mezclara para que mis hijos sean

my culture and mix them so that my

mejores en la vida.

sons can be better in this life.

B: Y cuáles son los aspectos buenos de
las dos culturas que a Ud. le gusta

B: And what are the aspects of the two
cultures that you would like to take?

agarrar?
N: De mi cultura son mis valores y de la

N: From my culture, my values and
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cultura americana, como los viajes.

from the American culture, like the

Aquí se ven mucho que las personas

trips. Here you often see that people

vayan de viaje para ir con la familia o

go on a trip to be with their family or

leer mucho. Porque aquí, se leen

reading a lot. Because here they

mucho y en Mexico no, ni visitar como

read a lot, but not in Mexico. They

museos y librerías, y esos tipos de

don’t even visit museums and

cosas.

bookstores and those kinds of things.

Nelli wanted her sons to learn Mexican core values such as respect and being a good person
(Valdés, 1996). She indicated that these are not necessarily inherent in the teachings of
American Mothers or society, as she found that American society was freer. In fact, all the
participants worried about bringing up children in the permissive American society. Implicit in
this conversation was that Mexican childrearing ideology is better than that of the U.S. Mother;
the noted contributions of the U.S. parenting ideology were meager and related only to
schooling—reading and educational trips. Notably, family travel, educational visits, and reading
are strongly promoted in Even Start, demonstrating the carryover of the Even Start message to
participants’ parenting beliefs.
These participants’ stories demonstrate that discourses are neither bounded nor
immutable. The crossing and blending of cultures (educational, parenting, ethnic) that these
women experienced is tangible in their discourses. As women, they were constrained by the
dominant discourses—Literacy and Good Mother; however, they also utilized them in agentive
ways. In the next chapter, I will demonstrate how they blended, drew on, and disputed these
discourses to define and impart particular identities and to achieve their desires.
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Conclusion
This chapter addressed how mothering and literacy discourses were present in the Even
Start program and how they shaped the women’s behaviors and ideas. It also demonstrated how
participants used these discourses to present themselves in particular ways. The participants did
not want to be considered American mothers, yet they desired particular liberties that they
perceived American mothers to have. In attempting to express this they actively used both U.S.
and Mexican mothering discourses in their lives, particularly regarding childrearing, literacy, and
their own desires.
The next chapter examines what occurs when discourses conflict, for example, when the
intensive mothering discourse challenges the desire to have a career, and how the women
employed discourses to achieve their desires or rationalize choices that went against their desires.
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Chapter Six
Getting Creative: Using Normative Discourses with Agency
Instead there is a plurality of resistances, each of them a special case: resistances that are
possible, necessary, improbable; others that are spontaneous, savage, solitary, concerted,
rampant, or violent; still others that are quick to compromise, interested, or sacrificial; by
definition they can only exist in the strategic field of power.
Foucault (1990, p. 96)

*****
The previous chapter demonstrated the prevalent discourses inherent in the Even Start
program and the women’s self-representations. In this chapter, findings show how the women
used the primary Even Start discourses: Literacy Discourse and U.S. Good Mother Discourse. In
general, participants drew on concepts in these discourses to expand possibilities for who they
could be. Discourses were also used to justify or explain choices that seemed to contradict their
stated desires. For example, Guadalupe wanted to work, but followed the wishes of her husband
to stay in the home; she rationalized this by drawing on the Mexican Good Mother Discourse.46
In that agency denotes the ability to envision and express one’s identity and to achieve one’s
desires and goals (Meyers, 2002), women used pieces of these discourses with agency, taking
what served them in the moment to validate their desires, to demonstrate changes they had made,
and to feel good about themselves. As they came in contact with new ideas through Even Start
discourses and they became convenient and normalized, participants purposefully and

46

This scenario is simplified. I will address the conflict of desires and power later in this chapter.
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unconsciously drew on these ideas. Agency recognizes that women actively respond to the
ideologies they encounter; the findings demonstrate that participants used the Literacy and U.S.
Good Mother Discourses to justify seeking educational opportunities and expanding possibilities
for the self.
Family Literacy as a Resource for Agency
In general, participants adhered to the Mexican good mother standards. This was
particularly true in that they maintained a schedule that revolved around their children and put
off seeking postsecondary education and work opportunities until their children left home.
However, there were also many instances when they wanted to expand beyond their familybased role, particularly in trying to move away from a strongly patriarchal family structure.
Literacy and mothering discourses provided an alternative norm through which participants
claimed more power and new activities. I have organized these claims into the following
categories: desire and agency; women’s education justified via the Literacy and Good Mother
Discourses; expanded power and status in the home; expanded identities; supporting future
goals; claiming “I am a good mother.” Each section demonstrates how particular discourses are
being utilized, for what purposes, and the role of Even Start.
Desire and Agency: Getting an Education
The participants stated a variety of reasons to be educated that aligned with the Literacy
Discourse (see Chapter Five). They were keenly invested in their children’s education, since
they did not want their children to work as hard as they had. Education had social consequences.
Guadalupe stated, “It [education] is very important because all the doors are open for that
[educated] people.” Being educated also incorporated value and self-worth. Yesmenia
articulated:
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Les están dando educación como para que

They are giving them education so that

ellos después tengan un trabajo mejor. O, a

later they can have a better job. Or, maybe

lo mejor, si ellos no agarran un trabajo

if they are not able to get a good job, they

bien, al menos, ya piensa si llega a estar

think that if they end up on their own, they

solo, llega a valerse algo. Si no estudia

can at least value themselves. If you do

¿cómo va a salir adelante? No va a saber

not study, how are you going to get ahead?

hacer nada.

You are not going to know how to do
anything.

From this, we can surmise that the participants perceived education as increasing one’s agency
and ability to demonstrate to the world who they were (e.g., polite, informed) and gain the things
they desired (e.g., car, bigger home).
The Even Start program provided women a place to express and seek an education for
themselves. As noted in the earlier chapter, these women had not completed their education for a
variety of reasons. Three women, as young girls, had been taken out of school. In their
interviews, they spoke with great agency about their desire to be educated. They also explained
how they promoted this desire, as illustrated by Yesmenia’s narrative:
Y: Yo aquí quise ir a la escuela y papá no

Y: Here, I wanted to go to school but my

me dejó. Tenía 14 años y él me dijo, “No,

father didn’t let me. I was 14 years old

m’hija.” Y como yo iba y venía a

and he told me, “No, my daughter.”

México… pero yo me quedé con ganas.

And since I went back and forth to

Entonces, ahora que voy me siento como

Mexico…but I always wanted to [go to

si tuviera 17 años yendo a la escuela, o

school]. So, now that I go [to school] I
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sea, como si estuviera chica.

feel as though I am 17 years old and
going to school, in other words, as if I
were little.

B: Y entonces ¿por qué su papá no quería
que continuara la escuela?

B: So, why didn’t your father want you
to continue your schooling?

Y: Él tenía miedo, porque decía que muchas

Y: He was afraid, because he said that

muchachas salían, pues, a la calle. “Yo

many girls went, well, out in the

no quiero que tú…” Y no, no quiso que

streets.47 “I don’t want that you…”

fuera a la escuela. Pero ahora él está

And, he didn’t want me to go to

contento, porque sabe que hizo mal en no

school. But now he is happy [that I

dejarme ir a la escuela. Y él me dice, “No

am going to school], because he

dejes de ir, no dejes de ir.”

knows he did a bad thing by not letting
me go to school. And he says, “Don’t
stop going, don’t stop going [to
school].”

B: Entonces él ha cambiado de idea.

B: So, he has changed his mind.

Y: Sí. Es que él estaba muy acostumbrado a

Y: Yes. It was because he was

como antes, como en México, en que uno

accustomed to the way it was before in

no salía mucho. Pero yo ahora digo que

Mexico, in that one [girls] did not go

ya estoy grande, y lo respeto. Ahora él

out of the house much. But now I tell

[dice], “Échale ganas, no dejes de ir a la

him that I am grown, and I respect

47

The phrase “salir a la calle” is similar to “cruising” or “hanging out on the streets”. For young women this is
considered a place that will lead them into immoral or precarious situations bringing shame to the young women and
their families.
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escuela.”

him. Now he [says], “Give it all
you’ve got, don’t stop going to
school.”

B: Qué interesante. ¿Y su mamá?

B: How interesting. And your mother?

Y: Mi mamá también está contenta. (….)

Y: My mom is also happy. (….)

B: Ella quería que usted…

B: She wanted you to …

Y: Sí. Pero ella respetó todo el tiempo a mi

Y: Yes. But she always respected my

papá. Y mi papá era el que decía, “No,”

father. And, my father was the one

y es no y ya.

who said, “No,” and that is no, and
that’s it.

B: Y ¿usted tiene hermanos, hermanas?

B: And do you have brothers, sisters?

Y: Sí, tengo una hermana en México, pero

Y: Yes, I have a sister in Mexico, but she

ella se casó y se quedó en México. Ella

got married and stayed in Mexico.

no. Y mis hermanos fueron aquí a la

She didn’t [go to school]. And, my

escuela porque ellos vinieron primero

brothers went to school here because

aquí.

they came here first.

B: Ah, fueron aquí a la escuela.

B: Oh, they went to school here [in
United States]

Y: Ellos sí. Yo no porque era muy chica.

Y: Yes, they did. I didn’t because I was

Está bien, ahora estoy aprovechando.

very little. It’s okay, now I am taking

Ahora voy a la escuela

advantage. Now I go to school.
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Her father is “happy” that she is taking classes and “he knows he did wrong” by not
letting her go to school; her father now understands the importance of schooling. She claims her
father’s admission to enact agency to pursue her education and claim a sense of power; he
acknowledged her as an adult and an individual worthy of respect. Furthermore, in this
narrative, she set herself apart from her mother; she speaks up for herself and has a sense of
autonomy. She represented her mother as subject to her father’s authority: “She always
respected my father. And my father was the one who said, ‘No,’ and that is no.” It is also an
illustrative example of the patriarchal structure of the family. Yet later when she highlighted her
mothering role, she was more willing to give up her education to make sure her son received the
care he needed. This can be understood as supporting her son to get what she did not get when
she was little. Regardless, in this moment, she made clear her strong desire for, and belief in,
getting an education.
Their husbands did not always support the women in taking classes for their own
purposes. In this next section, Guadalupe expressed her desire for education and demonstrated
how hard she worked to achieve this objective:
G: The problem is the husbands.
B: The… [laughs] Always.
G: They are disagreed with us to come to school. They have the same opinions about
this problem.
B: Interesting.
G: Yes, yes. Somebody said “my husband,” como se dice [how do you say] “escondió
[hid] keys.”
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B: Hid the keys? Oh.
G: Yes, because he don’t like to I [she] come to the school. I don’t know, I don’t know
what the problem with the husbands. [laughter] I don’t know.
B: So how is it that you all get the strength, la esfuerza, to come anyway? What is it that
makes you do that?
G: My own goals, personal goals.
B: And, for the other women?
G: Yes. Yes.
B: The same. So they just [makes noise] come.
G: Beside the opinion from the husband.
B: But, now your husband is okay.
G: Now. [laughs]
B: Now. [laughs] How long did it take him to be okay with your—
G: —I think the problem with the husband because they are very, I don’t know what I
say, celosos [jealous]? I don’t know. They think about men, or… I don’t know.
B: But there are only women. [laughs]
G: But I say all women. [laughter] Last year we have a man, here.
B: A man? Ah.
G: Yeah. And the husband was very [laughter] afraid. With that [laughs], with that
news. But I don’t know what’s the problem with they. All my friends, my other
classmates said the same thing. They don’t like to we come the school every day. I
don’t know why. I said, “Is better because we can learn to language and we can to
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get a good job. Is good for all the family.” I don’t know why it cause the problem.
I don’t understand. But is the same problem with the other classmates.
B:

Interesting. So your discussions are not about the difficulties—

G:

—When I decide to come to school, I don’t say nothing him. Until when I have two
months, I said, “You know what, I am going to school every day.” [B laughs]
“What? What?” [in an exaggerated, surprised voice, laughs] But I was very decide
to come.

B: You had just made up your mind?
G: Yeah. Because it is not fair to be in the house all, all day. I think I was losing my
time.
B: And when you have two boys—
G: When you clean every day is the same things. Is the same all the time. So I said him,
“I can go to school. I have time to clean my house. What’s the problem? I have my
house clean. I have my food when you come to work. What’s the problem?” But [he
says], “I don’t know where you go. Maybe you don’t go to school.”
B: What did—
G: —No, I go to school. No bad things.
B: —you say?
G: Oh, yeah, yeah, yeah. I’m ignore him.
B: So you just, didn’t pay—
G: —Focus in my school.
B: In your school, on your goals.
G: And right now he not say nothing. [laughs] Finally. [laughs]
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B: Does he just not say anything or does he say okay?
G: When I say him, “I need to pass my GED Test. I need to prepare me in my school. I
need the computers. I need books. I need my teachers. I don’t care you, what do
you think. I don’t care. I need to achieve,” I don’t know, “lograr [achieve] my
goals.” Yeah. Because is no fair to be all the time in my house. Is lost time, for me.
So after when I pass my GED, I am thinking to get a tutor. Or continue in my
school, studying English.
Guadalupe’s agency can be seen in how she presented herself as having the right to set
and complete her goals. Furthermore, she normalized her desire for an education and her
husband’s objections: “the husbands are very jealous.” He is within his role of husband and she
is acting like other women—evidenced through the fact that she is relating a conversation
amongst fellow Even Start students. Both, then, are within the boundaries of an acceptable
discourse.
Guadalupe drew on the Even Start program as a “safe” place as participants are primarily
women. Guadalupe contests the patriarchal structure of her community. She does this by
ridiculing the “jealousy” of men and claiming the structure to be unfair (despite her naturalizing
the behaviors). Her agency is demonstrated in her reported silence—first, by not telling him that
she has started taking classes, then by ignoring his resistance to her schooling—and by stating
that even when she is done with her GED Tests, she will continue her education by using a tutor
or by taking more classes.
Guadalupe clearly laid out several arguments and courses of action. She drew on a
discourse of fairness—it was not “fair” to be in the house “all the time.” She considered it “lost
time.” She also utilized the Literacy Discourse, stating that going to classes was beneficial
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because she could “learn the language” and “get a good job.” Studying fulfilled her good mother
role, as she considered it “good for the whole family.” And, finally, studying did not interfere in
her home duties as she had the “house clean” and food ready when her husband got home from
work. Discourses assisted her in justifying and claiming her desire to go to school.
Returning to Yesmenia, she demonstrated how she added ideas from the U.S. Good
Mother Discourse to the Mexican Good Wife Discourse to validate going to classes:
Quisiera que yo estuviera ahí como antes

He wants me to be there [at home] with

pero no puedo. Le digo: “Yo tampoco

him like before, but I can’t. I tell him, “I

puedo faltar a la escuela”. (….) Yo sé que

can’t miss school, either.” (….) I know

por eso a él le da gusto que vaya pero es su that’s [her ability to help her son in school]
mismo egoísmo que quiere que esté con él,

why he likes me to go [to school], but it’s

eso quiere. Porque ya me dijo, “Deja de

because of his selfishness that he wants me

ir”, y yo le dije, “Si no puedo ir es por tu

to be with him, that’s what he wants.

culpa, no porque yo quiero dejar de ir ya

Because he already told me, “Stop going to

no voy más”. Entonces eso ya que me dijo

school” and I told him, “If I can’t go it is

yo ya no iba a ir a la escuela, pero tenía

your fault, not because I want to stop going

todo listo para irme a la escuela. Pero ya

[so] I won’t go anymore.” So since he told

después cuando vio que ya no dije nada. …

me this, I wasn’t going to go to school, but

Entonces él, “¿no vas a ir a la escuela?”

I had everything ready to go to school. …

“¡Sí, ya me voy!”

But later when he saw that I didn’t say
anything else. … So then he [asked],
“Aren’t you going to school?” “Yes, I’m
going now!”
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Yesmenia did not contest her husband’s control or the family structure; rather, she argued that
her learning helps her to be a good mother and thereby raise a literate child. She justified her
educational pursuits by appropriating both the Literacy Discourse and the U.S. Good Mother
Discourse.
Only two of the women’s stories have been presented here, but all of the women
throughout their interviews represented themselves as, if not literate women, desiring education.
All but Nelli related stories of struggle to convince their husbands to allow them to go to school.
Each argued her case based on what literacy could do for them and their families. For example,
Carmen demonstrated how education took precedence over other activities:
C: I think because I was thinking, “Oh, I’m going to work first” and then I gonna have
babysitter and the others take care of my children and get a good education for
another people. But when I came to school I say, “No.” It is not the most important
to get money. And, I don’t give time to my children for my education. I changed my
mind in that.
B: So you changed your mind from working and then you go to school. … Was it
coming to school that changed your mind about what you wanted to work or not?
C: Yeah.
B: Why? What was it that made the difference? What changed your mind?
C: Because when I didn’t come to school, I was thinking, okay, I want to get [work], I
work like cleaning houses or things like that—cleaning hotels or something. When I
came to the school, I said, “No, I can get another better job maybe.” At the store or
answer the phone. Because I like to do that and say I need to get the English first and
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then I can get a better job. … If I can get my GED I can get a better job. Not to clean
houses and hard works.
The Literacy Discourse is evident here: education leads to better jobs. Other interviews with
Carmen also show that she subscribed to the Literacy Discourse before attending Even Start.
Nevertheless, in this interview, being in school is the catalyst for her decision to stay in school.
She also supported her continued education using a mothering discourse (presumably the
Mexican Good Mother Discourse since she discards the possibility of using babysitters, but I
cannot say with certainty). The family literacy program allowed her to be with her children (i.e.,
not with babysitters) while she sought her education. Here, the discourses were utilized to justify
getting an education. As she uses these discourses she also needs to adhere or aspire to the
Literacy Discourse and the mothering discourses.
Yesmenia, due to the conflict between her mothering duties and school schedule,
stopped attending her ESL classes and the Even Start classes.48 This example illustrates how a
discourse can provide a rationale for a particular behavior; yet also impede the achievement of
one’s desire. For example, in justifying taking classes, Yesmenia disputed the Good Wife
Discourse by drawing on the Good Mother Discourse. Yet, she decided to leave classes because
she was unable to give her son the attention and care he needed (see examples of this on p. 142
and 144); she saw herself as not fulfilling the good mother role. She appeared to submit to the
Mexican Good Wife Discourse; however, she demonstrated how she found a way to possibly
achieve both desires:
Y: Lo que pasa es que como yo no puedo
ir… Yo le platiqué a esta amiga que yo

48

Y: What happens is that since I am not
able go… I talked to this friend [and

Even Start students must fulfill the required adult education hours to stay enrolled in the program.
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no podía ir a la escuela por esas

told her] that I couldn’t go to school

razones. Entonces me dijo ella, “No

for those reasons. So she told me,

importa,” dijo, “Yo no voy a dejar de ir

“Don’t worry,” she said, “I am not

a la escuela.” Dijo, “Yo no voy a dejar

going to quit going to school.” She

de ir, Yesmenia, pero lo que podemos

said, “I am not going to stop going,

hacer, nos juntamos, lo que nos

Yesmenia, but what we can do is get

enseñen a nosotros, nosotros venimos y

together, what they teach us, we will

les ayudamos a usted. Lo que no sepa

come and help you. What one does

una, sabe otra, y nos juntamos en una

not know, someone else knows, and

casa y ahí estudiamos.” Está bien, y

we will get together in a home and

así aprendemos. Y lo que pasa es que

we’ll study there.” It’s fine, and that’s

se me hace que los libros como del

how we’ll learn. And what happens is

tercer nivel no los venden sino sólo en

that they only sell the third-level at the

la escuela. Entonces lo que queremos

school. So what we want to do, if they

hacer, si ellas van a entrar ya a otro

are going to go to another level and

nivel y compran sus libros, vamos a

they buy their books, we are going to

sacar copia para nosotros estudiar

make copies so we can study

sobre lo… Es que en realidad sabemos

about…It is just that, in reality, we

más o menos como el modo en que nos

know more or less the way in which

enseña la maestra. Y vamos a seguir

the teacher teaches us. And we are

practicando.

going to continue practicing.

B: Y conozco a Sandra. Y los otros ¿son
quiénes? ¿Amigos, amigas? ¿Quiénes

B: I know Sandra. And the others, who
are they? Friends [male], friends
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son los otros?
Y: Sí, somos conocidas, pos, de la escuela

[female]? Who are the others?
Y: Yes, we know each other, well, from

nada más. Otra que va ahí es de mi

the school, that’s all. One [female]

mismo pueblo, pero otras dos viven

who goes there is from my town [in

aquí mismo, en los departamentos, y

Mexico], but others live right here, in

dice que pueden decirle a más personas

the apartments. And she says they can

que si nos juntamos. Una muchacha

tell more people if we get together.

que tiene diecisiete años, dieciocho

One girl who is 17, 18, left school

años tiene, dejó de ir a la escuela

because she had a baby. And, she’s

porque tuvo un bebé, y también está y

also in the class, and she speaks more

ella habla más el inglés y ella dice, ella

English and says she can help us.

nos puede ayudar.
B: ¿Y cómo arreglan que se van a unir?

B: And how are you going to arrange to

¿Cada vez en la misma casa o cómo?

get together? Every time in the same
house, or how?

Y: Sí, en diferente cada vez, para que no
sea siempre con la misma, en diferente

Y: Yes, in different [ones] each time, so
that we are not always at the same
[one], in different [houses].

In this narrative, Yesmenia positioned herself as not being able to go to classes when she says, “I
cannot go;” it is not a choice. This demonstrates how strongly discourses can insinuate
themselves into the fabric of our lives. Furthermore, she raised the example of another woman
who will join them, who has also been constrained by motherhood “because she had a baby.”
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Adding this example justified her decision; it is natural that one leaves school for motherhood (as
did Carmen when Ángel was born). This example is agentic not because she justifies her
decision via motherhood, but rather because she takes action to form a study group, thereby
fulfilling the good mother role and pursuing her desire to study. She represents the women in
this group as able to educate themselves—they “know more or less” how “the teacher teaches.”
This latter statement demonstrates that they are not uneducated; they can do the work of teacher.
Finally, this excerpt shows how collective agency can occur; Yesmenia is facilitated and joined
by other women seeking education. This serves two purposes: she is able to pursue her desire to
learn English (i.e., be educated) and uniting with like-minded women normalizes her desire.
Dropping out of classes may seem a capitulation to the hegemonic discourse of Mexican Good
Mother, yet, Yesmenia pushed the boundary of this discourse by devising a way to continue her
schooling. In other words, within the discourse, she claimed her right to be educated.
The conversation with Yesmenia took place during my last data collection visit. She had
informed the Even Start staff that she would not continue classes due to time constraints. The
staff was not aware of her home-based classes. I informed Yesmenia that if she were able to
document her informal study, it would fulfill the Even Start adult education requirement. This
option allowed Yesmenia to continue with the program. Had Yesmenia not returned for an indepth conversation with Miss Carol, her actions, per programmatic and federal reporting, would
have categorized her as a dropout, placing her in the deficit discourse of non-persisting adult
students (Prins & Schafft, 2009). This could, in turn, support the perception that Mexican
mothers do not care or are unwilling to support their child’s education. Second, the flexibility
that this program offered students to document adult education hours—online learning, self
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study—allowed women to support multiple subjectivities (e.g., student, educated person, woman,
mother).
Participants particularly drew on the notion of the parent as a child’s first teacher and the
benefits of being educated to aid in their quest for education. In lobbying for their own
education, they did not directly draw attention to their own educational outcomes; rather, they
highlighted their crucial role in their children’s day-to-day school life and academic success.
They implicitly stated that to do this, they, as mothers, needed to have schooled literacy:
B: Y ¿su esposo ayuda con la tarea de él?

B: And does your husband help with his
[son’s] homework?

Y: No.

Y: No.

B: ¿Por qué no?

B: Why not?

Y: Porque solamente no se dedica. Será

Y: Simply because he doesn’t dedicate

porque de matemáticas yo también voy

himself to it. It may be because, in

al corriente con él, le van enseñando

mathematics I keep up with him. They

diferente, diferente, cada vez más.

are teaching it differently, each time

Entonces mi esposo, como no ha visto

more [differently]. So my husband,

así paso tras paso cómo va

since he hasn’t seen it step by step how

adelantando, cómo va pasando el

it is progressing, how the boy is doing

niño… Él no sabe ni cómo se hace

[with math]…He doesn’t even know

como una gráfica. Y yo estaba

how to make something like a chart.

haciendo de comer, y le decía,

And I was fixing food, and I would tell

“Ayúdale tú.” Y él veía el papel y

him, “You help him.” And he saw the

decía, “Pero es que no lo entiendo.” Y

paper and said, “But I don’t understand
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dice “¿Cómo lo entiendes?” “Pos por

it.” And he says, “How do you

eso estoy yendo a la escuela, para

understand it?” “That is why I am

poder ayudarlo a él también.” Pero

going to school, so that I can help him

no, a él se le hace difícil. “No, no

as well.” But no, for him it is difficult

puedo.” “Pos, trata.”

to do. “No, no I can’t.” “Well, try.”

B: Sí, porque ¿es que usted conoce todo
de la tarea que él hace?
Y: Sí, es que yo, como cuando llega el

B: Yes, because you know all the
homework he does?
Y: Yes, it’s because I, like when the boy

niño de la escuela saca todo lo de su

arrives home from school, he takes out

tarea, cada vez que llega, su hoja,

all his homework, every time he comes

siempre le dan una explicación. Pos yo

home, his paper, always gives an

veo la explicación del día y así le

explanation [of what and how to do it].

puedo ayudar a la tarea.

Well, I look at the explanation for the
day and that’s how I can help him with
his homework.

B: ¿Y la explicación está en inglés?

B: And the explanation is in English?

Y: Sí. Y yo, como los problemas y eso, se

Y: Yes. And since I read the problems and

los leo, y mi esposo dice, “Ay, es que tú

this type of thing. And my husband

hablas un inglés muy rancheado.” Y

says, “Oh, you speak a very country

le digo, “Pero me entiende más mi hijo

English.” And I tell him, “But my son

que a ti”. [habla riendo]

understands me more than he does
you.” [laughing]

B: Y si usted no entiende sobre la tarea

B: And if you don’t understand something
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¿cómo hace, pregunta a alguien o…?

about the homework, how do you do it,
ask someone or…?

Y: Investigo. Diccionario… o algunas
veces sí le pregunto a mi sobrina.
B: Pero normalmente es de su esfuerzo.

Y: I research. The dictionary. Or, at
times I ask my niece.
B: But normally it is from your own
efforts?

Y: Sí, pero yo tengo que ir al diccionario,

Y: Yes, but I have to go to the dictionary,

o en tareas que ha tenido atrás busco,

or I look for homework that I have had,

porque guardo las hojas.

because I save the papers.

B: ¿Y por qué es tan importante que usted
comprenda la tarea de su hijo?
Y: Bueno, porque se va a quedar atrasado

B: And why is it so important that you
understand your son’s homework?
Y: Well, because he will stay behind and

y no va a seguir de grado y se va a

he won’t be able to move up to the next

quedar ahí. No lo voy a poder ayudar,

grade, and he’ll stay there [in the same

nada.

grade]. I won’t be able to help him, not
at all.

Yesmenia claimed her work and her need for knowledge. Furthermore, to fulfill her current role
as educator she used her husband as a foil, comparing her endeavors to his inability. In fact, she
countered his comment about her “country English” by stating, “he doesn’t even know how to
make something like a chart.” She told her husband, “[our son] understands me better than you.”
By doing so, Yesmenia declared that her English better met the needs of their son. She found
confidence in the Literacy and U.S. Good Mother Discourses. While these discourses required
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extra work, they validated her educational pursuits and gave her a sense of value in the home.
She explained, “This is the reason I am going to school, so that I can help him as well.” The tag,
“as well” indicates that schooling is for her and her son.
Similarly, Carmen demonstrated how what she learned in Even Start was directly related
to helping her child with his schoolwork. She also made clear that her knowledge was now equal
to her sister-in-law’s—the person that she and her husband used to ask for help when they did
not understand their son’s homework:
Oh sometimes…If I don’t remember, what I learned, I go…Like I hear some problems or
something I go to look in my papers, because have in one place my old work. I look at it
and I say, “I remember that I did that, let me check out.” And I check my papers and
then I help him [son]. If we don’t know, I ask to my sister-in-law. But I try not to do that
because some months ago he [son] has like a problem about writing [math problems] and
it was more hard for him. It was the first time I remember that I did—is rounding
numbers—and I remember that I did it here. And, I said, “You need to do that” and he
don’t listen, he don’t believe. And my husband said, “Let me go with my sister-in-law
and ask to her.” But is the same thing. “If you don’t know you [yourself], you don’t
listen to me, but I need to...” I did more slowly but I try to read, and read the problem.
And then I get the answer and to explain him because the math is different in Mexico.
Carmen took on the role of teacher in their family: “I get the answer and explain to him” and
learner as she “checks her old school work.” She explicated that her learning was valuable
because math in the United States was “different” from that in Mexico. Carmen also proclaimed
her capability: maybe, she “did [it] more slowly” but then she got the answer. She exercised
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agency by proclaiming her knowledge, her right to, and her need for this knowledge. Her school
attendance allowed her to be the in-house resource and provide the mothering role.
In this next narrative, Carmen continued advocating for her education. Particular themes
reoccur, such as sister-in-law and ability to assist children, indicating their importance. She
began by explaining her husband’s role in supporting the children’s schooled literacy,
C: Because when Javier [son] needs some help and he [husband] don’t know how to help
him. More of the time I help him and he tell me sometimes, “If you didn’t went to
school who’s gonna help him because I don’t have enough education to help him.”
He’s [Javier] in third grade, but I don’t know if he more in front if we can help him.
But now he [husband] saw the education is important because I’m doing things by
myself more than before. Because [before] he needs to went with me all of the times.
Or went my sister-in-law to ask for help for Javier homework and now I can help
him. And he saw how things changed in our lives and he knows that I am learning
slowly, but I am learning things to help our…family. He knows now how important
is to get an education. (….)
B: You had talked about the fact that you have changed some of the ways you think
about being a mother from when you were living in Mexico. Can you give me some
examples of some of those changes?
C: But some of… those changes is because in Mexico I was thinking I am grown up and
I am gonna...When I changed my mind because my mother dying and I don’t have
nobody support me to study or something. I changed and I say, “Okay, I’m gonna
marry and I gonna have my childrens and stay at home, clean house and grow them
up” and only that because I saw the families doing things like that. And only the
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woman stay at home, don’t work, don’t study. And I was thinking maybe this is the
way that I need to do it, but when I came here I saw different things. Different
education. That we can do the same. The mans and the woman, we can study, we
can work. And because I think is something that you can feel that I am doing
something not only in the house. Something that growing in my personal too. And I
change that because it is not only give and give and don’t think myself. And I need to
think in myself too, to growing up to do something, to be something and in the same
time to help my childrens and support my husband. I changed the things.
In the above two-part narrative she clearly linked the U.S. Good Mother and Literacy
Discourses to her education. In the first part Carmen provided a counter-narrative to
demonstrate that she was more than a traditional wife; part of this expansion included gaining an
education. Carmen delineated how her experience had changed her understanding of what was
available to her when she said, “when I came here I saw different things.” She also learned that
she did not need to be constrained to the home; she saw that men and women “can study” and
“work.” This change was not made by giving up her beliefs about mothering; needing “to be
something” to “help” her children and “support [her] husband” were added to existing ideas
about being a good mother. Her agency is apparent in the last sentence—“I changed the things.”
She also emphasized her role in the family as the primary educator by stating; “most of the time”
she helps her son. And these changes have led to a different understanding in the family: her
husband saw that “education is important;” she became more independent when she began
“doing things by myself more than before” and they no longer needed to rely on outside help
from her sister-in-law (a theme repeated from the earlier narrative).
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Finally, early in this narrative, she expressed concern about her ability to help Javier once
his schoolwork became more advanced. This is a realistic concern; however, this statement also
served as a justification to continue her education. By stressing her husband’s lack of education,
her current ability, and the need for achievement higher level of education, Carmen appeared to
imply that she was the ideal person to take on the “educator” function in the family. These
changes and performing as the child’s first teacher were never expressly linked to Even Start;
nevertheless, as she actively sought out educational opportunities and became the academic
support at home, behaviors and ideas from alternative discourses became naturalized (i.e.,
mother helps child; therefore, mother must be educated).
Above, I demonstrated how the U.S. Good Mother Discourse was becoming embedded in
Carmen’s ideology of mothering. The next sequence takes up how mainstream literacy and
mothering discourses, considered colonizing by some, can open up possibilities. In the following
narrative, Carmen countered her grandmother’s more traditional view of mother and wife by
using the U.S. Good Mother Discourse to extend her possibilities beyond having a “good man”
and “only to be a mother and have children”:
B: Is there anybody in your life who tells you, you should not go to school? You should
stay at home only and be a mother?
C: Somebody who tell me be only a mother? My grandma, I think. [laughs] She told
me is the way that we have our, how she call, our cross?
B: Oh, your cross to bear.
C: [laughing] Yeah. We [women] got marry and if you have luck you gonna have a
good man, but if… that is your cross to bear. And I say, “Oh, maybe she is right.”
Yeah, only to be a mother and have children and now when I talk sometimes to her
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she tell me, “You don’t got to have much more children and you need to have more,
two is not enough.” And I say, “But for an education we need to think how many I
can give education and feed them.” And I think my husband is sick and I don’t know
how if he didn’t take care of himself, I need to work sometimes and support my
family.
Carmen drew on the idea that she must limit how many children she should have because she
needed to consider “how many” she could educate, especially if her husband could not support
the family. The comment, “I need to work sometimes and support my family,” relates to
education; the women linked education to their ability to get work, particularly non-manual labor
jobs. Carmen’s narratives drew on conceptions of literacy and mothering to justify changes she
has made in the United States. The other participants had equal measures of direct and indirect
use of the Literacy and Mothering Discourses to justify engaging in adult education
opportunities.
Women’s Education Justified via the Literacy and the Good Mother Discourses
Women’s education supports children’s persistence in school. All the participants
stated that they wanted their children to be successful in school and attend college. Carmen had
attended a parent workshop on raising college-bound children despite her children only being
four and nine years old. During one of the classes I observed, the women brought up the topic of
funding for college. They were well aware that success in school was crucial to this endeavor.
Guadalupe explained how she encouraged her older son to have aspirations beyond finishing
high school and working a menial job:
I would like [him] to start to college to get a career, but I don’t know. I don’t know.
[laughs] (….) But I am worried. I am worried. I am trying to encourage him every day
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study, study. If want to buy an expensive car you need to study right now. Right now.
Because is easier when to the college. Is easier for him. (….) Every day I encourage
him. He said he likes to study arquitectura [architecture], but I say, “You need focus in
math because is the principal subject. You need to be focus. If you want to go to work in
McDonalds is no fair because you waste your time.” I can’t understand because they
born here, speak English. Most of the people when they finish their high school, they go
to sell hamburger. I don’t understand. I say every day to my oldest son, “Study, study. I
know, I know is very difficult because I pass that. Many times I don’t sleep because I
was working at the same time with study. Is very hard. I know. I know. I know how do
you feel sometimes.”
Guadalupe evidenced the participants’ belief that their children’s academic success is key to their
future success and social mobility.
The women drew on this concept of persistence to support their own academic endeavors.
For example, Yesmenia used herself as an example and motivation for her son:
Tiene que ser responsable y asistir a la

You have to be responsible and attend

escuela. Por el simple hecho de que voy a

school. By the mere fact that I go to school

la escuela le estoy dando el ejemplo de que

I am giving him the example that one has

tiene que ir. Mi hijo no va a ir a la

to go. My son is not going to go to

escuela… [Me dice], “Si tú no vas, yo no

school… [He says], “If you don’t go, I

voy,” entonces [yo respondo], “Yo voy,

won’t go,” so [I respond], “I am going, but

pero tú vas a ir también.” Que tenga que

you are going to go too.” That he has to go

asistir también a la escuela, … o que él

to school too,…or that he has to take

tenga responsabilidad. Es una forma

responsibility. It is also a way of teaching
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también de enseñarles, que tenga también

them, that he also has to respect others, or

respeto por lo demás, o por él mismo, que

himself, that he respects himself.

él se respete él mismo.

Attending school demonstrated qualities of a Mexican good mother; Yesmenia modeled and
thereby taught academic and moral values, such as respect. Nelli also drew a direct connection
between a parent’s education (i.e., her own) and the child’s school engagement:
Almost always, if the mother is more educated, I think that have other kind of ideas and
then we can tell them that they have to study. They have to go to the college and I think
that if we tell to our children how the school is important they can keep going more years
of school. Because before the parents did not have too much education and the sons or
the daughters didn’t go too much years at school. But right now when the parents are
more educated the childrens keep going at school more years.
Their engagement in adult education classes was directly linked to their child’s academic
persistence and career. In the women’s eyes, their education became particularly salient to
children’s school success since none of the men engage in educational pursuits. Therefore, in
this study, it is the women who served as the role model for their children. Women exercised
agency based on their unique contribution to the family.
In an interesting twist, Carmen presented her education becoming important to her
children. She explained, “He [oldest son] ask me sometime, ‘Mommy you are going to school
today?’ In the night when we pray, he asks to God all the time. ‘I want that my mom learn
things at school.’ [laughs]” Here her desire is supported by her child’s statement that he, too,
wants a knowledgeable mother.
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Raising successfully literate children. Participants utilized the idea of mother being
central to a child’s schooled literacy to support achieving their own educational goals; however,
as noted above, they made their educational pursuits relevant by linking them directly to their
children’s achievements. The following quotes communicated their pride in their children and
their essential role in that success. They attributed much of this learning to Even Start. Their
pride demonstrates agency because it is their learning and their support that created the
children’s success and they claim this as their achievement. Olivia, described how she felt when
her daughters succeed in school:
O: Oh, very proud. I feel very proud. And I think they are going to make it in the future.
B: And do you feel like you have participated in that success?
O: Well they say no. [laughs]
B: Who says no?
O: My daughters. [B makes a noise]
B: How do you feel?
O: Oh okay. I just let them be.
B: But inside what do you think? … I assume that you don’t think that that is true.
O: No. I say, “Listen and just remember. I think someone encourage you to do
homework and to study and all those things. What do you think, you do it by
yourselves? Since you were little ones. You cannot do anything without me so forget
about it. I have all the honors.” [laughter] They get mad. “Mom, you didn’t do the
homework?” “Yeah, but it’s like I did.” Yep.
B: So you do feel like you have helped?
O: Yeah.
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B: Has being a student helped you understand what your daughters are doing?
O: Yeah, a lot.
B: Can you explain or tell me why or give me an example?
O: Well. Like they have a lot of pressure. I understand the feeling of it. Oh my
goodness. Sometimes when they have like a misunderstanding with the other
classmates. Like my daughter did this book report and this other students did [not] do
her homework so she has to do it for themselves.
B: So was it a group?
O: Yeah. They were quotes about this book. Why, I even know this book, and I forgot.
So. I feel kind of upset about it. You know. Because parents don’t teach
responsibilities to these kids.
Her example displayed agency in several ways. She took on the role of good mother regardless
of what her daughters thought, remarking on her intensive mothering when she said, “You
cannot do anything without me; I have all the honors; but it’s like I did [their homework]).” She
chastised other parents for not teaching their children responsibility. Olivia recognized her own
literacy skills stating, “I even know this book.” She could relate to her children’s experiences
because of her own experiences. She also stated with agency that her girls were “going to make
it in the future.” She was, in fact, arranging college visits for her oldest daughter, which may
have added confidence to her statement.
The women were not disingenuous in using this argument; their children were successful
in school, which they attributed to their work as mothers. Nelli summed this up in the following
excerpt:
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I try to find information. When my older child have a project to do I help him to find
information at the Internet or the books. When he have to do a project in a poster I tell
him, well, that the information look better and how he has to organize the information;
what is first and what is last, al final, at the end of the information. And the next day or
two days later he tell me, “Mom I get 100% of the points” or “Thank you for help me.”
Here Nelli described her academic ability to “find information” on the Internet or in books, the
success of supporting her son in scoring 100%, and that her work is worthwhile to her son noting
that he said, “thank you for helping me.” Nelli exercised agency by claiming a literate identity
and presenting her educational accomplishments as supporting her role as a successful mother.
Expanded Power and Status In the Home: Using the Literacy Discourse
Four of the participants drew on the Literacy Discourse to demonstrate their husbands’
changes in the way they thought about their wives and support of the women’s move toward
more independence. Carmen was able to draw on her husband’s support for her goals:
My husband think about [Even Start participation] is very good because I help my oldest
son to his homeworks. My husband he knows how to talk English, but he don’t know
how to write it and read a little but I am all the time helping my son with his homework.
And, he likes that I come here because I learn more. I’m more independent for go to the
stores and talk more English, [I] understand more.
And:
He say, “Is good if you learn one word every day is good.” It’s nothing at home. (….)
He don’t want that I stay all day in my house. (….) Yes, sometimes when I feel like
depression or things like that and I say, “I don’t do nothing, I don’t help you, I don’t
work.” And some times when I feel like that [he says], “You do a lot of things. You take
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care of the kids all day; it’s a hard work. To clean a house and to take care of them”…
When he saw me like quiet he get my kids and go outside and leave me alone for some
hours.
These quotes demonstrate that Carmen’s husband approved of her schooling because she
learned, became more independent, and she was able to fill the academic support role that he
could not. In the second quote he recognized her mothering duties as “hard work.” And, he
supported a role beyond the home, “he don’t want that I stay all day in my house.” Her
statements “I more independent” and “it’s nothing at home,” underscore the sense of isolation
that these women felt. Schooling provided a social outlet and the means to function on their own
in society, including shopping and speaking English. Carmen’s husband primarily
acknowledged her mothering role (helping her son; recognition of her home duties), yet he also
gave her needed time alone by taking the children out and approved of her growing
independence. Some readers may not consider this notable; it is in light of earlier participant
excerpts that demonstrate the husband’s power over a wife’s educational engagement. Carmen
was the one participant who mentioned that her husband worried about her growing
independence due to her schooling. She responded to his concern by telling him that her studies
were simply to sustain the family should his health (diabetes) prevent him from supporting the
family.
Knowledge keepers of the family. The women’s narratives revealed that their education
gave them power and prestige in their families. They became seen as the formal knowledge
keepers in the family, as evidenced in these two narratives. Nelli and Carmen juxtaposed their
knowledge against their husbands’ and presented themselves as literate. Both women marked
their pleasure in this through their laughter. Carmen related:
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Yesterday my husband was reading when, with Ángel, and Ángel say, “Papi you don’t
read it. I don’t understand you. You don’t read good, I need to another dad who can
read.” “Okay go and read with your mom.” Because his English is not…His reading, he
needs to practice more reading but Ángel was very honest. [laughter] And I say, “Oh
Ángel.” And I think for them that is important we read with them in English and Spanish
and when I have, I [say], “Okay, I have a Spanish books. Can I read with you?” “Okay
Papi you can read,” say Ángel. But I think that is important for them in school reading
because they know that when we are wrong or don’t know the idiom [language].
Carmen here maintained a need for bilingual reading skills, indicating that she can read in
Spanish. In other parts of her interviews she mentioned that she wanted the children to learn her
language and her culture so they would know where they came from. Maintaining Spanish is
presented as a way to include her husband in the literacy activities of the family. Even Start
supported these women’s endeavors in language and cultural maintenance by giving families
bilingual books and classes and activities on Mexican holidays and foods (as noted in Chapter
Five).
Nelli indicated how Even Start helped her fulfill the role of a knowledgeable mother and
how education also served her purposes:
Sometimes with my older child because he, right now, he is at the middle school and they
have to write a lot. Is different at the fifth grade. Right now he has to write essays and in
Even Start I have been practice essays and I feel good because my older child go to ask
me, “Mom, how como suena, how do you hear this? This sound good or not?” And, I
say is good or not and we do together. (….) I help my husband because he feels free to
talk in English. He speaks English but when he has to write, he asks me how to write or
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if he writes, writes some letters, he asks me if I believe it is good. For this reason I feel
good because I can help my children and I can help my husband and I can help me.
[laughs a little]
The last phrase “and I can help me” demonstrated that Nelli was part of the equation; she
deserved the same attention as the rest of her family and she was the one doing the helping, not
her husband or school. Women in Mexican cultures, in general, have responsibility for getting
kids ready for school, attending meetings, helping with homework, and cultivating educación
(Villenas, 2002); these duties do not necessarily include decision-making power. To this point,
three participants’ educational histories were exclusively governed by their fathers (Carmen,
Yesmenia, and Nelli). Olivia’s father was involved in her education until he died. Her mother
had Olivia stop her schooling when she moved to the United States. Guadalupe said her parents
supported her education but it was her father who taught her that education was important. All
five participants mentioned that their fathers helped them with their schoolwork or went to
school meetings when they were young. Therefore, participants expanded on their childhood
model of a mother by actively participating in their children’s literacy development and
schooling decisions. This also afforded them a sense of power and accomplishment.
Equity in the home. Participating in classes (and U.S. society) seemed to increase
participants’ desire for more equitable relationships in the home (Hirsch, 2007). Carmen, for
example, narrated how she presented her labor in the home as on par with her husband’s work.
The following excerpts from one of Guadalupe’s interviews elucidated how she used the family
literacy parent involvement discourse to justify her husband’s taking over some of the
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educational duties. Guadalupe just recounted how she asked her husband to phone their son’s
school to resolve an academic issue. The narrative begins:49
Narrative I
B: I am curious, why do you tell your husband to call school?
G: [laughs]
B: Why don’t you?
G: Because I don’t feel comfortable with the, my language. Is that the problem.
[laughs]
B: Your language is very good. [laughs]
G: My, my husband is very fluency to speak. I will say in español [Spanish]. A veces,
no es que no quiero ir, es que necesito que él se envuelva. Yo lo puedo hacer pero yo
necesito que él se envuelva. Son sus hijos. Y ellos sentados. En este caso mi esposo
se atiene que yo les ayudo. Pos ayer yo dejé hacer algo de mis cosas por la acerca el
tiempo con ellos, y él sentado. No es justo y por eso yo sí quiero que él se envuelva.
[At times, it isn’t that I don’t want to go, it is that he needs to get involved (in the
children’s education). I can do it but I need him to get involved. They are his
children. And they are sitting (there waiting for him). In this case my husband
expects me to help them. Like yesterday, I had to leave some of my things to spend
the time with them, and he was there seated. It is not fair, and that’s why I want him
to get involved.]
B: Su marido? [Your husband?]
G: Uhuh. [laughs]

49

This excerpt is several pages long and circuitous, therefore I have removed parts of the interview that are not
relevant. For the full text see Appendix L
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B: Muy bien. [Very good] Very strategic, very strategic.
G: Yeah, I can do it.
In this narrative she stated that “it is not fair” for her husband to be “seated” while she leaves her
things “to spend the time with” her sons. This reasoning goes beyond her limited English skills.
She wanted time to concentrate on her own goals. She drew on the involvement of fathers in a
child’s life, promoted by the Even Start staff (fieldnotes), to gain time for her own enterprises.
Narrative II
G: After the [teacher] conference and my husband I say him, “You need to be with the
oldest. Because I will take care the little one.” So, yo le dije, “Tú encarga de él y yo
me encargo del otro.” Yo puedo hacer de los dos pero yo lo quiero envolver a él [I
told him, “You take care of him (the older boy) and I will take care of the other one.”
I can take care of both of them but I want him to be involved]. (….) So él [he], after
that he is reviewing. Every day the agend[a]. La agenda y la tarea [The agenda and
his homework]. Yo le dije, “Si [I told him, “If] you don’t know how is math go to
Internet to help him. [laughs] Is no easy.”
B: No, it is not easy. I mean that’s good.
G: I can help him [son] but he wants to go to his Play Station instead. I’m very
impatient because I taking the time to help him. And then he is very desperate to go
to watch TV and whatever. So, I said to my husband, “You need to be with him. I
don’t… interesting [interested].” No, no porque no quiero, sino que darle trabajo a
él [No, not because I don’t want (to help him) but to give him the work].
B: Not because I am not interested, but I am giving him the work.
G: Yeah. [laughs]
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B: It’s his job now.
G: Yes. Is fair. (….) It is the same way with the chores and the house. I can wash,
clean his room, but is not fair. Is his room. He need to clean. I need to teach them
[children] to be clean, organized.
In Narrative II, Guadalupe enacted agency by insisting that her husband take charge of her son’s
day-to-day academic life. She furthered her agency by demonstrating that her literacy and
mothering roles are difficult, particularly through the inclusion of her husband’s commenting
that helping with the homework was “not easy.” And while she could easily do the math, she
tells him to research his own answers using the Internet emphasizing her skills and labor.
Notably, she was acting consciously to get her husband to fulfill the good father and good
husband roles; she was not disregarding her good mother duties. Finally, she justified the
attempt to reapportion the workload by appealing to fairness.
Narritive III
B: Does your husband think that it is important that he is involved in the homework or is
it more your job? (….)
G: I don’t care [laughter] what he thinks. But he need to take his time with them
[children]. [laughs] I don’t care. [laughter]
B: [laughter continues throughout the following] Excellent response. Because
sometimes you just have to say it.
G: Yeah because my husband always is busy so I need in this case, in this time, I need
time to study my [GED] Test. So I need to be there helping them. So I need time for
me. So he needs to be involved with education in the family. (….) Is no fair if I am
helping to my children and he is in the Internet, is no fair. What do you think?
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[laughs] (….) I can do everything, but I need, he need to be involved, in everything.
(….) Is no fair. Because I don’t work. He said, “You don’t work. I work every, the
whole day.” What happen with the cleaning? I don’t have, como se dice sirviente?
[How do you say servant?] Oh. I need to do everything.
B: Yeah, all the cooking, cleaning, education. [laughs]
G: —Everything. When he come everything is ready. So, but I don’t work? I don’t
work is…? I work in my house.
B: Oh yes, absolutely.
G: A lot of [work]. I said, “…I’m going to work, but you need to work here. [laughter]
We can change it. [laughter] You stay at home and I go. I go to work.” (….) Para
vea como cuesta. [So he can see how hard it is].
In this last narrative Guadalupe revisited the concept of fairness and emphasized her desire to
gain a credential attesting to her literacy skills. She was forceful in advocating for her work to
be seen as equal to that of her husband; she told him, “You stay at home and I go to work” and
“see how hard it is.”
She also brought in the Literacy Discourse to indicate that their sons need to be supported
in school and to demonstrate that she was literate and able to assist them academically. She used
the discourses to lobby for time to work on her own projects and for equity through shared
family duties. In the narrative she also emphasized the labor (i.e., her) involved in raising welleducated children, in the social and the academic sense.
Her narrative reflected a great deal of agency; she put forward her desires and positioned
herself as knowledgeable and competent. Guadalupe attempted to build equity into childcare
responsibilities, stating that she was capable of attending parent-teacher conferences and helping
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with schoolwork, but needed her husband to be involved. She added a corresponding Good
Father to the Good Mother Discourse in the family, one that required supporting the family
financially and her and her children’s academic lives. In fact, she posed her home labor as being
more difficult than he could imagine. Her use of the Literacy and Good Mother Discourses
rendered her as anything but passive and submissive.
Prestige beyond the home. Education was seen as bringing respect outside the
immediate family. For example, Yesmenia’s family displayed respect by supporting her efforts,
as when her father encouraged her to continue attending classes. Yesmenia’s mother proffered
support based in regret over her own lack of opportunities. Yesmenia told me:
Ella me dice es que como ella todo el

She [her mother] tells me that since she

tiempo se quedó encerrada, no estudió.

was always shut in [the house], she didn’t

Ella siempre me dice, “No hagas lo que yo

study. She always tells me, “Don’t do

hice. Porque eso era como antes, ya no

what I did. Because that’s how it was

estudiabas, y si no estudiaste te vas a

before, you didn’t study, and if you didn’t

quedar en la casa.” Ya ahora ella me dice, study you are going to stay in the house.”
“No, hija, tienes que… No es nomás

Now she tells me, “No daughter, you have

quedarte en tu casa, supérate, estudia, no

to…It’s no longer staying in your home.

pasa nada si estudias, no estás haciendo

Rise to the occasion, study. Nothing is

nada malo.”

going to happen if you study. You aren’t
doing anything bad.”

Library patrons and staff recognized Olivia’s extensive knowledge of books, confirming
her literate status. Olivia related, “They ask me what kind of books I would recommend to them
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and * [unintelligible] things I like to read. Mystery, novels, fiction. And, they tell me well I like
that. So I recommend some of the books.” and “the other people that work there [library] don’t
even know, at first who was her [Nora Roberts, author of Twilight], so I have to explain them.”
This increased level of respect also brought more power in the family because the women
were seen as knowledgeable. For example, Guadalupe lacked support throughout her years at
Even Start. However, when she passed the GED Tests and brought home the certificate, her
husband told others about her accomplishment:
B: I know you said your husband was not particularly [laughs] encouraging.
G: [laughing] Is a very special person. [somewhat sarcastic tone]
B: [laughing] What about—
G: He recognize at this time because I have the evidence. [laughs]—
B: So now that makes you feel even more—
G: So when I say, “I try to get my GED.” “Oh that’s okay.” Sin importarse, pues
[without taking notice of it]. When I show the diploma he was very excited too, and
happy with me. Celebrating.
B: Do you think he felt proud?
G: Yes. Yes.
B: How could you tell? What was the evidence of it?
G: When he say to other people, “Oh, my wife got a GED diploma.” Is that the reason.
Guadalupe’s pride and happiness in receiving her GED diploma and her husband’s recognition
was evident. Her learning, as manifested by the GED Certificate, gave her status, something to
“say to other people.”
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Other women found that their literate identity—someone who knows how to engage in
literacy activities—extended beyond the nuclear family. They became seen as role models for
other women. For example, Carmen reported that her sister-in-law told her:
“They [she] learn a lot [from me] and she has older sons and she don’t know how
important it is to read with them. Because she said, “Ay, I never did that with my son.”
And she saw me how I read with them. And because I lived in Nevada with her. When I
move and she saw me and she say, “Oh, you have a lot of patience to read with your son
and make activities. I never did that.” And she said that is a good thing. And, now she
living here [same state]. And she saw how Javier learn and how he knows. And she
knows, “Oh, that’s why when you was with him, reading and doing activities it help him
at lot.” And, I say, “Oh, yeah.” (….) She say, “Is very good.” And now she went to a
program to push his [her] sons to go to the college. In the program they told him [her]
you need to start when they are little… to get how important to study. But it is never too
late, and she knows now how important it is to push them to read and study. Yeah.
Carmen stressed how others had justified her educational pursuits; an extended family member
commented on her “patience to read with” her son and that was “a good thing.” Carmen featured
her mothering abilities through narratives that lauded her ability to raise a literate son and noted
the value of her advice. She promoted herself as inculcating appropriate mothering and literacy
behaviors, as skilled and knowledgeable, thereby garnering prestige from others in her
community. These ideas highlight how Even Start ideologies helped her perform the good
mother. Her agency is marked in her self-representation and willingness to counsel peers and
extended family members.
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A place in mainstream society. The women reported that the English language skills
acquired through family literacy classes helped them assert their right to be recognized as part of
mainstream society. They gave examples of their learning, such as engaging in school
conferences without a translator. Nelli revealed:
I feel more sure about myself. … I can talk with the teachers of my children and I feel
better because when I didn’t know nothing English I have to call something to translate
the conversation. And right now I can talk with my children teacher by myself. … I can
express what I think. … I feel that something is interesting for me and I want to learn … I
feel better, I am more prepared. … I think is for myself, for my person.
She began by stating the effect of her learning on the family—being able to speak with school
staff in English allowed more control over her schedule—and ended by relating learning to her
personal development.
Carmen described in the following narrative how she was better able to counter people’s
slighting behavior:
…I was in the line [at the grocery store], there was only ten items and I don’t see
the…sign. [She had more than ten items.] (….) And the lady tell me, “Hey you, this is
the last time that I gonna help you because…” And I say, “Oh, I don’t know that, if you
wanna do that, you do it. If no, I can move.” Because she tell me very, very hard, and in
a very bad voice. And I say, “I don’t notice that, if you want, don’t do that, I can change
to another.” “No, this is the last time that I do it. But you need to look for another time.”
Okay and he [she] do like a very angry. And, I feel very bad and I say, “You don’t need
to do this thing like that. Is not a way. I think this work not for you. Can you put me in a
plastic bag?” In English I say. “In the what? In the what? I don’t understand you.”
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[mimics in a squeaky mean voice] But because [laugh] he [she] was angry because I tell
that to her and I say… But I know, because I went often to this store, that she speak
Spanish and she tried to feel me bad about my English and…I say, “Oh.” [laugh] (….)
But I try. Maybe she understand me…That’s why he [she] try to hurt my feelings, like,
point me in my language. But because it is not the way that she need to do his [her] job,
and I say, “If you don’t want to do it, you don’t need to do that, I can move.” But I feel
very bad when he [she] say, “What do you say? What? What?” [mimics again in a
squeaky mean voice]. Like you don’t speak. Don’t say it like…But I feel very, very bad,
yeah.
Although Carmen ended the story saying she felt “very, very bad,” it is also a story in which she
exclusively used English and contrasted her behavior to the behavior of the rude store clerk.
She offered to move to the correct grocery lane, whereas the clerk tried to make her “feel bad”
about her English. Carmen evaluated the clerk when she commented, “It is not the way she need
to do her job.” This story highlights the racism that these participants encounter in the United
States. In Chapter Four I noted that Guadalupe gave her children English names to avoid
automatic stereotyping. These types of interactions, while painful, demonstrate how the women
demanded that they be viewed as participants of their host community; The ablity to use English,
which Carmen made sure I knew—“in English I say”—allowed them to function using the
language of mainstream society. Furthermore, she claimed the right to respect in her day-to-day
activities by emphasizing that she had behaved properly, and the clerk rudely.
The women’s capacity to participate in mainstream society was also marked in smaller
ways; their ability to respond to simple remarks by passers-by allowed them to feel more at home
in the community. For instance, Carmen enjoyed using English in line at a store or responding to
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comments about her child such as, “He’s cute.” Similarly, Yesmenia enjoyed being able to give
people directions in the store (fieldnotes).
When I came back to the site on my last visit, Guadalupe gave me the news that she had
been offered a job. She was not hired due to her immigration status but she took comfort in
having completed the interview in English. She recounted, “I tell her [interviewer] I didn’t speak
very well, but I try to do every day. And she says, ‘you don’t tell me that because I am hearing
you and you are good.’” Guadalupe’s telling of this story indicated that she was proud of her
language skills; she had been recognized by a native English speaker as having “good” English.
Her agency lay in skilled language use to the extent that she was offered a job—two of her stated
desires.
Olivia, through her work at the library, was the only participant that led a life outside of
her Mexican community and Even Start. Since the other women did not have jobs that required
public interaction or a role in mainstream society, they attributed their more active role in society
to increased language skills via participation in Even Start. They were able to counter rude store
personnel, to navigate systems such as doctors’ appointments and schools, and to interview and
be hired for jobs, thereby asserting their right to participate in public venues.
Expanded Identities
Even Start provided a safe learning environment where women shared concerns and
obtained emotional and educational support leading to increased self-esteem, and self-efficacy,
expanded identities, and increased opportunities to pursue desires beyond the home.
Building self-efficacy and self-esteem. Participants attributed changes in confidence to
Even Start staff support or learning in Even Start. Nelli recounted:
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N: I feel when the problem is solved, I came with Miss Linda and I tell her what
happened and sometimes they say, “Oh, wow, you did it.”
B: How does that make you feel? When they say, “Oh, wow, you did a good job?”
N: Very good.
B: Why?
N: Because I see that I can. I can do it. (….)
B: Has that changed from before?
N: Yeah. A lot.
B: Can you tell me a little bit more about that? What are the changes and…
N: Is the same things because…Before I feel frustrate, frustrado [frustrated] because I
could not help my children how I wanted. And right now, I thinks my children feel
good that their mom can help them.
She changed over the two years since she had been in Even Start, helping her to feel less
“frustrated” because she could be the mom she wanted to be; her children felt “good that their
mom can help them.” Miss Carol’s praise reinforced that she had done a good job and behaved
in line with the Good Mother Discourse. Carmen reported moving from shame to confidence
due to being able to speak better English:
And I think I am more confident because I start to speak with Miss Carol first because I
really shamed to speak outside. And when I speak with her, and I feel more confident.
Later, I speak outside in the store.
Olivia displayed a different type of confidence, illustrated by a meeting with her teacher
to explain why students were unhappy with her teaching style:
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She’s very nice, but she [teacher] is afraid to math too. That was her subject. So I told
her, “Teacher, you probably need to go back and learn math so you can explain it better
to the students, you know.” I just tell her that. I explain it to her in a good way.
In this excerpt, Olivia presented herself as a person who knows more than the expert educator.
This is a display of agency, particularly considering that she began learning English in the United
States by picking up old newspapers at the hotel where, at 16, she worked as a housekeeper.
Olivia started “learning to read again” through a couple she met when cleaning their house.
Since that time, she had taken parenting classes, began a course to be an elementary classroom
aide, studied English at a junior college, studied massage, and was currently enrolled in Even
Start and a GED math class. Her belief in the Literacy Discourse was apparent in all of those
activities. She consistently presented herself as literate person, recounting that she would take
“30 books” from one library and “the most” she could take from another; she bought “those bags
of book” from garage sales. Her books symbolically presented who she was to the world
(Bartlett, 2007). When her husband wanted her to stop enrolling in classes and go to work she
told him, “Forget about it. I’m gonna keep going to school until [I am] dead.” She used her
educational experiences and literate identity to advise friends and teachers on educational topics
(e.g., how to go about studying or teaching).
Expanding identity. The women used the family literacy setting to expand their
identities. Olivia sought education because she wanted to explore the world: “Because I think is
more things [to] learn out there. Just not one thing, you know. I mean, is not just to be a
housewife, do the chores, clean. I mean, the life doesn’t end up there. Is more. Is something
beyond there.” Furthermore, she confided that she used reading to escape depression and her
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problems; she thought it was key to her sense of being. She said, “And I started being with
myself, I don’t know, understanding myself.”
The other women echoed Olivia’s desire to be more than a traditional wife and mother.
They formed ideas about their roles that went beyond the home, roles that contrasted with the
identities of mothers in Mexico. Carmen stated:
In Mexico the life of woman is different. Is only stay at home and take care of the children
and cook and take care of husband and here I think it is different because we have different
activities. We can do something for ourselves too, no only for the family. (.…) We can
take more education and get a job and I think that is different from me and my mom. (….)
If I feel good I think all of my family we’re gonna feel good too.
This quote illustrates how women linked the benefits of an expanded identity to the family’s
well-being. By doing so, they were able to expand and adhere to the Mexican Good Mother
Discourse, albeit one that is moving toward a U.S. Good Mother Discourse. Discourses are
melded or relinquished through convenience or necessity, demonstrating their paradoxical nature
of malleability and resistance to change.
Supporting Future Goals
Attending family literacy supported participants’ future goals. Each woman emphasized
how she would use education to fulfill personal goals such as becoming a librarian, secretary,
English language teacher, business owner, or college student. Furthermore, as role models, these
mothers wanted to expand current employment options (e.g., housekeeping) for themselves and
their children. Sharing or working toward desires that extend a perception of attainability is
agentive—albeit in possibly negligible ways—because they are a means of publicly recognizing
a new subjectivity or desire. Carmen shared:
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We can teach our family about how important is education and if we want to work, we
can get a better job not like a housework. You see, if I have my GED Diploma I could
get more easy a job.
Nelli said:
I would like to maybe in three years or four years go back to Mexico because I have my
house there and I would like to teach English maybe in the elementary school or
Kindergarten school and I would like to have a paper that valuate [evaluates] my English.
Olivia was more whimsical about her future: “I love mountains. I probably live after my
daughters go away. Find a part-time job for the summer time.” She was choosing a place for
herself that she liked. Yet, she subjugates her needs until after her “daughters go away,”
evidencing the strength of the Mexican Good Mother Discourse. In another interview she was
more practical about what she would like to do in the future:
It’s for my benefit to be independent. If you can make money or not or I don’t have to
find a job that I don’t like or do things that I don’t like. You know like be a
housekeeping and work like doing beds or toilets and all those things I would do. If I am
study, I study for something that I like to do like finding treasures you, know go, to the
museums, do all of those things. But I need a degree even to work at the library, you
know. You make me realize last time I should go to college and finish my GED right
now and I can be study library science so I can keep going. I have a better pay and
insurance and all of those things that you need to have.
Olivia was getting the support to obtain her GED Diploma through Even Start. Her interviews
gave her a chance to reflect on some of her past and future goals. Between interviews, she
decided to dedicate herself to finishing the GED Test so that she could work toward enrolling in
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college courses; she wanted a concrete finish to her education. It was rewarding for us to learn
that taking part in the interviews had assisted her in following up on forgotten goals. Reflection,
considered by some as necessary for enacting agency (Meyers, 2002), can help learners achieve
their goals. Otherwise, in Olivia’s day-to-day life, much of her backing came from the staff and
her friends in Even Start.
Classmates were essential in supporting the women to complete their educational goals.
Olivia stated that other women who had achieved a literacy goal (e.g., completing the GED Test)
became friends and sustained her determination to complete her goals:
Well, right now I hang out with Even Start students. The ones who already met the GED.
I met with them once a month and the ones that still don’t finish we go and meet
sometimes… twice a month. We gather together and we just talk about it. So they say,
“Olivia, just keep going and finish” and all those things. So those are my nearest friends
right now.
The benefits of completing their educational goals were obvious; less so was the benefit of being
able to see oneself as an advocate or as someone else’s role model and support. Women were
considered themselves as encouragers and examples of literacy and mothering for others both in
and out of the program. Guadalupe explained that the women in Even Start “exchange
conversation about the family problems. It’s therapy for us. The most important was encourage
one anothers to keep going.” The advantages of Even Start transcended its academic or
parenting benefits; education and the class setting were a type of therapy that supported women
in living their daily life. They attended classes not only to learn parenting skills or reading, but
also to be more than a mother or a student. They wanted friends and confidants. These women
and their classmates garnered psychosocial (Prins, et al., 2009) and educational support for their
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learning, their child rearing, and a sense of identity beyond wife and mother. Meeting these
needs assisted them in making decisions, in learning more about how to support their children,
and taking pride in their own accomplishments.
Claiming “I am a Good Mother”: Utilizing the Good Mother Discourses
Attending Even Start allowed these women to perceive themselves as successful and
appropriate mothers. Specifically, they believed that being able to help their children be
successful in school would enable them to achieve what the women and their husbands struggled
to acquire: schooling, stable work, good pay, respected position in society.
All five participants used and expanded the mainstream Good Mother Discourse to
demonstrate their mothering abilities. To this discourse they added cultural beliefs about
educación, a model of social, moral, and academic development that guides childrearing and
parental involvement in education (Reese, et al., 1995; Villenas, 2001). Thus, participants
believed they should counter the perceived lack of family unity and loose behavior in the United
States. Contrary to prior studies showing that Latino/a parents emphasize children’s behavior
when discussing their children’s progress with teachers (see Greenfield, Raeff, & Quiroz, 1998),
the women also mentioned academic topics such as enrollment in gifted programs,
demonstrating knowledge of the school system, and educational aspirations for their children.
For example, Carmen in the following narrative described her child’s school success and
her agency in trying to enroll her son in the Gifted and Talented Education (GATE) program:
One of the successes of Javier is now he got the test the GATE class and this is for
advanced kids and I was very proud of that because the teacher told me, “Javier can do it
because I saw him, that he was very good in every material [subject].” (….) That is one
of the successes that he gets this year. But every year he gets something. In second
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grade he was sad because he didn’t got the student of the month and the last month of the
year he was like that, sad. “Mommy, I never get the student of the month.” But he gets
for math or for reading all the time. All the time he read. He likes to read a lot and I,
“Oh, you need to wait.” But in the last month the teacher told me he was gonna be the
student of the year. “Oh,” I say, “Oh, but is a surprise him.” When he knows that he was
very happy. But I move him to the school in third grade and the first month he got like
that a little down, I don’t know maybe the change. And he get [took] the GATE. But is
not his time. I think because he move the school and he tried to meet people and know
the new school. And, he didn’t pass. But I hope that this year he is going to pass the
tests. Because if he was in GATE class, he is going to be every year in the GATE class.
Carmen also engaged with Miss Carol to identify what her son needed to do to pass the gifted
program test (fieldnotes). During my last visit, Carmen told me that Javier had passed. She was
very proud and her story demonstrated that she had drawn on the resources available to her—her
labor as a student, the idea of parent as child’s first teacher, the Literacy Discourse, the Good
Mother Discourse, the Even Start staff, conferences with teachers—to achieve this goal. Javier’s
entering a GATE program contradicts the discourse of underachieving Latino children and
uninvolved or unprepared Latina mothers. Other women contradicted this image of Mexican
women and children when the recounted stories about their children’s teachers acknowledging
their role in their children’s academic achievements. This made the women proud and reinforced
the Good Mother and Literacy Discourses as valid entry points into American public schools.
Furthermore, participants drew on the Literacy Discourse to support their ability to
contribute to their family’s well being. For example, during a class Carmen related how she
researched diabetes, thereby attempting to change her family’s eating habits. She talked about
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preparing and keeping plates with cheese and vegetables available in the refrigerator (fieldnotes).
In these examples of learning, research, and academic skills provided a counternarrative to the
notion of Mexican women being uneducated, uncaring, or unwilling to evaluate and make
changes that supported their families.
Even Start, and the embedded discourse of a two-parent family, also allowed women to
promote their desire to encourage family values and togetherness—central ideas in the Latino
cultures and their mothering role (Villenas, 2002). Family literacy, with its emphasis on the
hetero-normative married couple and parent involvement, encourages families to engage in
family trips and educational activities. In Chapter Four I demonstrated that participants
considered this a strength of the U.S. cultural more, one they aspired to integrate into their lives.
Even Start staff provided concrete ways to do this; in fact, the most frequently mentioned
learning activity from classes was board games. All the women stated how they had taken
games home and engaged the entire family; a fact confirmed by staff. Carmen utilized her video
journal to record her family playing the game of Life. Yesmenia told me of her efforts to counter
the isolating tendencies of video games:
Al niño le gustaba mucho los juegos [de

The boy really like [video] games. But I

video]. Pero yo le dije a él que esos juegos

told him that these games were really

estaban desuniendo mucho a la familia.

separating us as a family. (….) I told him.

(….) Le dije. Y él se la quería pasar ahí y

And he wanted to stay there passing time

le dije, “No, mira.” Le compré juegos

there and I said, “No, look.” And I bought

mexicanos, de ésos con los dados, y nos

him some Mexican games, those kind with

sentamos. A veces mi esposo no tiene

dice, and we sat down. Sometimes my

ganas y él [hijo le dice], “¡Ándale, papá,

husband does not feel like it and he [son
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ándale, pues vamos a jugar!” Y ya nos

says], “Come on, dad, come on, we are

sentamos a jugar. Nos ha unido más.

going to play!” And then we sit down to
play. It has brought us together more.

Playing games was seen as enjoyable and gave the participants the rationale to point out
the importance and satisfaction of “being together more.” The women, now comfortable with
this aspect of the Literacy Discourse—making family time fun and educational, also used this
knowledge to convince their husbands to turn off the television, engage in their children’s
schoolwork, and go to church with the family.
Conclusion
This chapter showed how women drew on the Literacy Discourse and mainstream
mothering discourses as expressed in the Even Start program to support their personal and family
goals. They appropriated aspects of these discourses to present a particular kind of self to the
world and to their family. Often these desired identities and the goals that came with them
extended boundaries of what they could do or who they could be in their Mexican immigrant
community. These findings illustrate how hegemonic discourses can expand possibilities for
persons who live outside of the ideal transmitted by the Literacy and U.S. Good Mother
Discourses. This insight is useful in recognizing that drawing on hegemonic discourses does not
inherently mean capitulating to it simply because it is dominant. Rather, discourses are used by a
person just as the person is used by the discourse. This perception renders humans as active
subjects and not simply as actively subjected (Holland, et al., 2001). The findings also show that
as the participants incorporate discourses for their own purposes (Perry & Purcell-Gates, 2005)
or claim aspects as already existing in their native discourse the binary between two discourses
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(i.e., Mexican mother as bad and White, middle-class mother as good) does not exist. Instead a
continuum (Reese, et al, 2005) or a grey area needs to be recognized to legitimize a diversity of
practices. Furthermore, this analysis offers insight into how adult education can provide
immigrant women a place to negotiate and understand new discourses that contest their home
culture, yet can also offer opportunities to expand a sense of self. Learning about prevalent
discourses can assist students in negotiating new institutions (e.g., the school system) with more
success and agency. The next chapter examines more closely how discourses conflict, hold sway
over the agent, and how acting with agency does not always achieve one’s goals.
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Chapter Seven
Competing Discourses, Desires, and Communities
The act of engaging those in positions of power is more salient than whether or
not their requests were granted.
Powell (2007, p. 87)
*****
The past two chapters discussed discourses—U.S. Good Mother and Literacy—that are
prominent in Even Start and how participants utilized these discourses to achieve their desires
and represent their identities. This chapter examines how discourses, desires, and social
structures conflicted or competed with each other, thereby opening and closing off opportunities
for agency. For example, women’s attempts to achieve their desires were shaped by the
interaction between the intensive mothering role, a patriarchal family structure, the desire to have
a career, and their legal status as authorized or unauthorized immigrants. Identifying these
moments and decisions underscored that enacting agency does not ensure specific outcomes
(Foucault, 1990a; 1990b; Powell, 2007), particularly if the actor exists within a deficit discourse
or other discourses take precedence, allowing desires to be disregarded (Dyrness, 2008;
Woodward & Winter, 2007). The findings highlight how discourses embedded in educational
programs support and undermine learner choices and participation in their home communities.
Ethnic communities provide support, recognition, and belonging; they also structure power
relations to which individuals are beholden (Abu-Luhgod, 1986; Butler, 1997; Edin & Lein,
1997). Additionally, this chapter examines how stated learner goals do not necessarily match
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learner behaviors; formal educational goals, such as pass the GED Tests, are often guided by
program discourses (e.g., Literacy Discourse), whereas other discourses (e.g., Mexican Good
Mother Discourse) conflict with the academic goal.
Competing Desires and Discourses
The data presented an opportunity to examine how discourses and desires can compete
with one another. In this study, this type of conflict was found in three predominant areas: 1)
the Mexican Good Mother versus the desire to work, 2) the Mexican Good Mother versus the
desire to pursue schooling, and 3) the Mexican Good Mother versus independence.
The Mexican Good Mother Discourse and the desire to pursue schooling. The
participants’ willingness to put their children’s schedule before their own schooling has been
evident throughout this study. Recall, Yesmenia drops her classes because she cannot
accommodate Santiago’s needs while the other three all state at various points that their
children’s needs are more important than their own. In general, the mothers were ultimately
constrained by the mothering discourse. While they all wanted to continue their education, they
maintained that they had had their chance for schooling and now it was their children’s
opportunity. They would do the utmost to support their children in having a better and easier
life. Nelli puts the importance of education into these terms:
The last week I was thinking it is more important to know when I die, [it] is more
important to let my son [have] a good education than money. Because that money they
can spend…and that education will serve for all of their life.
They wanted their children to be successful, safe, and finish their schooling; education was key
to their future.
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In all of these stories a tension between desires and hegemonic discourses (native and
mainstream) exists (Piller & Pavlenko, 2001). Olivia, who framed herself as the most
independent woman of the participants, also demonstrated how the Good Mother Discourse and
her patriarchal family structure constrained her ability to study and take classes. She illustrated
how one’s actions are not always in one’s best interest when adhering to the requirements of a
discourse. Olivia was taking a math class to prepare for the GED Test. She explained:
O: I’m supposed to go three days, I go only two. But with this situation of my daughters
I have to go to meetings about Africa and all those things. So, I come probably once
a week. That’s not enough, you know. Because one thing that I know one week, the
other week I forget about it. (….)
B: And your husband can’t take the girls to their meeting so you can go to class?
O: No, he’s busy. …Well it’s because he think it not important, my school, it’s more
important the things he do, he does like watch the game. (sighs) And I’m the one
who is in control of all those Africa things, you know? So I’m the one who has to
know, what and what and what papers has to fill up. Is because there is a lot of
papers to fill up!
Staff repeatedly encouraged the women to creatively or overtly resist both their
husband’s and children’s care in order to come to classes. The staff emphasized their frustrations
and anger regarding husbands keeping their wives home (fieldnotes). Carmen’s narrative of
staying home when Ángel was a baby demonstrates the position of the Even Start staff in
comparison to her role as mother and member of a community with expectations for appropriate
behaviors:
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I don’t like the distract the other ones [in Even Start] because he was little…And Miss
Linda was, “You can bring him,” but I don’t feel comfortable when he crying and the
teacher explain something and I need to stand up and go out. I don’t like that I distract
the other one. I say, “Miss Carol, I don’t feel good. I gonna stop and when he grow more
and then I come back.” And I stop. And I tried to study at home, but it not the same.
And, then is what happened, then I stopped.
Mothers are generally judged by society based on their child’s behaviors and successes
(DiQuinzio, 1999; Hays, 2003; Segura, 2007). The women participated, or not, in classes in
ways that conformed to their community’s mothering standard. Carmen returned to Even Start
once Ángel was old enough not to “distract the others,” demonstrating her commitment to her
and her child’s education. Participants stated that their children could get a better education in
the United States (despite statistics on Latino and high school completion).50 The women were
not defeated when they encountered setbacks or barriers to their personal and educational goals
as could be presumed by the above excerpt. They described their pursuits as something that
could be put on hold until their children were through school.
The Mexican Good Mother Discourse and the desire to work. Guadalupe
demonstrated a great deal of conflict between discourses in her life. This was exemplified in
how she vacillated between fulfilling her mothering role and seeking a life beyond the house
through education and work. In the following excerpts, she presented her desire to work and
how it was constrained by predominant ideas from the Mexican Good Mother Discourse and
50

The contradiction between the statistical success of Latino children in U.S. schools and the idea that the United
States is a better place to educate their children did not go unnoticed. There are multiple possibilities for this: the
discourse of the United States as the Land of Opportunity; an educational system that is generally free (women
stated that in their own experiences some children were not educated due to the cost of schooling); the Literacy
Discourse in the United States promotes the idea that education is more important in the United States and is
therefore better and more developed; and the highly regarded idea of foreign education in their home country. These
are all possibilities and demonstrate that multiple discourses may inform decision making.
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regulated by her husband. We had been talking about differences between mothering in the
United States and Mexico. Guadalupe told me, “In Mexico many woman are working. So they
don’t have time to care her family. It is difficult. (….) Is easier here, because here we have
many day cares. Just we need to pay for the service.” She went on to tell me that her sisters all
work in the informal sector. Since Guadalupe worked as a bookkeeper before moving to the
United States, I asked her about working in the United States and then we moved on to
mothering conflicts:
B: When your sons were five and two, would you still be comfortable going to work and
taking them to day care?
G: I tried to work in that time, but my husband say, “You don’t need to work.”
B: And what did you say back?
G: “Yes.” Because my child needs me in that time. So I stay in my house.
B: Why is it important for you to stay with your child at that time?
G: To care them.
B: And why would daycare not be okay?
G: Many times we don’t know the people. Maybe I don’t have the confidence
[confianza or trust in others] to give my children to care.
Guadalupe reiterated her wish to work when her children were young. Her husband,
nevertheless, determined that it was not necessary. She, in contrast to the first excerpt where she
named accessible daycare as a benefit, determined that it was indeed better to care for her own
children. This is in line with some research on immigrant families; leaving your children in the
care of strangers is considered bad mothering (Gordon, 2004; Segura, 2007). Certainly,
Guadalupe may have believed this; however, juxtaposed with her desire to be industrious and
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with her husband’s response, it can be understood as adhering to a hegemonic discourse. But it
may not be a patriarchal Mexican discourse; Segura (2007) writes, “Mexicanas, raised in a world
where economic and household work often merged, do not dichotomize social life into public
and private spheres, but appear to view employment as one workable domain of motherhood” (p.
369). She found that Chicanas, or Mexican women who have lived in the United States for
longer periods, adhere more strongly to the U.S. Good Mother ideology of intensive mothering.
Guadalupe, who moved to the United States 14 years ago, might be demonstrating the shift
between the two ideologies. Her husband had been in the United States even longer than she
had. In any case, the Good Mother Discourse and her husband’s desires constrained her desire to
work and justified her not working. She agreed to stay home, as her child needed her and
outsiders were not competent to care for her children.
Guadalupe’s seeming subjugation of her desire to work to the Good Mother Discourse
continues in the next segment:
G: But I think I don’t have time to work because I have many things to do [church work,
housework]. But I would like because I feel very frustrated to being at home. (….)
Yeah I have a lot of things. So when I think I would like to get a job, but I don’t have
time. Because I need to go to the [children’s] school. Four times. In the morning
and the back when they finish. I need to go for my children. So I need to be with
them all the time because my husband is very busy. He is a leader in my church (….)
B: And so does he say, “Oh, Maria you need to get a job” or does he say, “Oh, you need
to be with the family?” What does he think about for you?
G: In this time we are trying to get a new house. So we don’t know with the payments.
If are high, I need to get a job to help him.
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B: Okay.
G: So it depends.
B: So it depends.
G: Yes, but I don’t need work. Because my husband has a high salary.
Guadalupe stated that she would like to work four times in her first two statements. But she was
unable to do so because she was too busy taking care of her children. This selection also
highlights the primary role of the male in her home; her needs, typical in the Good Wife
Discourse, are subjugated to the man’s. His church work and his job take precedence over her
desires. However, should an economic need arise, Guadalupe might need to take a job to support
the family; under these circumstances, work is not about her, but rather the family’s well-being.
In fact, Guadalupe maintained the patriarchal structure by stating that her work was not
necessary because her husband earned a “high salary.” She, on another occasion, told me that,
although her parents supported her education, they understood that she did not need to study or
work because her husband was a good provider. I am unsure whether this is considered a
reasonable excuse or a rationale for her husband’s constraints. I wonder what would have
occurred had Guadalupe been able to accept a job offer. Her immigration status did not allow
her to take a formal job. No doubt it would depend on the need for additional income.
Regardless, in this example, her desires and discourses were in conflict and constrained by
material factors such as her husband’s disapproval, her immigration status, and ideologies
concerning work, child rearing, and gender roles. Despite these constraints and her stated desire
to work, Guadalupe presented not being able to work as her choice to fulfill another role.
Nelli was more successful in balancing working and the Mexican Good Mother
Discourse:
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He [husband] told me, “I don’t want that you work. If you want to have your own
money, is okay.” And it is while the child is at school I cleaning the house and I finish
about two o’clock or three o’clock and then I can go to pick up them.
She pointed out almost immediately that despite working she maintained her focus on the
children. Later in the conversation she stated that even though she was tired from her
housecleaning job, she still came home and cleaned her house. In the above quote she
emphasized that her husband did not want her to work, implying he provided enough for the
family; money that she earned was spent at her discretion.
Another way Nelli justified taking a job was to present the decision as a desire to help a
friend; she did not decide to work to break away from mothering or out of necessity. She
recounted, “The first time [working] because my friend asked me maybe I did not want to tell
him [her] no.” She then highlighted that her money provided for her children: “I use the money
to buy something to my children or some blouse or pants or shoes for me and I save money too.”
She further demonstrated the link between her work and mothering when reporting that her child
asked, “‘Mommy when you got money you can buy me a shoes?’ [laughter] And I say, ‘Okay.’”
Finally, she presented her working as offering something new to her children: “If I have to work
in the afternoon…I go to buy something to eat. Food like tacos or chicken and then we eat.
Because I don’t have time to cook that evening and I have to buy it.” In response to whether her
family cared, she replied, “Some days it is good to eat something different.” The Mexican good
mother’s responsibility is to prepare food for her family; here she used the idea of new and
different experiences to rationalize her partial achievement of this ideal.
The difference between Nelli’s narrative and Guadalupe’s is striking. There are several
possibilities for this difference. Nelli’s husband had a higher level of education, associated with
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greater degrees of freedom for the wife (Coltrane, Parke, & Adams, 2004). Nelli was better at
utilizing discourses to her advantage (framing her working as helping a friend, not allowing it to
interfere in her mothering duties). Or, perhaps the companionate marriage, often seen in couples
that migrate to the United States (Hirsch, 2007; Pillar & Pavlenko, 2001), had taken hold in
Nelli’s family. Regardless, in both families the woman maintained the mothering role and the
man took on the provider role, not uncommon in Latino families in the United States in which
males are considered able to generate enough income to maintain their families.51 This
perceived economic stability is based on an ideology that draws on White, middle-class views of
mothering and maintains the patriarchal family structure: the man navigates the public space and
provides for the family whereas the woman is constrained to the private sphere and cares for the
family (Segura, 2007). This study demonstrates the rootedness of these discourses in
participants’ families. It also elaborates on the struggle against this structure that enforces the
good mother role (Hirsch, 2007; Malkin, 2007; Segura, 2007). Furthermore, this conflict
elucidates how use and perceptions of material resources can serve to support hegemonic
discourses; in this case, it is economic instability that could create greater opportunities to disrupt
these discourses. For example, Guadalupe may have to find work to pay a higher mortgage. In
the end, the women cast their different decisions as a choice; Nelli chooses to work and
Guadalupe chooses not to work because her mothering role is more important. However,
participants’ “choices” are limited to those allowed by their material and social context.
Guadalupe cannot obtain work that meets her standards due to her immigration status and
because her husband will not agree to her working. Thus, she may emphasize the mothering role
51

This idea of economic stability is a perception of participants and does not reflect research on the household
income for Hispanics, which is much lower than Whites (see Padilla & Argilagos, 2008). For example, Guadalupe
states that her husband has a “high salary” and therefore does not need to work (see pg. 237). Yet, their house went
into foreclosure and they are now renting a trailer home. For an in-depth discussion on how economics,
motherhood, patriarchy, local community ideologies, and immigration influence work decisions see Segura, 2007.
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because she wishes to play this part and because it is one of the few choices available to her.
Each woman enacts agency, albeit constrained by her primary network and prevalent discourses
(Ahearn, 2001a).
The Mexican Good Mother Discourse and independence. The following interaction
with Olivia demonstrates the community censure that can occur when women want to expand
beyond the naturalized role of a woman in her ethnic community. In this section of talk, Olivia
demonstrated how she tried to navigate two cultures, identifying strongly with the U.S. good
mother and less with the Mexican good mother.
Here, Olivia discusses her duties in the home, particularly childrearing. She has just
related that her husband takes little interest in the girls’ schooling or home care:
B: So it’s [taking care of her daughters] really your job.
O: Yes, it’s my job…You know, Miss Blaire, I explain you. In my situation, I
mean in my culture, the man, what he does, he bring the money to the house.
You understand what I mean? So the woman supposed to clean the house.
Maintain the house nice and sharpened [clean and organized], cooking. Take,
like me, because I’m drive, I take the girls to school, I take them to buy books,
I take them to the library. I mean, I’m the one responsible for all these things.
That’s my job. I’m responsible for my daughters.
Olivia explained a version of good mother; it has the qualities of a Mexican good mother
incorporated with the Literacy Discourse (buying books and going to the library).
I was curious how she melded ideas of work, independence, and being a good mother:
B: But you have also worked quite a bit and brought money to the house as well,
right?
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O: Yeah, but, it’s like I don’t.
B: It’s not acknowledged?
O: No, it’s like I don’t put that much. You know. Even though I spend a lot, it’s
not that much. Well, I don’t spend it all in the food, I spend in the clothes.
I’m buying things, whatever they [children] need.
B: Getting your kids to their trips [e.g., school band].
O: Yes. So, that’s the way it is.
Olivia stated that her paid work goes unrecognized. She used her earnings to be a good mother
by providing “whatever they [children] need”; her work is not for herself, but for the children.
The following section most clearly delineates how she got caught between the two
discourses. When asked to describe the typical American mother, Olivia responded:
O: Well, if you had to describe a typical American mother, I think they are fiftyfifty. But in my situation, I not fifty-fifty because I’m not American. If
you’re American, I’m supposed to pay half of everything in my house, and
I’m not willing to do it, you know? Not good, not good.
B: So, where do you, where do you see yourself? As Mexican mother? You just
said not the American mother but somewhere between, how do you see
yourself?
O: I’m supposed to be a Mexican mother because the Mexican mothers don’t
work, don’t have money and have to keep their mouth shut. They not
supposed to say anything.
B: So, okay, [laughing] it doesn’t seem like you’re the one that keeps her mouth
shut. …Why do you differ a little bit from that typical, the stereotypical?
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O: The submission? Because I do my own things. I’m not like that Mexican
mother. I’m not submissive. I not waiting ‘til he [husband] come home to
eat. I’m not cooking anymore. If he eat food at home, then forget about it.
I’m more into take my daughters to school and all those things. That’s my
main priorities, my kids.
In this excerpt, she maintained the centrality of her mothering role, but refused to identify
herself fully within either the U.S. or the Mexican Good Mother Discourse; she is “not
American” and “not like that Mexican mother.” Her refusal of the U.S. Good Mother Discourse
can be explained in four linked ways: 1) she believed that American mothers provide fifty
percent of the household income; 2) it offered a rationale for adhering, in part, to the Mexican
Good Mother Discourse; 3) it allowed her to claim her Mexican community (Hirsch, 2007;
Segura, 2007); and 4) it was her way of making the inescapability of choices bearable (Butler,
2004). Olivia actively drew on both discourses to reject particular duties such as cooking for her
husband and working full-time. Her income, not considered household income, gave her
autonomy to spend it as she wished.
Immigrants are often subject to this double bind; they have to navigate the host
community and their ethnic community, where values clash and they risk being perceived as bad
mothers by one community or the other (Piller & Pavlenko, 2001). Ultimately, Olivia continued
to live, knowingly, in the role of Mexican good mother (and wife). In explaining her choice, she
utilized a view of enforced equity: American women must provide half of the family income.
This excerpt was full of agency despite ultimately constraining herself to a role she hoped to
escape in the future.
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In navigating the dissonance between the discourses, Olivia blamed her husband
and how he chose to live his life for her changed behavior, that is not being submissive or
refusing to take care of her husband (Pavlenko, 2001):
B: What [do] you think made those changes, in you?
O: I think he [husband] did a lot to take those changes.
B: Yeah? So you did—
O: —He changed my life. Although I don’t like it, the procedure that he took,
but I think the way it is, even [I] don’t like it. What can I say?
B: So, really your changes were out of his behavior.
O: Yes. Yes, exactly.
B: Can you give me any examples?
O: Well, the thing of it is, he work a lot. He’s never home, okay? So it’s like
I’m raising my kids by myself, you know. (….) I’m the one who gets to
makes the main decisions. …Probably that’s what I like about that [having the
ultimate say in childrearing]. Because I think they feel secure. They even
know they can rely in me in any situation, you know? But I don’t think they
think this way of my husband.
Being able to criticize her husband’s lack of family support (i.e., bad father) gave her the
power to control decision making in the home and thus to gain the respect of her
daughters. This power is not afforded simply through her husband’s absence. Olivia
elucidated:
I mean, is like when the man say, “I’m in charge,” he’s in charge. Even though
he’s not there [at home]. His presence is not there they should [not] be scared.
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Most of the women are scared of their husbands, you know. And, especially in
my culture. I used to be one of them [scared women], but not any more.
She recognized the patriarchal structure of her culture and clearly stated that she “used to
be one of them, but not anymore.”
She continued with stories about conflicts between her ideas of mothering and
those of other female family members (e.g., aunts, sisters-in-law). The stories bore
witness to the difficulty and pain of being held on the outside margins of her community
because she incorporated new ideas. She made comments such as, “Sometimes it’s like
I’m embarrassed [of her different opinions]” or “Because probably they think I am a lazy
bum.” This latter statement was in response to Olivia requiring her girls to learn how to
take care of themselves—getting up and making their breakfast, doing their laundry.
While Olivia expressed these types of feelings in all of her interviews, she also rejected
them and claimed a better standard of mothering due to her independence, pursuit of
educational opportunities, and ability to support her children academically:
I see the other families, …The father is the one who handle things. Because the
woman doesn’t work. The woman doesn’t speak. If they even speak, forget
about it, they [husbands] ignore them. They [wives] don’t drive. …If the girls
have a problem at school, okay, they don’t do nothing to solve it. They don’t
even go and see the counselor or anything, or the director, [to ask,] “Okay, what
was the problem?” They just let it go! …Because the father, he the one in charge,
he work double jobs, he don’t have the time, so think about it…what will they do?
They not can rely in both parents, so they talk to my daughters. (….) My
daughter have the control of their school, of their studies or their knowledge what
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to do. I just give the resource to do. “Mom, I need this book.” “Okay.” I find
the book. …My sister-in-law she don’t even drive so she cannot even buy the
book. So, the girls doesn’t turn the homework. Do you see? What can she do?
She cannot do nothing. If the parents will not help her, you know? She’s just got
what? Bad grades. Guess what, the parents are so pissed off because she have a
bad grades. …They say, “Why didn’t you told me in time?” And she say, “Dad, I
told you but you were busy playing pool.” (….) No, I have taught them
[daughters], they have to do homework everyday. I have to read to them. … And,
I buy all those things, Legos, a lot of different things for them so they can do.
In this text the allure of a dominant discourse, such as the Literacy Discourse, is evident; Olivia
can claim the status of being an involved parent and raising academically successful daughters.
She can also claim to raise moral daughters, according to the Mexican Good Mother Discourse.
We can see that she has begun to create a melded discourse (Johnson, 2009; Pavlenko & Piller,
2001; Reese, et al., 1995) because her role in the home is exposed to more than one possibility
(Butler, 2004; Gordon, 2004; Hirsch, 2007; Pavlenko, 2001).
Returning to some of the dilemmas posed in the above narratives, one might identify a
lack of agency in Guadalupe’s inability to promote her need for a job, or Carmen and Yesmenia
dropping out of school (Mahmood, 2005). They lived in a setting where the Mexican Good
Mother Discourse (including good wife) was their primary organizing ideology; pursuit of
personal desires was constrained by membership in their ethnic community and the emotional
and material resources membership confers (Abu-Lughod, 1986; Ahearn, 2004; Hirsch, 2007;
Malkin, 2007; Pavlenko, 2001). Drawing loosely on psychoanalytic theory, identification with a
group allows us to establish relationships from which we gain security, comfort, and recognition;
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living within a community and appropriating its discourses assists one in being an accepted
subject (Abu-Lughod, 1986; Boldt, 2004; Butler, 1997).52 For example, Olivia would not leave
her husband because it would consign her daughters to live in poverty. Given these factors, it
seems commonsensical that these participants would not bring their desires to bear too heavily in
confronting their home settings and discourses.
The ability to achieve one’s desires is constrained by other discourses, as well. For
example, husbands were subject to the hegemonic discourse, Male as Provider. This discourse
shaped the woman’s role in the home and her ability to take on work (Segura, 2007) in that
women working undermined the men’s self-understood role as breadwinner.
These factors may also explain why participants chose to adopt and were successful in
implementing only some aspects of the Literacy and the U.S. Good Mother Discourses in
particular locations. New discourses took hold where changes could occur. For example, the
women challenged the Good Wife Discourse and claimed more independence through the
Literacy Discourse because developing children’s academic success was considered an
appropriate activity for women. It fell within the confines of the Mexican Good Mother
Discourse. In other words, participants effected change, in part, because the home environment
and their ethnic mothering discourse permitted it. Other activities, such as working in the public
sphere, were less available because immigration status or ideologies were immutable.
Participants’ strategic use of, but not insistence on, discourses presents these women as
having desires while remaining within their native discourses. Employing aspects of discourses
opened space to expand their identity (e.g., desire to work, willingness to use babysitters) and
make their own life bearable (Blackledge, 2001). Guadalupe’s continual statements of her desire
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This does not do justice to the complicated discussion on how the psyche develops and forms attachments to the
self and others. For a more in depth discussion see Boldt (2004), Butler (1997), and Foucault (1977).
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to work or her family’s financial need may eventually erode her husband’s need to keep the
traditional home structure and broaden the Mexican Good Mother Discourse to include mother’s
paid work outside of the home as an appropriate behavior (Segura, 2007). However, she will
still need to overcome the structural barrier of her immigration status. In the meantime she may
continue her attempts to amplify her power in the home and enroll her husband in sharing
caretaking duties, as her home context offers a site where change can occur. Olivia may over
time feel less like a “fool” as her children continue to build success stories that she can see as
evidence of her difference from others. Perceiving agency as contextual and constrained allows
these women not to simply be labeled as submissive to the discourses, but rather as agents within
their environment (Ahearn, 2001a), particularly since they pose their decisions as choice even if
at times they strongly wish for something else.
Furthermore, discourses can begin to change in the present but not form a new discourse
until the next generation comes along (Butler, 2004). For example, the censure and struggle
Olivia incurred may help her daughters live more independently without threatening their ethnic
community. I am not stating that this will occur or that it will occur in a particular way. Rather,
Olivia’s narratives show how actions can push, but not exceed, the boundaries of one’s
circumstances. She said about her daughters, “I think they should grow up to be independent,”
and then elaborated, “I think they need to know. So they can feel secure by themselves.” In
seeking to make them more independent she was labeled a bad mother by her female relatives;
“Oh, you are bad mother Olivia.” Olivia counters this by responding, “For me a good quality as
a mother. I think I take good care of my children, but I don’t follow them around. You know,
doing everything for them. I teach them how to be independent.” She determined that this
aided their success in school:
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They have their choices, you know. …For example, my older daughter next year, she
say, “I can go only to two classes, that’s it. That will lead me to college next year to
Short Hills Community College, but no I want to go to university and I want to have a
very high [grade] point.” “Okay, go for it.”
Olivia never discussed her educational desires as comparable with her daughters’ need
for education, nor did she lament that she did not have this type of upbringing. Instead, she
incorporated some changes into her lifestyle, which brought reprobation from her extended
family, but not such large changes (e.g., divorcing her husband) that she was not considered a
member of the family. She, in fact, participated in her extended family, providing childcare,
throwing parties, and getting together on the weekends. Her actions were further constrained by
the idea of marriage being for life—taught to her by her grandmother—and the fear that if she
left her husband she would be poor and therefore unable to provide for her daughters as she
would like to. She will wait until her girls are independent and on their own (at age 18, she told
me) before she pursues her own desires:
I looking forward for what I am going to do. First of all I’m planning to work like in a
community place. …Other, I want to go to college. Another, I want to travel. …I don’t
want no one to hold me like, “No you cannot go nowhere.”
Ultimately, she wants what she is trying to give to her daughters: a life that is structured
differently (Pavlenko, 2001). Her actions are agentic in possibly creating a less gendered life for
her daughters, and eventually herself.
Other’s Power over Agentic Acts
The following narrative demonstrates that participants had established educational goals
and ideas about good teaching. It is an enactment of agency that disrupts prevalent ideas of who
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Mexican women are (e.g., passive, submissive) and reveals how mainstream discourses can
trump acts of agency coming from the margins. That is, explicit acts of agency do not always
accomplish one’s goal.
The story is told by four of the participants53 and supplemented with conversations with
Miss Carol. Three themes pertaining to agency surface: participant ability to identify their
educational needs and why the teacher does not meet them; collective and individual agency of
the students as they collaborated to express their educational needs; the interplay of power and
its effects on the outcome.
The narrative began when I asked Carmen if there was anything she would like to change
about the program:
C: No, I don’t think so. [laughs] [pause] Maybe when they change a teacher. I like
some teacher because they are very prepared, but they left and they bring another one.
I not agree with that. [little laugh] But, is not my decision. I don’t know, the
programs take the decision and we to follow that.
B: Like if that happens do you…as a group, do you ever talk to Miss Linda or do you
just say look? (….)
C: Yeah we talk about that because when we change that teacher and is not the same like
the other one, [laughs] but we have had problems because the district know that and it
was a big problem. And you know they move the teacher (…) to the adult school.
That is why I say, ay maybe we need to keep [quiet], oh my gosh. [laughter]
B: So that was the sequence of events that the teachers changed and then you all talked
amongst yourselves and then with Miss Carol. (….)
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Yesmenia was not enrolled in classes at this time.
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C: I think Miss Carol talked with the teacher, but the teacher talked with the others in the
district and, I don’t know, they decide this program is, I don’t know, is not growing,
or I don’t know what. Because they [ES staff] said the ladies from the district they
are come[ing] you can say whatever you want. Miss Carol [said], “You tell them
what is the problem,” but when they come they only give you [us] a paper, but don’t
talk with own words. Only in the paper a few questions. And, later they decide the
program is…out then, you [students] need to move. [They say], “Mira [look], is the
same thing you only going to move to another school,” but is not the same because
for some of us is hard because we have little childrens and they don’t go to the
kindergarten and we need to stay at home and look for another program that has child
care, but not all the program has. Or they in afternoon and we don’t have time. This
is a change for the program. It is not the same, to move.
Nelli amplified the view of what occurred:
N: Yeah, but we start to have problem with her.
B: Can you tell me about that?
N: He [She] was angry. We told her something. He [She] did not like that.
B: Can you think of a specific example that you can describe to me?
N: Ah, all the time I tried to push her, that he [she] come to our table to teach something.
And I say, “Miss Alice what we will do right now?” Or, he [she] don’t have a good
way to teach because today he [she] teach us something and tomorrow we pass to
other things and then he [she] back to the first thing. And I believe that she confused
us a lot with the verb, how to say conjugar verbos [conjugate verbs]. Past perfect, he
[she] confuse us a lot with that.
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B: So was it just you who said, “Oh ,what are you going to do,” or was it everyone or
what was the…
N: Everyone.
Olivia added to the story about her own involvement. She had formed a friendship with
Miss Alice, placing her in a double bind:
O: We [she and the other students] were together. Me and my friends, well my friends
don’t like her so much. You know because they say, “Olivia, but you know we not
learn anything from her.” I say, “Okay. All right.” What can I say? (….)
Sometimes. I agree with them sometimes. (….) [Olivia decided that she was going
to talk to the teacher] I don’t want to put a bad word. (….) It was bad. Very bad.
My teacher even told me that she didn’t expect that [Olivia’s criticism] for me, so I
feel bad. (….) Because some of them [students] were very upset, angry at the
situation. For me it is like I lose one year without doing anything. You know, I just
didn’t do anything.
B: Yeah, I guess I am curious about—
O: —What I am thinking?
B: Yes, what you are thinking and whether it was difficult to do and how did you….Not
you, but how did the women organize themselves. (….)
O: Well, it was because we fill out these forms. What do we like to do or not and (….)
Why we did not learn that and why we unhappy about it. Sometimes when the
teacher explain math she make me really upset. Really, I was angry at her because if
she did not know now to do that why she didn’t teach it. Like this algebra thing. She
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put me to do this whole numbers. There she was she give me a problem about
algebra. She was not so organized. That’s about it.
B: So you all filled out the survey or forms.
O: Yeah.
B: And I know from everyone else that they were not good. Then after that though you
don’t have a teacher at Even Start any more.
O: Yeah. (….)
B: And did you feel like the result was fair? (….)
O: No I don’t think was fair, but thing was the teacher get better pay so they fight
together [teacher and the Even Start staff] (….) And the teacher feel probably like
they encourage us to talk bad about her, but they didn’t do that to us. We did it by
ourselves.
B: But the teacher gave responsibility to the staff and not to—
O: —Yes and not to us. (….)
B: So what pushed you to talk? (….)
O: Because I thought things will change you know. Probably I thought if we fill out the
survey things gonna change and probably they gonna send a tutor that know math
and, we gonna be organized by different hours. You know, so each group will have a
different time but. (….) After I found out, my God, it was like this war. [laughs] I
say, “My God, you [other students] really say those things?” “Yeah, we did.” And
they were [saying], “Olivia, she didn’t, she didn’t do anything. Remember all those
things that she make us do. She don’t even know what was it.” Oh well, what can I
say?
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B: Say, Even Start gets a new teacher…35 students are back at Even Start taking classes
and the new teacher is really bad or maybe disorganized or does not communicate
well. For whatever reason it is not a good experience. Would you do the same thing?
(….) Like go and talk to the teacher or…
O: No. I probably won’t go back.
B: You wouldn’t go back? Why not?
O: Because I passed through that already. Why should I do the same? My God.
Carmen describes the collaborative effort of discussing their teacher with Miss Carol:
C: Well we discuss in the table because we have two or three groups, but all the time we
talk with my group and they talk with the other tables and decide okay. Some of us,
“Okay let’s go and talk about that,” and because everybody was agreed to talk about
this. (….) But we discuss first and then we go to Miss Carol. [We discussed] One
represent to everybody, one or two and then we go to talk with her. And, this is what
I did [represent the other students].
In their narratives, each student identified what she expected from a classroom teacher,
including organizational skills, content knowledge, and attentiveness to learner needs. They also
believed that having a good teacher was an appropriate expectation. For all intents and purposes
these women followed a logical strategy for change: discussion among the students; discussion
with program staff, collaboration to voice their opinions, voicing of problems to the teacher and
district level staff. They collectively voiced their opinion and individually completed a written
evaluation provided by the district, a notable literacy exercise. Nevertheless, the women lost
their teacher and were asked to attend ESL classes at a different location. Morning classes did
not offer daycare; the late afternoon classes had daycare but were not an option because
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participants were responsible for caring, feeding, and overseeing their children’s activities at that
time. The outcome was disappointing to the students, and should have been disappointing to the
district since none of the women enrolled in the adult ESL classes. The response can also be
interpreted as a punishment of the students and the site staff (Foucault, 1977; 2003).
This story exemplifies the flow of power despite enactments of agency (Dyrness,
2008)—identifying poor teaching and taking action. Miss Carol reported that the teacher had
complained about the staff at the Center, stating that the staff sat around and wasted time and
turned the students against the teacher (fieldnotes). Attributing student behavior to the Even
Start staff erases student agency. The image of the Mexican woman, similar to the deficit view
of under-educated adult learners, may have allowed their opinions to be easily ignored or overridden (Blackledge, 2001; Dyrness, 2008). Furthermore, when Latino parents behave outside the
idea of a good involved parent (being passive, agreeing with the school) and assert their opinions
they are often cast as disruptive or bad parents or denied a voice (Dyrness, 2008, Olivos, 2004;
2006; Ramirez, 2003). Here, the women were caught in a power struggle between the district
staff and the Even Start staff, and their voices were rendered silent.
Despite the district’s punitive action, the women claimed responsibility for their actions
through statements like: “We did it by ourselves;” “This is what I did;” “I try to push her
[teacher].” They continued to go to the Even Start site and attend self-study classes, thereby
naming the site as an educational program; none enrolled in the formal ESL or GED classes
offered by the district. They stated that their actions, acknowledged or not, had an impact (albeit
not the one they wanted), as evidenced by Carmen’s observation: “And you know they move the
teacher. …To the adult school.” And, with agency, she attributed the outcome to their actions;
“That is why I say, ‘ay, maybe we need to keep [quiet].’ Oh my gosh [laughter].” The laughter
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is not sad or uncomfortable; she is amused, and appears to say that staying quiet would be
laughable or that maybe she enjoyed the opportunity to organize and voice her opinion. Their
agency must be examined in light of the sequence of events, actions undertaken, motivations,
and what the actors take from the experience (Powell, 2007).
Conclusion
This chapter has addressed how discourses can support and undermine participant’s
efforts to achieve their goals and desires, in part because of their fractured subjectivities, or the
multiple roles they play. Findings brought to light how the U.S. Good Mother Discourse
provided women with expanded definitions of their mothering role but also brought censure from
their ethnic community and conflict between spouses. Similarly, incorporating aspects of the
Literacy Discourse into their day-to-day life brought praise and scorn from friends and family.
Over the course of the three findings chapters, the women provided examples of how
their subjectivities of wife, mother, student, and individual collided, creating tension between
their desires. As a result, some desires were constrained while others were achieved (Thompson,
2003). Yet, agency can surface through alternative routes—Yesmenia dropped her formal adult
education classes but arranged informal learning groups in her home (Foucault, 2003).
Even Start presents discourses that can be useful and disconcerting in learners’ lives. As
the women negotiated the U.S. society, they had to contend with new identities and possibilities
shaped by the ideologies from their new and native social contexts. Participants were subject to
different discourses due to the transnational nature of their existence; their feet were
ideologically in the United States and Mexico. The Mexican Good Mother Discourse, a
necessary discourse for ethnic community identification, trumped the Literacy Discourse.
However, in family literacy, the Literacy Discourse superseded the mothering discourse because
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the former was seen as one of the more necessary aspects of being successful: helping one’s
child through school, which a mother cannot do if she is not literate herself. They drew on the
aspects of the discourses that were plausible within aspects of their day-to-day lives to achieve
their desires and extend their home-based roles. The women negotiated both worlds and, in so
doing, demonstrated how agency and discourses are open to compromise.
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Chapter Eight
Conclusion: Contributions, Limitations, and Implications

****
The purpose of this study was to explore how five Mexican immigrant women drew on,
disputed, or combined the literacy and mothering discourses in the Crystal City Even Start
program to support who they wanted to be and to achieve their desires. My study sought to
answer three questions: 1) How do Latina women enact agency in a family literacy program and
their daily lives? 2) How does family literacy assist these women in enacting agency, if at all?
and 3) How do Latina women use, negotiate, or disrupt literacy and mothering discourses to
mitigate differences or enhance similarities between themselves and the ideals promoted in
family literacy and their communities? The data elucidated how multiple discourses come into
play by supporting and constraining the women’s agency. I have argued that although
discourses govern ideas of correct behavior and belonging (Foucault, 1997; 2001a), these same
discourses can be used to create new behaviors and possibilities (Butler, 2004; Thompson, 2003)
and achieve stated and unstated goals.
Examining agency positions these mothers as active constructors of home culture, not as
women who passively accepted Mexican or U.S. ideas about parenting and schooling (Dumka,
Roosa, & Jackson, 1997; Perreira, Chapman, & Stein, 2006; Perry, Kay, & Brown, 2007). They
demonstrated that hegemonic ideas are not static; hegemonic discourses do not exist simply as
society dictates. This study’s participants refashioned discourses to take on a variety of
meanings and purposes according to their desire and particular social context and location
(McLeod & Yates, 2006; Perry & Purcell-Gates, 2005).
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Contributions to Research: Paradoxes of Discourses
Using and getting used by the Literacy Discourse. The Literacy Discourse was
prominent in and promoted through staff and learner language, curriculum activities, the notion
of mother as child’s first teacher, materials, regulatory practices (e.g., children’s report cards,
study time sheets), and an emphasis on academic skills. Ideas of literacy were based on schooled
learning (Cook-Gumperz, 2006a)—reading, writing, passing GED Tests. (Acquiring English
was also incorporated into the Literacy Discourse because English language competency was
equated with literacy skills.) Literacy skills were generally not seen as being culturally or
contextually shaped (Collins & Blott, 2003; Street, 1984; 1993). The students did in some
measure reflect that academic skills were culturally specific (e.g., math was done differently in
Mexico, reading was less valued and practiced in Mexico). Staff and participants maintained
that literacy skills would assist the women in raising academically successful children, gaining
independence, navigating local institutions, and finding jobs, thereby emphasizing what literacy
can do for learners. Repeating these types of activities and messages normalizes and erases the
conforming nature of the discourses, etching it as an appropriate measure of the mother’s
accomplishments and expressions of identity (Butler, 2004; Foucault, 1977). For example, staff
demonstrated their approval by naming participants as “successful” mothers. However,
participants also gained a sense of pride in their children and in themselves by adhering to the
Literacy Discourse, demonstrating the paradoxical nature of discourses.
This study’s findings show that the valuing and enacting of particular behaviors brought
advantages, for example, academically successful children and recognition by those in power and
peers. Furthermore, the data revealed how participants drew on the Literacy Discourse to
promote particular ideas about the self (Valencia & Black, 2002) such as, I am a good mother, I
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am able to learn, to acquire status, and to access new opportunities (Pavlenko, Blackledge, Piller,
& Teutsch-Dwyer, 2001). Recognition for raising literate children (a primary role for these
women) assisted them in taking up a literate identity and claiming a more public voice—a desire
that they all manifested (Bartlett, 2005). Possibly the benefits and allure of literacy were
stronger for these women because they had been refused an education, relegated to the bad
mother binary position, and denied a voice because of their gender, socioeconomic status, and
race.
While women and staff presented an autonomous understanding of literacy, their
interviews supported the Ideological Literacy Discourse in which literacy was more than the
discrete skills of writing and reading—it was historically and contextually based and carried
ideas of power and belonging. The women actively used literacy skills and the Literacy
Discourse to achieve desires. The aforementioned benefits did not come simply because they
learned a discrete skill, for example, to conjugate a verb (Bartlett, 2007). The idea of being
literate and their literacy gains were strategically used to garner support for their own education
and to formulate new or expand particular identities. On the other hand, some narratives
demonstrated how, despite demonstrable literacy skills, desires were offset by competing
subjectivities, persons in power, or dynamics. And, literacy regulated participants to particular
behaviors and conceptions of what it means to be literate (e.g., engaging in dyadic reading,
school labor, learning games). These findings elucidate how people use literacy for their own
purpose and how ideas of literacy define and standardize appropriate literacy practices and tools
(Brandt & Clinton, 2002) revealing that literacy is not a neutral skill, for it carries implications of
power, prestige, and knowledge.
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This view of literacy and enlightenment is generally considered an American standard of
advancement (Cook-Gumperz, 2006b); yet, participants demonstrated that they inculcated
similar ideas of literacy prior to attending Even Start classes or moving to the United States,
indicating that discourses valuing literacy and education are not specific to the United States.
This finding disrupts the notion that poor or immigrant women must be taught to value schooled
literacy. The Even Start program built on and reinforced the women’s ideas about learning
through the Literacy Discourse, bringing into the home and extending literacy practices to
incorporate the very youngest members of the family.
Expanding the Mexican Good Mother Discourse: Using multiple discourses with
agency. This study adds to the growing body of literature demonstrating that Mexican
immigrant women care deeply about and are active in their and their children’s school-based and
moral education. By representing themselves as literate women raising academically successful
children they countered the deficit premise inherent in much of family literacy and adult
education and welfare policy (Auerbach, 1995; Blackledge, 2001; Gadsen, 1996; Hays, 2003;
Sandlin, 2004; Sparks, 2001; Taylor, 1997). All participants volunteered in their children’s
schools and gave examples of talking directly to teachers or administrators if their children had
problems in school; this dispels the myth that all Latino immigrant parents are under-educated or
utilize less effective parenting strategies (for a discussion on this see Soto, 2008). Women in this
study represented themselves as better mothers because they were raising good citizens through a
higher standard of mothering, one that emphasized academic skills, family values, and morals
(Reese, et al., 1995); thereby, promoting a more equitable view of Latino parents. Furthermore,
a new discourse of mothering may be opening a third space for these participants—a hybrid
discourse combining ideas from the Mexican Good Mother Discourse and the U.S. Good Mother
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Discourse (Bhabha, 1994). This is a space where immigrant women can claim aspects primarily
attributed to White, middle-class mothers (e.g., educated, involved in schools, shared home
duties) as their own. In this way, they can promote a Mexican heritage and native discourses
without being relegated to the margins of American society or having to straddle the binary of
insider (American) and outsider (Mexican) in mainstream society (Anzaldúa, 1987). In other
words, before positioning women as subjugated, researchers should examine narratives for
“instances in which colonized subjects undertake to represent themselves in ways that engage
with the colonizer’s own terms” (Pratt, 1992, p. 7). Participants, through their representations,
strategically utilized language and ideas acquired in Even Start to achieve particular ends. In
doing so, they opened up different fields of power that created new possibilities for
understanding and representing Latina women (Butler, 2004; Davies, 2005; Foucault, 1980).
Studies such as this one can function to broaden the discourse regarding Latina mothering,
literacy practices, and parent involvement (see Olivos, 2004 or Waterman, 2008).
Women attended Even Start to become educated not for parenting classes. However, they
utilized the mothering focus as a justification to attend classes. Moreover, their success in
raising literate children enhanced confidence in their mothering, learning, and interactions with
children’s schools and society. For example, learning English, as opposed to being considered
an assimilation tactic, was used by participants to contest the idea of Latino immigrants as
unwilling to learn English (Fennelly, 2008) and to gain the ability to participate in society with a
sense of confidence. They used their progression toward the mainstream American mothering
norm to demonstrate that they were educated and had a right to be treated respectfully, in the
home and outside.
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Using and getting used by mothering discourses. This study looked in particular at
how subjectivities and desires are created, developed, and supported in adult education settings.
This setting provided a place for the women to express desires about working, independence, and
equity in the home (Gordon, 2004). They discovered that individual problems were shared
across the group, providing them an opportunity for collective problem solving and support
(Daniell, 2003; Dyrness, 2008; Mahmood, 2005). Discourses such as the Good Wife and ideas
such as not valuing girls’ education, were naturalized for participants throughout their childhood.
Even Start classes offered a place to unravel some of these ideas (Ransom, 1997). The findings
illuminate how the U.S. Good Mother Discourse was used to advocate for equity in the home, an
idea promulgated in the Even Start program. Growing equity may also be attributed to shifts in
family structure as evidenced in small ways. For example, Nelli established shared duties before
moving to the US. In other literature (see Segura & Zavella, 2007) immigrant women attributed
greater freedom to their move to the United States; changes were made to accommodate a new
culture and different living circumstances (e.g., having to work outside the home, not having
extended family to support them). Nevertheless, access to the U.S. Good Mother Discourse gave
women tools to argue for new subjectivities and goals. This finding builds on adult education
literature demonstrating that benefits of education go beyond academic skills or credentials (see
Freire, 2005; Prins, Toso, & Schafft, 2009).
The Good Mother Discourses, in some ways, also constrained their agency. Since neither
staff nor the women challenged the ideological emphasis on mothering as the primary role in
their life, their learning options were limited to a focus on the children rather than their own selfdevelopment. Similar to the dual nature of the Literacy Discourse, the women were valued and
offered opportunities for transformation and growth (Mac an Ghaill, 1994), and paradoxically
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exposed to and entrenched in school and societal expectations for the gendered roles and the
unpaid school labor of mothers (Griffith & Smith, 2005). Complying with aspects of the U.S.
Good Mother Discourse, such as engaging in school-based literacy activities, added to women’s
home duties, yet also allowed them to be perceived as good mothers in mainstream society and
supported their desire to become educated.
Participants also used the U.S. good mother as a foil for the Mexican good mother. They
eschewed notions of raising children in what they viewed to be a more permissive society,
implying that U.S. mothering permitted looser values and morals (Villenas, 2001). Furthermore,
what they took from the program was evaluated and compared against the woman’s knowledge
of parenting and appropriateness to their family. The participants also used the idea of the U.S.
good mother as justification for not doing things. This study provides insight into how a
discourse can be used to explain away desire. If a person cannot achieve a particular desire
within their constraints, a misrepresentation of the ideal (e.g., American women bring in half of
the household income) can help make life livable in its current state. That is, I am choosing my
current position because I do not want to exhibit the other behavior. Rejecting discourses can
afford a sense of agency or choice. This study further shows the pliability of discourses and their
contribution to agency. Participants asserted that they identified with the Mexican Good Mother
Discourse and simultaneously drew on characteristics of the U.S. good mother to expand their
roles (e.g., more equality in the home, more freedom outside the home).
The findings illustrate how deficit discourses, such as the U.S. Good Mother, can be
adapted and used with agency. Olivia, who was very vocal about resisting the Mexican good
wife subjectivity, remained in her marriage, claiming that she still loved her husband—“what can
I do,” (an interesting lack of agency, ascribing it almost to fate (see Ahearn’s (2001a) discussion
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of fate). Ideas taken from the U.S. Good Mother Discourse made the choice untenable (i.e.,
bringing in half the household income); still, she maintained that once her daughters finished
college she would move out and be on her own, leaving me to wonder what will occur.
Contradictory narratives demonstrate the tug and pull of desire, discourses, and agency in
promoting identity and explanations for actions (Davies & Davies, 2007).
Salient to this discussion is the role the classroom can play in supporting immigrant
learners as they negotiate conflicts between their native and new communities’ societal norms
(Mac an Ghaill, 1994; McLeod & Yates, 2003, Pavlenko, 2001; Widdowson, 1990). As
members of multiple communities, they struggle to navigate different settings and ideas of self as
they (or members of their family) resist, accommodate, or seek to blend aspects of potentially
competing discourses. Both this study and the literature demonstrate that although a dominant
discourse, such as Good Wife, remains in place, changes within the discourse can and do take
place (Blackledge, 2001; Butler, 2004; Luttrell, 2003). Furthermore, it illustrates that not all
Latina women are constrained from educational opportunities (Rockhill, 1993); these women
may have been at risk yet they were able to find space within their constraints to access
educational opportunities and expanded gender roles.
The data reveal how educational programs are contradictory locations that promulgate
and regulate people into discourses (e.g., family literacy and promotion of the U.S. Good Mother
Discourse), yet can also help learners as they come into contact with new discourses to explore
beyond their local discourses (e.g., Mexican Good Mother, Good Wife, Literacy). A number of
studies demonstrate how Even Start, as an educational program, serves to colonize (Reyes &
Torres, 2007) and regulate (Sandlin, 2004) learners. Other literature demonstrates change in
parents and children as they learn how to develop mainstream schooled literacy skills with their
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children (Jordan, Snow, & Porche, 2000; Padak & Rasinski, 1997). This study examined the
benefits and the detractors that mothers took from family literacy programs, particularly
regarding the prevalent mothering and literacy discourses in Even Start. In this program women
came in contact with different roles for a mother. They employed these notions to expand ideas
about the self (i.e., literate, secretary versus house cleaner). But they did not shed one discourse
for the other; the U.S. Good Mother Discourse served as a resource (Swidler, 1986).
Another finding is the influence of binary ideals contained within discourses (Ransom,
1997). For example, Olivia’s wrestling between the ideals of the Mexican good mother and the
U.S. good mother leaves little room to construct a life that is acceptable to either community—a
not uncommon outcome in adult education (Fingeret & Drennon, 1997; Sanchez, 2008). On the
other hand, literacy has given her an escape; books are her “therapy.” The close reading of
women’s narratives demonstrates that education delivers a complicated mix of assets and
drawbacks.
Nuancing agency. What is evident in this study is that these women continued to
negotiate their world, drawing agentively on discourses to achieve immediate needs and to begin
speaking their long-held desires into possibility. This dissertation contests ideas of agency as
free will—as being in the control of the actor, resulting in particular changes for the good (see
Hoffman, 1999). Furthermore, the findings undermine the notion that particular discourses are
either good or bad. On the one hand, in the United States, the Good Mother Discourse cultivates
parenting strategies considered inherently better than the immigrant mother’s. On the other
hand, the U.S. Good Mother Discourse has given participants the possibility to explore identities
and privileges that are not available in the Mexican Good Mother Discourse. The same duality
can be found in the Literacy Discourse: participants were better able to assist their children in
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their schoolwork and feel more competent in mainstream society, yet were censured as know-italls and subjected to husbands’ deprecating comments when they felt threatened by their wives’
attempts to learn. In this study the mixing of ideas assigned to U.S. or Mexican mothers allowed
the women to maintain identification with their native culture group and expand on ideas that
identified their standard.
Agency, power relations, and discourses expand and contract. Ideologies work on multidimensional fields and are refashioned dependent on other national, transnational, and local
discourses. For example, a move toward a more companionate marriage is effected through
encountering new discourses, conforming identities to the receiving community’s expectations,
and living in a different social setting (i.e., lack of social network). Furthermore, changes in a
discourse due to enactments of agency should not be seen as forward movement on a worse–
better continuum. Olivia expanded ideas about what was possible for women but she was also
censured for acting on this information; this change could be seen as empowering by feminists,
yet it also undermined her social network and subjected her to criticism. When naming agentic
ideas as liberatory, researchers should consider a framework that incorporates change as being
assisted from outside forces such as other participants, life events, geographic settings, and the
possibility of available discourses. The framework should also allow for contradictions in the
outcome such as the expansion of women’s power in the home through the strengthening of a
hegemonic discourse (an outcome that is dualistic in benefits and detractors).
The data demonstrated that changes are not based on individual will. All participants in
this study were constrained by the competing desires of belonging to their immigrant
community, where they found primary recognition, prestige, and material support, and to their
new community of reception, where assimilating to dominant discourses brought different forms
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of acknowledgment and belonging. New discourses encountered in the host community offered
possibilities for power and personhood (e.g., knowledge broker, independence), but the ways in
which women took up these discourses were constrained by their assigned roles and material
circumstances (Ahearn, 2001a; Brown, 2008; Butler, 2004; Davies, 2005; Foucault, 1977;
Thompson, 2003; Woodward & Winter, 2007).
Local contexts such as geography, labor market, class, ethnic community, and family
structure shape how people interact with their world; parenting strategies that worked in Crystal
City (e.g., sending a child to summer camp) would not necessarily serve the same purposes in
Mexico. Guadalupe’s desire to work might have been moot if she were in Mexico where women
who participated in the household economy were her model. These women might have been
working toward the same goals, but they needed to justify them using a different set of rationales
and ideals that made sense in their local setting. This study’s findings elucidate the
resourcefulness and agency of the women because they drew on new discourses to promote their
needs and interests. Even minute displays of agency can reinforce, restructure, and undermine
social structures and subjectivities (Ahearn, 2001a; Foucault, 2003; McLeod & Yates, 2006).
Finally, this study contributes to research on agency because it demonstrates the
interaction of the micro—practices of the self—and the macro—governing of normative
discourses (McLeod & Yates, 2006). Critics of post-structural literature argue that the
theoretical focus remains on the individual, the immovability of discourses, and the inability to
account for social change (Atkinson, 2002); these findings demonstrate how discourses can shift
and begin to open space for structural changes such as a less patriarchal family structure).
Participants may not have worked collectively to change either of the Good Mother Discourses
or the Literacy Discourse, yet in subtle and unique ways the discourses were beginning to allow
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for different behaviors. To be clear, the changes were not simply due to an individual’s words or
actions; changes were supported by dint of living in a transnational setting that offered
opportunities for or insisted on change (Segura, 2007).
Women’s compliance with literacy and intensive mothering duties as circulated by Even
Start may be seen as subjugation or colonization (Blackledge, 2001; Reyes & Torres, 2007);
however, I have argued that participants pragmatically utilized these ideas to assist them in
promoting ideas of who they wanted to be (Butler, 2004; Davies, 2005; McLeod & Yates, 2006).
Even Start offered these women opportunities to acquire recognized knowledge; learning
components of the U.S. Good Mother and Literacy Discourses gave them power in their homes,
belief in self, and status in mainstream society. As such, the advantages and disadvantages of
appropriating hegemonic discourses are illuminated; discourses both constrain and open
possibilities for constructing of identities (Butler, 2004; Davies, 2005; Foucault, 1990a;
Thompson, 2003; Walshaw, 2007).
Limitations
This study has several limitations that could affect its applicability to other settings.
First, the study is limited by the small number of participants (five) identifying with one gender
category and from one nationality; the findings may not be applicable to other genders or
nationalities. Second, each immigrant community has its own discourses and structures that
develop and change dependent on the economy, available resources, social groups, and receiving
community, to name a few. Third, the participants’ experiences and backgrounds are not
uniform and should not be taken to represent all Mexican women. These women were raised in a
lower socioeconomic class in semi-urban or urban settings, had not completed secondary school
in Mexico, and moved to a particular city in the United States. Thus, their views and experiences
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may not reflect those of, for example, upper-middle or upper-class Mexican mothers or migrant
immigrant women. As such, the results of this study may not apply to Migrant Even Start
programs that serve migrant women. Further examination of these categories can help determine
whether there are similarities that transcend different kinds of Mexican or Latina mothers.
Studies with a broader group of women might also demonstrate how discourses that are
considered uniquely American, such as the Literacy Discourse, are also embedded in other
nations’ mainstream discourses.
A fourth consideration is the Even Start program. Each program has autonomy to design
curriculum and deliver services as it sees appropriate. Therefore, there is not necessarily a
correlation between Even Start programs. Moreover, district and funding changes had
diminished services traditionally found in a four-component Even Start program. However, the
original site director was still directing the program, indicating continuity in ideology, planning,
and materials. Furthermore, other Even Start programs I considered when selecting a research
site related similarly creative efforts to offer all four components of the Kenan model despite
funding cuts.
A fifth limitation is the probability that all participants possessed particular
characteristics motivating their desire and willingness to interview with me. For example, a
dedication to their learning goals and participating in interviews to practice English skills could
indicate that they were more aligned to the Literacy Discourse than other participants. They had
also continued studying through several programmatic changes (e.g., self-directed study),
signaling dedication to their education or encountering fewer barriers, such as husband’s
resistance or transportation. It is difficult to discern, in three of the cases, what role time in
program or time in the United States may have played in the formation of their identities.
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Despite these limitations, the findings align with and build on other theoretical work and
empirical studies, indicating the study’s relevance to understanding agency and discourses. This
study demonstrates the interplay and power of discourses to define who we are and possibilities
for who we might become. By using a post-structural lens, the study highlights an actor’s
agency to remake the self and blur boundaries between categories of what is acceptable and
deficit. In addition, the participants demonstrated that a discourse, elemental to the way we see
ourselves and are perceived by others, can be altered to create new ideas or reinforce old ideas of
the self. Discourses were drawn upon simultaneously to assert desires and ideas about who they
wanted to be.
Implications for Theory
Contradicting the purported depressing hold of post-structural discourse on change.
The close reading of these women’s narratives reveals how discourses are present in selfrepresentations. This study uncovers the creativity and complexity of speaking oneself into
existence (Butler, 2004; Davies, 2005). Participants presented themselves in contrast to, in
conjunction with, or by pulling bits and parts of native and new discourses to support their
desires or the image they wanted to present. This suggests that a hegemonic discourse is not
necessarily the only ruling discourse; other existing discourses, such as the Mexican Good
Mother Discourse, can undermine the U.S. Good Mother Discourse, for example. Granted, one
must consider that the women’s agency in drawing on aspects of the White, middle-class
mothering discourse can serve to reinforce its boundaries (Foucault, 1981). Nevertheless,
improvisations they make in the discourse (Holland, et al., 2001), for example, a poor, immigrant
mother reading to her child in Spanish, undermines the idea that the good mother is White and
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middle-class. This functions to expand who belongs in the categories of this hegemonic
discourse.
Using a feminist post-structural lens to examine narratives and subjectivities opened up
alternative readings of discourses, challenging the idea that family literacy discourses are simply
regulatory or that those who adhere to the discourse are subjugated (Mahmood, 2005). As
demonstrated earlier, women in this study used aspects of the U.S. Good Mother Discourse to
broaden their roles as Mexican mothers and to dispute the Good Wife Discourse that constrained
the possibilities of who they could be. In other words, what appears hegemonic to one group
may provide others an opening to escape other dominant ideologies of motherhood.
This study also disputes the claim that post-structural theory, with its assumed emphasis
on the inescapability of discourses, does not allow for social change. This study does not find
that change through discourses necessarily occurs; rather, it opens the possibility for change
through the makings of hybrid discourses. Lewis and Moje (2007) wrote, “the acts of taking up
and disrupting and transforming discourses has implications for how one conceptualizes the
constructs of identity and agency” (p. 18). New ideologies offer alternative ways in which action
and thought can occur (Swidler, 1986). In this study, the manner in which the participants took
on or countered aspects of discourses created changes in their immediate lives—albeit not
always positive changes. The need for immigrants to navigate and recreate their lives in a new
setting offers an ideal opportunity to study the creativity of adjusting existing ideas to new
discourses (see Anzaldúa, 1987; Gordon, 2004; Márquez & Romo, 2008). Mexican and
American mothering ideals could also merge to create a hybrid discourse, as addressed above,
that allows women a more acceptable and livable place in a transnational world. It is not that
they escape or eliminate either discourse; instead, “both sides of what was once understood as
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part of a binary divide become something any person can and should have access to” (Davies,
2005, p. 49). This study elucidates how discourses evolve dependent on context and action
(Segura, 2007). In this way discourses can increase and not simply restrict possibility (Butler,
2004).
I am not advocating for agency to be conceptualized as free will; this theoretical
framework recognizes that discourses are inescapable. The findings, however, underscore that
discourses are changeable, useful, and offer possibilities for re-creation. As I have demonstrated,
participants ascribe to ideals of motherhood and literacy circulated in Mexican and U.S. society.
And, they often acquiesce or restrict themselves to a particular ideal; to outwardly challenge or
flout the ideal could risk their social, material, and emotional connection to their community and
family (Mahmood, 2005; Swidler, 1986). Constraint to the ideal is not necessarily a conscious or
rational choice. Contrary to Bandura (2001) who maintains that agency requires forethought,
their acts of agency are born out of habit, what tools are available and acceptable to them,
constraints (Ahearn; 2001a), and desires (Boldt, 2004; Butler, 2004).
Expanding constructions of agency. The literature review covered the need for an
expanded version of agency that considers who is naming and defining agency, the agents, and
all aspects of the context (e.g., geographic, socio-economic, historical). These considerations
allow a more complex understanding of agency that moves beyond the idea of “resistor” or
“victim.” In this study, women’s agency was constrained by factors—work, immigration status,
patriarchy—that regulated behaviors or motivation, such as being home to care for one’s child
(Menard-Warwick, 2005).
Participants did not simply comply with the norms of their native community or their new
setting. Their agency lays in the inventive ways of responding to problems or ideas that emerged
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as they mediated new discourses and requirements of the United States (Holland, et al., 2001).
As they did this, they added to their cultural “tool kit of symbols, stories, rituals, and worldviews, which people may use in varying configurations to solve different kinds of problems”
(Swidler, 1986, p. 273).
Perry & Purcell (2005) use the idea of appropriation (p. 9) to describe “those acts by
dominated groups where actors adopt a hegemonic practice for the agent’s own purposes, rather
than those purposes designated by those in power” (p. 9). They dispute the notion that
discourses are fixed and unchangeable and that people adopt or rebel against hegemonic
discourses. This study resonates with theirs, except that agentive appropriations are not only
about resistance; in many instances, this study’s participants did not consider themselves victims.
Their actions were born out of desire for self-advancement, not resistance to the injustice of their
mothering role, for example.
Another example of using a discourse for one’s own purposes was the women’s reasons
for taking on the role of the child’s primary teacher (Griffith & Smith, 2005). They assumed this
role, in part, to gain prestige and power in the home, not to emulate American standards of
mothering. In fact, other studies suggest these behaviors can be part of the Mexican good
mother’s role (Olmedo, 2003; Wilgus, 2008). I argue that helping their children to be successful
in school was an act of agency in that it added a strategy to their “tool kit” (Perry & Purcell,
2005; Swidler, 1986). This strategy is particularly relevant considering the statistics on the lack
of school success and the public perception about Latino children’s ability to be successful
(Darder, 2008).
The U.S. Good Mother Discourse garners validity because it is transmitted via an
educational setting. Family literacy programs claim that their pedagogy and ideology are based
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in scientific research (see Wasik, 2004). This claim combined with the U.S. Good Mother
Discourse, which positions poor, immigrant, and minority women as in need of discipline or
education in appropriate behaviors and the prestige that an educational setting carries, heightens
the pressure on women to adopt the White, middle-class parenting and literacy strategies
(Blackledge, 2001; Gadsen, 1996; McLeod & Yates, 2006; Walshaw, 2007.) If we label
participants as victims, or in need of discipline, we can overlook or disdain their desires and their
efforts to achieve those desires. Also, we miss the pride and self-worth they gained through the
process. Moreover, if we label their efforts as non-agentive because they do not achieve their
goals, for example, getting a different teacher, then their acts and voice go unrecognized.
Naming acts as inconsequential can silence the actor (Daniell, 2003; Mitra & Watts, 2002).
If we, as an academic community, name “the victims,” they continue their marginalized
existence within the literature (Giroux, 2005). Agency, as a concept, becomes more nuanced
when it is understood as influencing subjectivities, shifting desires, and local and global
discourses, as well as race, gender, class, geography, legal status, and nationality (Abu-Lughod,
1986, Ahearn, 2001a; Ko, 2005; Mahmood, 2005; McLeod & Yates, 2006); in other words,
multiple frames of reference exist in the same setting. Assigning agency or a lack of agency
without mining the context assumes that all persons live in and are governed by identical sets of
discourses and circumstances.
Finally, this study’s findings on discourses can be extended to other educational sites
because discourses—such as mothering, neo-liberalism, literacy—are at play in all educational
settings (Walshaw, 2007) and society (Brown, 2003; Foucault, 1990a; 1990b). This is a relevant
project for educational sites since discourses determine the norm and set ideas of failure and
exclusion (Giroux, 2004; Foucault, 1977). Those falling outside the norm are subject to greater
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scrutiny, regulation, and discipline. Understanding how circumstances beyond one’s control
might affect learners’ and practitioners’ actions and ideas can assist us in examining and
reshaping programs and policy to better support learner desires for themselves and for those
close to them (Menard-Warwick, 2005). Additionally, examining discourses and agency
together promotes possibilities to see creative use of discourses to achieve one’s desires.
Implications for Adult Education
The program staff and content reflected the centrality of the U.S. Good Mother
Discourse, including appropriate parenting strategies such as talking to children about behavior,
utilizing consequences such as time-out, engaging in shared book reading, and incorporating
literacy into home activities. At times these White, middle-class values conflicted with the
mothers’ concerns for their children’s success and desire to protect them from a “freer”
American society, demonstrating the cultural and contextual nature of discourses. Discourses,
such as the U.S. Good Mother, should not be presumed to be unilaterally appropriate or
effective. Future research should examine how new discourses alter immigrant family structures
such as parent-child relationships, marital relationships, or extended family support (Valdés,
1996).
The inherently gendered nature of Even Start educates women to fulfill domestic and care
giving duties (see Ramdas, 1990 and Stromquist, 1992; 1998 for a similar argument regarding
women’s education in general). The combination of the Literacy and the Good Mother
Discourses places the burden of developing society on women, for instance, raising a literate
child and productive citizen (see Bahramitash, 2005 and Yuval-Davis, 1997). A paradox of this
study is how family literacy programs support and constrain the development of a woman’s
voice through this gendered message. Adult educators should scrutinize curriculum content for a
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gendered perspective and bring a more critical view to understanding roles and structures in
society, such as what maintains a patriarchal system in the home or moves a woman from the
private home sphere to the public sphere.
This study can help adult educators to recognize that, although adult learners may appear
to conform to program standards, the reasons they do so may be at odds with program goals. For
example, participants were concerned about their children’s moral upbringing and educational
activities; however, they did not attend the family literacy program for the parenting component.
They enrolled because it provided an acceptable way to continue their education. This evidence
emphasizes the need to view learners as agents of their learning and knowledge production.
Educators need to identify underlying principles of their programs and how they might shape the
way they set up curriculum and learner goals and interact with learners (Nakagawa, et al., 2001).
These first two implications underscore the importance of identifying the discourses that
shape learners, curriculum, and educators’ understanding of learners (Auerbach, 1997; Foucault,
1981; Giroux, 2005; Walshaw2007). For example, had the district staff and adult education
teacher examined their own ideas about adult learners, power, and knowledge, they might have
reacted differently to learner input (Walshaw, 2007). Social service agencies view their clients
through the lens of their organizational concerns (Villenas, 2002). With this perspective it is
easy to translate needs into deficits, overlook the ways immigrant families build new lives
(Villenas, 2002), or interpret cultural differences as bad parenting (Dyrness, 2008).
This study may also assist practitioners in aligning program and learner goals. Women
enrolled in Even Start to meet their own educational purposes. Their narratives demonstrated
that to be educated was an important concept incorporating ideas of respect, knowledge, and
behavior. Educación is often understood as something parents teach their children (Reese, et al.,
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1995); it was also a characteristic that women wanted to embody (see Bartlett, 2007; Prins,
2010). The use of observable literacy practices, including English language ability, was a way to
demonstrate being educated (Bartlett, 2007). Practitioners should conceive of literacy practices
as an ongoing process (Bartlett, 2007) that incorporates power, identity, and self-efficacy (Moje
& Lewis, 2007; Street, 1984).
Furthermore, understanding learners’ goals and lives may elucidate contradictions such
as their desire to advance their education to support their children, yet missing classes to stay
home with their husband. Adult education attributes lack of persistence to material or individual
characteristics such as lack of day care or motivation, respectively; this study provides evidence
that attendance also requires students to negotiate cultural norms, such as the good wife, held by
the student and the community (Kouritzin, 2000; Rockhill, 1993). Identifying discourses and
their effect on learners and practitioners could alleviate a simplistic assignation of blame to either
party for lack of persistence, achievement, and values; prevalent discourses can gloss over
structural, cultural, and material factors in learners’ educational pursuits (Prins & Schafft, 2009).
Another implication is the need to include learners in making programmatic and
curricular decisions (Purcell-Gates, Degener, & Jacobson, 1998). All participants took care of
young children and most had children above third grade; it was these older children who
concerned them. They were aware that their children were at risk in the public schools (Soto,
2008) and they all aspired to raise college-educated children; curriculum could be redesigned to
address these concerns within the broader objective of the program (Blackledge, 2001; Gordon,
2004; Luttrell, 2003). Educational programs could support, build on, and value the diversity of
parenting and school involvement already in place in immigrant families, such as the role of
educación and consejos, (López, 2001; Menard-Warwick, 2005; Gonzaléz, Moll, & Amanti,
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2005; Schlossman, 1978), broaden the scope of intervention (Valdés, 1996), and address
common problems occurring in immigrant homes such as power imbalance between parents and
children. Furthermore, promoting changes in immigrant family structures should be done with
caution. Brofenbrenner (1979) writes:
We know a great deal about children’s behavior and development, and quite a bit about
what does happen inside of families—parent child interaction, family dynamics and all
that. But we know precious little about the circumstances under which families live, how
these circumstances affect their lives, and what might happen if the circumstances were
altered. (p. 220 as cited in Valdés, 1996, p. 40)
Adult education plays a role in socializing learners into, or at least acquainting them with,
new roles and discourses available in society (Jarvis, 2003). This study suggests that programs
should consider intentionally addressing these roles and discourses (Moje & Lewis, 2007; Piller
& Pavlenko, 2001; Rogers & Fuller, 2007) and the influence that they may have on learners and
their families (Blackledge, 2001; Fingeret & Drennon, 1997; Gordon, 2004; Horsman, 2000;
Kouritzin, 2000; Norton, 1997; Rockhill, 1993; Weinstein-Shr, 1993).
Additionally, studies on acculturation and parenting offer contradictory results for
families; some studies find that acculturation assists women in understanding and negotiating the
mainstream context for themselves and their children (see Dumka, et al., 1997), whereas others
indicate that acculturation diminishes parental self-efficacy (see Ceballo & Hurd, 2008).
Acculturation is complex, and women are constantly negotiating conflicting demands as
individuals and mothers. This study demonstrates that the adult education classroom can provide
a place to explore and discuss aspects of their new locality and new ways to negotiate it, for
instance, comparing and contrasting gender roles, explicitly discussing parental involvement in
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children’s schools. This could allow learners to exert more conscious agency in decisionmaking and participation in the host community.
Implications for Policy
This study joins other work (e.g., Soto, 2008; Taylor, 1997) that demonstrates how
education can support adults and children in achieving their goals. Policymakers should examine
the language used in policy since it shapes how educators and the public perceive students and
develop educational programming (Nakagawa, et al., 2001; Prins & Toso, 2008; Sandlin 2004;
Sandlin & Clark, 2009; Sparks, 2001). Policymakers could examine current restrictions on
educational opportunities for adult learners and expand the focus of Even Start programs from a
focus on families with young children to incorporate older children. Continued education can
support parents in maintaining the parental role, children’s academic success, and economic
well-being (Padilla & Argilagos, 2008; Rodriguez & Cruz, 2009; Suárez-Orozco, et al., 2008)
Final Comments
This study has focused on how learner narratives offer insight into how discourses are
utilized and disrupted. Participants, similar in ethnicity, family make-up, and desires, had a
variety of goals and used different notions of learning, despite being in the same classroom
setting with a particular ideology of learning (Rogers & Fuller, 2007). Family literacy, as a form
of education, gave women an entrée to the public sphere (Horsman, 1990; Zubair, 2003). This is
generally perceived as a good thing. Yet learners, particularly vulnerable members of society
such as women in family literacy programs, risk being subjected to normative discourses that fail
to serve their purposes (Street, 1993). Programs police identity (Foucault, 1977; Gadsden, 1996;
Hays, 1996; 2003), bodies (Sandlin, 2004), and integration into society (Auerbach, 1995; Griffith
& Smith, 2005; Hays, 2003). A society that comprises of complex power relations that produces
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standards for women (Bosworth, 1999). It is my hope that the stories of Olivia, Carmen,
Guadalupe, Yesmenia, and Nelli have presented concrete and nuanced examples of how
immigrant women creatively enact agency to negotiate new identities and possibilities.
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Appendix A
Participant Features Table

Age
Marital
Children
Years of
Ed
Years in
US
Time in
ES
Other Ed
Work

Carmen

Guadalupe

Yesmenia

Nelli

Olivia

31
M
Javier: 9 years, 3rd
Ángel 4 years, ES
6 years

42
M
Tom 13 years, 7th
Jack 6 years, 1st
8 years;
3 years vo-tech
14 years

29
M
Santiago, 7 years, 1st
8 years

33
M
Rafael: 12 years, 6th
Marcos: 7 years, 1st
10years

39
M
Teresa: 15 years, 10th
Marissa: 14 years, 9th
9 years

15 years

5years

20 years

2.5 years (over 5
years; interrupted
by move and birth
of Ángel)
None

2.5 years

5 mos

2years

4 years (inconsistent)

ESL 2 years

None

None

Current:
No

Current:
No

Current:
No

Mexico:
tortillería, jam
factory

Mexico:
Bookeeper

Mexico:
No

Current:
None at beginning
of study but took job
as house cleaner
(part time) before
my last visit (May)
Mexico:
Store clerk

PRICE; ESL 2-3
years; Math GED
classes, Masseuse
Current:
Library assistant (part
time); House cleaner
(part time)

US:
Avon

US:
Cottage industry
selling Mexican
goods

US:
No

US:
No

5 years

Mexico:
Cottage industry
making and selling
cakes
US:
Housekeeping for
hotel; house cleaner;
masseuse
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Appendix B
Travel Schedule to Research Site
Dates of Travel
February 18 – March 7

March 19 – April 4
May 7 – May 23

Activities
February 19: Met with program director
February 20: Attend first ES class; intro research project
February 23- March 6: Participant interviews;
observations
Participant interviews; observations
March 30: ES site staff interviews
Participant interviews; observations
May 19: Library liaison interview
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Appendix C
General Interview Guide
Self introduction and explanation of project
Questions:
Introductory:
How are you today?
How long have you lived in _________?
Where did you live before __________? (probe: why moved, how frequently)
Do you have children?
How old are they?
Are they boys or girls?
Do they come to school with you?
Where do they go to school?
Do you live by yourself?
Who else do you live with in your home?
Do you work outside the home?
What do you do?
Background:
How long have you been in the Even Start (ES) program?
Have you been to any other ES programs?
Probe: were they the same or different?
Have you been in any other educational programs in the U.S. or in your home country?
Probe: for why they might have left these programs; why they stayed
Program Questions:
Why did you start this program?
How did you find out about this program?
What do you do in the program? (alternate – Can you describe the day here at _______?)
What do you like about the program? Why?
What do you find difficult about the program? Why?
Do your children like the program? Why?
What do they do differently now (if they do)?
What do they do in the program?
What do you hope they learn in the program?
What do other people (like family, husband, friends) think about this program?
Do you dis/agree? Why do you think this is the same/different for you?
If you were going to tell a friend about this program, how would you describe it to them?
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Final Questions
What is your favorite thing about the Even Start program?
What is your favorite thing about being a mother?
Is there anything else you want to tell me?
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Appendix D
Primary Interview: Initial Interview Guide (English)
Life History Interview (to be covered in one interview or can be divided up over two
interviews) –
Notes:
• These questions serve as a guide. Life history interviews are to be open-ended and
flexible following the interviewee responses.
• Subsequent interviews will follow up on participant answers here and video journals
Introduction
(Review the first interview process, me, the project, ask for their questions about the last time or
this time)
Background
Revisit their answers from the following questions:
1) How long have you lived in _________?
a) Where did you live before __________? (probe: why moved, how frequently)
2) Do you have children?
a) How old are they?
b) Are they boys or girls?
3) Do they come to school with you?
a) Where do they go to school?
4) Do you live by yourself?
a) Who else do you live with in your home?
5) Do you work outside the home?
a) What do you do?
Orientation Questions:
1) Parenting Questions:
a) Is being a mother hard? Why?
b) Tell me about a day in your life?
c) How would you be different if you did not have children?
d) What would your mother say about being a mother?
e) What does your husband think you should do as a mother?
f) What does the program think you should do as a mother?
i) Probe: on all above questions what the interviewee thinks about their views.
g) How do other people help you take care of your children?
h) Who do you get advice from about raising children?
i) Do you think you have changed the way you are (or think about being) a mother now that
you have come to this program?
2) Literacy Questions:
a) Is school important to you? Why?
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b) Is going to school important for your children? Why? – Is this the same for you or
different? Can you tell me why?
i) Probe for differences regarding the act of going to school and the acquisition of
knowledge.
c) Do you like to learn? Why?
d) How do you use (apply) what you learn in school in (to) your daily life? Can you give me
an example?
e) What from your experience helps you learn in school? Can you give me an example?
f) Who helps you learn school material?
g) Who helps your children learn their school material? How do you/they help them?
h) If you have to choose one person from your family that must go to school who would you
choose and why?
Questions about Identity (follow up questions by asking for memories, stories, concrete
examples)
1) Role as Mother
a) Have you always wanted to be a mother? Why? Can you tell me about the first time you
thought about being a mother?
b) Who is your role model as a good mother? Why? Can you give me an example of what
makes them a good mother?
c) What was your mother like? What are your memories of growing up with her?
d) What was your grandmother like? (probe for stories from childhood)
e) What does it mean to be a mother? Is this hard to achieve, is it natural, is it easy?
f) What do you worry about as a mother? Why? How does this affect you? Can you give
me an example?
g) What other worries do you have besides being a mother?
2) Role as Self
a) What do you want to achieve for your own self?
b) What do you want to look back and say “I did this”?
c) What makes you smile? Why?
d) What makes you sad? Why?
e) What makes you angry? Why?
*for each of these questions probe for ways that ppts would enhance or change the factors that
make them feel these things.
Stories from Childhood
Ask for stories starting from their childhood:
1) Favorite memories touching on:
a) Parent roles
b) Education
i) Formal
ii) Informal (stories, experiences, people)
2) Most important lessons learned - how, why
3) Geography
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4) Important people
5) Have you ever worked?
a) Describe experiences, favorite type of work
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Appendix E
Participant Interview Schedule

Participant
Carmen
Carmen
Guadalupe
Guadalupe
Yesmenia
Nelli
Olivia

Date
2/24/09
3/3/09
2/26/09
3/5/09
2/26/09
3/2/09
3/3/09

Duration
1h08m
1h11m
1h11m
0h58m
0h58m
0h55m
1h10m

Location
Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Del Taco

3/24/09
3/24/09a
3/24/09b
3/24/09c
Yesmenia 3/26/09
Guadalupe 3/26/09
Nelli
3/26/09
Sandra
3/30/09
Carol
3/30/09
Nelli
3/30/09

1h01m
0h24m
0h03m
0h30m
1h03m
1h19m
1h17m
0h35m
1h08m
1h03m

Primary ES site
Library

Olivia

3/31/09a
3/31/09b

0h42m
0h16m

Library

Carmen
Guadalupe
Carmen
Guadalupe
Nelli
Olivia
Carmen
Esme

3/31/09
4/2/09
5/14/09
5/14/09
5/14/09
5/15/09
5/19/09
5/19/09

1h20m
0h56m

Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Library

Esther

5/19/09

Yesmenia
Nelli
Guadalupe
Olivia

5/20/09
5/21/09
5/21/09
5/21/09

Carmen
Olivia

Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Primary ES site
Primary ES site

ECE Office;
District Offices
Her home
Primary ES site
Burger King

Notes
Interspersed with Spanish
Interspersed with Spanish
Interspersed with Spanish
Interspersed with Spanish
Spanish
Voices are clear but a lot of
background noise
Interspersed with Spanish
Problems with tape recorder: 3
parts to this interview, labeled a,
b, c
Spanish
Interspersed with Spanish
Interspersed with Spanish
Staff
Staff
Conversation interrupted by child,
not necessary to transcribe the
conversation with the child
Requested that I turn off tape
recorder during part of the
interview: 2 parts to this
interview, labeled a, b
Interspersed with Spanish
Interspersed with Spanish
Interspersed with Spanish
Interspersed with Spanish
Interspersed with Spanish
Interspersed with Spanish
Unable to transcribe as voices
very low
ECE Program Director
NOT RECORDED
Spanish
Interspersed with Spanish
CANCELLED
Interspersed with Spanish
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Appendix F
Staff Interview Guide
Staff Interview Guide (group or individual)
Introductory Questions:
1. How long have you worked for Even Start (ES)?
a. How did you come to work at ES?
b. What is your role in ES?
2. What is the purpose of ES (family literacy)?
3. What would you tell a mother considering enrolling in ES?
a. Probe: What are the benefits? What can ES give to mothers?
4. Can you describe a typical day in ES?
Parental Involvement
1. How would you describe the typical ES parent?
2. What role does a mother have in her child’s life? Why?
a. What does this look like?
3. How does ES teach these qualities?
4. How do you evaluate progress?
5. Can you give me some examples of changes you have seen in some of your participants?
6. What has made this possible?
Education (embedded as literacy)
1. What kind of literacy activities do you teach in ES?
a. You teach literacy to children and parents, do these two literacies have anything
in common?
2. Why do you think education is important?
a. What impact does education have for the mother in ES?
b. What impact does education have for children in ES
c. How does this affect other members of the family?
Closing Questions
1. What are the best things about ES?
2. What have you learned working here at ES?
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3. Do you believe ES can make a lasting change for families?
a. Probe: For children, in particular? How so? For women in particular? How so?
4. Is there anything more you would like to tell me? Anything, I should have asked but
didn’t?
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Appendix G
Video Diary Guide
These are possible topics that you can talk about in your video journal. Or, you can talk about
whatever you like or make a video that talks about being a mother or a student. If you are going
to include other people in your video, please explain why you are making the video and then ask
for their permission.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talk about what happened today.
How are you today?
What did you do today?
Did this make you happy? Frustrated?
Do you have any stories about being a mother?
Talk about how you used reading or writing today? How did it go? How did you feel
about it?
Did you do anything with your family today? What did you do? What do you think
about it?
Did you do anything with your friends today? Was it fun?

In informal interviews follow up on the above questions – possible questions:
What were you thinking about while you made this entry?
Were these events important to you?
If you could change what happened, would you? How?
What could have helped you change those events?
How did/do you feel about those events?
How did the events make you feel about yourself?
Did being a mother affect how you behaved
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Appendix H
First Reading: Identification of Themes
Q:

Okay. And- What does Even Start tell you to do as a program, not as a program, as
mother? What does, what does Even Start think that you should do to be a good mother?
Like What kind of advice do they give? What types of things do they teach you?

A:

[sigh] Even when I have a problem with my children, I ask some things what I could do
to improve the relation – relationship [mhmm]. And ++ uhm, All the time they say that
us ++ is important tot spend time with the children. Is important to learn English because
we can understand the teachers. Uhmm It is important to learn more English because we
can help our children in school. Because before when I, I was not coming here I have to
to take all the time the dictionary to help my children because I could not understand the
English. But right now my problem is to speak but when I read and I understand almost
everything. Even somebody talk me I almost understand everything. But my problem is
to, to talk because I am nervous about uh that + I would wrong. [IS THIS MOTHERING
DISCOURSE; LITERACY DICSOURSE; NARRATIVE?]
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Appendix I
Example of Long Section of Talk Identification & Use of Reissman’s Questions for Analysis
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Appendix J
Copy of Even Start Note to Participants
(Missing graphic from original: cartoon of different children with adults)
Queridos Estudiantes de Even Start,
Esta carta es para nuevamente recordarles que cuando usted se escribió en el Programa
Literaría de Even Start usted estaba de acuerdo que iba asistir a TODAS las reunions de
educación semanales para el programa. También se la pedido que por favor llama a la
oficina de EVEN START en los días que no va poder asistir la [sic] reuniones durante la
semana (Educación para Adultos, Clases de Padres, y PACILA). Esta carta es solo un
recordatorio y le pedimos POR FAVOR que nos LLAME a la oficina de EVEN START
lo mas [sic] pronto possible para hablar de su asistencia. Si por culaquier razón no tiene el
número…….

(123) 4567890

Gracias
Carol Abraham
Sandra Salazar
(123) 4567890
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Appendix K
Yesmenia Uncut Interview Excerpt

B: Y antes me estaba contando que estaba pensando dejar de estudiar con la escuela. ¿Me puede
explicar un poquito? ¿Cuáles son las cosas que impiden ir a la escuela, por qué va a dejar
en este momento?
Y: Pos, yo pienso que por el tiempo, la falta del tiempo. Podría tal vez ir en la tarde, pero no me
gusta ya dejar a Santiago solo; no solo, con su papá. De todas maneras, me gusta estar más
yo pendiente de sus tareas y todo. Y a la mañana, pues, por el tiempo, y me estreso mucho.
B: Me estaba contando antes que usted tiene algunas obligaciones para ir a recoger diferentes
personas. ¿Me puede explicar un poquito, recontar otra vez? Le repite, pero creo que es
importante.
Y: Mire, como yo, las mañanas, con mi día normal, como entre semana, me levanto y a cambiar
a Santiago, estar yo lista para salir a las ocho. Y ahí dejo a Hamblin, yo me voy a la escuela.
De la escuela tengo que salir temprano porque mi hermano trabaja y no puede llevar a su
niña a la escuela, al kinder. Entonces me tengo que salir, y llego… No alcanzo ni a dejar a
Julia, me la traigo y nos vamos a llevar a mi sobrina. Después de que llevo a mi sobrina
vengo y corro y nada más recojo poquito, no alcanzo a hacer ni de comer, cuando me voy por
mi otra sobrina a la una cincuenta. Ya de la una cincuenta ya no alcanzo a venir a la casa
porque a las tres recojo a mi niño, a Santiago, y ya no alcanzo a venir. Ya llego aquí hoy, a
veces, de ahí a las tres y media me voy por mi esposo, y llego después de las cuatro de la
tarde. Y ya Santiago llega con hambre y no tengo ni de comer. Y se me hace muy difícil. Yo
pienso probablemente que si mi cuñada se enseñara a manejar, como para que lleva a su niña
y eso, yo entonces puedo ir a la escuela. A que nada más que yo ir a la escuela y que recoja a
mi niño. Entonces sí, sí me sentiría más… Pero por el tiempo…
B: Y también su mamá está visitando.
Y: Mi mamá también está aquí.
B: ¿Y las responsabilidades para usted con ella? ¿Puede repetirlo un poquito?
Y: Sí. Como mi mamá, pos, esta ahorita aquí, y enferma, y yo sé que si la dejo sola ella se
pone…y no puede. Aparte de que no, pos, no debe de ser tanto cosa. Pos, yo sé que ella no se
está en paz. Si no hay qué hacer, ella lo busca. Si no hay nada que hacer, ella busca qué
hacer.
B: ¿Y por qué éste es un problema para ella?
Y: ¿Cómo?
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B: Porque me contaba que ella tiene una enfermedad…
Y: Sí.
B: …que siente que debe hacer algo siempre.
Y: Sí.
B: Entonces si usted no está, ella… para vigilar. (Ríe.) ¿Por ahí, por allá o qué?
Y: No, no. Es que si yo no estoy, yo sé que yo estando aquí… Si yo no le digo “acuéstese” ella
no se acuesta. “Mamá, acuéstese, suba sus pies.” Y no, quiere hacer de comer y hace lavar
los platos que están sucios, y “¿hija, qué más hacemos de comer?”, que partiera el pan
porque… No sé, ¿ha oído la capirotada?
B: (Niega.)
Y: Es pan como una comida tiempo de Cuaresma. Me dijo “vamos a hacer”, pero ella no quiere
estar sin hacer nada, no está acostumbrada, entonces eso la pone a ella más mal. Y ya le
cuenta… Yo sé que si yo me voy, ella se va a poner a aspirar. El otro día le dije “mamá, no
alcancé a limpiar mis ventanas”. “¡Ah, no te preocupes, las lavamos! Ahora que estoy yo
aquí las lavamos.” Yo sé que si yo me voy a la escuela, ella se va a poner a lavarlas, y no
puede, tiene sus manos, sus huesos, pos, como para un lado. No puede. Sus pies… se quebró
una vez su pie y aunque no necesitaba la operación se le hinchó mucho su pie. Y yo sé que
no se está en paz. Y no, prefiero sacrificarme yo.
B: Pero usted con algunas personas en la clase están hablando de alguna otra posibilidad para
continuar, si no las formales, pero otra…
Y: Sí, pero lo que pasa es que como yo no puedo ir… Yo le platiqué a esta amiga que yo no
podía ir a la escuela por esas razones. Entonces me dijo ella “no importa”, dijo, “yo no voy a
dejar de ir a la escuela”, dijo “yo no voy a dejar de ir, Yesmenia, pero lo que podemos hacer,
nos juntamos, lo que nos enseñen a nosotros, nosotros venimos y les ayudamos a ustedes. Lo
que no sepa una, sabe otra, y nos juntamos en una casa y ahí estudiamos”. Está bien, y así
aprendemos. Y lo que pasa es que se me hace que los libros como del tercer nivel no los
venden sino sólo en la escuela. Entonces lo que queremos hacer, si ellas van a entrar ya a otro
nivel y compran sus libros, vamos a sacar copia para nosotros estudiar sobre lo… Es que en
realidad sabemos más o menos como el modo en que nos enseña la maestra. Y vamos a
seguir practicando.
B: Y conozco a Julia. ¿Y los otros son quiénes, amigos, amigas, quiénes son los otros?
Y: Sí, somos conocidas, pos, de la escuela nada más. Otra que va ahí es de mi mismo pueblo,
pero otras dos viven aquí mismo, en los departamentos, y dice que pueden decirle a más
personas que si nos juntamos. Una muchacha que tiene diecisiete años, dieciocho años tiene,
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dejó de ir a la escuela porque tuvo un bebé, y también está y ella habla más el inglés y ella
dice, ella nos puede ayudar.
B: ¿Y cómo arreglan que se van a unir? ¿Cada vez en la misma casa o cómo?
Y: No, pos, queríamos saber… Sí, en diferente cada vez, para que no sea siempre con la misma,
en diferente.
B: Me contaba un poquito que después de tomar la decisión de dejar de ir a la escuela sentía
menos estrés.
Y: Sí.
B: La verdad ¿me puede explicar un poquito, hablar un poquito de esto? ¿Por qué dejó el estrés
con la decisión?
Y: Sí, porque, le digo, como no tenía tanto tiempo, entonces me daba la una de la mañana, la una
y media, las dos de la mañana, yo haciendo la tarea porque ya era de hacer historias y es algo
que se me hace bien difícil. Yo la entiendo a la maestra, todo lo que me habla en inglés, y a la
mejor, mal, o sea, no bien dicho pero le puedo contestar. Pero yo para hacer ya oraciones o
una historia se me hace bien difícil. Y no era, porque ya no me podía concentrar en lo que
hacía, entonces ya casi ni dormía, y ya para todo, pos, ya bien estresada. Y ahora que no va a
la escuela hasta tengo tiempo de… no sé, ya me siento más tranquila.
B: ¿Y afectaba la relación entre usted y Santiago?
Y: Sí.
B: ¿En qué?
Y: En que me desesperaba más.
B: ¿Con él o con la vida en general?
Y: También con mi esposo. O lo que pasaba a veces en la tarde y ya me sentía como bien…
porque me bajaba la presión, les daba de comer, me servía, y hasta ellos comían solos y yo
iba y me sentaba y me la pasaba dormida allá en la cama. Y a esto estaba en la noche a hacer
tarea, y no… Mi esposo me dijo “no puedes estar así”. Y es que me he dado cuenta de que yo
soy una persona que hasta si hay un problema o algo, todo el día tengo problema. Entonces
yo todo el día tenía ese estrés de la escuela. Y aparte la maestra es muy estricta, muy
ofensiva, porque ofende, o sea, como medio se burla, y yo, otro día decía, “ay, me va a decir
la maestra”, y ya no aguantaba. Ahora no. Ahora ya alcanzo hasta a coser. (Sonríe, aliviada.)
B: Pero al mismo tiempo usted quiere seguir con los estudios si está haciendo la posibilidad de
la casa. ¿Por qué es importante para usted seguir?
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Y: No, porque yo siempre he sido así, de aprender inglés. Aprender y sacar el GED, yo quiero
sacar. Probablemente no para trabajar, pero le ayudo a Santiago, ya viene creciendo, más y
más tareas, y yo soy la que está sentada con él con las tareas, y quiero poder ayudarlo.
B: ¿Y es que usted se sienta a la mesa para trabajar con él para las tareas?
Y: Sí. Como cuando él llega de la escuela ya le tengo su comida hecha, pero todavía no llega su
papá. Yo me siento, o como ahorita ya, a veces, ¿no?, ya que dormía un rato, ya entonces
hacemos la tarea. Pero ya, ahora no, ya me siento con él, o yo con la costura, “a ver, m’hijo,
qué te sigue”, ya más a gusto. Y yo estoy con él. Para la tarea yo estoy.
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Appendix L
Guadalupe Uncut Interview Excerpt
B: I am curious, why do you tell your husband to call school?
G: [laughs]
B: Why don’t you?
G: Because I don’t feel comfortable with the, my language. Is that the problem. [laughs]
B: Your language is very good. [laughs]
G: My, my husband is very fluency to speak. So + yeah, uhm, I will say in español. Los doy, a
veces no es que no quiera ir, es que necesita que él se envuelva .
B: Sí. Yeah, it is that he doesG: Yo lo puedo hacer pero yo necesito que él se envuelva. Son sus hijos. Y ellos sentados.
B: Quien, los hijos, o los maestros?
G: Uno, uno ayudandolos. En este caso mi esposo sé como se dice, se atiene que yo les ayudo
pos ayer yo dejé hacer algo de mis cosas por le acerca el tiempo con ellos y él sentado. No
es justo y por eso you se quiere que él se envuelva.
B: Su marido?
G: Uhuh [laughs]
B: Muy bien. Very strategic, very strategic.
G: Yeah, I can do it.
B: How do you say that, estra-?
G: Estratégica.
B: Estratégica.
G: Yes. Estratégica.
B: So your husband would call the teacher and talk to the teacher and she would say, “Oh, no,
everything is good”, but then you go to the conference and it is different on paper.
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G: Yeah.
B: Well how do you address the teacher? Because then there is a, a lack of communication or
communication about it. What did you say to the teacher?
G: My husband got the e mail to, to be inform, informado [?/Q: Mhum] about my children, my
child.
B: So it is more, so now you e mail—
G: —After the conference and my husband I say them, him, you need to be with this, with the
oldest. Because I, I will take, take care the little one. So, yo le dije, tu encarga de él y yo me
encargo del otro. Yo puedo hacer de los dos, pero yo lo quiero envolver a él.
B: Sí. No, es muy importante.
G: Mhum.
B: So, does your hu—
G: So él, after that he is reviewing. Every day the agend. La agenda [Q: Mhum, the agenda] y
la tarea. Yo le dijo “si, you don’t know how, how is Math go to Internet to help him
[laughs]. Is no easy.
B: No it is not easy. I mean that’s, that’s good.
G: I can help him but he wants to go to his Play Station instead. I’m very impatient because I
taking the time to help him. And then he is very desperate to go to watch TV and whatever.
So I say, I said to my husband you need to be with him. I don’t, I don’t interesting.
B: Not interested.
G: No, no porque no le quiera, sino que darle trabajo a él.
B: Not because I am not interested, but I am giving him the work.
G: Yeah. [laughs]
B: It’s his job now.
G: Yes. Is fair.
B: No. It is absolutely fair. I mean I think — it is very interesting.
G: —Is fair, I think so.
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G: It is the same way with the chores and the house. I can wash, clean his room, but is not fair.
Is his room. He need to clean. I need to teach them to be clean, organized, organization.
B: And does your husband support you in this or is it kind of your, your role?
G: Support, support that idea.
B: Yes that is important. And, + Does your husband think that it is important that he is involved
in the homework or is it more your job?
G: My husband?
B: Mhum.
G: ++ I don’t care [laughter] what he thinks. But he need to take his time with them [laughs]. I
don’t care. [laughter]
B: [laughter continues throughout the following] Excellent response. Because sometimes you
just have to say it.
G: Yeah because my husband always is busy so I need in this case, in this time I need time to
study my test. So I need to be there helping them. So I need time for me. So he needs to be
involved with education.
B: Yes—
G: —In the family.
B: And it is very important even if you were not studying for your test. It is very important for
him to be involved.
G: Yeah I’m taking the time.
B: Because it is good for the boys to have a male
G: -Is no fair if I am helping to my children and he is in the Internet, is no fair. What do you
think? [laughs]
B: I am in complete agreement. Total agreement.
G: Yeah, yeah, is no fair.
B: No and because the boys also need to have him around.
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G: Yeah, the problem with my, in this case my husband just has to maybe, eight, eight grades in
Mexico. He, he didn’t not have the education the same with me. I am higher with,
comparing with him.
B: Is that hard fo—
G: —I, I know more about math. He don’t know Algebra. So, in this case he don’t help to my
older boy—
B: Yeah. But he can help with reading and writing andG: -I say, I can help him in math only, but Science and the other subject you can help them.
B: And does that bother him that you have a higher level of education?
G: Me?
B: You or your husband- [overlapping conversation] Is it a problem? Yes, you have the higher
level.
G: -MeB: Yes.
B: But does he say—
G: Is low education
B: Yeah, but does it bother him? Le molesta él que Ud. tiene mas educación?
G: No.
B: So he never says “oh you need…” [laughs].
G: No, but I say need, you needs, you need esforzarte, si no sabesB: -Mhum. You need to push it.
G: Así como vás, así como vas al Internet, allí te, alli hay maestros.
B: Exactly
G: Yo no sé, le voy a ponerle facíl [laughter]
B: He is a smart man. He can do it. [laughter] And, if he likes the Internet at least he will be
doing education on it so
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G: Because I lost, I waste, spend, I don’t know what the word a lot of time. I was working in
Mexico and study at same time. Could you imagine that? Working the whole day? In the
morning 7 o’clock to 9 and study. Mi, my career and then working the whole day and then
7:00 to 9:00 in the night. Studying. The home work. I was very, ¿cómo se dice en la
noche, desveladas.
B: I was exhausted in the night time.
G: Mhum, because I haven’t time because I was working the whole day.
B: Was this before you were married?
G: It was very, it was sacrifice, for me.
B: Yeah, huge.
G: Very work, is sacrifice. You need sacrifice your time right now, right now. If you want to,
they want to study university, you need invest time [?/Q: invest, perfect] with them. Is not
easy. Is no easy.
B: It is not easy.
G: I can do everything, but I need, he need to be involved + in everything.
B: You are very smart in that. [A: Yeah] It is very important. Because yes you could do
everythingG: Is no fair. Because I don’t work. He said “you don’t work. I work every, the whole day.”
What happen with the cleaning. I don’t have, ¿cómo se dice sirviente?
B: A servant.
G: Oh. I need to do everything.
B: Yeah, all the cooking, cleaning—
B: -education [laughs]
G: -Everything. When he come everything is ready. So, but I don’t work. I don’t work is… I
work in my house.
B: Oh yes absolutely.
G: A lot of. I said “I am, I’m going to work, but you need to work here. [laughter] We can
change it. [laughter] You stay at home and I go. I go to work.
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B: Yeah, I—
G: —Para vea como cuesta.
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